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Over 140,000 people have joined Special Reserve -the Games Club with no obligation to buy.

£3.99

SIM CITY & POP

RAILROAD TYCOON

POWERDRIFT

PLAYER MGR

16.99

13.99

3.99

8.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION BLUES BROTHERS

11.99

POWER UP

RAINBOW COLLECTION

KICK OFF 2

CRAZY CARS 3

10.99

9.99

8.99

9.99

8.99

CHOOSE YOUR ATARI ST GAMES BELOW ALL AT AMAZING PRICES - NO HIDDEN POSTAGE CHARGE TO THE UK !
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 2

31.9

DARKMERE(1 MEG)

15.9

GRAHAM TAYLOR'S

A320 AIR-BUS

21.9

ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)
ADI ENGLISH (12-13)
ADI ENGLISH (13-14)
ADI FRENCH (11-12)
ADI FRENCH (12-13)
ADI FRENCH (13-14)
ADI MATHS (11-12)
ADI MATHS (12-13)
ADI MATHS (13-14)

11.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9

DEJA VU
DOODLEBUG

6.9
13.9

SOCCER MANAGER
HARLEQUIN

ESPANA-THE GAMES 92 (1 MEG)

19.4

ADVANTAGE TENNIS

16.9

EXILE

16.4

AFTERBURNER
AIR BUCKS

7.4
17.9

FA PREMIER LEAGUE

AIR SEA SUPREMACY

(GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE,
P47, F15 STRIKE EAGLE,
CARRIER COMMAND)

DUNGEON MASTER &

MAGIC WORLDS

10.9
12,9

HEAD OVER HEELS

7.4

HEIMDALL(1 MEG)

11.9

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
DYNA BLASTERS
ELITE

19.4
19.9
10.9

HEROQUEST2-

EPIC

19.4

LEGACY OF SORASIL

16.9

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

8.9

ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET
OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS

7.4

FOOTBALL (1 MEG)

17.4

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON

11.9
10.9

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

14.9

HEROOUEST

8.4

(ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2,
INDIANA JONES ACTION, BATMAN
THE MOVIE) D/S

10.9

HOME ACCOUNTS 2
HOOK
HOT HATCHES

38.9
11.9
17.4

FANTASTIC WORLDS

IK+
INDIANA JONES 2 ACTION

(FATE OF ATLANTIS)

7.4

ALIEN 3

19.4

(REALMS, PIRATES, MEGA LO MANIA,

16.9
17.4

POPULOUS, WONDERLAND) (1 MEG) 22.9

INTERNATION RUGBY CHALLENGE ...17.4

8.4
22.9

FIRE & ICE
17.4
FIRST SAMURAI + MEGA LO MANIA ...13.9

JAMES POND

FISH (M/SCROLLS)

JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD

16.9

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

14.9

19.4

BATMAN THE MOVIE

7.4

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

(MIDWINTER 2)

11.9

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S

13.9

FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2

BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BEACH VOLLEY

10.9
7.4

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

14.9

7.9
7.9
7.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9
16.9

16.9

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER

12.9

CHAOS ENGINE
CHUCK ROCK
CHUCKIE EGG

16.9
8.9
9.9

FUTURE WARS
GAUNTLET 2

9.9
7.4

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS 3-THE FINAL

GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS

7.4

CHALLENGE (1 MEG)

COOL WORLO

17.4'

CAMPAIGN (1 MEG)

21.9

CARL LEWIS TRACK &

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

3.9

CRAZY CARS 2

8.9

CRAZY CARS 3
D-GENERATION

9.9
13.9

GOBLIIINS
15.9
GOBLIIINS2
17.9
GOLDEN AXE
8.4
GOLF WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD 8.4

^MISCELLANEOUS
~-~x&r-

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK

MEG CAPACITY WITH

8.9
23.9
12.4

LEMMINGS 2

20.9
9.9

16.9
7.4

16.99

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS (1 MEG) ...13.4

4.99

DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVC)

4.99

MONITOR LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO
PHILIPS CM8833 MK2 MONITOR

7.

BUSINESS LEVEL. CONFORMS TO

16.99

16.99

MICROPROSE 3D GOLF
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

13.99
7.49

MIDWINTER

SUPER CARS 2
SUPER CAULDRON

8.49
17.49

SUPER HANG ON
SWITCHBLADE 2
THE MANAGER
THUNDERHAWK
TITUS THE FOX
TRANSARTICA
TROJAN - CYBER ASSAULT

7.49
8.49
19.99
10.49
9.49
17.99

RAVING MAD

ROBOCOD, RODLAND)

16.9

REACH FOR THE SKIES
REALMS

19.9
17.9

RICK DANGEROUS

7.4

7.4

ROBOCOP 3

11.4

(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)

ROCKET RANGER

16.9

TROJAN - THE ENFORCER

19.9
15.9

16.99

ROOKIES
SABRE TEAM

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

18.49

SCRABBLE (US GOLD)
18.9
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND (1 MEG) 13.4
SENSIBLE SOCCER ('92/93 SEASON) 16.9

7.49

PANG

7.49

8.49
16.99

PICK 'N' PILE

4.99

PIRATES

(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)

ROBOCOP 2

16.99
7.49

PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS S SIM CITY

8.99
16.99

POPULOUS 2(1 MEG)

19.49

POWER UP

(CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN, X-OUT,
ALTERED BEAST,

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOWGATE

16.9
3.9

SHADOWLANDS

19.4

SHADOWORLDS
15.9
SHOOT-'EM-UP CONSTRUCTION KIT ...8.4
SHUTTLE
19.9

SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG)

22.9

SIM CITY & POPULOUS
SLEEPWALKER

16.9
17.4

SMASH TV

8.99

TROJAN - FIRESTAR

8.99

(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)

8.99

TURRICAN

7.49

TURRICAN 2

7.49

ULTIMA 5
UNINVITED
UNIVERSAL MONSTERS
VIDEO KID
VROOM
VROOM DATA DISK
WIZ-KID

19.99
6.99
16.99
8.49
12.99
12.49
16.99

WOLFCHILD

12.99

WWF WRESTLING
WWF WRESTLING 2
ZAK MCKRACKEN

16.99
16.99
9.99

7.4

SPACE CRUSADE
SPACE CRUSADE DATA DISK
SPECIAL FORCES

12.9
10.9
22.9

ATARI LYNX 2

9.99

COLOUR
'/MONITOR

TUNING,
FRONT AV

SOCKETS,
REAR SCART

INPUT, BLACK

DIRTY LARRYRENEGADE COP
RC6761 .
DRACULA THE UNDEAD RC6918 .

ROBOTRON 2064 ...RC6754.
ROLLING THUNDER RC8001 . ,23.99

ELECTRO COP
RC5271 .
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER RC8213 ,

S.T.U.N RUNNER
SHADOW OF THE

GATES OF ZENDECON RC5272 .

MODEL
KVM1410U. 60

HOCKEY
RC6759.
ISHIDO
RC5350. .19.99
JIMMY CONNORS' BAD BOY

CHANNEL

ATARI LYNX 2
BATMAN
PACK

TRINITRON

SCREEN, LOOP

WITH BATMAN

AERIAL

RETURNS GAME

LYNX 2 GAMES
APB
AWESOME GOLF

.RC5538. .23.99
. .RC6751 . .24.99

BASEBALL HEROES RC6758. .23.99
BASKETBRAWI
.RC5539. .23.99
BATMAN RETURNS RC6893. .27.99
BATTLEZONE2000

99.99

7.49

13.9

WITH REMOTE

7.

(INCLUDES SOFTWARE)

STUNT CAR RACER

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)

NICKY BOOM
NIGEL MANSELL'S

PANZA KICK BOXING
PARASOL STARS

(KICK OFF 2, MICROPROSE SOCCER,
MANCHESTER UNITED,
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER)
19.99

14.4
21.9

9.99

NODDY'S PLAYTIME (EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN AGED 3+) 16.99

18.49
15.99

STUART PEARCE'S SOCCER SELECTION'S

11.99

7.49

OPERATION WOLF

STREETFIGHTER 2
STRIKER

RAGNAROK

(MEGA TWINS, JAMES POND 2 -

MICRO MATHS

(11 YRS TO GCSE. CONFORMS TO
NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

RC8179. .23,99

BILL AND TED'S EXCELLENT

POWER SCAN HAND

SCANNER FOR ATARI ST
100-400DPI

7.4

16.9
16.9

(BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER,
CADAVER, IRON LORD)

CONTROL,

3.99

19.99

16.4

(BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLANDS,
NEW ZEALAND STORY)
9.9

(BEGINNER TO GCSE AND

PITFIGHTER

16.9

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE ...8.4
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
11.9

(GIVES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE)

49.99

CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS

NULL MODEM CABLE

PRINCE OF PERSIA

(POPULOUS, HUNTER, SPIRIT
OF EXCALIBUR, CHESSPLAYER 2150,
BATTLEMASTER)
20.99

RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR CONSOLE

HI-FI LEAD FOR ATARI ST

DUST COVER FOR ATARI ST (CLEAR PVC)

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
PUSH-OVER
QUEST & GLORY

...11.4

8.4

(SWITCH BETWEEN TV AERIAL AND COMPUTER
WITHOUT DISCONNECTING)
3.99

METAL CASE AND LONG
REACH CONNECTION

(INCLUDES VACUUM)

LEATHER GODDESSES
LEGENDS OF VALOUR
LEMMINGS

LETHAL WEAPON (1 MEG)

16.99

TV/MONITORS

COLOUR MATCHED

(STANDARD PHONO INPUT)

19.4
7.4

LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NO!

PREHISTORIK

SCART LEAD FOR ATARI ST TO SONY TELEVISION

DRIVE FOR ATARI ST

WITH SONY/CITIZEN
DRIVE MECHANISM. 1

CABLE

22.9

18.49

POWERMONGER WW1 DATA DISK

RAINBOW COLLECTION

NEW ZEALAND STORY

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG)

13.99

STORM MASTER
STRATEGY MASTERS

MICRO GERMAN

MOTORHEAD

KRUSTY'S SUPER FUN HOUSE
LAST NINJA 2

STARCROSS

3.9
19.4

(BEGINNER TO GCSE. CONFORMS TO
NATIONAL CURRICULUM)
16.99

8.9
19.9

10.9

17.49

MICRO ENGLISH

7.9

KNIGHTMARE

RAINBOW ISLANDS)
POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S

PREMIER MANAGER

(SUMMER GAMES 1 & 2,
WINTER GAMES)

KILLING GAME SHOW

16 9

8.9
17.9

8.49

MCDONALDS LAND
MEGA SPORTS

KICK OFF 2 D/S

FIELD CHALLENGE

BLUES BROTHERS
CAESAR

(2-6)
(6-8)
(8+)
(2-5)
(5-7)
(7*)
(2-5)
(5-7)
(7+)

10.4

7.4

CASTLES

4.9

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

17.4

ISHAR-LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN
FUN

BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)

SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL

8.4

MANCHESTER UNITED

NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

AWESOME
B.A.T2

BART Vs THE WORLD

15.99

MICRO FRENCH

ANOTHER WORLD
ARCHER MACLEAN'S POOL

9.9

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA)

(8 YRS TO GCSE. CONFORMS TO
NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

20.4

(STORM MASTER, DRAGONS BREATH,

ADVENTURE

SCART LEAD

MAINS ADAPTOR

(STATE AMIGA, ST, MEGADRIVE
OR SNES)

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP

99-99

.RC6753. .23.99

BLUE LIGHTNING . -RC5269. .24.99
CABAL
-RC8004. .23.99
CHECKERED FLAG RC5540. .23.99
CHIPS CHALLENGE RC5270. .16.99
CRYSTAL MINES 2. .RC6760. .22.99

DAEMONSGATE .... -RC8181 . .23.99
DINO OLYMPICS.... .RC8180. .23.99

TENNIS CHALLENGE RC6914. .23.99
JOUST
RC8210. .23.99
KLAX
RC5463. .16.99
LEMMINGS
RC8007. .23.99

RYGAR

RC5544. .23.99
RC5424 . .23.99

BEAST
SLIMEWORLD

RC5193. ,23.99
RC5489. .16.99

SPACEWAR

RC6913. .23.99

STEEL TALONS
RC6916. ,23.99
SUPER ASTEROIDS/MISSILE
COMMAND
RC8212. .23.99
SUPERSKWEEK
RC6786. .23.99
SWITCHBLADE 2
RC8000. 23.99

LYNX CASINO
MALIBU BIKINI

RC5541 . .23.99

TOKI

RC5400.

VOLLEYBALL
MSPACMAN

RC6915. .23.99
RC5486. .16.99

TURBO SUB
ULTIMATE CHESS
CHALLENGE

RC5960. .24.99

NFL FOOTBALL
NINJA GAIDEN 3
NINJA NERD

RC5542 . .23.99
RC5725 . .23.99
RC8214 . .27.99
RC8005. .23.99

PACLAND

RC5136. .23.99

ULTRA STAR
RAIDERS
VIKING CHILD
VINDICATORS
WARBIRDS

RCB006.. ,23.99
RC6736.. .23.99
RC8002.. .23.99
RC5549.. .24.99

PINBALL JAM

RC6912. .23.99
RC5929. .27.99
RC8211 .. .23.99
RC8003. .23.99
RC6051 . .23.99

XENEPHOBE

RC5527.. .23.99

ZARLOR
MERCENARY

RC5528.. .23.99

NINJA GAIDEN

PITFIGHTER
POWER FACTOR

RAI-DEN
RAMPART

ROAD BLASTERS ...RC5526. .23.99
ROBOSQUASH

RC5543. .16.99

• 0279 600204 • Special Reserve Sales • 0279 600204 •

RC5547.

GRAVIS JOYSTICK

QUICKJOY TOP

FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST WITH

STAR

FOAM PADDED GRIP, ADJUSTABLE
HANDLE TENSION AND

JOYSTICK
GG5751

PROGRAMMABLE FIRE BUTTONS

20.49

GG9022

QUICKSHOT111A

23.99

TURBO 2 JOYSTICK
LOGIC 3 SIGMA-RAY

GG5656

S

JOYSTICK

GG6575

19

PRO 5000 JOYSTICK

QUICKSHOT127
STARFIGHTER
REMOTE CONTROLLER
WITH TWO INFRA-RED

GG9050
12.99

GG5654

12.99
MINI COMPETITION

Games

0279 600204

JOYPADS

CHEETAH BUG JOYSTICK

29.99

MINI COMPETITION PRO STAR

GG6562
14.99

QUICKSHOT 128F MAVERICK 1
JOYSTICK

JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFIRE
GG9051

The Biggest and Best computer
games club in the world. Probably.

aGG5655

17.99

COMPETITION

12.99

PRO EXTRA

QUICKJOY FOOT PEDAL

JOYSTICK

TRANSFERS ANY
JOYSTICK FUNCTIONS
TO FOOT PEDALS.

(CLEAR BASE)
GG5146
10.99

QUICKSHOT 137F
PYTHON

^1 Wr"

JOYSTICK
GG5785
15.99

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR AMIGA OR
ATARI ST

7.99

CALL 0279 600204
FOR A FREE 8 PAGE
COLOUR CATALOGUE

U

GG5653
9.99

CAR SIM'S.
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST AMIGA AND ATARI ST
GAMES
GG6576 20.49

COMPETITION
PRO STAR

I

Join now for £6.99 (UK) and

JOYSTICK

IDEAL FOR FLIGHT AND

get all this:

QUICKSHOT 149 INTRUDER 1
JOYSTICK

QUICKJOY JET FIGHTER
JOYSTICK
GG5287

GG6644
22.99

11.99

QUICKSHOT 155 AVIATOR 1
JOYSTICK

QUICKJOY QJ1

23.99

JOYSTICK

(MICROSWITCHED)

WIN AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY OF NIGEL

MANSELL'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FULL DETAILS IN THE
NRG CLUB MAGAZINE

SQUIK MOUSE FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST

ZYDEC TRACKBALL

GG5855
12.99

25.99

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE FOR ATARI ST

(3 METRES)

GG6650

6.99

PORT EXTENSIONADAPTOR FOR ATARIST (CHANGE

I W^^H

JOYSTICKS WITHOUT NEEDING TO REACH BEHIND

TROJAN LIGHT

COMPUTER)

PHAZER GUN

ATARI STWITH OPERATION |

FOR ATARI ST WITH SKEET
SHOOT AND ORBITAL

STEALTH
GG5235

DESTROYER GAMES (OTHER
GAMES AVAILABLE • SEE
'TROJAN" IN ATARI ST

SOFTWARE LIST)

5.99

NAKSHA MOUSE FOR AMIGA OR

27.99

FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR
FOR ATARI ST

7.99

MOUSE MAT

4.99

i*?!*"*:

24.99

DISKS, BOXES ETC.
VERBATIM!

\\&

3.5" DSDDDISK

"

WITH LABEL
10 Pack £7 99

Ctr«

PACK OF 10 VERBATIM BRANDED

3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH LABELS
GG9137 ...7.99
PACK OF 50 VERBATIM BRANDED
3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH LABELS

GG5535

--- --

STDK.

STDK,

CANON BJ-200 BUBBLE JET

MF-2DD

MP-2HD

80 COLOUMN, 248 CPS, 8

f^> .=^>

399.99 PRINTER

**»"***
KZ*\*C

27.99

*

We only stock official UK products

TYPEFACES. THREE PRINTING

MODES, I YEAR WARRANTY. A
FAST AND QUIET PRINTER

•.--""*'*"

„

PACK OF10 TDK 3.5" MF-2DD

WHICH GIVES EXCEPTIONAL

DISKS (DSDD)

I QUALITY RESULTS.

GG9085 ...6.99

PACK OF10 TDK 3.5" MF-2HD

^£2j. PRINTER LEAD

DISKS (HIGH DENSITY)
GG9086

MEMBERSHIP

13.99

Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block, The Mailings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts
CM219PG. Inevitably, some games may not yet be released. Please phone Sales on 0273
600204 for latest release dates and stock availability. We reserve the right to change prices
end offerBwithout prior notification. Please ring for latest information.
E.&O.E.

WE ONL~SUPP~y"mEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDERAS YOU~c7n~ ~
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
INK CARTRIDGE FOR BJ-200 PRINTER

GoWSfct GoldStar

PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL)
FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST OR IBM PC

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR CITIZEN

WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80
COLUMN, 216CPS/72LQ 6 LQ/1
DRAFT FONT, AUTO SET
FACILITY, INPUT DATA BUFFER,
AUTO PAPER LOADING,
ENVELOPE PRINTING, 2 YEAR

SWIFT 9, 24, 200, 224 OR 240C PRINTER

14.99

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR STAR LC20O PRINTER

10.99

PRINTER LEAD
MEMBERSHIP

Name

7.98

CITIZEN SWIFT 200 PRINTER

'"•••"'

DRY

.21.99

PACK OF 20 3.5" GOLDSTAR HD
DISKS WITH LABELS

RIBBON FOR CITIZEN
SWIFT 24, 224 OR 240 PRINTER

6.99

RIBBON FOR CITIZEN SWIFT 9 OR 120Dt PRINTER

6.99

RIBBON FOR STAR LC200 PRINTER

«J»

RIBBON FOR STAR LC24-20 PRINTER

BJM

DUSTCOVER FOR80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC)

4.99

GG9118

16.99

PACK OF 10 5.25" GOLDSTAR

DSDD DISKS (96 TPI.720K)
GG5265

2.99

PACK OF 10 GOLDSTAR 5.25"

HIGH DENSITY DISKS (1.2 MB)

...

GG5266...3.99

Enter membership number (if applicable) or
Membership £6.99 UK, £8.99 EC. £10.99 World

DELUXE DISK

ALL HARDWARE
PRICES INCLUDE
VAT&
CARRIAGE TO
UK MAINLAND

BOX 3.5" (80),
LOCKABLE,

SCART TELEVISION

DIVIDERS
GG5752

WITH REMOTE CONTROL, MODEL KVM1410U. 60 CHANNEL

TUNING, FRONT AV SOCKETS, REAR SCART INPUT, BLACK
TRINITRON SCREEN, LOOP AERIAL

jgy%

10.99

BANX DISK BOX 3.5" (80)
STACKABLE

GG6591

12.99

item

DISK BOX 3.5" (10 CAPACITY)
SCART LEAD

GG5187

1.99

(STATE AMIGA, ATARI ST, MEGADRIVE OR SNES)

DISK BOX 3.5" (120) LOCKABLE,

MEMBERSHIP

DIVIDERS

GG5323

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT £

9.99

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

FOR A

FREE 8

Switch Issue No_

PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE PHONE 0279 600204

We only supply members but you can order as you join. Annual Membership: UK £6.99

EC £8.99

WORLD £10.99

NIG also contains competitions fowin £E££s worth ofpriies. Currently onoffer; An autographed copy ofNigel Mansell's World (hamplonship, 10 Lethal Weapon Videos and Gaines,
Bubsy I-Shlrts and pin badges. Sonic Cuddly toys andyour chance todesign thefront cover ofNRG!
We sell games andaccessories, allat amaiing prices, for Megadrive, Master System, Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST andIBM PC.

Over 140,000 people have joined Special Reserve, so don't delay, join today! The club with no obligation to buy!

You can phone in your order or use this coupon )•

Credit card

expiry date„

_Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE

P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas OrdersSurcharge (EC or World): Software orders
please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items please add
25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.
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the ST world at home and abroad.
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In our masterclass series we take a

So then, how does a hard drive work?
We give you the lowdown.

further in-depth look at the technical
drawing program GFA Draft.

SCANNER FORCE

detailed guides.

ADVANCED DRAFTIN'
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110 THE BYTE

We bring you the definitive roundup
of hand scanners for your ST.
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market? Do you care?
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those speedy games!
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Here's just a taster of the delights
in store for you this month.
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Crazy Cars 2
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WELCOME TO 57 FORMAT!
How's this month going for you? Well, I
trust -

Paula Richards, Editor

can even find out how they work! We
go on to discover how well games pro
ducers are into the '90s, supposedly the

even if it could be better we're

here to brighten your day with another
great issue of ST FORMAT. As usual
we're covering a huge selection of sub
jects so there's bound to be something
of interest to you whatever your pas
sion. Starting on page 14 there's a huge
feature on getting into art and graphics
on your ST, taking inspiration from
great - or at least famous - artists.
Tying in with this is the ultimate scan
ners roundup starting on page 38 - you

decade

of

environmental

friendliness

and general goodwill to all mankindm
whatever your colour or sex. There's
also the usual wide selection of news,
games and serious reviews, hints and
tips - and more - that you've come to

expect from STF. Fill out the coupon on
page 35 if you've anything to say about
the issue - I look forward to hearing
from you. Have a brilliant month.
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INDISPENSABLE!
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// scanners
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this month's Disk that "Indispens
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able" is the only way to describe
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it. First up, to tie in with the
graphics feature (starting on
page 14) there's Picture
Concept, which enables you
to distort your pictures In /<

weird andwacky ways !<*
and Deluxe Slldeshow so H

lv

you can view all your ere- ^ILA

ations. Then, as part of the °i3K>*l
Matching Tie and
Handkerchief feature start

comes to your

ing on page 48 we've got
five Desk Accessories,
including three games -

ST - does it live

Puzzle Slide, Tic Tac Toe and

THE BIGGEST BEAT-'EM-UP?
68

72

GAMEBUSTERS
You could find just the solution you've
been waiting for.
NEXT MONTH
See what's going on in April for you to

Street Fighter 2

up to the hype?

Flip Flop to entertain you • Distort your pic
when you should be tures like this!
working!
MDIsk, an Incredibly useful
disk utility and Monitor
Magic make up the total.

Find out on

page 76

look forward to.
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REVIEWS
Our massive reviews section gets off
to a good start here.

Insectrold Is exclusive to
104 SPECIAL OFFERS

STF and gives you the

Go on, treat yourself to one of these
amazing bargains...

chance to bash the hell

out of all those nasty
creepy crawlles - serves

113 LIFE, THE UNIVERSE

them right for existing, really, doesn't
It? Also on the games front is the great
Grav 2 - be prepared for

AND EVERYTHING
Classifieds and plenty more.

lots of wall-bashing.
On top of this there's

• A different sort of

clip art is now
available for your

the Supreme Screen

ST - check it out

Snatcher, Colour Dump,
Spectrum SI2 Colour

on page 92.
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PUBLIC SECTOR
Bargains start here in the wonder
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TURN TO PAGE 22 FOR)
THE FULL DETAILS! 1

Dracula, The
Frankenstein Monster,
The Mummy, The Wolf Man,
The Bride of Frankenstein and

The Creature from the Black Lagoon.
• Classic monsters from a movie age
gone by. But more than that...
creatures from our oldest dreams

and our darkest nightmares.
They have met and battled before,
but now they are back. Back to form
an unholy alliance to make our worst
fears turn into a terrifying reality.

OCEAN SOFTW
2 CASTLE STREET

CASTLEFIELD
MANCHESTER • M3 4LZ
TEL: 061 832 6633
FAX: 061 834 0650

THE

THIS ISN'T
ino

Dini, the cre

and Kick Off 2 has deserted

Anco for

Virgin and

has

taken his brand new footy
game with him.
Dino Dini's Goal, as the game
is provisionally titled, looks set for
release on the ST in May, price
£30.99. Although the game is
essentially the same as its prede
cessor, Dino has reconfigured the
joystick controls to make gameplay

They can no longer suddenly
change direction either, but have
turning circles associated with the
speed at which they're travelling the faster the player is going, the
larger the turning circle. Dribbling

• Thankfully, Goaf doesn't have any

with the ball is now more realistic,

rather than at 20. There are also

because you have to slow down
before you change direction, other

larger scale pitch sizes for a closeup view of the action. For further
information about Goal phone Vir

wise you lose the ball.
Goal retains the ability to cus
tomise team strips and there are
also replay, video playback and
slow motion options - video play
back during replay operates like the

player statistics which determine

real thing and you can even watch
a sequence backwards. Other fea

team

tures

easier

and

included

members'

individual

skills

and

likeli

hood of injury. In Kick Off 2, play
ers went from rest to full speed
with the flick of the joystick, while
in Goal, players actually accelerate
and decelerate like the real thing.

include

aftertouch

and

the

ability to set throw In and free kick
trajectories. The gameplay has
been improved with the inclusion
of bigger player sprites and an
improved viewing angle - you now

offside rules and. unlike in Kick Off

2, your automatic players won't go
around fouling the opposition Dino's left that for you to do.

see the action at a 45 degree angle

gin on ^081 960 2255.
Because Dino's still working
on the ST version he's offering
readers of ST FORMAT the chance

to get in on the act. Simply answer
the three questions below and Dino

will name Goal's referee after you,
and, naturally, you'll get a compli

mentary copy of the game.

Send your answers on a postcard

BA1 2BW. Entries must be received

before Friday 26 February 1993.
Rules 1. Employees of Future Pub
lishing, Virgin Mastertronic, their
relatives and programmers from
Cambridge are not eligible to enter.
2. Duplicate entries will be posted
to Brian Clough and given a severe
ticking off. 3. No alternative prizes
can be offered 4. The editor's deci

in close-up. The sprites are now 16 x 24 pixels high which makes for
a much better gameplay than in Kick Off 2.

DA's Vektor is a professional
colour vector graphics program
from CGS ComputerBild, and it's
compatible with any ST, TT and
Falcon sporting at least 2MByt.es
of RAM. The program is designed
to be used with a graphics board
and supports 16.7 million colour
(24-bit) graphics at a minimum
screen resolution of 640 x 400 pix
els. The graphics editor has a huge
variety of functions including
object scaling, rotation and projec
tion onto 3D Bezier surfaces.

Postscript Type One and Cala
mus fonts can be used, charts can

be generated and there is a full
vector animation suite enabling
animations

to

be

created

and

recorded to video tape, or
replayed by a special movie player
program. A number of file formats
are supported by Vektor including
GEM

Metafiles,

Didot

VG files,

CVG files and Postscript EPS files
(export only). The program can
also read a number of other pic
ture formats including IMG, TIFF
and Degas.
DA's Vektor will be on sale at

1. What was the name of Virgin's
last footy game on the ST?
2. Where has Gazza gone?
3. How many pixels make up the
player sprites in Goal?

to; Shoot The Referee, ST FOR
MAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath

• He shoots, he scores... he gets a £2 million transfer deal. Dino Dini's Goal

NEWS

New vector graphic tool

KICKOFF 3
ator
of
Player
Manager, Kick Off

LATEST

sion is final. 5. Bribes, cream eggs
and Cindy Crawford's telephone
number would be greatly appreci
ated but won't make any difference
to our decision.

the

Seventh

International

Com

puter Show for under £200, and
CGS claim it is as good as Didot
Professional. CGS ComputerBild
are on » 081 686 8121.

Working improvements
Working Title have upgraded Calligrapher Professional and Calligrapher Gold to v3. While they have
made various improvements to
the program, its general look and
feel remain exactly the same with
most of the changes being
"behind the scenes."

The main

improvement is that GDOS has
been written into the main pro

gram code of

Calligrapher and

does not need to

be run as a

separate program, making Callig

rapher more compatible with
other GDOS programs such as
/WD/and Timeworks.

You need at least 1MByte of
RAM to use Calligrapher Profes
sional 3, and Calligrapher Gold 3
requires 1MByte of RAM and a
hard drive. Calligrapher Profes
sional 3 is £99.95 and the Gold ver

sion costs £139.95. Call Working
• At last a low

GREYSCALE
MONITOR

cost medium
resolution

monitor for

If you strain your eyes using a

your ST. OK,

TV for

so it's a

medium

resolution

word

processing, and can't afford £150,
why not get the ViewTek VT12
monitor from Silica Systems? The
VT12 is a greyscale 12 inch stereo
and mono monitor compatible with
ST

low

modes.

and
This

middle
makes

ideal

Mono monitor

monitor, but

Since there are

what do you

monitors available on the market

want for £69?

at the moment, Gasteiner (= 081

At least it has

3651151) have come up with an
alternative fully compatible 14
inch paperwhite high resolution
monitor. Costing £149, the moni
tor is compatible with the entire
range of ST machines and comes
complete with speakers, volume
control and an SM144 style tilt

ers for those

for

fantastic

word processing and other applica

stereo sound

tion software that run in medium

samplers!

res. The monitor costs £69 includ

ing a mono emulator - call Silica
on « 081 309 1111 for more details.

BSfeWfe

prices from v2. A Falcon030 ver
sion of Calligrapher is in the
pipeline but there is no firm
release date as yet.

greyscale

stereo speak

resolution
it

Title on « 0865 883592 for upgrade

and swivel base.

no Atari

mono

NEWS

THE

LATEST

SHOWING SOON!
The season of shows is upon
us, so make sure you take note
of these dates in your diary

on

fourth

no.

MIDI

and

Electronic

Music Show has managed to drag
itself away from the Novotel to the
Wembley Conference Centre this
year. The show will be showing the

2.

Multiple

applications

will

be

also

get

force-fed to the ST FORMAT liq

into

the

uidiser. 3. The editor's decision is

Daily Mail's

final. 4. Entries received after the

Ideal

closing date will be forced to go on

ideal home plus

Home Exhi-

caravan holidays to Totnes for the

™.,™»,.,:™»»

bition with

rest of their natural lives.

MIDI show
The

can

Show

70th

its

sive

displays

of

and

The famous 16-bit shows of the

puter Show and it takes place at
Wembley
Conference
Centre
between Friday 19 and Sunday 21
February. Attractions include vir
tual reality, music, advice centres
and the Falcon030 making its first
UK public show appearance. Even

cost £8 on the door for adults or £6

and Sunday 28 March 1993. Tickets
cost £7 each, but ten pairs of lucky
SrFOfl/VMTreaders can sneak past
the doorman and not pay a penny.
All you have to do is answer the
following questions and send them
on a postcard to the Ideal Game
Show Compo, ST FORMAT, 30

children

Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW

and £4 on the door or £5 and £3 for

MIDI

innovations

from

Roland, Yamaha, Fostex and Korg
along with many others, and
includes seminars on Cubase and

other ST related products. There
will be reams of stuff for all ST

MIDI musicians to get their teeth
into. The show runs from Friday 23

April to Sunday 25 April and tickets
under ten years old -

advance tickets can be obtained for

past have yet again been renamed,
to the Seventh International Com

Atari are to be there! Tickets are £6

advance

by Friday 26 February, 1993.

bookings,

call

^

0726

68020 to book your tickets.

£4 by callings 081 547 1183.
Ten pairs of Ideal Games

1. Who invented the flush lavatory?
2. How many colour registers are

Midlands show

Show tickets to be won

there in the medium resolution set

The

There's an added attraction to the

ting on your ST?
3. In which year did the BBC first
begin television broadcasting?

playing host to "the largest collec
tion of computers, games, hard

Ideal Home Exhibition this year
with the arrival of the Ideal Elec
tronic Games Show.

The Show is to feature major
exhibitions from software publish

Rules: 1. Employees of Future Pub
lishing and the Daily Mail Ideal

ers and hardware manufacturers,

Home Exhibition are not eligible to
enter. Neither are their friends,
relations or domestic appliances.

competitions and non-stop arcade
action. People going to the Games

Telford

Centre

is

ware and accessories ever (in this

area)" at the Computer Shopping
Spectacular on the weekend of 6
and
7
March.
Competitions,
and

a

roadshow

are all part of it. Full details from
Nelton Exhibitions, s 0474 536535.

AFFORDABLE COLOUR PRINTER

printer onto the the burgeoning mar
ket, the rather snappily named SL-95
- oh, and it prints in colour too.

copy enables colour pictures to be
printed on dot matrix and inkjet
printers with full control over blueness, brightness and contrast of

the images. Colour separations
can be printed on black and white
printers which can be superim
posed to produce colour output by
feeding the paper through the
printer several times. Imagecopy
Colour can be used to produce full
colour pictures using Hyperpaint
on a wide variety of colour print
ers. The program costs £14.95
0602 410241.

Little drummer boy
If you want your MIDI drum pat
terns to have a bit more "feel" to

them, you need the Realfeel
Groove Library. An enterprising
professional
drummer
has
drummed
99
drum
patterns
directly into a sequencer using
drum pads, giving more realistic
sounds than programmed drum
patterns. Volume One contains a
whole range of patterns including
rock, soul, funk, reggae, latin, indy
and jazz for just £13.95, The pat
terns are available as Creator or

colour
as an
colour
and is

64 cps in LQ mode. Epson LQ 850

Notator files or in standard MIDI

and LQ 860 emulations are built-in,
so it can be used immediately with

file format. Call » 071 241 0621 for

intended as an entry level machine

A 12 month on-site warranty

The new SL-95 24-pin
printer is being promoted
affordable high quality
printer costing just £249,

• Seikosha launch yet another

policy of releasing low-cost high
quality software with Imagecopy
Colour. This new version of Image-

from the ST Club «

Exhibition

demonstrations

be contacted on « 0923 984064.

The ST Club continue with their

Seventh show

entertainment products.
The Show is being held at
Earl's Court 2 between Thursday 25

latest

ing low cost HP Deskjet and Canon
Bubblejet ink cartridge refills, cost
ing £14.95 for three refills or
£24.95 for a pack of six. The refills
are available in black, magenta,
yellow, cyan, red, blue, green,
brown, purple and black. Care can

Imagecopy colour

exten

domestic

Inkjet refills
Care Electronics are no

practically any software.

more information.

Noddy says Oops!

for small businesses, local authori

is offered for an extra £10 and a cut

Apologies to the Bell Fruit Manu
facturing Company for printing the

ties and for educational use.

sheet feeder is available for £82 -

wrong

The printer is equiped with a
43K printer buffer and has reason
ably high printing speeds of 240
cps super draft, 192 cps draft and

both are useful optional extras. If
you would like anymore informa
tion about printers and accessories,
call Seikosha on s 0753 685873.

contact

number

for

Noddy's Playtime in STF 43. The
correct

number

should

be

a 0602 792838.
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Editman Super is a professional hardware desktop
video editing module from Syntronix which uses
the ST for controlling a complete video editing

priced PC

setup. Two VCRs (plus other video sources such as

in this pic

camcorders) can be connected to the Editman

ture, the

Super editor and the ST, and the computer controls
the entire editing process without using expensive

Super

when you're in the middle lane of

desktop

the motorway?

Editman

timecode equipment.
The ST can be used to import captions or

video edit

graphic's while you are editing tapes - animation

ing suite

and A/B Roll editing functions are now supported
with programmable fades, dissolves and other spe

works per

cial effects. The Editman is also compatible with
24-bit colour cards and other video effects ensuring

that future developments are fully supported. For
additional information on the Editman, call Syn
tronix on » 0332 298422.
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fectly on
your ST
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system.

Now you too can put together unrelated clips of popu
lar media stars to produce misleading news items,
don't forget to splice in those "noddy" shots.
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Want to find out why every

body flashes their lights at you

Aztec Software have come up
with a novel idea to help you learn
your Highway Code. Rip It Up fea
tures 150 questions about various

aspects of the Highway Code, with
road signs and symbols, making it
ideal for learner drivers. The Rip It

Up disk costs £4.95 and runs on all
STs. Call Aztec on n 0329 235249.
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Wlli

lilable inTWO configurations both packs include...
torola 68030 CPU 16MHz - 3.84MIPS, Possible 262144 Colours, I
terGraphics Co-Processor, Super VGA: 640x480 - 256 Colours,

'f stof-if Z..

e Colour16BitMode:640x480- 65536Colours, True Colour

litOverlay Mode: 640x480 32768 Colours, SCSI Ports, Stereo
lioIn/Out, Analog RGB Colour [ST orVGA], Composite PAL-

NEW

SC-SECAM-SCART, RS232Serial, Bi-Directional PrinterPort,

BothStarandCitizen have announced newproducts...
Citizen 240 - Mono... 24 Pin, 80 Col, £249.99

" DiskDrivewith 3.5" Drive,65Mb.Hard
Drive,4Mb.Version
1Mb Version

/fad tUi» item*

Hem V»«x* lit**1

'449.99 £79999
ATARI1040STE

200cps/66cps. 9 LQ/2 Scaleable Fonts, 8KBuffer
Citizen 240C - Colour Vers of above... £269.99

Citizen 200- Mono...24 Pin, 80Col,
£219.99
180cps/60cps, 6 LQFonts, 8KBuffer, Colour Option

\lc»-mMoW)
iLCM.»0Moiio
I LCx4-» CotoM

TH PACKS CONTAINS...

ri I040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM. 256K ROM, 4096Colours,
Ports inc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
" DiskDrive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

Star LC100 - Colour... 9 Pin,80Col,
180cps/45cps,8 Fonts,

1XB 24-250 Coll*1

MOUSE MAT High quality, save your mouse from din!
DUST COVER HIGH QUALITY vinyl coven for hardware..

ISVflFI'0*"'

m^ i

_.__ r

"

i

caul

DISKSTORAGE BOXES High qualify, smoked petspra lidfolly

1 mMono

leviable, complete with dividers intwo capacities...SO Capacity

1 214 Colour

£6.99

DISKLIBRARY CASESPlastic case for10disks. }5~

£0.99

PRINTER STANDS 2Part plastic, paper fits under.

£7.99

ATARICONTROLCENTRES

From £19.99

' Fr« Ousted
•list r —

"*Gr«" Screen
u«cen Scrcpn

Metal stands for KtBoani. Monitor. 2 Disk Drives.

NAKSHA SCANNER Hie one you've been wailing for!
NAKSHAMOUSE+FreeOreolion Stealth while stocks last
SQUIK MOUSE Budget priced... bol GREATquality

£109.99
£29.99
£16,99

ATARIS0FTWARE...Games, Educational andBusiness softwareis always

eativeComputing Paint, Music &Basic programes.

fyualllob*-

£3.99
£3.99

Ami keyboard, crimen,monitors etc,etc.

]SE Revision Maths, French &Geography for GCSE levels.

0uat1/<U<te-

£164.99

ATARI SUNDRIES

| U00+M°no
lSVnFT9Wm

Vj & Learn For younger members ofthe family, fun learning!
nior School Maths, Spelling, General Knowledge for Juniors.

PACK1: Great Games
contains alltheabove plus...
Twogreatgames: 9 Lives
andPrince

*w%aicfc..

Star LC24/100 - Mono... 24 Pin, 80 Col £189.99

Modulator PLUS... Some Great Educational Software:

CK1: The Business
tains alltheabove plus...
tad Processor, Database,
a Spreadsheet

ATARI in

Citizen 200C - Colour Vers of above... £Phone

family Curriculum
'Two GreatLearningPacks'— i

(e@IIP

PRINTERS

liIn/Out, 2 xJoystick Ports, 8Channel 16Bit DMA Sound Port,
MUCH MORE.... This istheoneyou've been waiting for...

novv

available atdiscounted prices please phone k askforprices.
ATARI BOOKS...Covering everything Atari! Phone fordetails

•^—JU9S

KONIXSPKEDKING MEGAPACK-

£19.99

KON1X SPEEDKLNG JOYSTICK with FOUR GREAT GAMES!!!

n^Hiups

MG 29Sovietfighter.BMXSimulator. Ito Ternris andTreasureIslandDizzy.

QUICKJOY II.-Auto-fire, Stainless Steel Contact Switch

B»L»—

„rilli„„lQll»li« Print.'

£9.99

ZIPSTICK...Auto-Ftre.Microswitched.

£11.99

PLUS LOTS OF OTHER ACCESSORIES
TOO MANY TO LIST!!!

U89.99

£279.99

ATARI1040STE
Musk MasterPack
'The MelodyMaker'WAINS...

iri 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,
Ports inc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
" DiskDrive, Mouse. External Genlock support, Built-in
Modulator PLUS... A MUSICAL SOFTWARE GREAT:

STEINBERG PRO 24 m

Track Recording, MIDI, Quantising, Score Edit,
•id Edit, Cycling, Step Programming, UNDO,
aster Track, ControllerMapping...BRILLIANT!

RIBBONS

5 Pa*

5 Pack

£415 1 £>»-95

StavLCWM

lis

l^smrt-cax'

SurXBP™f«
g 120D+/S"*9

£4.99
£4.99

l t24D/S«i«24

Colour

Colour

Mono M°"°

£5.95
£12.49

£12.99
£12.99

£21.95
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95

£16.«

£16.95

fcs„W9l24/^/WE

ATARI TORTFOLIO POCKET PC ORGANISER

diary,Lotus1-2-3 compatible spreadsheet, & PCcompatible Nes
tor datatransfer. A vastselcclion of accessories available, LOW
pleasephonefordetails.

rATARrrmTFdLidSOT
Phone Tor adetailed listing ofallthese great Portfolio products
NEW ATARI MEGA STE RANGE • Available soon!!!
MEGA 2 STE - 2Mb. RAM. 3.5" Disk Drive
£429.99

Theincredibly powerful AtariTTrangeis a (rueprofessional work
station compatible withmostST software, butwilhfantastic speed!
Ideal fot graphic intensive applications suchasCAD. studio
animauon and DTP.

ATARI TTWith2Mb.RAM. 3.5"Floppy Drive
ATARIIT With4Mb.RAM.3.5"FloppyDrive
!HARDDRIVESFOR MEG \ SI l-'s & TT's

iri520STE Keyboard, 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.
ppy3.5" Disk Drive, Mouse, Built-in TVModulator PLUS...

oductivityDisk 1st Word WP, Neochrome Paint, ANI ST,
Tour, Self Test Utility, Calendar, RAM Disk Accessory.
WITH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPTTHOSE MARKED WITH AN

WILL GET M FOLLOWING INCLUDED y^^A
FREE OF CHARGE...
/& WORTI
QUALITY DUST COVER

the Atari520STEStarter Packabovebutupgraded by Atari
.tribution to A FULL 1Mb. RAM MACHINE and also

lusive of Family Curriculum software asfollows...
y andLeamPack- JumiorSchool Pack- GCSERevision Pack
usiness Computing Pack - Creative Computing Pack
MEMBER... You stillgetallthesoftware [ie,Productivity,
:ertainment andStartDisk] as included in the0.5Mb. packtoo!

-rf*4"" flQQQQ

£279.99

£339,99

. _ purchase youwill
E U i"difccT"'llSsfAj^JoOreceivc
aFREE

K ENTRY form* for

'Full Details available an mitten request ' °W,E»"> Disney.

H°MivJ Competition.

EuroDisneyis the Copyrightof The WaltDisney Corporation

WARRANTY
Hardware provingfaulty within 30 days will be exchangedfor NEWisubje

conditionetc). After10 days and within 12 monthsfrvm purchase,faults k
-tified by the relevantmanufacturers' repaira$eni and returnedto you I
. Softwareandsmall itemscarry various warranties, just askfur d<

Merlinare happylo supph BEPOand exportmarkets for which VAT is nm
warrantiesonly,faulty itemsare to be returnedto Merlinbyc
deliverycharges will apply.

PLEASE

NOTE

Whilstevery effortis madeto ensure information in this advertis correct,

shouldalwaysconfirm anyoffers,prices,availability etc. priorto placing

order. Weendeavourto supplygoods as shownand will ONLY change den
should it be madenecessaryby our suppliers etc. As our advertisingis ha,
so far in advanceMerlinthereforereserve the right lo alter productspecs
•drav any product/offer/service or updateprices land that con be up ORa

without priornotice.Merlin guarantee neverto supplyanything thathas I
subjectto changewithout you,the customer, beinginformed of andHgftti

lhat change. Please ALWAYS confirmdetails PRIOR to placing your order
mtty advertisedoffers supercedepreviouslyadvertisedoffers and
goods are NOT supplied on a trial basis.

E&OE

ATARI PTC 1426...

£69.99

3.5" Second external drive wilh throughport
and extra long cable.

••"'

iCENTINF. ATARI SOFTWARE

I

NEW SERIOUS SOFTWARE PACKS FROM ATARI
:

£24.99

WORD PROCESSING. Contains:

Calli^opherlight
•INTRO TO:

•INTRO TO:

£19.99

PERSONAL FINANCE. Contains:

Pen.Finance nfflnujer+, Darafax
£24.99

SPREADSHEET MANAGEMENT.

*lNTROTO:

ST SECOND DRIVES

£209.99

COLOUR 14" MULTISYNC MONITOR TTs

Cumin::Mastetpian

complete with PSU and connection cable.

INC DAYS...aJd £6. or for SPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY...add just £12

(Please notecourierserviceappliesto MOST VKMainland addresses).

ATARI SM 124/144 MONO 14"HIGH RES. MONITORS£Pltone

With, each hardware

ROCTEC 5.25" DISK DRIVE
5.25" Floppy Drive, 360K, 48/96TP1,

I

ATARI SC 1435 STEREO COLOUR 14" MONITOR

FREE ENTRY INTO THE MERLIN PRIZE DRAW*

CUMANA CSA 354

i

ATARI MEGAFILE 30 HARD Drue tor ST's. 30Mb.

ATARIMEGAFILEMlHARDDrivefor STs, 60Mb.

IGENUINE ATARI MONITORS

r

Merlin Express Ltd. Please include aSAE.

DELIVERY

Smaltitemsare despatchedby post to all UKMainlandaiirtises for a no;

fee, unlessotherwise discussed. Hardware is despatched bycourierservict
\o 25Kg)as fallows:NEXT WORKING DAY... add£7.50to order.TWO Wt

deductible. Delivery chargesvaryfromVKratesand.as products carryVi

ADDITIONAL 52Mb.QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £209.99
ADDITIONAL 120Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £309.99
ADDITIONAL 240Mb.QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £519.99
ADDITIONAL 420Mb. QUANTUM SCSIHardDrive £979.99
InordertofittheHard Drive youwillneedtoINCLUDE fora fining
kit&fitting/installation byAtari Agents toretain (heAtari Warranty!
Forthe MegaSTEadd£78 ruling Fot (heTT rangeadd£74 fitting

IGENUINE ATARI PERIPHERALS &ACCESSORIES

2 PART PRINTER STAND
LEAD TO YOUR ATARI
<[♦] =(ill FREE Hems EXCEPT ndm cm
r

TARI520STE1Mb
'LUSStarterPack

£879.99
{1139.99
I

WHY NOT ADD A HARD DRIVE TOO!!!

EAT STE SOFTWARE:

^1/tt**.- jCJIQ QQ

j

With address &telephone book, calculator, lexl processor, £129

iNTAINS...

jrt Disk STE Language Disk.

FEATURING..

SmallFootprint: 8.5"x 11.4" x .25"Ihk,TRULY PORTABLE
20Mb. Built-in Hard Drive
3.5"Built-in Floppy Drive
Weighs in at ONLY 4.21bs
Uplo 10Hrsbatterylife
[charger optional]
Supplied withFileTransfer andOrganiser software
Optional FAXmodem dueto be released soon!
[rrp. £1295.00!]

i^SSJ

ATARI520STE
StarterPack

>erBreakout, Battlezone.

FANTASTIC NEW PORTABLE FROM ATARI

AVAILABLE SOON!!!£1149.99

<^^ £289.99

ttertainment Disk Missile Command, Crystal Castles,

MORE ATARI PRODUCTS
ATARI PORTABLE ST BOOK COMPUTER

£19.99

•INTRO TO:

£19.99

PRODUCTIVITY. Contains:
ST Word, STBase, ST Calc

INTRO TO:

£19.99

SOUND & MUSIC.Contains:

BASIC PROGRAMMING, Contains:

Music Maker+, Sampler Master*

Power Basic

♦INTRO TO:

124.99

INTRO TO:

PROGRAMMING.Contains: Clock A

DATABASES, Contains:

Calculator, Wort, Saved.Archive,

Superbase Personal

SUM

Font Kit*

£109.99
(rrp £129.96)

*Require anSTorSTEwith a D/Sdrive and1Mb. memory
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF ANYTHING NOT

LISTEDWE'DBE DELIGHTED QUOTEYOU!!!

MERtiN

EXPRESS

UMST50

DEPT.STF, UNIT C7, ROPEWA1K INDUSTRIAL.CENTRE,
STATION ROAD, OWESTON, DERBYSHIRE, DE7 5HX.

•
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GAMES
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PREVIEWS
TORNADO

CIVILISATION
.
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years to get the right bal
ance of trade, politics and
defence. If that wasn't tricky
enough you also have to
cope with changing tech
nologies, Neighbours and
those little milk cartons you
get in Happy Eaters. If it's
any consolation you also get
to

meet

famous

• Tornados

are like buses

- you don't
see any for
ages and then
they all come
at once.

Where was

that tin
helmet?

historical

rnwfaBo

figures like Genghis Kahn.

• Forget the sheer weight of num
bers argument - the reason why

Civilisation

is

available

Michael Caine and his cronies were

Microprose (« 0666 504326).

from

defeated by the Zulus was because

The Tornado fighter-bomber
has proved to be one of the tech

nological success stories of the

they had invented gelignite.

Gulf War. Now you can get your

Voted the most original game
at the 1992 European Computer
Trade Show, Civilisation has finally
made it on to your ST.
Set for release in February,
Civilisation is a god/strategy game
which begins in 4,000 BC. Your job
is to take a small tribe of nomadic

people and build them up into a
thriving, technically advanced civil
isation. You have just about 6,000

hands on this awesome machine

ent Tornado variant and a different

thanks to Digital Integration's lat
est flight sim.
Digital Integration (» 0276
684959) claim Tornado is going to

target to destroy, while both the
Air Campaign and Air Commander
options enable you to engage in a
defeat your enemy.

the most powerful and destructive

be the most realistic flight-sim yet,
with over 100 square miles of com
bat zone packed with 16,000 static
objects and a wide variety of mov

animals on the planet. Mankind -

ing vehicles. The game features 20

this is your life."

individual

• "You were born in a humble mud

hut, but soon you became one of

ROM GERMAN
SUPPLIERS
If you order
direct from Germany you

can pick up some good bargains
and get hold of gear that your
mates don't have - VAT is I

lower than in the Britain,

although you have to accept
that delivery is likely to take
longer than ordering from the
UK. The sterling prices quoted

campaigns and training sequences
as well as a two-player option for
dogfights. With each of the individ
ual missions you are given a differ

Delivery (COD), or ask you to
send cash, or transfer money to
them up front - you can do this
via the Post Office Giro Bank or

via SWIFT (ask your bank for
details). COD is easiest for you,
and you can check that your
package isn't damaged before
you accept it. Sending cash in
the post is best avoided. If you
have a choice of sending the
money to a Post Office account
or a bank account, send it from

combat

missions,

air

series

of

missions

in

a

bid

to

Digital Integration already
have plans to develop additional
mission disks for the game. Tor
nado goes on sale in April and the
price is yet to be confirmed.

NOT JUST BEER
and software available for ST users

is wider, and cheaper, than in
many parts of Europe - even if
most other currencies are taking a
nasty
hammering
from
the

DUNCAN BELL IN
SCHWETZINGEN
Over

half

Europe

the

are

STs

in

owned

by

Germans: that's a

mas

sive 3 million machines. They're

popular partly because of the obvi
ous price and performance advan
tages over other makes, but also
because of the portability of the ST

Deutschmark (thanks Norman!).
DTP - from the sublime to
the ridiculous
Fonts from the Public Domain are

- unless the UK economy gets
really bad. As a rough guide, £1
is worth DM2.50, but things

the Post Office, with a Giro
credit; the money gets there

over 400,000 made it over the bor
der into East Germany, when

cheap and plentiful in Germany. If
you need new fonts for your DTP
program, check out Com Putt
Alexander Schiitz, who sells 70
Calamus fonts - which you can
easily convert into other GEM fonts

quicker, and the charges cost a

Granny

- for around £16. Contact them at

might improve. Language isn't a
problem - most companies
claim to have English-speaking

bit less - better all round.

in Duncan Bell's article are esti

mates, and do not include deliv

ery - they shouldn't rise, though

When you write to German
companies, put the post code

range: some estimates reckon that

went

to

visit

relatives

before the Wall came down.

Buchenweg 7, Postfach 24, W-7935

As well as being a popular

Rottenacker, o 010 49 7393-6261.

games machine, STs are also used
for word processing, MIDI, profes

Alternatively, for around £8 you
can get 50 complete Calamus fonts
by
ordering
Vektorfont-Paket-3

sales staff. Let them know what

and the name of the town on the

you want, and they'll send you a
quote for the price in sterling.
Then you can see what you are

same line (say, W-6900 Heidel
berg), and put "Germany," oth
erwise the German post sorters

letting yourself in for, and
arrange payment. Be prepared

tend to foam at the mouth, and

than it is in the UK. For instance,

from Ell-Soft Peter Weber, Josefstr. 11, W-5350 Euskirchen, tr 010

send your letter back! Also, put
your address on the back of the
envelope, and they'll have some

over 80% of German students have

49 225173831.

to wait a while - the German
Post Office isn't famous for its

speedy deliveries.

Paying
Usually German companies
accept crossed cheques, but
they might also do Cash On

where to send it back to, with

out ripping your letter open.
Otherwise, it can take weeks
before you find out that the
company you wrote to never
heard from you...

sional DTP, and electronic image

processing on a much greater scale

home computers - half of which
are STs - mostly bought when they
were kids. The market is so large
that it is worthwhile for third party
manufacturers to produce hard
ware and software add-ons, and to

keep prices low. So, it's hardly sur
prising that the range of hardware

If you

use

WordPerfect at

work and 1st Word Plus at home,

here's a little something for you.
WP 1.0, this no-frills but effective
utility converts text files between
these two word processors, and
keeps the formats: you can get it
for about £40 from Megasystems,

EUROPEAN

AIR SUPPORT

NEWS

i»pets
MIDI classics

• Air Support's

you. The action takes place in map,

Words and Music have released

map view - here

isometric or 3D views and with

four new classical MIDI file format

you can see your

three difficulty levels, 20 different
training missions and 40 full simu
lations, Air Support should keep

carefully planned
Defence Complex

in all its glory. You
have to deploy

even the most hardened strategy

addict glued to his ST.

your forces

Check

sharpish or it
doesn't stay like
that for long.

By the beginning of the 21st Cen
tury the earth has split into two dis

decisions of how you deploy your
resources and what strategy you

tinct military zones - the southern
and northern hemispheres - each

choose to take are now all down to

tary academy in the northern hemi
sphere you are introduced to the
Air Support Battle Simulator, an
incredibly powerful combat strat
egy computer.

the

Cover

Disk

sis (o 051 709 5755) for further
information. Air Support is to be
released at the end of March, and is
priced at £29.99

I Wire

are at loggerheads with the other.
As a trainee at the West Point mili

out

demo of Air Support on STF 41
(turn to page 66 to order your copy
if you missed it) or phone Psygno-

frame ani
mation is a

bit old hat,
but it has
the advan

tage of
making the

This is essentially a futuristic
flight/strategy sim where you have
to defend your territory from
attack,
while
infiltrating
your
enemy's lines. You are placed in
control of a Defence Complex with
a variety of vehicles, aircraft, facto
ries - which enable you to manu

gameplay
faster.

at

your disposal.

stand

rave.

supplied with a four page leaflet
giving details of each file plus a
four page instruction manual.
The disks are priced at £10.95
each and can be ordered by calling
Words

and

Music

Compress it!
LogiLex in Germany have pro
duced a compression program
which, they claim, doubles the
disk capacity of any disk on the
ST, TT or Falcon - including floppy
disks. This little program is called
DataLight 2 and works by com
pressing all files to half of their
previous size and then decom
pressing them when they are
being loaded back in.
The loading speed is said to
be greater than loading without

and not worry about the speed of
There is no UK distributor at

the moment so you have to order
direct from the suppliers in Ger
many, the program costs DM129
(about £50) and you can contact
LogiLex on « 010 49 228 658346 or
fax them on *

call them on« 0I0 31 8380 10010.

W-6236 Eschborn.)

how about

a

Sysquest removable hard disk or
CD-ROM containing 999 Calamus
or Postscript format fonts? This
goes for around £999 plus VAT
(15% in Germany), as offered by
Integralis GmbH, Aussere Kanalstr.
10-12, W-5000 Cologne 30, ^ 010 49
221 546 1222. Their UK agent is
Paul Burnett of GMB Group PLC, 2
Heyrod Street, Ancoats, Manches
ter M1 2WW, s 061 273 5562. The

quality is superb, but you do need
a program that can handle them as
well as a high-quality printer to do
them justice. If you don't want to
buy them all at once, you can order

(Industriestr.

future issue of ST FORMAT.

26,

Computer visionaries

just released PD
Disk 491, with the

A Tilehurst-based company has
recently launched a new electronic

Meta-Bit-Kon-

software

verter, which

distribution

EDOS (Electronic Distribution

s

between

of Software) contains a catalogue
of over 2,000 game titles from

eight popu
lar graphic

software publishing companies
including Gremlin, Ocean and Vir
gin.
According to Computer
1 Visions - the company running

formats,

including
IMG and

\ the service - you're unlikely to

GFA block

I a title out of stock. This is

files, and
Gemview, a

VqW

iuse titles can be duplicated
o CD-ROMs on an indi-

SAMS

multi-resolution

12 of them on disk direct from Inte

gralis, for around £40.

many MS-DOS and

lasis. For further infor

t^V^lS

mation

about

1 phone Computer Visions on

\ « 0734 452416.
MT Software,

Good value if you

the

use

last month, according to a survey
in a leading ST magazine, were
FastCopy, Sagrotan Virus Killer
4.17 and PAD 2.4, a versatile graph

different graphics
packages.

ics program. There are lots of PD

seidel, come eight disks full of vec

Hafenstr. 16, W-2305 Heikendorf,

customer.

suppliers, and you can get some

tor graphics in CVG or GEM format,

s

where you read it first.

smart deals: for instance, Maxon

for around £16. Their address is

Also

Public

Domain library, would like to point

The three top PD hits in Germany

number

Electronic

1 Distribution of Software just

I
i Alive and kicking

formats.

a

service for

ST owners.

converts

UNIX

010 49 228 655548.

Watch out for the full review in a

GmbH

slide show pro
gram, which dis
plays Amiga IFF
files, as well as

Best-sellers

on

.„«.

information transfer.

Computer

work,

direct

•e 091 529 4788.

loading speed. In effect, you can
convert a 20MByte hard drive to a
40MByte capacity drive, or a 720K
floppy disk to a 1.44MByte disk

Maanderweg 82, NL-6711 NG Ede,
in the Netherlands, and you can

DTP

is

DataLight and the decompression

AND SAUSAGES...
sional

disk

standard MIDI file format and is

The

If you use your ST for profes

Each

packed with classical music in

routine is faster than a hard drive's

facture more vehicles - and missile

defences

disks - might be interesting if you
can't

of

out that, despite recent rumours,
they have not gone into liquida
tion. In fact, they have expanded
into

from

commercial

software

and

have just taken on their 20,000th

Softwareservice

010 49 431 241247. Useful for

budding Michaelangelos!

Remember,

this

is

CENTRE (leeds) Tel: 0532 319
er

COMPUTERS

'RINTERSkw™
CITIZEN
Canon
Panasonicl

HE ATARI FALCON
HAS LANDED!!!!
16 Mhz 32 bit technology for fast processing, 1.44 Mb
loppy disk, I, 4 or 14 Mb configurations. Sof
bundle comes with CALAPPT personal it
manager, Procalc spreadsheat, Systc
Manager, Talking Clock, Audio Fun Mai

THE FIRST

Landmines and Breakout

COMPUTER CENTRE

»£N 7 DAYS A WEEK

N MON - SAT
9.30AM-5.30PM
«™
IDAY OPENING
I I.00AM-3.00PM
0PM
nDM
JRSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM
Urrl
f
S
LOSED BANK HOLIDAYS

£869.99

4Mb65MbHD

IOWTO ORDER

I

JHUnnnU

computer printer!

All our printers come with ink

] cartridges or toner. All printers come

FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE

£ 137.99

This pack now comes with: Sim City, Fin

StarLC200 colour..£l95.99

animation package and ST Basic.

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 225 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4
landscape printing.

now with Lotus Turbo Esprit

Star LC24-200 mono..£2l9.99

only £224.99 UK Spec

Lives, First Word word processor,

24 pin, 222 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 10 fonts, A4
landscape.7I< buffer expandable to 39K

vVe can also upgrad
Star LC24-200 colour.£269.99
Atari STE Discovery r
Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to 62K
1 Meg version
£249.99 Star XB24-200 colour....£379.99
Professional quality with On-site maintenance, very quiet.
£284.99 Star
2 Meg version
SJ48 Bubble jet £214.99
4 Meg version
£339.99 Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable
THE 1040 FAMI

Star Laserjet 4 MK3

CURRICULUM P

£49.99

£739.99

4 page laser, I years on site maintenance

Panasonic Printers

With I Meg as standard this pack must »
best educational packages. Inc. ST Wor
Hyperpaint 2, Music Maker 2, First Basic,

Panasonic KX-P2180

£ 189.99

ultra quiet 9 pin colour, I 92 cps draft, 38 cps NLQ

>w 5 working days for cheque j

ultra quiet 24 pincolour, 192cps draft, 64 cps LQ, 32cps SLQ

II prices include VAT and
tandard Delivery

II hardware/computers are
jnuine UK spec.
ree Fast Standard 4 to 7 day
elivery
ily £2.50
uaranteed Next Day Delivery
ily £4.90
'pen seven days a week for
>ur convenience

Overseas orders welcome

NEW!!)

Panasonic KX-P 2I23..£229.99

NONATARI

Panasonic KX-P 4410 Laser..£609.99

\TCOMPUTERS &CONSOLES

5 page per minute, 2 years on site warranty.'.'

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee

pack inc 3 games & DPaint3...£294.99

I Commodore A600

Citizen Swift 9 Colour

£279.9

imodore A600 Wild W

Canon BJ300

'LEASE ADDRESS ALL
ORRESPONDENCE TO:

DEPT. STF, UNIT 3

\MLEY PARK COURT

OFF CECIL STREET
TANNINGLEY ROAD

LEEDS, LSI2 2AE
Prices are subject to change
without notice. E&OE.

NEW!! Canon BJ200

Canon BJ330

£347.99
£379.99

High resolution mono monitor. 640 * 400 resolutit
Stable image and razor sh;
in tilt & swivel monitor sta

only £114.99
PHILIPS REMOTE
control 15" TV/monitor
& FAST TEXT

now only £269.99

MICRODEAL PRODUCTS |
CONCERTO
£29.99
PLAYBACK STEREO CARTRIDGE..£29.99
REPLAY 8
£66.99
REPLAY 16
£119.99
STEREO MASTER
£29.99

QUARTET SEQUENCER....£47.99

£519.99 VIDEO MASTER VIDEO & AUDIO
SAMPLER.

Wide carriage version of the BJ300

£49.99

BJI Oex Autosheetfeeder...£49.99
Hewlett Packard Printers

Hedgehog & Mains Adaptor..only 124.99

FIRST EXTRAS PACK

I

HP500mono
now £329.99
: HP 500 Colour..now £419.99

SUPRA MODEMS
The Supra-Fax M«

HP 550 Colour..now £539.99

V.32 bis (14400 baud.'/.')

4 times faster than the HP500C.'.'

HP500 mono cartridges....£ I 4.99
Double life 500 cartridges....£24.99
All HP printers come with a 3 year warranty

•Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

only £29.

• Dust Cover

Laser quality output. Larger buffer than the
StarSJ48Canon/Star bubblejet cartridges
117.99

Desktop bubble jet with laser quality

WITH MEGADRIVE!!

•MouseMat

NEW PRIMA HI-RES

MONO 12" MONITOR

WHEN BOUGHT WITH A MONITOR.'.'
TILT & SWIVEL STANDS
£11.99
"""IS
£5.99

FULL RANGE OF ARCHIMEDE

With the FIRST EXTRAS Pack you can make s
every thing you need when buying an Atari. (

Tel. 0532 637988

NEW PRICE!! £ 189.99

NEW.'.' Swift 240 Colour....£269.99

3 pageaminspeed,360dpi,smallfootprint&80pageslicet feeder

SEGA GAMEGEAR PLUS inc. Sonic •.

but restyled, rebadged & colour coded to match
your Atari. Inc. built in tilt & swivel stand.

SPECIAL OFFERS ON ACCESSORIES

Commodore A600 60 Mb
£539.99
Commodore A600 80 Mb
£569.99
ACORN
Acorn Archimedes 3010....

532 319444

»turns & Despatch enquires

£179.99

Commodore A600HD Epic pack Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities
Automatic Sheet feeder....£79.99
with 20 Mb HD 4 games, D
Language Lab & Dictionary
Canon BJIOex
£219.99

ALES&Technical

Stereo Colour Monitor
Same tube & resolution as the CM8833 Ml< II

xcellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended

ked pack inc Grand Pri

SEGA MEGADRIVE 16 bit...onl
inc. Sonic the Hedgehog or Olympic '
ADDJUST£I5.00TO INCLUDE STREETS

The ATARI 1435

superior to a standard TV set with full remote control

Citizen Printers

COMMODORE
Commodore A500 cartoon i

CONSOLES

FAX: 0532 319191

PHILIPS CM8L
stereo colour monitor

ny correspondence please quote a
j French Mistress language tutor, Reac
tact phone number and post code. r
"^ knowledge tutor. Mouse & manui...
ranee

isa similar monitorat a lowerpricebut it islikely to be I
a "GREY" import&doesnotcomply withBritish safety
standardsor coveredbyan official warranty

available), paper & all cables.'.'

Star LC20

Star SJ48 Autosheet feeder
ler by telephone quoting your credit
I number. Ifpaying by cheque please
cepayable to the:

with a free Atari lead.
WARNING: Beforeyoupurchasea monitor make sure
it hasa full UKspec.Youmightbe buyingwhatyouthink

Colour stereo monitor. 600*285 line resolution,
green screen facility, oneyears on site maintenance.

THE ATARI DISCOVERY

HOR/SED DEALERS FOR STAR,

:REE DELIVERY!

™«-^^*

180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and multi
fonts, push button operation.

now only £229.'
IZEN, COMMODORE, ACORN,
/IBO, ATARI, SUPRA, FUJITSU &PRIMA

ral PACKARD §IE@ I'

imb ohd complete with printer drivers (where

£469.99

rix

TATM HEWLETT g-ILr.,,;;

MONITORS
All our monitors are UK spec.
All monitors come complete

NEW!! FUJITSU PRINTERS |

'

All printers come with 12 months onsite
maintenance except dot matrix printers

• 10 high quality Blank Disks
• Plus 3 extra games.'.'

receive fax messages. This new modem from
as full 14400 baud capability. Spec includes
is, V.32, V.22bis, V22, V21, MNP2-5, V.42, V42bis,

Class I & 2 commands, 9600/14400 Group 3 Fax.
Includes free comms software & modem cable

only £259.99/// ^EEC0M^
OR £269.99 witl ^c^^r
duty Prima PSU

which come with 12 month B T Base

The First 10 Games Pack!! |
With Chase HQ, Arkonoid, Super
New Zealand Storey, Operatior
Crazey Cars, Super Cars, Skitz,
Blade, and Axels Magic Hami

Fujitsu DL-1150 Colour .£254.99
24 pin, 10 fonts, 200 cps draft. 60 cps LQ

only £29.99
Or £ I 9.99 with any Atari

JOYSTICKS
r Black
r Multi Colour

ick Triple Fire
Shot Aviator 5
„.J< Shot Maverick I

Quick Shot Python I
"••!-k Shot Flight Grip I

Fujitsu printers are some of the best made and
competitive printers we have come across!!

£8.99
£8.99

Fujitsu Breeze 100

£203.99

ink jet, draft & LQ mode, landscape
facility, arguably betterthan the BJIOex
small footprint. 160 cps draft, 80 LQ

Fujitsu Breeze 200

£294.99

ink jet, similar to the HP500 in style.
now £ 12.99 Olivetti engine, 4 page per min draft.
£28.99
£13.50

Fujitsu VM800Laser

£659.99

£9.50 fast 8 page per minute HP & Epson
£7.99 compatible at a low price

iraFaxPlus.only£

' (upto9600BPS)
With the ability to send faxes! Even faster than the
standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial & auto
receive. 9600 bps Hayes comp. V22, V42 Bis, MNP 2-5

& auto adjust to maximise transmission speeds.
Includes free modem cable & comms s/w.'/
♦

Supra 2400...only £79.99
line using this great value fast modem with
il & receive. 2400 baud Hayes comp, V22 BtS.
..._ ...odem cable & comms s/w.'.'

All Supra Modems come with a 5 year warranty.'

Straigtfax software

only £34.99

THE COMPLETE
COLOUR SOLUTION

SCANNERS^ ACCESSORIES
THE POWER SCAN.

BY ROMBO
As official dealers for Rombo, we are now able to

offer this excellent package at a great price. The

Complete Colour Solution comes with RGB
Splitter,Vidi ST,Vidi Chrome and Power supply

now only £119.99

nner comes with the latest version 2 bumw <=.

right & sharp grey scale performance &
.scanned image display manipulation options.
options include Clean up, embolden, resize & flip.

Highquality digitizing. IncVidi chrome colourising

only £94.99

cabinets. Complete with its own power supply the
Zy-Fi system can also be powered by batteries

NAKSHA SCANNER

only £38.99
THE POWER RIPPER

CARTRIDGE

only £119.99

RGB SPLITTER
Enablesyouto Colour Digitizein asecond. Replaces
red green blue filter set Can be used with all
Rombo products

only £54.99

MICE&TRACKERBALLS |
SHA

MOI

only £23.99

only £24.<

•:o

Same quality as the Naksha mousi

ROG ATE Series 2

HARD DRIVES

only £12.99

only £24.99

As authorised dealers for PROTAR

we can offer these high performance
drives at truly realistic prices

1 MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards as used in the Atari
STE and Frontier Deluxe expansion modules

only £28.99(p,m^

New concept in mice. Held in a similar way to a pen

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE

cache as standard that can reduce

disk accessing time by 50% Standard
warranty I year, The DC range
comes with 2 years

Progate 20.
.40ms
only £215.99
Progate 40DO... 19ms
only £289.99
Progate 85DC... 19ms
only £429.99
Progate 120DC. 16ms
only £479.99
Progate 240DC. 15ms
only £919.99
Progate 440DC. 15ms

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

This is a real time clock that plugs into the

cartridge port. Includes a through port
and software for setting time and date. All
Frontier products carry a full 2 year
guarantee

only £17.99

High quality 3 button mouse with full optical

only £1389.99
Progate 500DC. 15ms
only £1589.99

only £29.99

£POA

Seagate 50Mb

£POA

Quantum 120Mb

£POA

2 way Parallel port sharer box with
cable
only £ 17.99
Joystick and mouse double extension
leads

£4.99

32k static RAM

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

£3.99

£139.99
£159.99

ROM SHARERS |
Upagade your Atari to TOS 2.06 with this
easy to install add-on. Gives you the ca
to switch between your old TOS and <

25 CAPACITY DISK BOX

inc TOS 2.06 ROM

NTIER
EXPANSIONS

£2.99

40 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

..£4.99

Vortex ATonce 386SX

only £299.99

PC Speed 8Mhz PC/XT
only £95.99
8Mhz AT SPEED

only £149.99
l6MhzATSPEED

4 Mb unpopulated
lj/.u
4 Mb populated to 512k
£57.99
4Mb populated to2Mb
£94.99
4 Mb populated to 4 Mb....£ 149.99
Frontier offer a seven day money back
guarantee provided the product is still
in as new condition. All

Frontier

products come

First STE RAM expa

only £224.99
Fitting service available and
full repair service on all

£55.99
£111.99
•irst STE RAM products comes with a
full 2 year guarrantee

£9.49

Deluxe Paint ST inc mouse

£24.99

Flexi Dump Plus

£31.99

Spectrum 512
£9.99
Touch Up scanner software..£27.99
WORD PROCESSING & DTP

CALLIGRAPHER DTP
Probably the best word publisher on the
market for the ST. Includes many features
not found in more expensive DTP packages.
The Gold version also comes with powerful
text manipulation, formula editor and even
a grammar checker.

Calligrapher Pro
Calligrapher Gold

only £74.99
only £ 105.99

£6.99

Protext 4.3
Fast, flexible and reliable, this is the best

£16.99

sub £100 WYSIWYG word processor for
the ST. Wide range of printer drivers,
columns and box mode and spell check as
you type. With mail merge, Help, English
dictionary and lightning fast operation,

150 CAP STACKABLE POSSO
ATARI 520 DUST COVER

£3.99

***.** oo

14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£6.99

12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER

£5.99

ST TO SCART CABLES

£9.99

Protext is the one!

only £39.99

STD 1.8 METRE PRINTER STAND..£4.99
MODEM & NULL MODEM CABLES..£9.99

PAGESTREAM

2WAY Parallel port sharer..

VERSION 2.2

ISKJ

A powerful DTP package. This is the very
st

for the older STFM must be the best available on the

STFM Deluxe SIMMS mo

£34.99

£8.99

where the quality counts

EMULATORS

DIAMOND BACK 2

100 CAP LOCKABLE DISK BOX

The Deluxe range of RAM expansions by Frontier
Atari. Expandable to 4 Mb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS
"l,-les, the 512k expansion is ideal for the user
ay need more RAM later on.

£29.99

STOS Interpretor
£9.99
LOW PRICE! STOS Compiler..£9.99
UTILITIES

90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX

PRINTERCOVERS

0 only £64.99

BARE HARD DRIVES

Quantum 42Mb

between mono & colour monitors, such

as SM144 & 8833 MK2)
only £ 17.99
Mouse/joystick switcher (put joystick
and mouse into one port)..only £ 13.99
Video Scart Switch
only £ 19.99

access Includes

Ad Speed ST
Ad Speed STE.

£POA

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS

Internal Drives.£45.99.'

Selectablee 8/16 MHz ROM

ST

Neodesk 3 Desktop

Monitor Switcher Box (switches

ICDACCELERATORS |

ac 3

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5....£39.99
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
£24.99

Multi Print

•Kg external drive, high quality low noise drive..

Themostfamous name in disc drives. I megexternal
drive, high quality low noise drive.. Inc PSU

£29.99

ST Straight Fax..£34.99

only £39.99
Atari Original

lydec 3.5" Drive
Cumana 3.5" Drive

Master

only £34.99

Power Supplies

DISK DRIVES

only £52.99

£24.99
£49.99
£47.99
£109.99
£66.99
£119.99
£39.99
£119.99

The ultimate backup utility for the Atari
by HiSoft. Essential for users of hard drives.
Recently reviewed in ST Format (August)
and awarded GOLD status (92%)

Atari ST

Zydec Trackball
£2y.w
Golden Image Trackball...£37.99

IncPSU

£29.99

STOS 3D

mechanism

These drives are autobooting, high
spec, fast access and VERY QUIET.
The DC range come with a 64k disk

£39.99

PROGRAMMING

GOLDEN IMAGE Brush

mouse with Deluxe paint ST

£59.9'
£69.99

Play Back
Prodigy Sequencer
Quartet Sequencer
Replay Pro Digitiser
Replay 8 Digitiser
Replay 16 Digitiser
Sequencer One
Sequencer One Plus

RAM CHIPS

GOLDEN IMAGE MEGA M

£59..

Prodata Database
SBA Cash

Concerto

The ultimate cartridge for the Arari ST.
Essential tool for programmers and game
playersalike,givesyou the Ability to rip into
any Atari program on the market

mouse mat, holder and 2 year

PRICES!! '

Atari Product/.'

K Spread 3

MUSIC/SOUND

Needs I Mb of RAM and runs in mono only.

only £79.99

,0.
£37.

System 3 Accounts

the highly rated Touch Up software enabl
to alter and manipulate high resolution

software

N

speakers are optimised with reflex ported

BUSINESS
Home Accounts 2

New version ofthisfamous 400 DPI scanner. I- -*'

VIDI-ST

NEW LOW \

The Zy-Fi Stereo System
This is a powerful speaker system with built in
stereo amplifier. It will plug into an Atari STE,
Commodore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes. The

All our 3.S" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A LIFETIME and are

version

which

includes

II

ipugraphic fonts, spell checker,

prehensive text manipulation and effects
^^^^^^^:^;555aiE'i'!::BEa&'Z3E3
quality magnetic media andareextensively usedbyduplicating houses
and much more.

QTY

3.5" Pfi| VERBATIM |
Bulk !•• BRANDED

10

£4.99

£5.99

30

£14.29

£17.99

rn

r*> i

./"> o

oo

only £139.99 UK Spec
TIMEWORKS 2
PUBLISHER

oo

ST this new version boasts over 40 new

100....£39.99

£54.99

200....£72.99

£99.99

500......£ 169.99

£ 189.99

significant features.

now only £59.99!!
First word Plus v3.2

only £29.99

1000..£339.99
£POA
VERBATUM Branded disks come

Thats Write V.2

Write On word publisher

£44.99

complete with labels
Disk Labels....500...now only £6.99
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99

Protext Version 5.53 W/P

£109.99

£109.99

DIGITAL
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INSPIRATION

DRAWING ON
INSPIRATION
SOUP, CANS, NUDES AND MODERN ART

There's
a lot more to

creating master
pieces on your ST than

drawing dragons, film charac
ters, cars and nubile women... erm,

perhaps not. Anyway, there's a
whole wide world of art history for
you to delve into and take your
inspiration from. Start with this brief

guide to Modern Art and work your
way backwards. You never know,
you could start off a whole new art
movement

Impressionism
By the second half of the 19th Century, politi
cal and social events in Europe led to the for
mation of a new movement among France's
artistic community - Impressionism. Artists
were no longer constrained by the conventions
of the Renaissance - they were suddenly free
to invest more "realism" into their paintings
and sculptures through the creative use of light
and colour. Famous Impressionists include peo
ple such as Renoir, Monet, Seurat and
Cezanne.

Symbolism

authority. This found its expression in Surreal

While the Impressionists wanted art to become
more representative of real life, Symbolists
turned their subjects into idealistic portrayals
of how life could be. For example, many of
Jean-Dominique Ingres' paintings were of
beautiful women in exotic settings, like a 19th
Century Pirelli calendar. These women were
"ideal" types to which people could aspire. Not
surprisingly, these paintings were incredibly
popular and were frequently found in upper
class dining rooms. Other artists, like Gauguin,
used their "inner eye" to portray the emo
tional, rather than physical, worlds.

ism and the work of the Dadaists. The Dadaists

Expressionism
Like Gauguin, the Expressionists were obsessed
with the emotions, leading them to paint in
strong, vibrant colours. Edward Munch's paint
ings, for instance, are often seen as representa
tions of his inner turmoil - during his lifetime
he was surrounded by images of poverty, dis
ease and death. Ironically, The Scream, one of
his most famous paintings, was recently turned
into a designer dress for Dame Edna Everage!

believed art was an absurd irrelevance, then

set about proving it with the publication of
manifestos, paintings and sculptures. Surreal
ism emerged a couple of years later and fea
tured many of Dadaism's motifs. Surrealists like
Magritte, Salvador Dali and Picasso used their
dreams to create unsettling images on canvas.

Pop Art
From Andy Warhol's Marilyn and the Campbell
Soup Can to Peter Blake's Sgt Pepper album
sleeve, Pop Art is the most recent, and familiar,
of the modern art movements. Inspired by
contemporary consumerism, Pop Art takes
realism to its ultimate extreme - Oldenburg's
sculpture Kitchen Stove looks exactly like a
kitchen stove, for example. The use of familiar
icons - petrol stations, advertising and so on makes it instantly accessible to ordinary peo
ple. Some paintings, like Warhol's and Lichtenstein's (who inspired this month's cover), have
become icons in their own right.
ST-ism

Futurism, Constructivism
and Cubism

By the turn of the century, three significant art
movements had begun; Cubism - with its
angular, distorted representations of figures
and landscapes, Futurism - which celebrated
violence and action, and Constructivism - an

abstract form that took its cues from simple
shapes and primary colours. Picasso, Mondrian
and Balla are just some of the artists whose
work is representative of these movements.
Dada and Surrealism

The 21st Century got off to a flying start with
the most significant
event in art history.
Readers deluged
the offices of ST

FORMAT with

copies of their
art work and sue
ceeded in creat

ing a whole new
movement. It

took Dyno-Rod
three days to

The aftermath of WW1 shattered many illu

clear the

sions, and there was a violent reaction

resulting
blockage.

against the established

I Edward Munch

was the life and soul of the party at

funerals - he liked to cheer up the
mourners with his tales of sickness,

disease and death. This pic of a Sick
Child was used on Christmas cards
to his friends.

• This Impressionist

>*§?:•. -.

painting of the House of Parliament
is one of Claude Monet's best. There are no rigid
lust shades of colour which help to

capture the atmosphere of a fog-bound London.

• Gauguin was one of Symbolism's major stars. He
left France for the South Seas in 1891 in search of a

paradise which no longer existed, so he decided to
paint the; natives instead.

CONSTRUCTIVISM

No strangers to the art
world, Rob Mead, Chris Lloyd
and Clive Parker break into

Frank Spencer voices all at
the same time when asked

A r t is... human creativity
or work exhibiting it.
There, that's sussed that

DIGITAL

ART

is a jolly pleasant way to pass the
time as well. At the end of the day,

daft "what is art?" discussions. The

you have a piece of art to impress
your friends with and influence
people at parties.

question is, why bother? Well, art
gives expression to the inner state,

meaty art-type tool. You can work

one out and put an end to those

art transcends the human bound

aries, gives voice to your soul and

about the Impressionists

Vr^

DOO

Your ST makes a particularly

endlessly on a picture, changing
and processing it, without loosing

^A ,1?

i iB'sS>ia<

§i

iDD

TUNE IN, TURN ON, SHAPE UP
Of all the different modern art movements. Constructivism is the easiest to

emulate electronically on your ST because of the simple shapes and pat
terns used by its artists

spy of one
of Kasimir
Malevich's

imagina

tively titled
Composi
tion in

Colour.
Mondrtan

tist Composition: Square and Black
Square. It takes about ten minutes to
draw on your ST and - judging by the
state of the art market - could net you

believed that horizontal and vertical lines

together represented perfect harmony he spent the rest of his life living in a
cardboard box. This pic takes a bit longer

£1,000,000 or so. When your friends laugh

to create in Spectrum S12, principally

and say That's not art, that's crap," tell
them you're a misunderstood muse at the
cutting edge of Constructivism - that

between the Line and Fill tools, which is

because you have to keep swapping
time consuming not to mention being a

should shut them up.

tad on the dull side.

I Another
have a feature on art without a

Construe-

nude, so here's Magritte's La Tentative

ovist pic

• OK, so
he's no1

stri ctiy a
Construc-

de L'imposstble, a typically Surrealist

recon

pic. That woman doesn't look too

structed.

tivtst, but

healthy, does she?

This time

this loose

ifs a copy
sitzky's Proun 12 Ec using Spectrum 312,
• During his lifetime Picasso painted iri dif
ferent styles: from Cubism to Surrealism

and everything in between. This flattering
portrait of his hideously deformed mother
was used as a bird-scarer on the

.'

family estate.

Ifs worth while taking the time to get the
colours and shades right, otherwise you
end up with a kiddie daubing and not
some great work of art. The curves are
created using the Line and No Zag options
in the main menu.

translation

Matisse's The Snail displays many of the
movement's characteristics, ft fends to be

a bit on the tricky side getting the shades
just right and you really need to piay
around with them to get a reasonable
approximation. Stilt, this pic gives you an
idea of what*s possible.

I Pie* Mondnan had a

you've
made a suc-

| wtth"p*as| tfehfeasV
however,
he didn't

let this stop him from: creating the next

two highly complex pictures. His Gompo~
sition vmth Red, Yeifaw and Slue, painted
in 1921 was often mistaken for a notice-

board when it was displayed in his focal
art gallery. Stilt Mondrian didn't care, he
used to bosh out things like this in his tea:

break - see if you can do the same.

pie's
it's about time-: to let your own creative

juices flow. Creating this pic was baslcatif^f an excuse to use all of Spectrum
St2*s tool palette - even drawing the blue
circle was suite an achievement, although
H doesn't look very amazing. With the
Magnlfv option on you can edit individual
pixels and make your pic realty special.

DIGITAL
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GALLERY

any quality or having to clean paint

off anything. You can also dupli
cate it perfectly any number of
times. The better art packages
available for your ST enable you to
do things that are impossible using
traditional paint dabbing skills. The

amount of control and the possibil
ities for experimentation mean dig

H^»

vc^

noo

ital art is getting bigger. It won't be
long before original art is exhibited
on monitor screens in art galleries.
Nothing stands still for long.
Perhaps the most important
ingredient in any piece of art is
originality. A new angle, a new per
spective, something to lift your
effort from the maddeningly repeti-

^a ,bs

tive crowd. Original people are
those who are remembered, it's

The most impor

better to be copied than to copy

tant ingredient in
any piece of art is

helps. You have to do the work, but

originality

•£©• MIOHorQ >»* •<'•**

lA^a

somebody else's work. Techniques
and ideas don't come easy and a
dollop of inspiration and work

these pages should help provide
the inspiration. Enough, we hope,

*

VTA

DOO

®/\ .'at!..

fife*

e've sifted through our gallery sub
missions and picked 12 of the best
pictures you sent in. These show a
variety of styles and methods used to create art

GALLERY: THE RETURN W

• Andrew Qrlsdale drew this with Deluxe Paint.

• Andrew Grisdale provided this Batmobile pic

traced the picture and drew a grid over it to copy

ture. "I first drew the picture on paper to define

• Andy Lankester created Tubular Bells saving it

as a Spectrum 512 picture. "In GFA Raytrace I set

it to the screen. I used the grid for the two main

the main lines. I used the grid method to ensure

the horizon level of the ground and used blue and

characters and fitted the rest around them. Alice's

the proportions and curves were correct. Because

white squares to create the chequered pattern

face was the hardest part, I did that first and went

the shape is symmetrical I drew the outline of one

and imported a Neo pic for the sky. I then created

on to do the Hatter, the table and the rest of Alice.

side and then cut, flipped and pasted it."

one horizontal cylinder using bright material and

I did all the detail work pixel by pixel. The back

two diagonal cylinders using 60% mirrored mater

ground is simply a mass of colours and I added

ial, using colour 7,7,7. After setting three lamps, I

more things to the table to make it look hectic."

ra\ traced the picture and saved it to disk."

• Craig Garrett created an Alien picture in Degas

• Gavin Sayce used DPaint. "Straight lines made

• Gerard Sargent of Withernsea sent this picture

Elite. "I started with a rough sketch and set the

up the correctly proportioned outline, then I chose

of a dragon based on a record sleeve. He uses

palette, I then tidied up the sketch using Magnify.

the palette. I worked on the head first, blending

Deluxe Paint for his work. "The picture was

1 then filled in the alien's body using Magnify

and anti-aliasing. Zoom is good for detail. I then

coloured over a four or five day period because of

mode. Next I used K-line to draw the framework

worked on the clothes using shading to get the

the amount of concentration required. Total work

of the hatch and corridor on a separate screen. I

curved effects. I created the star on another

ing time was about 14 hours."

pasted the alien onto the hatchway and started
filling in the background. A chequer board fill pat
tern was used to merge the shades of grey."

screen and pasted it into the picture, adding detail
and reflections. I then drew a grey star on another
screen and used it to fill the background."

*anV

• R S Hall created this complex abstract picture

• S F O'Connor uses Canvas : "I drew the rough

• Simon Sweeney uses Deluxe Paint. "First I drew

with Degas Elite. "I use three different shades and

outlines in grey, then I went over the outlines in

the bill and eyes to the correct scale, then I added

create shapes and objects until I end up with

black using Zoom to tidy up the details. I changed

the head and neck and reshaped the eyes so that

something interesting. I then cut out the shape as

the background to blue and coloured Bugs in. I

they looked OK. I added the shoulder and left
wing, drew the rest of the body, then added the

a block and save it to a separate workscreen.

drew Daffy on a white background using Cut and

When I have enough shapes I cut and paste them

Resize to scale him. I coloured in Daffy using

rest of the fine details. I coloured Donald in start

back into the main screen and join them together

Zoom for the detail, I usad Fill for the main areas

ing from the top and working down, using Zoom

to create an eye-catching abstract pattern, using

creating leaves by drawing one and then pasting

to add fine detail and shading as required. I then

the block flipping option to get mirror images."

it repeatedly. Finally, the logo was added."

drew and coloured in the background."

COLOUR

to have you throwing off the con

night oil producing this art busi

ventions of society, moving into a

ness, it helps to know how your ST
displays its screen. The picture you
look at is made up of a number of
pixels - little dots. How many you
have on your screen depends on
what resolution you're working in.

draughty loft, staying up late and
hanging about in coffee bars talk
ing about life, overcoats and fish.
Going dotty
Before you start wrestling with

iDQosQ^<)fs lA-wl

noo ^a mnf

on the ST. Examples range from cartoon charac
ters to rendered and raytraced pictures, there is

even a high resolution mono example of the
tricks that can be made with perspective.

have a choice of low or medium

It's better to be

resolution. Low gives you a screen

copied than to

copy somebody

of 320 x 200 pixels while medium
offers 640 x 200. High resolution is
only available using Atari's very
own dedicated monitor and boasts

else's work

an impressive 640 x 400 pixels.
Just about every ST game runs in

screen resolutions. If you're using a

vr^

ART

colour monitor or TV, then you

Your ST can handle three different

your mouse and burning the mid

DIGITAL
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TECHNICOLOUR DREAM
You can be sure that a lot of art is the result of frenzied experimentation.
It's worth your while trying a number of different colour choices on your
painting to see how you can affect the mood - even the simplest picture can
be transformed into an artistic tour de force

mv<
.J02&'
• Colin Thomson uses Deluxe Paint. "I began with

rough coloured outlines of the animals and trees,
then coloured each item individually. I used a 4 x

4 pixel brush for the rough bark effects and a sin
- look at the c

gle pixel brush for the finer detail. The back
ground was created from two shades of green,
with some black for contrast, and I used the

all blended purples and blues
nic, pleasing effect to the eye. If

Smooth tool to merge things together. The animals

you were Prince, this is the sort of stuff you

and trees were then pasted over the background."

could have on your bedroom wallpaper. The
body parts were drawn using Spectrum 512's
Circle tool - the grass texture was created using
the Fill and Pattern options.

mg colours makes the subject
leap out at you. This is the kind of thing Tony
Hancock managed to get away with in The Rebel

- primary, kiddie colours and badly drawn sub
jects. Perfect.. The- multi-coloured; "Kraz-y Cat**
writing was created using the Cycle option with
the pencil in Spectrum BIZ.

*m
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• J Trollope drew this abstract with Pad 2. "I drew

a triangle, copied it, flipped it, then pasted it over
the original triangle to create a star. I then drew a

rpleness again. Or is it a nursery

into the angles of the star. I pasted three cubes,

painting for baby Goths? Somehow this one

one to each corner. I tidied them up, removed hid

works - purple, black and white obviously sit

den lines and added the joins between cubes.

together well as a combination - ask any Siouxie
and the Banshees fan.

Finally I added the starfield background."

• Rnlnd you, iff you

• Oh, no it's his holy

3D cube with sides twice the length of the star's
arms, then copied and pasted the cube six times

pick the wrong colour combination

you could end up wWi something like this those blues and yellows Just don't gel, do they?
The problem with this pic is that the sky colour
is too strong and the other shades have a hard
time trying to compete. Oh well, back to the
drawing board...

&©**#«»«•*
• Tony Skraga from Gosport used Volume and

fUeocfirome. "I rendered two flying saucers in Vol
ume and saved them as Degas files. I imported
them into Neochrome via the cutter. I drew the

instrument panel freehand with a lot of cutting
and pasting to make it symmetrical, then I added
all the "technological" grooved effects and the

vector graphics. I then tinkered with the palette,
added the target sight and the starfield."

• You've obvi

ously taken a trip to the planet
Zog with this one - the contrast between the yel
low sky, black caterpillar and red sun works
well. The speckJy soil was again created using
the Fill and Pattern options.

• Now it's time to

plunder a more natural palette the grass Is green, the sky is blue and the over

all effect Is rather pleasing. The caterpillar Is
still pretty abysmal, though - and have you ever
seen a red one? See If you can do any better.

%
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PROGRAMS

low resolution, while more serious

4,096 on an STE. You use a set of

programs use medium or high res.
Each pixel can be assigned a
colour, in low resolution you have

colours taken from a much larger
one. There are tricks to get round
this limit, Spectrum 512 from Cover

a choice of 16, in medium four and

Disk 38 and

in

Disk 34 (if you missed either of
these, turn to page 66 to find out

high

resolution

between

black

you

and

choose

white.

The

colours used are chosen from

•

•
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dark brown colour
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On a colour monitor or TV,

each pixel of your digitised piece of
artistic expression is produced by
mixing red, green and blue light.

that's a horrible

•

j
*#

These are emitted from coloured
phosphors on the inside of the

glass. Each colour is described by

ilB'Dosqj?r^ lA-wHI^
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but the results can be stunning.

Cover

how to get them) use clever-clog
methods to get the full range of

a

total palette of 512 on an STFM and

I *

colours on screen, it's a bit fiddly

You would get a
puddle of paint
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""H^B hese days you can choose from a num-

II

on your ST, ranging from professional

quality programs for enhancing DTP clip art and
graphics - Retouche, Arabesque Professional,

Hli!il3J
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I Arabesque has
so many excel
lent drawing

— EHEELW3 II

functions and

Jj Hir-iss II

features that it
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MIN, HIGH RES ONLY
PRICE: £129
FROM: COMPO SOFTWARE

be tagged as a

CONTACT: w 0480 891819

program.

Arabesque Professional is designed to be used for
high quality graphical illustration work in conjunction

with a DTP program. You need at least 1MByte of
RAM and a high resolution environment.
It has a wide range of functions in both Vector
and Bitmap modes which are accessed from an icon

pad. It has many drawing tools including lines, Bezier
curves, arcs, ellipses, segments, triangles and other
polygons. GDOS (Graphical Device Operating Sys
tem) can be used with Arabesque - in bitmap mode
- to produce text output using standard GEM fonts -

»

•

DPaint's func

tions are avail

able from the

icon menu,
there's also a

sub-menu and a

i

MACHINE: ALL STs WITH 1 MBYTE RAM

truly deserves to

professional

A?A

Arabesque Professional

' R-'^|r)<|g5|HaTii1iTSa;l»lEi"aH

zoom box. You
can remove the
icons at will too.

1SS E2J EEa««»3|
• Cyber Paint 2
is ideal for creat

ing animations
using objects

Deluxe Paint ST
MACHINE: ALL STs, LOW RES
PRICE: £59.99

FROM: ELECTRONIC ARTS

CONTACT: •* 0753 549442

When it comes to looking at art packages for your
ST, Deluxe Paint stands head and shoulders above
the rest because of its built-in animation functions

Cyber Paint 2
MACHINE: ALL STs, LOW RES
PRICE: £58.69

designed with

FROM: GST SOFTWARE

CAD3D2and

CONTACT: w 0480 496789

other members

of the Cyber
series.

Cyber Paint 2 is designed specifically to be used as
part of the Cyber series of drawing and animation
programs. It is perfect for creating animations, TV

and its unmatched variety of drawing tools and func
tions. Apart from Cyber Paint and Prism Paint, most

other art packages are restricted to palette cycling
animation effects - these give an illusion of move
ment by changing colours. Deluxe Paint enables you
to create custom brushes by cutting blocks from any
screen and manipulating them in a pseudo-3D world
using X, Y and Z co-ordinates, so you can move a
block up, down, left, right, forwards and backwards.
titles and demo sequences. It has a full range of ani
mation controls so you can move, spin, twist, distort
and rotate pictures. Like Deluxe Paint, Cyber Paint
has a tweening option enabling you to define start

and end frames for an animation, and get the pro
gram to fill in the frames in between. This is not true
tweening where two different shapes are drawn and
the shapes in between are calculated, it is simply
movement and position tweening. The program uses

[BBPfaHElti
• The menu

screen of Degas
Elite is clearly
set out so you

MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £25.99

can immediately

FROM: ELECTRONIC ARTS

recognise all the

CONTACT: tr 0753 549442

functions. Block

Degas is one of the oldest commercial art packages
around that you can get for your ST, but it is still one
of the most popular. Although it has only ever been

and Magnify are
also available.

• Hyperpaint is
can use colour

.IMG files on

your ST, if you're

Hyperpaint 2
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £39.95

a serious ST

FROM: ATARI UK

artist, then this

CONTACT: » 0753 533344

makes it a

Hyperpaint 2 is the "official" Atari paint package for
your ST and is GDOS compatible so you can use the

worthwhile pro
gram to own.

• Alien moonrise
over a distant

planet, this pic
ture s h o w s the
excellent results

huge range of GEM fonts available within the pro-

Spectrum 512
MACHINE: ALL STs, LOW RES,
MEGA STE IN 8MHZ ONLY
PRICE: £35.19

that can be

FROM: CST SOFTWARE

obtained using

CONTACT: w 0480 496789

512 colours in

Spectrum 512.

I

Degas Elite

Spectrum 512 is a great leap forward in the develop
ment of low resolution colour graphics for your ST,

upgraded once since it was first released in 1986 from Degas to Degas Elite - it still has all of the basic
functions required to create excellent 16 colour low
resolution pictures, and can also be used to create
graphics in medium and high resolution. Most of the
functions can be accessed by clicking in the appropri
ate box or from a drop-down menu - most of them
also have a keyboard shortcut. Apart from the usual
graphics functions, Degas has a built-in Magnify
gram and print to any printer. The previous version of

Hyperpaint needed GDOS installed to run; Hyper
paint 2 runs with or without it. If you don't use
GDOS, the text function is limited to the system
fonts. All 4,096 colours are now available when

you're using an STE. It uses a large work area with
drawing and painting functions available from an icon

bar down the left edge of the screen or from a drop
down menu. Perversely, double-clicking on some of
enabling 512 colour pictures to be created even on

the 512K STFM. Spectrum file format pictures are
the default format for most programs which create,
save and load 512 colour graphics. Spectrum 512
itself is not really that brilliant an art package, how
ever, since most of the functions are very basic. All
of the functions are accessed from a pop-up icon bar
containing all the main drawing tools, each tool icon
bringing up a further sub-menu. Clever use of the

NO

the amounts of red, green and blue
in it. This is an additive system
rather than the subtractive one of

mixing different coloured paints,
and behaves quite differently. If
you had a funny turn and mixed
together all the paint from a decent
sized art studio, you would end up
in a lot of trouble. You would also
'<
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get a puddle of paint that's a horri
ble dark brown colour. Turn up the
red, green and blue elements on a
colour in an ST art package and
you get white. If you've learnt
about mixing colours in art class,
you are going to have to rethink,
'cos blue and yellow no longer
make green. Unless your artwork is

Vr^

Megapaint Professional and DA's Vektor,
more "ordinary" art programs such as
Elite, Deluxe Paint and Cyber Paint. Take
at the following program reviews to start
to grips with art on your ST.

DOO

to the
Degas
a look
to get

vector fonts can be used in vector mode. Among the
special functions in the bitmap mode is the ability to
use a block as a fill pattern, so if you have a block
cut from a picture, you can use it to fill any shape
you like. Arabesque Professional is an excellent new
graphics program that any serious desktop publish

^A .s?

RULES

DIGITAL

ART

destined for a DTP program or out
put on a black and white printer

Blue and yellow
no longer make
green

then you probably want to work in
the multicoloured glory of low res
olution. There are dozens of power
ful art packages (see the reviews
below and on page 20), utilities and
other goodies, so the lack of artistic
tools is no excuse, s t f

# &*>£©• SID' Q o s q ^ ^ \ A«a 13
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THE SK
Let loose with a scanner, some library books, an art package and a dollop of imagination you
could end up with a real mess. On the other hand if you sort of squint while you look at it and
think of fish it makes a lot more sense - maybe. You don't have to be able to draw to make inter
esting art. Andy Warhol got famous by colouring in photocopies with his crayon set. There are no
rules - the sky doesn't have to be blue at all. Disparate and contrasting objects can conjure up all
sorts. Think sideways. Or you may be better off not thinking at all...
Time, innocence and the

art of interpretation

universe •

ing user must have - look out for the full review
that's going to be appearing next issue.
STF Rating: 91%
BSBSBSBBSSBBBBBBBSSBMBBSSSBBBBaBBBBBSBSBSBaSBSSSSBBBi

You can rotate the block in all three axes and use

the tweening functions which generate the in
between frames. You access all drawing tools via an
icon bar which you can remove from or recall to the
screen by pressing the Spacebar. Each icon displays
a sub-menu, giving you control over drawing modes.
DPaint is easy to use and after a while, use of the
icon bar and sub-menus becomes second nature.

STF Rating: 90%

• Phase one, four scans converted into

grey scales. Each is going to get three or

drop-down menus rather than icons, and although
there are many options, the program is not as intu
itive to use as some of the others tested. Most of

• How many surrealists does it take to

change a lightbulb? Answer » lots and

and white. This is a surreal montage designed

' lots of fish. Two unlikely-looking scans
ready to be matched with some backgrounds.

to get you thinking. The exact meaning is left
entirely up to you, the viewer.

breadcrumbs and deep-fried.

four shades of colour as well as black

the drawing tools are standard; lines, brushes,
blocks and so on, but there are some unique special

Have the palettes tweaked, sprinkled with

effect tools. Functions such as stretching, fading,
sine waves and various wipes can be combined to
produce outstanding results.

STF Rating: 79%
•BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBSBSSBBBaSBBBBSSSBSBBBBBBBBBSSBI

mode accessed from the function keys, a cut and
paste block facility, rotation of blocks and a palette
cycling animation function. Although there are no
built-in font facilities, Degas is fully GDOS compati
ble, so you can use GEM fonts. With the huge num
ber of GDOS GEM fonts available as PD this means

that you can get an almost unlimited amount of

• The background, a wall of
images of the earth. Each has four

typefaces from within Degas.

STF Rating: 68%
the icons causes a drop-down sub-menu to appear you just can't escape them these days. All standard

shades of colour. Should get you think
ing about time and the cyclic nature of things,
or something equally deep. The biggest earth
is put behind the watches to give it depth.

• This character seems strangely famil

iar, even with a fish through his head...
Three saparate Images joined to form a
comical whole. Each image has a different
palette so you are free to mess around with
the colours until you're happy.

drawing tools are included. One excellent function is

the ability to load in low or medium resolution pic
tures and save them as low or medium resolution

.IMG format files for use in DTP packages. This
makes Hyperpaint one of the few ST programs that
supports colour .IMG files.

STF Rating: 65%
screen borders is made to enable palettes to be
accessible without using the pop-up selector. Spec

trum can also load Neochrome, .IFF and Degas pic
tures and convert them to 512 colour pictures.
Spectrum 512 is rather an ordinary art package toolwise, and some functions are rather slow. Having
said that, some stunning 512 colour pictures have
been created and are available from PD libraries.

STF Rating: 58%

• At last - the baby symbolises inno

cence, potential or sharing humans. The
spaceman could be the future, achieve

ment or exploration. To a baby the world looks
big, to the spaceman, small. Carefully chosen
images open an array of interpretations.

• The scan of the fish's head has been

rotated, resized and put into the clothes

of our zombie friend. The background la
made up from a scan of droplets of water on
glass. If you can fathom the symbolic depths
of this piece, please keep It to yourself.
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^WHY NOT WIN £50,000!
Well, not quite £50,000 - actually nowhere near
that much. In fact, the prize isn't money at all but
a shiny new Golden Image scanner complete

onto your ST. The most imaginative and original

f *

gear - get in that garret and suffer a bit.

AMTI-ALIAS - a method of smoothing the
transitions between colours using intermedi
ate colours.

BLOCK - a section taken from a picture, it
can be any size.
BRUSH - a painting tool, a shape which

replaces your mouse pointer, used to lay
down colour.

• No cheating.
0 No, honestly, we said no cheating, and no
duplicate entries or ripped-off graphics
either. We will certainly notice then we'll put
your name and address on file and make sure
you are on every advertising mail list in the

country. And abroad.
El The competition is not open to anybody
who works at Future Publishing or their fam
ilies - even if you happen to know somebody
very vaguely who once entered the building
that still seems pretty dodgy.

GOO

h

digital art shouldn't follow suit

piece gets printed and wins the artist the snazzy

this sleek piece of kit, you can
scan anything into your ST. All
we want from you is an original
and expressive piece of ST art
work, not copied or necessarily
representational at all. Have a
look inside yourself, tap into
your feelings and let them out

VC^i

f

Art has always used a language of
its own, so there's no reason why

with Deluxe Paint. Armed with

11^

rf
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FILL - flooding an area of colour with
another colour or a pattern.
FLIP reversing a block either vertically or
horizontaly.
GBEYSCALES - pictures in greyscales are
made from different shades of grey, like
black and white TV pictures.
GRID - an overlay on the screen making it
easy to position things accurately.
K-I.INE - a drawing tool that produces a con

• The judge's verdict is highly suspect, but
final no matter what.

• Any entry featuring Arnie, Porsches or
Batman will be laughed at unrelentingly and
then binned without a second thought.
• The scanner is the prize and the prize is
the scanner - no bargaining, that's that.
•

tinuous line.

PASTE - putting a copy of a block onto the
screen.

PIXEL - short for Picture Element, these are

Entries to be sent to Now That's What I

the dots that your ST uses to build up an

Call Art, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,

image on the screen.
ZOOM - vital for detailed work, it takes a

Bath Avon BA1 2BW.

Q Closing date for entries - teatime Friday 5

section of screen and blows it up to make

March 1993, absolutely finally.

pixel-perfect editing easy.

•&€>£<§* S||DQosq/'X^ IA-e

NEXT TO NOTHING, APPARENTLY
For one reason or another, art pro

grams are a popular choice for
programmers. There are a good few
examples doing the rounds as
Shareware and Public Domain soft

ware. Some of them are truly dire,
mostly passable and there are a few
that sparkle. These are they

CRACK ART

PAD

GOODMANS INTERNATIONAL -

FLOPPYSHOP ST -

DISK GD 1524

DISK ART 73

A brilliant piece of software, if you want to

If

work with low resolution graphics then check
this one out. Very slick, very fast and jam
packed with features. There is a small army

takes you into high
res. Pad is a good place

{jrMun of special effects including two
gpr versions of anti-alias, relief, dif-

E300
.?*row k

dr.-

artistic

bent

to start. There is a

full

range of tools and block , look no ,„,„,„
functions,

plenty of

r

'

para-

r

• —

meters to fiddle with and it

any other package. There's a good
clutch of block effects too. They

supports a whole clutch of

don't come much better than this.

familiar pattern, half the
screen is the drawing area
and the rest juicy icons. There are fill, brush
and spraycan editors, Bezier curves, dimen
sions, cuddly toy, editable printer driver and
more. You're going to need 1MByte.
STF Rating: 91%

• Crack Art needs 1MByte to run and you
can easily see why - ifs got more func
tions than you can comfortably hold in
your head at any one time.

rr

.

images game,

_

AIM

EZ ART

FLOPPYSHOP ST -ART 3139

FLOPPYSHOP ST -

GOODMANS INTERNATIONAL

DISK ART 3488 AND 3489

DISK GD 1470

Neochrome; half the screen

is the drawing area, the
other half is packed with
icons. Everything is well
'
I Synthetic presented with plenty of
Arts' impres
options to adjust. Among
sively fast the goodies are overscan
zoom mode, pictures built up from four
add this to a list

smaller screens. A slick and

of equally

comprehensive
job
that
gives all but the very be
art programs a run for the

impressive fea
tures and every

thing starts to
look rosy.

The Atari Image Manager is a massive and
powerful image analysis and processing tool not the sort of thing you can pick up by test
ing the options out; you need to send off for
the 100 page plus manual before you can get
the most out of it. AIM handles S-bit pictures
with 256 greyscales, although you can gear
things down a bit and use Neochrome and
Degas pictures. The list of functions is
impressive and
almost unintelligible. A
unique and remarkable program.
STF Rating: 81%
B Look at the huge
—i number of options
)

available in ASM!

sh^i Quite amazing.

.,

.

__

Pad is terrific,

file formats. It follows the sm<Mrth awl fast_

SYNTHETIC
ering low resolution
program with icons in
II the right places. It opertes in a similar way to

-- -

- in the high res

™ fuse and loads more that aren't in

STF Rating: 94%

m-.

your

1

EZ Art in full flow, zoom

box out, strip of icons and
the like.

Version 1.7 of EZ Art uses

the familiar screen of icons

H3

to select the drawing func- =

*^J^ = 5-555• *?jfS p» •;",,«>"'

r;|

tions. It runs in low resolu

tion and there are the full range of tools you
would expect, including lock to grid, mirror
and a fairly wide range of drawing tools. Its
main claim to fame is the ability to edit A4
and A5 pictures as well as Neochrome and
Degas screens. It's not the fastest or well-fea
tured of programs, but has all the basics and
a few flashy bits as well.
STF Rating: 79
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DISK

GUIDES

DISK44
With a
massive 15

FOR YOUR DELECTATION
PICTURE CONCEPT

ACCESSORY GAMES

An excellent graphics distorter and fiddler.

Three games to fill your Desk menu with.

programs on

Page 22 - 23
— Have you read the feature on digital art yet? Page 14.

this month's

disk, Chris

Lloyd doesn't

Page 24 - 25
•

For more information on useful and useless Desk

Accessories turn to page 49.
GRAV2

Brilliant point and thrust game with buildings to blow up.

Page 24 - 25

MDISK

Dead flashy RAMdisk and copier utility.
f
Page
24 - 25

INSECTROID

Classic shoot-'em-up action with yucky insects.

Page 26

know where

MONITOR MAGIC
Change those screen colours.
IPage

24-25

PROGRAMMING LISTINGS
COLOUR DUMP

GFA and assembler code cracked.

1 Are your

Page 26

pictures

If you have a colour printer, you need this.

Page 27

_ Assembly tutorial starts on page 110.

looking a
little, you
know,

square?

SCREEN SNATCHER

DELUXE SLIDESHOW

Steal graphics straight off the monitor screen.

Completely smooth and reliable.

Straight

Page 25

Page 26

edges

everywhere and no groovy organic

curves. No problem - Picture Con
cept can sort that out for you with

BACK-UP

FUNK ALERT

Better be safe than sorry.

Dead handy utility for handling alert boxes.

Page 27

Page 26

the Planet effect. Wow!

THE BIG USEFUL BOX
Quit - ends your session and sends you
back to the Desktop.

ness of the border. Nought is a straight line
and 500 is very jagged.

mat to load and save your pictures.

EFFECTS MENU

Clear - clears the screen completely, use
only if you are absolutely sure that that's
what you want to do.

Rectangle - degrades the picture, making
it pixellated. You are prompted for the new

Plane - an ellipse appears. You can change
the size of it with the mouse - when you're
happy, press the mouse button. Your pic
ture is then mapped onto the new shape.

FILE MENU
Load and Save - uses the selected file for

size of the pixels - numbers between two
and five look best.

Delete - deletes a file from the disk

selected with the file selector- use only if

you are totally sure.
New Drive/Folder - enables you to type in
a new file path to load or save pictures in
other directories-that's if you don't partic
ularly want to use the file selector to move
your disk about with.
Degas and Neochrome - selects the file
format you want to save your picture as.
Full Screen/Undo - if you didn't like your
last move, you can undo it. The screen flick
ers between the current picture and the pre
vious picture, press the mouse button to
stop it. The screen flickers very quickly so
you might have to try it more than once to
reach the right screen.

Reduce - squashes down your picture. A
box appears, move your mouse around
until the box is the size you want and click
the mouse button. Your picture is redrawn

Cylindre - maps the picture onto a cylin
der. You are first asked how many copies of
the pictures are going on the cylinder. Then
an ellipse appears, this is the end of the
cylinder. Move it about with the mouse
until you're happy and press the button.

in the new size.

Frame Hor and Frame Ver - these are

Curve Hor and Curve Ver - gives your
picture a lovely wavy shape. A line appears
- this is the edge of your new picture. Move
the mouse around until you like the look of
it and press the left mouse button to redraw

very powerful commands that squash the

picture into the shape of your choosing either vertically or horizontally. First,
choose between whether or not you want a
symmetrical shape, then press the mouse

the picture in its new wibbly form.

button and move the mouse about. The line

Inversion Hor and Inversion Ver - sim

that is traced is the new edge of your pic
ture. It takes a few seconds to produce the

ply flips the picture round horizontally or
vertically giving a mirror image.

new screen, but the effects are remarkable.

Tear - adds a torn-looking edge. You are

Mix - this is an unusual one, it mixes two
pictures together. Select a second picture

prompted to enter the value of the jagged-

with the file selector and the two are

^
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Before you take even one step further, read this carefully
Tread carefully
To keep your STF Cover Disk safe,
write-protect it by moving the black
tab so you can see through the hole.
Nothing can now be written to your

Disk. Write-protection also
your Disk safe from viruses.

keeps

Study the map
Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may find text files for
some programs on the Disk. These

Picture

Concept
BY: THE CONCEPTORS

RESOLUTION: LOW RESOLUTION
FOLDER: PICTURE

FILES: PICTURE.TOS

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

have the

file

extension

.DOC.

It's

always a good idea to read these for
more information on a program.
Double-click

on

them

and

select

Show to display the text. If text dis
appears off the screen when you try
to read a DOC file in low res, change
to medium resolution and try again.
Avoid the pitfalls
To keep your ST FORMAT Cover Disk
safe you should make a backup, so if

The real power of using your ST for
graphics comes when you start apply
ing special effects that are completely
impossible with traditional methods.
Using the techniques of stretching,
squashing and recolouring adds a
whole new dimension to your artistic
life. Picture Concept can do all this
and more, including mapping pic
tures onto cylinders, linking them to a
sine wave and generally distorting
them

so

that

their

own

mother

wouldn't recognise them.
To fit so many goodies onto the
Cover Disk, Picture Concept has been
compressed. Copy the PICTURE.TOS

file to another disk with plenty of
blank space on it, and then run it. The

files then start depacking and writing
themselves to your new disk. After a
• Add that special dash to any pic
ture with Picture Concept - and
here's one we prepared earlier.

Notice the fetching wavy wobbly
effect. The original was halved in
size by using Reduce. A small band
of piping around the base
completes the effect.

few minutes you have a working
copy. Run PICTURE.PRG from your
new disk. The first thing that appears
is an introduction screen, from here
you can press <F2> to go to a disk
coping program. You are asked for

the Picture Concept disk, but it copies
all standard disks. Pressing <F1>
takes you into the strange world of

blended together. It works best when the
palettes of the two pictures are similar with

anything goes wrong, you still have
the original. Because we use a spe
cial disk format to squeeze programs
on to the Disk, you can't do a direct
disk to disk copy. We've made life
easy for you, however, with this
Back-up program. Follow the instruc
tions on page 27 and you can't go
wrong. Now there's no need to risk
damaging or losing your disk again!

Some programs are compressed
to fit on the Disk and cannot be run

directly from it. Follow the instruc
tions here and it'll all be fine.

Is your drive obsolete?
We use a double-sided disk format. If

you only own a single-sided drive
you can't read STFCover Disks, or
much of the new software since sin

gle-sided drives are obsolete. We
showed you how to fit internal drives
in STF 32 - turn to page 66 to order a
copy if you missed it.

Shareware
A lot of the programs on the Cover
Disk this month are something
called
method

• Picture Concept shows off a

healthy looking menu of effects.

Armed with such weaponry no
self respecting picture is safe from
their weird twistings.

picture squashing, press the Space
bar to get the menu on-screen.
Picture Concept is a totally
menu controlled program. You can
practise with the picture that is
already loaded, or you can go to work
on your own creations first. Picture
Concept
can
load
and
save
Neochrome and Degas Elite low reso

lution pictures, and every decent
colour art package can handle these
formats. Have a read of our explo
ration of the functions, dig out all

Shareware.
of

This

distribution

is
-

a
the

author gives permission for his
work to be copied and used by
anyone who fancies it. In return
you are asked to register your
copy of the program with him if
you use it a lot. It's generally not
much money, a fiver or tenner.
You often receive updated ver
sions, other programs and/or doc
umentation as well as a pleasant
warm feeling for having done the
right thing. If you like seeing qual
ity software distributed on the ST
then the Shareware principle
needs your support. If an author
receives lots of encouragement,
then they release more stuff and
write bigger and better programs.
Now, you want that to happen,

don't you? If you regularly use or
play any Shareware program, then
register it, and the whole scene
becomes a lot healthier.

your graphics and have a good fiddle.

mouse button or the right mouse button if

don't see the final effect, though, until you

you want to return to the menus.

go to put the block back on the screen.

Get - this grabs a section of the screen move the intersecting lines to where you
want the top left corner of the block to be,

Stretch - a copy of the block appears in
the top left of the screen along with a rec

lots of shades of the same colour.

Recolory - recolours the current screen
with the palette of another picture that
you've chosen with the file selector.

press and hold the left mouse button down.

A box appears, move it around until you

Proj Le and Proj Ri - gives you a symmet
rical picture vertically by copying either the

are happy and then release the button. This
area is now captured as a block.

tangle you can move about with the mouse.
This is the new size of your block. To
choose the new shape, click the left mouse
button; the right button takes you back to
the main screen.

left or right half onto the other side

Proj Up Ver and Proj Bot Ver - as above
but copies either the top or the bottom half
to the other side giving a horizontally sym
metrical picture.

Put - any captured block can be placed
onto the screen with Put. The captured
block replaces the mouse arrow. Move it
around until you're happy with the position
and click the left mouse button. A copy of
the block is placed at that position on the
screen. Click the right mouse button when
you've finished.

Zoom - a little square appears on your
screen - move it over the section you want
to zoom in on and click on your mouse but
ton. The display changes to show the
choosen area close-up. You can actually
edit individual pixels if you want. Choose
the colour from the palette at the top and
click on the expanded image to edit it. Click
with the right mouse button when you've
finished and pick another area with the left

Stipple - Works like the above Put com
mand but places lots of copies down in
slightly different positions - can be useful
with small blocks to make interesting and
quick backgrounds.

Eraser - a small square appears - this is
your eraser, click on the left button to wipe
the area under it or the right button to
return to the main menu.

+ - Change - takes you to a screen show
ing two rows of colours. Select the colour
you want to change from the top row and
the colour you want it to change into from
the bottom row. Right click when you're
done. The picture is not affected until you
use the Change tool.

sion but only works on the selected block,

Change - intersecting lines appear, click
and hold the left mouse button and drag it
to form a rectangle. The colours inside this
area are swapped around depending on

flipping it vertically or horizontally. You

your selected colour, using + - Change.

Invert H and Invert V - works like Inver
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Grav 2 is either keyboard

to thrust and furiously

or joystick controlled,
depending on whether
you press the Spacebar or
your <Fire> button when
the title screens appear

<Fire> button to, er, fire.

Menu screens
JOYSTICK:

Move the cursor with

your joystick, use <Fire> to select
the equipment and move your joy
stick left and right to adjust the
ship's abilities.
KEYBOARD: <Control> and <Alter-

nate> to move cursor up and down,
<;> and <,> to move left and right or
adjust the ship's abilities and the
Spacebar to select the equipment.
In combat

JOYSTICK: Use your joystick left
and right to rotate the ship, forward

hit that

KEYBOARD: <;> and <:> to rotate

the ship, <Control> to thrust and
<Alternate> to fire.

Special equipment
<Return> selects special weapons or
different pieces of equipment and
the Spacebar activates it - or you
can always use the following indi
vidual keys.
<Q> fire bomb.
<A> use defence laser.

<S> use programmed retro rockets.
<Z> use cloaking device.
<X> use timer shield.

Other useful keys
<S> saves high score to disk while
you're on the menu screens.
<P> pauses things.
<Backspace> scuttles ship.
<T> teleport up and end mission.

that has you jumping around the
room shouting very loudly because er, you just smashed into the wall at
exactly the same point as you did the

Grav 2
BY: MARTIN BROWNLOW
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: GRAV2

FILES: RUNJWE.PRG,
X GRAV2.BWE, X GRAV2.T0S

GET STARTED WITH: RUN.ME.PRG

Do you consider yourself a calm
and rational person? Not the sort
who's going to jump around the
room shouting very loudly, just
because you've smashed into the wall
at exactly the same point you did with
your last three ships? If you don't,
then Grav 2 could be the program

• The field of play in Grav 2 - some hostile planet full of strange new lifeforms
that have taken a distinct disliking to you. Along the bottom from left to right
you have - fuel, score, number of impact shields, special weapon, number of
ships remaining and ammunition remaining.

GRAV2.PRG from your new disk and
away you go. Press the Spacebar or
the <Fire> button on your joystick to
get past the beginning screens, after
you have admired the digitised
soundtrack, of course. Depending on
which you use - <Fire> or the Space

last three times.

bar -

Grav 2 is a classic point and
thrust game - you guide a little space
ship through tortuous tunnels, blow
ing up anything that takes your fancy,
challenging stuff this. To pack this

method, joystick or keyboard.
Each planet has a mission generally to destroy a base or some
thing - when you have completed it,
there is a bleep and a flashing "T"
appears, press <T> to teleport out and

multi-level monster onto the Cover

Disk it has been compacted. Get a
spare disk ready, open up the GRAV2
folder and run the cunningly-titled
RUN_ME.PRG, then insert your new
disk when prompted. A few minutes

later you have a working copy. Run

it dictates the active control

appear,

meaning you

have down

loaded your status - this changes
your starting position if you should
die before completing the planet or
replaces the planet with another if
you have achieved your objective.
This is the only way to reach the new
planets and the higher levels.
Success requires a steady hand
and nerves, you need to develop pixel

perfect manoeuvring and shooting.
The sense of achievement when you
complete a planet's objective and
teleport out of there, is almost inde

end the level. There are three useful

scribable. On the other hand, the frus

buildings to look out for - fuel dumps,
ammunition dumps and computers.
Land next to them if you want them
to be activated. Landing next to a
computer causes a flashing "C" to

tration and urge to start shouting very
loudly you feel when you smash into
the wall for the fourth time in a row at

exactly the same point... er,

yes.

Good luck. You'll need it.

ACCESSORIZE!

BY: G A SZEKELY

on a letter above, below or to the

cial kind - they're known

with that disk in the drive

as Desk Accessories and

to load them. They are

ins, outs and roundabouts

you don't use them in the

then memory-resident and
can be used by selecting

of Desk Accessories.

of a blank disk, and boot

normal way. First you
need to copy the .ACC
files to the root directory
Desk

File

Uiew

them from the Desk

menu. A

trifle confused?

Options

FLIP-FLOP

•Start

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU

go at once,

TIONS

clever things,

FOLDER: ACCGAMES

Accessories.

I

You
shouldn't

PUZZLE
G.ft,

SLIDE

Accessory

games on the

these Desk

•Ha.

Games

in Desk Accessory games - and here
are three little brain teasers to keep
you amused during long hours of
serious stuff. The games are Puzzle
Slide, Flip Flop and Tic Tac Toe. All
familiar and easy to use.
Puzzle Slide has you rearranging
letters to form the alphabet, like
those little plastic puzzles. Just click

Turn to page 46 for our
feature explaining all the

These programs are a spe

FILES: ENT_PACK1.DOC,
FLIPFLOP.ACC, READ ME.DOC,
TIC_TAC.DOC, PUZSLIDE.ACC

4

Toe

is

the

American

or another sentient lifeform. Click on

ENT_PAK1.DOC

Start and away you go.
Flip Flop is similar to Othello but

Slide and Tic

With the best will in the world, word

with a

Tac Toe. Flip

processing or working on a database
can sometimes get a bit dull. What
you need is a quick relaxing and
diverting game. Trouble is, you need
to save all your work, exit the pro
gram and load the game and then
reverse everything again afterwards.
Hardly worth it for a few minutes

can place your pieces anywhere on
the board next to an opponent's
piece. Any of his pieces between
yours now change colour. It's a sim
ple enough game to play hut difficult
to master. Click on Setup to choose
sides and Start to get the ball rolling.
Full details of all three games are in

diversion. The answer is, of course.

theENT PAK1.DOC.

your ST play
ing a damned
difficult

fciidjU:

Tac

READ: READ ME.DOC,

Flop, how

X

Tic

name for noughts and crosses. Click
on Setup to decide who is what, and
who goes first. You can play your ST

much trouble

ever, has

0

ple and engrossing.

have too

with Puzzle

FTFto

side of the space to slide things
about and Restart to, er, restart. Sim

few subtle differences. You

GUIDES
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♦ TOOLING UP

,nMH—a—n—Ei—a—a,

Before launching yourself

Bombs - a nice big shot

into the turmoil of Grav 2,

that can take out a few ene

you can bolt on all sorts
of goodies to your little
pointy ship and adjust its
abilities. These additions

should make you journey
more comfy. Move the

mies at once.
Defence laser - when acti-

COST

L

STORES

I

_ vated, destroys all nearby
projectiles.
" Retros - computer-aided
retro rockets that stop you

LORDED

I

I

dead.

cursor over the cost of the

equipment you would like
to buy, and place it into
your stores, then select
the stores to bolt them

onto your ship. Adjust the
handling characteristics
to your liking and select
"Commence Mission" to

test your mettle

rri Cloak - hides you from the

CODFIENGE

I—J aliens for a while.

|"T"I Shields - protect you from

L—J allthose nasty bullet things
for a limited time.

FIRE

SPEED

TURN

SPEED

ENGINE

I Impact shield - protects you

MISSION

'.

THRUST

"

I from one bullet hit.
J

Space ships - you start out
with six of these; if you

SCORE

00000

CREDITS

000

save up a bit you can buy more.

ingly no more. The Supreme Screen
Snatcher is a terribly clever little pro
gram which enables you to break into

ing to be used while you use other
programs. To get things going, you

pops up, press <F1> to see what

need to run the SUPREME.PRG either

you've

programs and save the screen to disk
as a Degas Elite file; these are then

directly from

returns you to the main menu and

putting it into an AUTO folder.

<F2> saves it to disk.

BY: DOUGLAS HENDERSON

ready to be loaded into your art pack

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU

ages and edited. Do a couple of little
changes, put your signature in one
corner and flog it off as all your own
work. No, of course you wouldn't
even think about doing that.

If it's not the screen you wanted
or you fancy having a look at the rest
of the program, then you can scroll
around in memory. Flip to the screen
again and press the cursor keys. The
<Clr Home> and <lnset> keys move
you about in larger chunks and the

and Stay Resident. Once it's up and
running it sits in the background wait

A lot of commercial games are
auto-booting only and have copy-pro
tected disks - this makes it impossible
to run Snatcher first. Apart from these
you should be able to break into any
thing. There is a quick text message
to show you when it has installed
properly - this then disappears. Get
the graphics you want to grab on
screen and then press either the right
<Shift> key or <Alternate> and
<Help> together, or connect pins 20
and 22 on the RS-232 port. The

Uiew

click on Install. Bingo! You have a

Snatcher
TIONS

FOLDER: SNATCHER

FILES: READ_ME.DOC,
SUPREME.PRG

READ: READ ME.DOC

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

the

Grabbing graphics directly off
screen can be dead handy,

though.

If you've looked longingly at
graphics on your ST and wished you
could capture them for your own

nefarious purposes, then look long

I M-Disk with

File

The

Supreme

Screen

Snatcher is what's known as a TSR

program - that's short for Terminate

Options

the

Desktop or

by

new icon; select Save Desktop from
the Options menu to save this new
configuration so you don't have to

RAMdisk and

keep installing the icon. Copying
disks is now just a matter of clicking
on Load and then Save, swapping
disks as appropriate. Select Format
and Load if your target disk isn't for

copier, settles
back onto the

Desktop and
strikes a "am

matted - dead easy. MDISK43.DOC

what?" style
poise - the

has the details of all M-Disk's won

cheeky

derful features.

Supreme Snatcher's main screen now

captured;

the

Spacebar

<Undo> key returns you to the origi
nal position.

Once you've done your grab
bing, press <Esc> to return the con

trol to the other program as if nothing
had happened. Clever or what?

When this program is selected in
medium resolution, you are offered
the choice of a mellow green or
soothing amber on a

black back

ground. In high resolution you can
invert the screen and in low, all you
can do is return the Desktop colours

to their default colours. All except
the bright green that is, which is
now a pleasing ocean blue. That's it,
eye strain misery is banished and
peace and harmony are restored to

blighter.

Monitor Magic
M-Disk
BY: CHRISTOPHER STRUNK

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU

disk formatter - phew! It is ideal for
copying disks on a single disk drive
system. You can copy an entire disk

BY: DAVID BECKER

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU
TIONS

FOLDER: MAGIC

into the RAMdisk, then copy it all
back to your new disk with a couple

FILES: MAGIC.ACC, MAGIC.DO

FOLDER: MDISK

of clicks of the mouse. A RAMdisk is

READ: MAGIC.DOC

FILES: MDISK,ACC,
MDISK43.DOC, MDISK43.TXT
READ: MDISK43.DOC,

an area of memory which is treated

TIONS

MDISK43.TXT

M-Disk provides a RAMdisk with an
integral disk copier, a hard drive
cache and backup program and a

exactly as if it were another disk
drive. M-Disk uses drive M as its

RAMdisk. If you want to get at it
from the Desktop, you need to install
a drive M. Select an existing drive

If you find the standard black text on
a white background a strain, then
Monitor Magic should bring wel
come relief. If you don't - not even
slightly -

find

black

on

white

a

Il
I The mellow colour green,
ing harmonious thoughts and a
sense of well being from your ST

icon, then choose Install Disk Drive

bother then it won't be a welcome

with Monitor Magic. If you fancy a

from the Options menu, enter the

relief at all and you'd probably be

more vibrant experience, you can

letter M as the drive identifier and

advised to stop reading this bit now.

always try amber.

•
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Insectroid
BY: ROBERT DYTMIRE
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

FOLDER: INSECT

FILES: INSET512.PRG.
INSECT.DOC, INSADULT.TBL,
INSCHILD.TBL. REGISTER.DOC
AND INSECT.1 TO INSECT.8

READ: INSECT.DOC,
REGISTER.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Some games just never go away,
do they? Insectroid is not unlike that
Galaxians affair, featuring waves of
horrid insect things swooshing and
diving down at you. Your task is very
simple, shoot everything. It's all joy
stick controlled.

You can run Insectroid directly
from the Cover Disk, running the
INSET512.PRG program from inside

the INSECT folder, your disk needs to
be write-enabled, though. Running
your Cover Disk write-enabled won't
do it any harm, but it does make it
possible to accidentally erase some
thing - not a good idea. It's best to
run it from your backup copy.
Once you're up and running,
you can start blasting away. You
score more points if you zap the
aliens while they're diving at you.
Shoot all of them and you are just
going to enter a new level. Every fifth
wave is what they call a challenge
wave, with the chance of a healthy
bonus score. Every tenth wave there's
a large and nasty boss thingie which
takes lots of hits to get anywhere near
destroying it - the Boss-O-Meter
shows how tough it is.
You can also give yourself a
boost, if you want. Allow an alien
from the top row to reach the bottom
of the screen - if blue beam things

appear then fly into them. Your ship

& I M § M 0 T
01992 Robtrt Dytmir*

E D I 1

looking for an
arcade shoot-

'em-up involv
ing lots of
insects, and a

small ship
armed with a

gun of some
sort, with lots

of levels,

you're in luck,
aren't you?
Insectroid has
all that as well

as funny sam
pled sounds.

fl I I I I I I I I I
is then whisked up to the top of the
screen and replaced with another.
Shoot the alien holding your old ship
as it dives down towards you, and the
alien releases the ship - it hasn't got
much choice, since it's dead - which

Fractal

'Graphics by Ari Feldmaa

• *!r>

I If you're

Landscape
Utility

Quit

ST|6TE, j

Controls

Movenent

Firing.

&

Gane

Gane

• This is Insectroid's main option screen. There is a child mode, which is a

bit easier, and you can start at different levels. Once you've sussed out the
names of the bosses, you can skip to that level too.

BY: JOHN BROCHU

It's a pain to load up your art pro
gram just to display your work, espe
cially if you have loads of pictures.
This is when you need a slideshow
program which displays piccies auto
matically for you. Deluxe Slideshow

RESOLUTION: ALL

is a small and efficient example; it

Deluxe
Slideshow
RESOLUTIONS
FOLDER: DSLIDE

FILES: DSLIDE.DOC,
DSLIDE.PRG
READ: DSLIDE.DOC

GET STARTED
WITH:

SEE BELOW

Assembly
Listing
BY: TONY WAGSTAFF
RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU
TIONS

FOLDER: ASSEMBLY

FILES: ASMJEGS.S
GET STARTED WITH: SEE
BELOW

can handle a

multitude of formats

and has all sorts of options - it even
converts pictures to suit the resolu
tion. Copy DSLIDE.PRG to your disk
full of pictures and run it. Press

<Help> to see the range of com
mands. With an optional script file
you can control the speed and order
in which you pictures are displayed.

Assembly is the most powerful
and most difficult of computer lan
guages - but you can get to grips
with it, though, if you start following
STF's new tutorial on page 110.
The Cover Disk listing is
directly linked with the tutorial, but if
you are into assembly programming
and fancy sussing out this listing,
then you are welcome to take a look.

If it's all a mystery to you and you
are ready to have a bash at learning
it, turn to page 110.

aliens

and

another

ingly realistic landscapes but could
do animations of wild helicopter
rides through them. The only trouble
is, if you want to take these anima
tions and work on them in

an art

ANTOPI.TTP.

GET STARTED WITH: SEE

If your animation was called

BELOW

DEMO.AN1 on a disk in drive A, for

Last month we brought you the
amazing Fractal Landscape which
could not only use the principles of

A:\DEM0.AN1.

example,
Pause

of

FOLDER: FRACUTIL

TIONS

Gane

wave

FILES: ANTOPI.TTP

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU

Exit:

one

appears; it's all fast and furious and
ready to be run, so what are you wait
ing for?

package - or any other graphics util
ity - you can't. This is because the
animations were stored in one big
file. This little utility splits the file
down into individual Degas pictures.
Just enter the path and name of the
file at the dialog box when you run

BY: DAVID BILLINGTON

W

comes and joins you. Hey presto, you
now have double firepower. Waste

fractal mathematics to draw amaz-

Funk Alert
BY: CHARLES F JOHNSON
RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU
TIONS

FOLDER: FUNK
FILES: FUNKALRT.DOC,
FUNKALRT.PRG
READ: FUNKALRT.DOC

GET STARTED WITH: SEE
BELOW

A tiny utility that does a tiny bit of
surgery on the way alert boxes work.
Usually, you use the mouse to select

GFA

Listing
BY: MAC MARSDEN

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU
TIONS

FOLDER: GFA LST

FILES: BINARY.LST, COPY.LST
GET STARTED WITH: SEE
BELOW

you

would
The

file

enter
is

then

loaded and the screens are saved

out. Make sure you have enough
room on the disk, though.

which option you use, but with Funk
Alert installed, you can use the func
tion keys instead. Sounds like a small
thing, but when you're working away
at the keyboard it's a real pain to
have to move your hand away to the
mouse each time.

To install Funk Alert you can
run it from the Desktop or pop it
inside the AUTO folder on your boot
disk.

Next time

a

GEM

alert

box

appears, you can use the function
keys. It doesn't work from the Desk
top because of the way the functions
are called, but from within any GEM
application all is hunky-dory.

Isn't programming wonderful?
The chance to test your stuff against
the world of logic and against new
and strange syntax. Here are two
pieces of GFA Basic that go with
questions in ST Answers.
One, COPY.LST, copies files
and the other, BINARY.LST, performs
something called a binary search. If
you feel that these are the sort of
programs you need, turn to ST
Answers on page 58 for a more sym

pathetic and detailed explanation.

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING 'TIL 7PM, WED - FRI • IE vesham Micro;
REFERENCE HARD DRIVE
COMBINING EXCELLENT

PERFORMANCE WITH QUALITY

AND HIGH CAPACITY, OUR HARD
DRIVES OFFER EXCEPTIONAL
VALUE FOR MONEY!
FAST ACCESS SCSI
MECHANISMS FOR OPTIMUM

| i|!'

iMB
i

ITY^
PERFORMANCE • HIGH QUALITY

[4*1

METAL CASING • AUTOPARKING

• DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY • COOLING FAN
• ICD INTERFACE & SOFTWARE • DMA THROUGHPORT

520SF A ATARI 1040ST
/a/ft/c&> C?t

40MB VERSION

100MB VERSION

ONLY £299.00

ONLY £449.00

3V2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

tfa.

"-

Very quiet • Slimline design
• Cooling Vents- Sleek,
high quality metal casing
< Full 1Mb Unformatted

Excellent STE starter package from Atari including the 520
STE with 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, Digital Stereo sound,
-PLUS-

•
•

'Sim City' • 'Escape from the Planet of Robot
Monsters' • 'Final Fight' • 'Nine Lives
'NeoChrome'e 'FirST BASIC •

Citizen Drive Mechanism
• Convenient On / Off switch on rear

of drive* Long reach connection cable
for location either side of computer

INCLUDES ITS OWN
EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

'Atari ST Tour"

P94Q QQ incVATand
feaCHr«/i\/w

Capacity* Quality Panasonic/

1040 STE including educational and leisure software :
• Educational Software modules, split into three age
categories, from Early School to GCSE revision.
• Plus FirST BASIC, Ani ST, Hyper Paint II, Music
Maker II, and '9 Lives' and 'Prince' games.

delivery

£289.99

~L~k

inc.VAT and

delivery

•

• ^••-

£52.99

5.25" External Drive 40/80 Track Switchable

WITH 1MB RAM FITTED
WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

ONLY £269.99
ONLY £309.99

WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

ONLY £349.99

WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

ONLY £369.99

WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

ONLY £409.99

£74.95

400dpi HANDY SCANNER
QUALITY SCANNING - AT

DD I KITE DC

Prices include VAT,

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

1 2 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

GIVE YOUR ST THE BENEFITS OF SIMMS RAM

rKIINICKj

delivery and cable

Star LC 20 Successor to the LC 10, 4 fonts, 180/44cps

£ 129.99

NEW! Star LC 100 Entry level 9-pin colour, 4 fonts
Star LC 200 9-pin colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps

£ 168.03
£ 198.58

NEW! Star LC 24-100 24-pin, 5 fonts, 192/64cps
E 196.23
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour 24-pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps
E 276.13
Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pls.state model)....E 64.95
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col, power printer
£ 405.38
Citizen 240 Colour 24-pin colour with 3 LQ fonts, 192/64cps,

Inl

THE RIGHT PRICE !

2-Year manufacturer's warranty, optional sheet feeder
Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good quality - exceptional value
Olivetti JP-350S Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer

E 299.99
E 249.99
E 349.99

Canon BJ-10EX award-winning inkjet. Epson compatible

E 222.08

I NEW!Canon BJ-200 Inkjet 360dpi, up to 240cps, 8 fonts,
80-sheet feeder, IBM and Epson emulation
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

£ 351.33
E 351.33
E 445.33

: NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 550C COLOUR
Panasonic KXP2123 Profesional 24-pin Colour Quietprinter

E 562.83
£ 269.08

Representing outstanding value for
money, this package combines top quali
scanning hardware with the distinctively
powerful DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.

7^0

• Fits Atari STF, STFM and MEGA series computers

At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner produces truly superb
quality scans. Has a full 105mm scanning width, variable brightness control and 100 /

• Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for Effortless Upgradeability

software allows real-time scanning in either line art or in grey scales. Provides

• Full kit with detailed instructions- no specialist
knowlage needed

powerful editing features and
excellent compatibility with

• Probably the neatest ST RAM Upgrade available!

eg. Deluxe Paint, Touch-Up.

EXPANSION WITH OUR SIMPLE-FITTING UPGRADE!

200 / 300 / 400dpi resolution. Daatascan Professional scanning and editing

ONLY £99.99

most DTP and Paint Packages,

Upgrade unit unpopulated
£ 44.95
With 512K RAM Installed, gives 1MbRAM total.... £ 74.95
With 2Mb RAM Installed, gives 2/2.5Mb total
£119.95
With 4MbRAM Installed, gives 4Mbtotal
£199.95

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive
and accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for your Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a 300dpi
resolution. Amazing low price!

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With its dedicated monitor input, this model

combines the advantages of a high quality
medium resolution colour monitor with the

convenience of remote control Teletext TV

- at an excellent low price! Features dark

glass screen for improved contrast, plus
full range 3-way speaker sound output.

COCO f\f\

520ST PLUG-IN 1MB
SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADE

£14 QQ SAJ1SFACJ10N
GUARANTEED

ulows easy upgrade to a total 1Mb RAM • Simple, fast and effective RAM

upgrade path * Suits almost any 520ST model (not suitable for STE

I machines) • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
NEW LOWER PRICE!.

'nc,udin9 VAT,

TRACKBALL

LZOy.UU delivery &cable

High performance trackball which operates from the

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UK version, stereo sound) including cable, 1 year on-site maintenance
and 'Lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game
E 229.00
NEW! Atari SM146 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

NeoDesk 3

SPECIAL III

£ 29.95

First Word Plus..

£ 57.95

.....

Deluxe Paint

Digita Home Accounis 2
Personal Finance Manager Pro

£ 29.95
£37.50
£ 37.50
£22.50
..

£ 44.95

£49,95
£ 32.95

Timeworks DTP Version ?

£ 89.95

ReplayS
HiSoft Devpac 2.23

£63.95
£ 44.95

Lattice C 5.06.02

•

£ 115.00

Power BASIC

£29.95

Atari Fastcom 2
Alari Archive

£34.00
£ 30.00

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

£22.50

We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

FIRST WORD PLUS ♦
TIMEWORKS DTP 2
©IMILY

delivering high speed and accuracy every time.
No driver software needed !

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, thai
minority of boards in existence which may require a li

ONLY £29.95

OTHER RAM UPGRADES

ST SOFTWARE
Data Manager Prolessio-uii
Cyber Paint 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2 0)
Degas Elite

£139.95

mouse or joystick port. Super-smooth, accurate and
versatile, allowing total one-handed control. Top
quality construction and opto-mechanical design,

520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS)

£ 70.00
£ 140.00

520STFM 1 Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering
520STFM 1 Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 49.00
£ 79.00
£ 149.00

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full fitting
instructions. Requires very slight case modification

£ 49.95

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults

ZY-FI Amplified Stereo Speaker System
VIDI-12 ST incorporating VIDI-Chrome
VIDI Complete Colour Solution
VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input
AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with
DR-DOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.
Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
Atari Lynx Pouch Accessory
Joystick/ Mouse ports accessibility adapter
For STF/STFM/STE machines

£ 54.95

£ 39.95
£ 99.95
E 160.00
E 64.95

E 199.95
£ 9.95
£ 4.95

Dust Covers - available for any ST
£ 4.95 for any MEGA
£ 9.95
Atari LYNX-2 inc. 'Batman Returns' and Power Supply
£ 99.99

Please contact us on 0386-446441

California Games
Slime World

Ishido
Crystal Maze II

Xybots
Qix

Blockoui
Cyberball

Please note that we reserve the right to refuse any
machine which is beyond economic repair

Chips Challenge
Switch Blade

Robo Squash
Robot ran

Kung Food
Shanghai

Klaxx
Pacland

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT@ 17.5% AND DELIVERY
Same day despatch whenever possible. Express Courier Delivery (UK Mainland Only) £6.50 extra.
-MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT-

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WR11 6TD

IfSl

Mon-Fri., 9.00 - 7.00; Sat, 9.00 - 5.30
Unit 9 St. Richards Rd
Evesham
WorcsWRll 6TD

"S 0386 -765180
fax : 0386 - 765354

5 Glisson Road

322 Witan Gate

Cambridge CB1 2HA

Milton Keynes MK9 2HP

•Ef 0223 - 323898

•S 0908 - 230898

fax : 0223 - 322883

fax : 0908 - 230865

251-255 MoseleyRd
Highgate
Birmingham B12 0EA
fax:021-446 5010

IbiI

31

Fax: 0386-765354

Technical support (open Mon-Fri, 10.00 - 5.00): 0386-40303

Call us now on © 0386-765500

TT 021 - 446 5050

Showrooms open Monday, Tuesday, Saturday; 9.00 - 5.30 and Wednesday - Friday; 9.00 - 7.00

3Ml

i£a

Send an Order with Cheque, Postal Order or

Government, Education and PLC orders welcome

ACCESS/VISA/SWITCH card details. Please

AU products covered by 12 Months Warranty

allow 5 bunking day, fur Cheque clearance.

Ml <i'itid'< '•ith/t'ct to availability.

BTXtjTnTOTra • NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING 'TIL 7PM. WED - FRI • I^TrCTTTTTTTTTITi

COVER

* What

DISK

GUIDES

.sir problem?

1. This Disk won't load!

Before you do anything else, check that you don't have a single-sided drive
(one older than 1988, that can't format any disks to more than 360K) - they
can't read ST FORMAT Cover Disks. Single-sided drives are obsolete and it's

well worth upgrading. Replacement drives are easy to fit and cost as little
as £35. We covered fitting new internal drives in STF 32 - turn to page 66 to
order a copy if you missed it. So your drive's spanking new, or at least it's
double-sided. ST FORMAT duplicates hundreds of thousands of Disks every
month so, unfortunately, some are bound to be defective or damaged in
some way. If the Disk just won't load, or you can't open a window at all,
there's nothing in it, or the folder names are gobbledegook - the Disk is
defective. It doesn't happen often, but please accept our sincere apologies.
You're guaranteed a free replacement if you return the Disk to:

ST FORMAT March Disk Returns, DisCopy Units 2 and

3, Omega Technology Centre, Drayton Fields, Daventry,
North Hants NN11 5RT.

Enclose a sturdy self-addressed envelope (unstamped - we'll pay for
the postage) and a brief letter explaining the problem. If you're worried
about trusting your precious Disk to the mails, the Royal Mail's Recorded
Delivery service costs only 30p on top of the normal postage. Please don't
send your defective Disk to any other address than the above one - we have

utilities

printing out Spectrum 512 pictures.
Colour Dump replaces the printer
dump obtained by pressing the
<Alternate> and <Help> keys.
Just run COLDUMP.PRG from

BY: TONY BARKER

RESOLUTION: LOW RESOLUTION
FOLDER: COLPRINT

FILES: C0LDUMP.DOC,

COLDUMP.PRG, SPECPRNT.PRG,
SPECPRNT.PRG

READ: COLDUMP/DOC,
SPECPRNT.DOC
GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

Got a colour printer? Yes? Bet
you're annoyed 'cos you can't easily
get decent colour print-outs, aren't
you? These two programs should
sort you out. Colour Dump replaces
the standard printer dump with a
colour one and Spectrum Print han
dles the previously impossible task of

the Desktop or an AUTO folder and
answer the questions as they appear,
just press the appropriate keys - you
can save the configuration to make
things a bit quicker next time. The
program then disappears into the
background until you press the right
keys and, as if by magic, it then
appears in colour.
Spectrum 512 Print does the
more complex job of handling the
special file format of Spectrum 512.
Run SPECPRNT.PRG, select Continue

and then use the file selector to pick
your picture and choose your print
options, and away you go. There are
text files with more details on both

these programs on the disk.

no stocks of Disks at the Bath offices.

2.1 can't work out this Cover Disk program!
Your Disk seems OK; everything loads, but you've got a problem with one

of the programs. Make sure you've read all the relevant Cover Disk pages
and any document files on the Disk. Try consulting your ST owner's manual
- that may have the information you need. Still got a problem? Then give us
a ring on Wednesday afternoon. Telephone the ST FORMATCover Disk Hot
line -b0225 442244 on Wednesday between 2 - 6 pm only.
We don't write the Cover Disk programs ourselves and don't know as
much about them as the programmers, but we'll do our best to sort your

problem out. Please note that the above phone line is for Cover Disk prob
lems only. If you have any other queries, read onl

3.1 have a problem with this other program I bought!
The best place to start is the distributor of the program. Most software
houses run some kind of helpline service - check the information that came
with your software for the number.

4. I've still got an ST problem!
If you've still got a problem, you suspect your machine may be faulty, or
you need an answer to a more general query - then you have two options.
(a) Ring the official Atari Helpline" 031 332 93233 on any day from Monday
to Saturday 6 pm - 11 pm or on Sundays from 8pm to 11pm. (b) Write to ST
Answers, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW - and let
ST FORMAT'S team of experts tackle your problem in the pages of STF.

• Stunning pictures like this 512 colour effort are, for the first time, printable
on colour printers. Thank you. Spectrum Print, —e love you.

You could win loads of cash!
We'll pay for your software - games, utilities, demos - anything good,
original and short. If you've written anything worthy of appearing on

Back-up

so

nothing can be written to or

deleted from it. Move the little black

Lloyd, ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon
BA1 2BW. Please be patient: we get absolutely loads of submissions, and

BY: BRIAN TILLEY

tab at the corner of the disk so you
can see through the hole. Now get a

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLU

spare

we try to give them all a fair testingl

TIONS

BACK_UP.TOS.

FOLDER: BACK UP

press <1> and things are set in
motion, just swap disks when
prompted. In no time at all you have
a lovely fresh copy. The source disk
is the one you make a copy of and

STF's Cover Disk, send it with this form and full documentation to: Chris

FILES: BACK UP.TOS

Name

GET STARTED WITH:

Address

BACK_UP.TOS

_Daytime phone .
Program title
Total size in K

On a separatesheet, explain concisely what the program does and whyyou
happen to think it's so brilliant.

Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write

your name and address on the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a
copy of your program, because contributions are non-returnable
•

Enclose an attractive bribe. Not that it makes a difference.

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for
publication in ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby
agree to indemnify Future Publishing against any legal action
should copyright problems arise.
Signed

Your Cover Disk could go wrong.
It's a horrible and sobering thought,

but one day you could reach into
your disk box only to find that it has
mysteriously melted. To protect you
from the emotional scarring such an
event would induce, you should
make a backup copy of all your appli

cations, including your Cover Disk.
The Cover Disk uses a special
extended format so we can pack

more programs on it. It also means
you can't do a standard Desktop
copy. A simple solution is to use the
utility Back-Up thoughtfully provided
on the disk. It does the whole thing
without breaking into a sweat. The
first step is to write-protect your disk,

disk

ready,
Up

and

pops a

run
menu,

the destination disk is the one you

are copying it to. If you're lucky
enough to have two disk drives, then
drive A is used for the source disk
and drive B for the destination disk.

Back-Up is pretty smart and uses all
the available memory, so if you have
1MByte or more, you only need to
make one disk swap. Back-Up can be
used to back up most other disks,
press <2> to see if it's possible. Don't
bother trying to make backups of
commercial game disks unless the
manual tells you to. They use some
clever copy-protection tricks to stop

you. Other than that, you can make
quick copies of most disks without
hassle, nice one.

Floppy Drives

Power Scanner

•Up to 400 DPI
• Real-time greyscale scanning

PC72QB

• Auto scan rate detect

• Monochrome text or 16 greyscale levels
• Full image and clipboard editing
features

• Scan join feature fortaking wide scans
• Cut, paste, magnify, flip, rotate, invert,
crop, edit and many more editing
features

Power Computing Ltd
Unit 8 Railton Road

Woburn Road Ind. Estate

" Virus blocker (prevents viruses)

• Works in all three resolutions

" Save a variety of picture file formats
• High resolution printer driver with more
drivers forthcoming
• GEM menu and fast icon driven controls

• Keyboard shortcuts

Kempston Bedford

• Built-in Blitz Turbo

MK42 7PN

• Boots from drive B

Tel 0234 843388

• 12 month warranty

Fax 0234 840234

Specifications & prices are subject to change without notice
Alltrademarks acknowledged, VAT included

PC720B

£65
ICD
PC720I

Power Scanner

£99

• Atari internal disk drive

Ram Expansion
•
•
•
•

.£39.95

PC7200I

No soldering required
Expand to 2MB or 4MB
Plugs directly inside the ST
Fullfitting instructions

• Official Atari internal disk drive

£45

(No case cutting but must be small button version)

PC720P

• Disk drive inc. power supply unit ....£50

• Uses latest capacity RAM chips

The

Link™

1External SCSI host adaptor
• Connect Atari ST to external SCSI

devices e.g. External HD, floppy drives,
Optical drives, CD ROM drives which
were originally designed for the Apple
Mac, IBM PC, Commodore Amiga, NeXT
Atari TT, Falcon

2MB RAM Expansion

£99

4MB RAM Expansion

£169

1MB SIMM for STE

£25

512K RAM STFM

£45

Drive Accessories

Maxell Multi-Colour disks (10)
Floppy disks bulk supplied

£9.95
£POA

Atari ST must have a DMA port
Plug-in and go
Software included

Compact interface
Boot from

Drive B

63x76x 19mm in size

No power supply needed

New Blitz Turbo

« Back-up your disks at lightning speed

Ifyou have an internal drive that is not

• Copies from the internal to the external

compatible with "Boot from drive B" this

cable will solve your problem

drive

• Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
• Back-up an ST disk in around

£9.95

Optical Hard Drive

40 seconds

a Now you can switch between your disk
drive and Blitz Turbo without

disconnecting your Blitz interface

" 128MB on one optical disk
• Read and write optical disk
" 40ms running speed
• High power cooling fan

The Link™

..£69.95

The Ultimate Cartridge
The Ultimate Cartridge will break into any
Atari ST program.Whether you're a pro
grammer, hacker, games player, or just
curious about your Atari ST, The Ultimate

Cartridge gives youthe powerthat you
need. Updates available with new soft

• 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports

ware.

' SCSI ID switch

New Blitz Turbo

£25

Original BlitzTurbo

£15
128MB External optical drive
£999
128MB Optical drive & The Link™£1068
128MB3.5" Optical disk
£39.95 each

Hard D r i v e s
Series 900

(The link™ mustbe usedto connect drive to Atari computer)

HD

Software

• Buffered thru'port
" Optional battery backed clock

Lattice C v5.0

1High speed 20ms seek rate

Devpac v2.0

£29

HiSoftC

£29

Proflight

£29

Harlekin
Wercs
Knife ST
PC Ditto
Neo Diskv3.0

£45
£24
£29
£29
£34

• Write protect switch, protect your
valuable data

1 Power supply
• ICD interface and utility disk
Series 900 40MB

£329

Series 900 100MB

£479

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to Series
900 hard disk

Devpac v3.0

£89

£69.95

Some of the many features:

Break into any program
Read memory
Disassemble to disk

Edit memory
1Search for graphics
Search for sprites
Edit screen configurations
" Setup colour palettes
1Load and save screen displays
Load and save graphic screens
• Low level disk editor

Disk analyser
File editor

Directory editor
Break and restart function

;J Search for infinite lives
Lookfor music

Philips CM8833 MK2

Play music
Load and save music

Special Offer

• With cable

Search for soundtracker music

• On-site maintenance

Search for sound samples

When you purchase this hard drive you
can buy Lattice C v5 for

£60

CM8833 MK2

£199

The Ultimate Cartridge

..£25

rLmdbrqkm
33 Ormskirk Rd,
Preston, Lanes,
PR1 2QP
Ladbroke

Computing

international are one of the longest
estabished home computer dealers in the
U.K. We have developed an extensive
customer servce policy whch involves

testing of all Hardware prior to despatch
to ensure that goods arrive in working
order, offering tree advice and support
over the phone and keeping cutomers
informed. Although our prces are not
always the cheapest we do endeavour to
offer consistently good service and
backup.
All prices are correct at copy date
14/01/93 {while stocks last), and are
subject to change without prior notice. All

prices includeVAT but exckjde delivery.
How to Pay
You can order by mail Cheques/Postal
orders made payable to Ladbroke
Computing. Or gve your credit card
detars over the phone.
Deivery
Postal deivery is available on small items

under £40 (Normally £3, phone for details).
Add £7 for courier delivery, Next working

day delivery on Mainland UK subject to
stock (£11 for Saturday delivery).
Open Mon-Sat 9:30am to 5:00pm.
Ladbroke Computing Ltd Tracing As
Ladbroke Computing International.

•

Includes
Windowing
GEM
Operating system, Stereo sound
output.
in

•

•

4 Great games 9 lives, Escape
from the planet of the robot
monsters, Final fight, Sim City.
Word
wordprocessor
1st

•

•

Basic

219

1Mb STE

E

229

2Mb STE

£

275

4Mb STE

E

329

•

Educational software catering
for 5yrs to GCSE level.
Two great games.
Creativity
pack
including

•
•

Hyperpaint and Muse maker
E 289

2Mb 1040STE

E 345

4Mb 1040STE

E 399

Above Curriculum packs are special
1040 Midi Master Pack

DaUNPulse \hT_L

E
£
£
E

165
124
179
259

StarJet SJ48 Bubblejet

£

210

formatted, partitioned and tested

SJ48 Sheetfeeder

E

69

•

before despatch.
Autobooting and

Citizen

•

DMA devbe selector & On/Off

Hewlett Packard

Out port.

HP Deskjet 500
HP Deskjet 500 Colour
HP Deskjet 550 Colour

We

only

use

quality

ICD

All drives

include

12 months

warranty & free expert support.
Data-Pulse + 42Mb
Data-Pulse ♦ 85Mb
Data-Pulse + 127Mb

£
£

119
270

E 339
E 449
E 580

Triumph Adler
JPR7825 Bubblejet

E

224

E 299.99
E 379.99
E 429.99

Seikosha OP104

E

549

Seikosha 1Mb RAM

E
£
£
£

69

Seikosha Toner (2 units)
Seikosha Drum Unit
Ricoh LP1200

19
79
759

Add £3 for Centronics cable and £5 for

next working day courier delvery.

•

Stores over 20Mb of data on a

3.5" Floptical disk, Reads/Writes
720K and 1.44Mb 3.5" disks.

•

Average access

time 65ms,

Data transfer rate 200K per
second (6 times faster than
Floppy disk),
•

Available as a stand alone unit,

an upgrade to Data-Pulse(Plus)
or as a combination unit with
Hard drives, 21Mb Floptical
diskette included with every
drive.

21Mb Floptical Drive
Datapulse upgrade
21Mb 3.5" Floptical Disk

•

Ethernet compatibility and E-Mail
coming soon.

E 399.99
E 299.99
£ 24.99

Gl Brush Mouse

£

19.99

Golden Image Mouse
E 14.99
The Golden Image Mouse was
recently given an Amiga Format Gold
Award with 90% and offers 290 Dpi
resolutbn, 2 high quality mbroswitched
buttons and a free mouse mat.

DataNet with PowerNet

E

99.99

LanNet with PowerNet

E

89.99

MidiNet with PowerNet

E

59.99

•

•

Will fit any ST(F)(M) or Mega ST
Solder in design for higher
reliability.
Extremely
designed

Optical Mouse
£ 24.99
The Golden Image Optical Mouse is a
high quality, 3 button, replacement
mouse. The fully Optbal mechanism
means no moving parts offering far
higher reliability. Includes Mat.
Jin Mouse

£

7.99

compact in house
Multi-Layer circuit

Don't be deceived by the low prbe of
this mouse. Mass productbn of the Jin
mouse has resulted in a high quality

board, smaller than a credit card.

Opto/Mechanical mouse featuring 290

Upgradeable in stages from the

Dpi resolution.

base 512K to 2Mb then 4Mb.

Ladbroke's Mouse mat

All Aries RAM upgrade boards

Atari SC1435

£

179.99

The SC1435 comes complete with
cable and tilt/swivel stand.

Philips 8833MKII

E 229.99

Includes 12 months on site warranty
and free Lotus Turbo challenge II.

Philips 15" FST Tv
E 229.99
Philips 15" Cube Teletext E 259.99
•

SCART input Tv

•

Fastext teletext

software.

512K Board

£

2Mb Board

£

79.99

4Mb Board

£

129.99

512K SIMMs STE

£

7.99

2Mb SIMM's STE

E

57.99

4Mb SIMM's

£ 109.99

39.99

3.00

Our Servbe department can repair
ST's in minimum time at competetive

rates. We can arrange for fully insured,
courier pickup and return delivery of
your machine to ensure it's safety. We
even have a same day service whch
will ensure your machine is given
priority and subject to fault, completed
the same day. We can fit memory

upgrades, PC Emulators, Security

Lasers

controllers with clock.
•

Full Falcon compatibility using

2xSIPP to SIMM adaptors £

Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 240 Colour

switch on front of case, DMA

monitor stand.

•

•

instructions and memory test

LC100 Colour
LC20
LC24/100
LC24/200 colour

All Data-Pulse Plus Drives are

providing good shielding and

240Dpi resolution.
Opto/Mechanical mechanism.
500mm/SEC tracking speed.
Switchable between ST/Amiga.
Direct Mouse replacement.

E

2.98

Please add £2 for P&P on mice.

come packaged in a 10 capacity
disk box, complete with full fitting

months on site warranty.

300mm x 285mm x 51mm (wdh),

•
•
•
•
•

types, ie DataNet, LanNet and

E 289

All Star Dot Matrix printers include 12

measuring

MultiTasking Network software
allows applbatbns to run on the
server while drive and printer
accesses take place in the
background.
Allows the mixing of Network
MidNet devices.

offers while stocks last.

Star
Star
Star
Star

case

Connects via Coax and BNC

software.

1040 STE

Star

metal

•

•

Autoparking,
Extremely low noise.

way to draw"

LanNet device.

immmmum

Full

•

Language and Tutorial
E

Compatible with ST(F)(M), Mega
ST STE. Mega STE.

Powernet Network Software

software.

520 STE

"The Natural

based

connectors.

Neochrome Art & Ani ST

•

high speed

Cartridge

network solution.

Includes Mouse and built
modulator to connect to TV

Tel: 9 am- 5:30 pm (5 Lines)

•

•

•

Fax: (0772) 561071

•

Datanet Network Hardware

•
•
•

720K formatted capacity.
Double sided, Double density.
Daisy Chain Through port for
compatibility with older ST(M)

•

External Power Supply.

•

Attractive case design.
E

54.99

E

39.99

machines.

Gl External drive
ST Internal drive

•
•

100.200,300,400 Dpi resolutbns.

•

105mm scanning head.

•

Includes the excellent MIGRAPH
TOUCH UP 1.8. This is the full

•

machine and report back with an
exact price for repair. If you do not
wish to go ahead with the repairs then

just pay the £15. However if you do go
ahead then the charge is included in

package with manual.
Includes DELUXE PAINT ST, full

package with animation and

devces, ROM upgrades, hard drives to
Mega STE's etc,
We offer a Quotatbn servbe for
£15 for whbh we will examine your

1 letter mode, 3 photo modes.

manual, One of the best

available art packages for the
ST

•

MIGRAPH's OCR Package

available as an Upgrade to all
Golden Image Scanner Owners.

Golden Image Scanner

E 119.99

the minimum charge.
Rease note: The minimum charge

covers labour, any extra parts are
chargeable.
Quotation

£

Minimum repair charge
Same day service

E 35.25
£ 15.00

STFM(E)PSl)
E
1Mb Internal drive
£
TOS 2.06 ♦ Switch STFM £
TOS 2.06 + Switch STE £

15.00

39.99
39.99

•

•

Autotraces bit image graphbs to
resolutbn independant vector
graphbs.
Produces Beziers, B-Splines,

•

High resolutbn gey scales.
Imports IMG, DEGAS, TINY

•

Exports IMG. GEM(1,3), SGF DXF

•

Requires 1Mb ST Hi-res monitor.

MacPaint, GEM, SGF files.

EPS(Postscript) files.

65.00

65.00

E

9.99

Courier Pickup

11.00

Silhouette

PhilipsSCART to Amiga E

9.99

Courier return

6.00

Calamus CVG support coming soon.

8833 MKM-Amiga cable

£

60
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FEEDBACK
Is the ST world really getting you down? Don't
let it! Share your problems with almost 70,000

FEEDBACK!

r

f

V
/ , •**/

A a

won't

their

others - write to The Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT,
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
Untrustworthy? No way!
One of the proud boasts in your
magazine is that you only review
games that are available to the
consumer at the time they are pub
lished. Well, back in about May of

2. How much is Falcon

that more consoles are sold in

software likely to cost?
I
hope
it's
not

the classifieds of our local paper

1992 I saw an advert for the forth

assumed

7. Since no external drives are sup

1. Can the Falcon read

double-density ST for

-^ gives me great pleasure to see

matted disks?

that

ers, just as soon as they get rid of
their Nintendos and Segas. It

users

than anything else.

coming game Plan 9 From Outer

will pay much more

ported by Falcon, I suppose this

Space and looked forward to buy
ing it. The months went past and

than the average cost-

means that normal users will end

of ST software.

finally in your November '92 issue
- see page xx to order a copy if
you missed it - you did the busi

3. Despite the Falcon "revolution"
this new beast will do absolutely

up paying loads for hard drives to
run games that publishers have

ness. I hurriedly contacted Eagle
Software and ordered a copy.
Weeks passed and I was getting

owners will sell to buy the Falcon,
the ST's games future will still be
very worrying, and the main use of

rather

hadn't

the ST that's left - for music, MIDI,

received my copy. When I tele
phoned Eagle, they told me that
the game had not been released as

DTP and so on - will also be lost as

piracy on the Falcon?
Atari shouldn't price the
machine out of the simple home
users range. The £900 hard drive

these richer users switch to Falcon.

option is far too expensive for

I accept that at some stage in the
life of Atari machines, some must

someone like me, who probably

concerned

that

I

yet which leads me to ask how you
managed to give a review of a
game that is not around? Perhaps
your reviewer had nipped across to
Amiga Format to ask their opinion
of the game since that version has
been around for some time.

nothing for the ST/E. Many ST

designed for hard drives only. Do
Atari think that, by not having two
floppy drives, they can prevent

won't get much for selling her

owners

keep both!

8. Is it likely that existing software
that's not in development any
more like TV Sports Football, Mon
key Island 2 will be converted to

the Falcon using its features to pro
duce effects they deserved in the
first place? Will it be worth soft
ware houses and developers' time
and money to do it all again unless,
of course, the prices are going to
be very high?
9. Incidentally, if you intend to
support serious programming on
the Falcon and ST, I suggest you
shrink the STOS section in favour

of the far superior
who's going to buy a
its STOS support, eh?
ple actually buy PCs

be left behind totally for improved

1987/88 ST. The thing is, I don't

versions to be established, but it

want to sell my ST because I

Pascal, you know!

can't be expected that all ST own
ers will buy Falcons.

want be able to run existing soft•"are collection". I hope other ST

A Gunn

multi-media software, remember to

develop feature-showcasing games
software for the Falcon, because

"It's the dealers' fault!"

software is availabl

It really annoys me when people

Would I recommen

that's how PC owners and new

say the ST is dead... over Christ

it? Again, yes

comers to home computing will be

mas my STE sales outstripped

ST unit sold ir

Amiga sales by four to one. Of

the chance of

certainly do not just pop into

Amiga Format and ask somebody
else's opinion of the game so that
we could write the review - we

have high moral standards here,
you know. Well, we try. Your prob
lem with obtaining the game is
more likely to be with the distribu

tion system. We get the games
directly from the software houses.

If you're trying to go via a mail
order company, however, there are

several stages between the game

leaving the softies and getting to
your front door. Remember, the
post is always a bit dodgy around
Christmas

time

and

that could

have contributed to the delay in
them receiving the game.
Just the odd query...
I have several comments and ques
tions about the Falcon - here goes:

f^

4. Atari and Falcon developers
must, as well as developing serious

Des Neal

have been released - that is, com
plete versions - we do not review
games that are unfinished and we

C. After all,
computer for
A lot of peo
just for C or

Kent

East Sussex

stf: We do only review games that

abandon

machine in a rush for the Falcon -

converted. We wouldn't want the

Falcon to be exclusively for serious
and business users only.
5. I think STF should continue cov

ering Falcon news the way it is at
the moment, as well as after the
machine is released. However,
sooner or later there will have to be

course, if I had explained to my

lishers contini

customers that the STE was dead,
perhaps they would have consid

support it - if dealers i

ered buying an Amiga, then I too
would have noticed a slump in ST
sales. Ultimately, the dealer is
responsible for the sales or lack of
sales of a particular machine.
Certainly, if I tell a customer

say a machineis

J

dead, then it will

surely die!
Mike Nash

Nash Computer Services
Cheshire

a new Falcon mag, or a joint Atari
mag with ST/E, TT and Falcon. The

that the ST is the machine for

It's Atari's fault!

latter would be better in my opin
ion, for the moment anyway, as

them, then they always ask me
what I use - an ST!

reason is that I believe the ST is a

In reply to one of your articles
about "who's got it in for the
ST?" I quite agree with the fea
ture, but you missed out the main

far more versatile computer and
certainly I push it as the ideal first
computer because it is easy to

see any promotion or advertising
in the build-up to Christmas. I

you couldn't possibly ask Atari
owners to buy two £3 mags a

month, if they are still deciding
between the two computers.
6. Although I think Gamesmaster is

a pathetic, juvenile, commerciallyorientated program that is unfair
by totally ignoring Atari computers,
it might be a good idea to get the

Why do I sell STs? The simple

use, there's plenty of edsoft avail
able and the games are pretty
good, too. Once you get as far as
CCSE/A level, then there is a

Falcon mentioned on the show. It

wide range of software available
to assist with project work - Timeworks 2, PageStream 2, 1st Word

is, after all, watched by lots of peo
ple (mainly console kiddies) who
are the future home computer buy

ST support goes, I for one will be
supporting the ST as long as the

Plus - and even Calamus. As far as

culprit - Atari themselves. I didn't

went to the Future Entertainment

Show, and there were Nintendo,
Sega and Commodore, but where

the hell were Atari? It makes you
think they've given up on the ST
- that they're going to hide and
hope it goes away, which it will,
with little support.
Kim Phillips
Hampshire

FEEDBACK
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SHORT, SWEET AND SOMETIMES SLIGHTLY SOUR
Triumph!
I have just completed

Midwinter without

recruiting anyone at all. The end sequence
shows a village with fireworks going off above
it, accompanied by a victory passage scrolling
vertically. I would like to hear from anyone who
has finished it without any help - I think I
deserve a reward!

Gavin Corry
County Antrim

can't choose a reasonable computer for his
hotel, either. Still, the makers of Neighbours
don'f seem to learn, what with giving one to
Toby, too. Why not cheer yourself up and go
ST spotting - Top of the Pops is always a good
place to start, or if you live in the south west,
you could try looking at Points West when they
feature the Avon and Somerset police offices.
Clive Parker even reckons there's an ST on the

"off and onable" electricity ad...

stf: Well done, Gavin, that does sound pretty

Look! Free!

impressive! Well, has anyone else managed to

Thanks for the massive 78% for SCool not

do the same in Midwinter or feels particularly

School, in your PD section of ST FORMAT 41.
This program has now been vastly improved
and anyone who has bought a copy can have a
free update by sending their original disk to us,

proud of how they've got through a game with
out cheating? How do you feel about using
cheats in games? Don't you find it more satisfy

ers' top ten or something - not only would it be
interesting, but it would also show the software
houses what games we are likely to buy.
Dave Gillett
Wiltshire

stf: We can only give you as many game
reviews as there are games to review - we try
and catch them all as they come out to bring
you the very best possible games coverage, but
unfortunately the number of ST games being
released is decreasing every day and that,
inevitably, affects us. Top ten games/fan
tasies/nightmares - anything really - send 'em
all in! We love 'em!

What an affront

ing to use your own skill, judgment and sheer
joystick-waggling capability to really get the

Greenshift Software (Sunset Suite, 23 Holland

Have) you seen the Digitise pages on ITV's new

Road, Hove BN3 1JF) - and not to poor, over

teletext service? Have you noticed how they

most out of your games?

worked Mike Goodman - with sufficient return

choose not to review ST software? Appalling,
isn't it? It is a personal affront to myself and all

Everybody needs
Problem solved! All Paul Robinson's (of Neigh

bours, sorry) business problems are down to
the fact that he persists in trying to run his
hotel on an Amiga - someone ought to put him
out of his misery by explaining how useless the
machine really is. And Toby as well - on top of

postage and an envelope. Then, maybe, they
can start thinking about sending me the £5 reg

that is inferior to the extent it should be

Greenshift Software

ignorjed, particularly as we know far better. I

Hove

feel ihe only way this slur on our ability to
make| a reasoned choice can be resolved is for

sff: Cheers for that - if you want that free

his parents going away and him being left with

update then, that's what you must do, sounds

Dorothy, the poor lad's just received an Amiga

like a bargain to us!

Ben Irwin

sff: Paul Robinson doesn't seem to haye shown

much decent judgment in many of his activi

ties, going round upsetting everyone in Ram
sey Street, so it's not really surprising that he

as many readers as possible to write to the
offending (offensive?) company and complain

in th£ strongest possible terms. My missive is
already in the mail.

- takes one amoeba to use one, though, eh?
Sheffield

your (readers thatthese people should imply we
are so ignorant we would choose a machine

istration... thanks, guys.
Andy Why

We want more games!

Martin Davies

Having been a rather pessimistic STE owner for
a while, I was pleasantly surprised to see a
numerous amount of games on show in STF 42
- normally you need a magnifying glass to see
anything gamewise, so please can we have
more game reviews? Also, how about a read

Cardiff

stf: Thanks for that info - here's the address to

which you should make your complaint: Digi
tiser,' c/o Teletext Ltd, PO Box 297, London
SW16 7XT.

stf: Phew! What a lot of questions -

which software houses will con

game which promises to use all the

designed to be a hard drive based

here goes...
1. Yes, the Falcon can read double-

tinue to support as long as there is

Falcon's capabilities.
5. Whether or not there is a new

machine - any program that needs
more memory is to be hard drive

density ST formatted disks.

the demand - it's up to you as
interested ST owners to continue

Falcon mag depends on how large

installable.

2. The cost of Falcon software is

to sustain this demand.

the user base becomes - obviously

likely to be comparable with the
equivalent ST software.
3. Sadly, I think you're probably
right, but it is likely to happen over
a long period of time - computers
don't just disappear into thin air;

4. Atari have already started to

not everyone who owns a particu

develop such feature showcasing
software - Space Junk by Imagitec,

devoted to it. We'll be continuing

£900 price tag is a launch price
and, with the prices of hard drives
coming down all the time, you
might even end up getting more

there's still a massive ST user base

which we featured in issue 43 (turn

to cover the Falcon in ST FORMAT

to page 66 if you missed it) is a

for the moment - as yet there are
no plans for a new magazine.
6. As we reported in the news last
month, there are plans for the Fal

case in point. Jeff Minter is also
developing
Llamazap,
another

A CRY FOR HELP
Can anyone help me? I need a
gifted amateur to write a pro
gram for the STFM.
I'm doing research into chil
dren's spelling and a vital part of
the research is asking children to
write something for me on a set
topic. I shall have about 200 sam

lar computer buys a magazine

718327) a full specification and

con to be shown on Gamesmaster,

although exact dates have not yet
been finalised.

You might have

Remember

that

the

memory for your money.
8. At the moment it's unlikely that
such software will be released for
the Falcon - software houses are

more interested in waiting to see
the size of the market before taking

a step backwards. They are much
more likely to develop new soft

seen the Falcon on Bad Influence

ware that takes account of the Fal

before Christmas... you see, Atari

con's capabilities.

ves, i don't have a hard disk but

do recognise the need for the Fal
con to get some sort of publicity.

9. In the past six months we have
had a grand total of two queries

would buy one if I was advised

Although consoles don't have any

that it was essential. I don't mind

where near the same capabilities

about C - STOS is without any
doubt the most popular program

as machines like the ST and Falcon,

ming language for the ST. If you

it's a "good thing" for the com
puter market that these consoles
are so popular (although not so

want to know more about C, let me
know and, if there's sufficient inter
est, we'll see if we can rustle some

brilliant for the health of some of

thing up for you.

then to discuss what is and what

isn't feasible. I have a 1 MByte
STFM with two double-sided dri

ples of about 200 words each.
Analysing them by hand is slow

which language but would prefer
something fairly widely under
stood. I would be happy to pay a

and inaccurate. I used to write
BASIC and some Cobol, but I

gram ready in a month or so

have lost too many grey cells and I never really grasped file

Tim Bunn

handling.

Northampton

I would be happy to send
anyone who contacts me (Tim
Bunn, 20 St George's Place,
Northampton, NN2 6EP *r 0604

srf: Can anyone help? Please con
tact Tim directly with any intelligent
ideas and suggestions.

modest fee for a working pro

from starting.

these kids...) - they increase their
familiarity with technology making

them more likely to recognise the
benefits of a home computer.

7. There's no second floppy drive

on the Falcon largely because it's

Don't forget the classics!
I have a few queries about your "50
best games" article in ST FORMAT
42. Yes, it's true to say that, on the

whole, the games chosen were
classic (although Kick Off 2 is far
better than Sensible Soccer), but
you seem to have left out many
classics such as Mega-lo-mania,
Vroom,

Rainbow

Islands

and

days ano wh '""" iurPn*e a few

Enchanted Land -though the latter
is about two and a half years old
and pretty much unheard of - but
how can you forget Vroom and
Mega-lo-mania? Putting Oids at
number 23 instead of these games
is insulting - how can a third rate
75% PD game compete with a 94%
masterpiece? I do think you should
print a new updated chart.

—er and6 R* Was ** 5 ^

*-• The Shafts'4Wh,ch
fo- """*
-e
a"V TT colour orST 1
r"ns in

features are 4 ^

°n the front coJ « Programs put

d'mm*d slightly w^;.7.ent"usiasm P P
th* actual magaX In ^ sho"«* me

--ar;sr-^rdoAn9yh0urCoverD,k

tures like this is that someone

h,m, he's afew thiSd^,"" ""d 'UCk,',> for

"">«" they are release

many people you try to involve.
This top 50 represented the whims
of Andy Lowe, Andy Hutchinson
and Chris Lloyd - it looks as if

was already

USA

• is the only differ

truth about the state of the

ence between Kick

Atari games software. We all know
how frustrating it is to walk into a

send them along to
Chris Lloyd, Cover Disk Editor,

shop and see all the great new
games available for the Amiga and
PC only to hear, "Sorry, it's not

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

OH 2 (left) and Sensi
ble Soccer (bottom)
the colour of the

pitches? According to
games maestro, Rob

Mead, they are also in
totally different

leagues.

available for the ST."

Why must we always settle

for this feeble excuse? Do publish
ers not understand that computers
don't just disappear? Do they
not know that the ST is capable
of more than 16 colours and

can also
perform
parallax
scrolling and play excellent
sampled music? The ST will
always be around and so users

they simply didn't rate
the games you men
tion.

Let's

have

will always want software for it,

a

be it games or serious.

reader poll of all the

But do we really care what
publishers do? The ST has a
great source of cheap software

classic games in your
opinion - write down
your top ten ST
games of all time neatly, please, and
send it in to Classic Games, ST
FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,

Bath, Avon BA1 2BW by Friday 12
March. We'll get some mug to
count them all up, then we'll print
the results. We might even sort out
some sort of prize for the person
who votes for the most popular
classic top ten.

available

promptly tucked it into the bottom
drawer. I have found a subliminal

message on it, well, in the file

it

in

the

Public

Domain and Shareware markets.

page 66 to find out how to get your
copy), you can pick it out and
reverse it to hear a bloke say, with
a slight echo, "Enterprise is rub
bish." It's not advisable to erase

this, but, by all means, make it
louder-good, eh?
Adrian Swift

the price of commercial packages
and there is no reason why PD
should not be as good as, if not
better, than what we see on the

shelves. Now is the perfect oppor
tunity for all ST programmers,
graphic artists and musicians to get
together and make the ST become
strong once again.
Paul Bates

This is the last one, honest

Since Asfro 22 appeared on Cover
Disk 35, almost every issue has
had letters from "Disgusted from
Trimley" types mouthing off about
how

obscure

and

unscientific

astrology is. Have any of these
people actually tested the pro
gram? I've done about 20 charts
using it, a few were indifferent,
most were good, some were jaw-

droppingly accurate. I won't say
I'm a convert but I think the results

certainly warrant further investiga
tion.

Astro 22's output cannot be
compared with a human astrologer
since Astro 22 simply prints a stan
dard text file for each planetary
relationship. A human would use
this merely as a starting point and
take far more into account, produc
ing a much more integrated and
comprehensive reading. However,
I must say my friends are very
pleased

with

the

results

once

they've been through my word
processing and desk top publish

sff: Come on then, letjs see if you

ing packages to smarten them up.
Far from astrology "quietly
rewriting its rules" when new plan

lot can be creative! Show us what

ets were

you can do - we're always on the
lookout for programs to put on the

enormous

found any such messages?

Cover Disk and we're interested in

Go public
Congratulations! At last an ST
magazine has published the real

keeping the ST alive (it's our jobs
we're talking about here, you see),
so even if you don't want to release
your prized programs into the Pub
lic Domain yet, you can always

techniques and
understanding.
Hopefully, the advent of computers

Leicester

sff: Looks like every cloud has a sil
ver lining, doesn't it, although I
doubt this message would enter
tain you for as long as you hoped
the game would. Has anyone else

called WARNINGD.DAT. It's back

wards in the file, but if, like me,
you used Soundlab from Cover
Disk 41 (if you missed it turn to

for

This software costs a fraction of

Kent

Enterprising
Hi - here's something of interest to
you and to all those people who
bought the game Enterprise and

^ the pr°°ram

Damien jones
pSC 8 Box 6S7
APOAE 09109
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m-stake of his. But sad vf f°r that ""«'«"

stf: The problem with printing fea

' ^ "° lim -

» ndexed to the included mf " Pr°Wded Which
Pnnts to about 40 pages anT^'' The manua,

-thout documenPaPteonPL009ramS °r P~9ram
most certainly ,s co™ H°wever, one thing
"•«• Users registering with Pr°9ram 'S ^remanuals, the complete ^
'BCe,ve Pri"ted
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Cover. ,would r^theere"dov°D CEn- ^ Robert

Michael Dorritt
Somerset

™-no resoiution;

t«'ons, comp|ete onW?ne iSrT

"ar magazine. However ° ^ ^^'Pop-

much

discovered, there was
debate

greater

led

to

sophistication

which

in

should accelerate this process still
further.

Eric Eagle
London N19 3IMW

PC AND SEGA GAMES

ALSO SUPPLIED

%

PLEASE PHONE

.

When service

I!

matters

'D<S^HJtB<USr^E(K3
T B A...T B A

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
LOTUS 3THF UlTIMATF CHALLENGE
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS 1MEG
MACDONALDS LAND "

17.95., ..17.95
17.95- .17.95
19 95.. .19.95
17 95.. .17.95

AV8B HARRIER ASSAULT •

23.95.. 23.95

MAGIC POCKETS

17.95.. 17.95

ABANDONED PLACES
ABANDONED PLACES 2 *

19-95....19.95
19.95 19.95

.17.95
.17.95
.20.95
18.95
19.95
MICROPROSE FORM 1 GRAN PRIX (THE BEST!I)22 95. 22.95
MICROPROSE GOLF
22.95., 22.95
MIGHT AND MAGIC III
N/A.. .22.95
MIDWINTER 2 IMEG
N/A.. .22.95
MOONBASE
N/A., 25.95
MOONSTONE
N/A.. 20.55

ST

AMIGA

A TRAIN"
A320 AIRBUS

N/A....29.95
24.55....24.55

AT A C *

ALIEN BREED SPECIAL EDITION 92

N/A

AQUATIC GAMES JAMES 30ND)

'17,95

9.95
..17.9

17.95 .17.95

ADDAMS FAMILY

AIR BUCKS

20.95 -20.95

AIR SUPPORT (PSYGNOSIS)

'17.95

ARCHER MACLEANS POOL
ARSENAL "

17.95
17.95

ASHES OF EMPIRE
ASSASSIN
BCKID
BARDS TALE TRILOGY •
BANE OF THE COSMIC FORGE

N/A
N/A
"17-95
N/A
N/A

BAT 2

24,95

BATTLE ISLE
BATTLE ISLE DATA DISK
BIRDS OF PREY 1MEG
BLACK CRYPTS
BUSHBUCK*
CAESAR
CAMPAIGN
CARTOON COLLECTION (COMP)
CASTLES
CASTLES DATA DISK
CASTLE OF DR BRAIN
CELTIC LEGENDS
CHAOS ENGINE'
CIVILISATION 1 MEG
COVERT ACTION
CRUISE FOR THE CORPSE

.17.95
17.95
17.95
-25.95
-17.95
..17.95
-23.95
, ,23.95
. .24.95
20.95
-13.95
-23.95
17.95
.19.95
.19.95

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
19.95
24.95 24.95
16.95 .16.95
19-95 19.95
13.95
"13.95
N/A .24.95
20.95 .20.95
17.95
17.95
'23.55 23.55
22.95 22.95
18.95 -18.95

N/A .23.95

CURSE OF ENCHANTIA "

N/A ...19.95
12.95 -12.95
N/A -17.95
N/A -17.95
'24.95 -24.95
24.99.. 24.99
17.95. 17.95
19.95 19.95
20 95 ...20.95
2095 .20.95
22.95 22.95
NLA ,23.95
19.95
19.95
17.95 -17.95
20.55
NA

CYBERSPACE"
DEGENERATION
DAILYSPORT COVER STRIP POKER
DARKMERE"
DARKSEED
DREADNOUGHTS"
DOODLEBUG
DUNGEON MASTER + CHAOS
DYNA BLASTER/BOMBERMAN
DAGONS LAIR 3 *
ELITE 2 "
EVIRA 2 THE JAWS OF CERBERUS
EPIC1MEG
EUROPEAN FOOTBALL CHAMP
EYE0FTHEBEN0-3ER

EYE OF THE BEHO.OER 2 1MEG

N/A

EYE OF THE STORM "
F 15 SRIKE EAGLE 2 IMEG
FALCON 3"
FASCINATION
FIRE AND ICE
FIREFORCE
FLOOR 13
FOOTBALL BOSS"
FOOTBALL MANAGER 3 '
GLOCK
GLOBAL EFFECT
GOBLIINS
GOBLIINS2
GRAHAM TAYLORS FOOTBALL CHALLENGE

G U N S H I P 2000"

N/A

GUY SPY
HAND OF ST JAMES '
HARLEQUIN

22.95

19.95 ...19.95
22.55 22.55
24.95 -24.95
19.95 19.95
17.95 ,17.95
N/A -17.95
"20 95 20.95
',6.95
16 95
16.95 ... 16.95
17.95 ,17.95
.19.95
"24.95
17.95 -17.95
19.95 19.95
17.95 -17.95
.23.95
19.95

'19.95
19.95
19 95
17.95 ...17.95

HARPOON V 2 WITH BAT TLE SET 2
HARPOON BATTLE SET 3
HARPOON BATTLE SET 4

N/A 22.95
N/A ... 11.95
N/A .11.95

HARPOON EDITOR INOT PLUS)

N/A

HEAD TO HEAD F19 . MIG 29 S/FULCRUM

HEART OF CHINA

'23 95

N/A

. 13.95
23.95
23.95
24.99

HEIMDALL 1 MEG
N LA
HEROQUEST2"
17.95 -17.95
HISTORYLINE 1914-1918'
T B A -TBA
HOOK 1 MEG
17.95 .17.95
INDIANA JONES =ATE OF ATLANTIS ADV 1MEG' 24.95 .24.95
INDIANA JONES FATE OF ATLANTIS ARCADE ....17,95 17.95
INTERNATIONAL S'ORTS CHALLENGE
19.95 19.95

ISHAR LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS IMEG
JACK NICKLAUS UNLIMITED GOLF IMEG
JACK NICKLAUS COURSES VOL 4
JACK NICKLAUS COURSES VOL 5
JAGUAR XJ220
JIM POWER'

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER
JOHN BARNES FOOTBALL

JOHN MADDENS AMERICAN FOOTY

JONES INTHE FAST LANE "

19.95
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

19.95
,2095
..11 95
.13-95
,17,95
17.95 -17.95
19.95 ..18.95
17.95 .17.95
N/A .17,95

N/A -22.95

KGB "
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTl E DATA
KICK OFF 3"
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY

20.95 ...20 95
9.95
N/A
N/A -17,95
22.95 .22.95

LASER SQUAD 2 "

17.95

LEANDER
LEGEND
LEGEND OF KYRANDIA
LEGEND OF VALOUR *
LEISURE SUIT LARRY V
LETHAL WEAPON 3
LEMMINGS 2
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK XMAS SPECIAL

-17.95

17.95 -17.95
20.55 .. 20.55
N/A 2495
25.55 -25.55
N/A .22 99
"17.95 -17 95
17.95 -17,95
19.95 ,1995
.25.95

LINKS H/D ONLY

N/A

LINKS FIRESTONE DATADISK
LINKS BOUNTIFUL DATADISK

1295
N/A
N/A -.1295

MAGIC WORLDS
MAUPITI ISLAND
MEGAFORTRESS
MEGA SPORTS
MEGA TRAVELLER 2 IMEG

NO SECOND PRIZE GREAT! GET THISIM
NODDY'S PLAYTIME
NOVA 9 1 MEG
OUTLANDER"

N/A.

PGA TOUR GOLF * DATA DISK
PGA TOUR DATA DISK
PINBALL DREAMS
P1NBALL FANTASIES
PERFECT GENERAL
PERFECT GENERAL DATA DISK"
POOLS OF DARKNESS
POPULOUS 2 PLUS
POPULOUS 2 CHALLENGE
POWERMONGER
POWERMONGER WW1 DATA DISK
PREMIER 1MEG
PREMIER MANAGER
PROJECT X IMEG
PROPHECY

PUSHOVER (PUZZLE)
PUTTY
PSYCHOS SOCCER SELECTION COMP
RAILROAD TYCOON
RAMPART
REACH FOR THE SKYS "
RISE OF THE DRAGON
ROAD RASH
ROBIN HOOD ADVENTURE
ROBOCOP 3

N/A.
20.95.

22.95
20.95
N/A. .15.95
N/A. 19.95
N/A... 12.95

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
SABRE TEAM
SECOND SAMURAI"
SENSIBLE SOCCER 92,93 ISSUE 2
SHADOWLANDS
SHADOWWORLDS 1 MEG
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 3

N/A
17.95
19 95
17.95
19.95
17.95
'19.95...

17.95 .17 95

N/A
2295

STALINGRAD
STRIKE FLEET '
STRIKER
SUPER TETRIS
SWORD OF HONOUR
TV SPORTS BOXING
TEARAWAY THOMAS

N/A.. .17,95

9.99

NAVIGATOR
SPEEDKING AUTOFIRE

12.50
9.50
ZIP STICK SUPERPRO
12.50
DELTA 3A ANALOGUE AMIGA ONLY
16.50
SPEEDKING ANALOGUE AMIGA
13.99
QUICKJOY JET FIGHTER
11.99
QUIDKJOY MEGASTAR SV133 ARCADE STYLE..20.99
QUICKJOY TOPSTAR SV127 TOP RATE
20.50

17.95

N/A

7.99 .

ARCADE FRUIT MACHINE SIM
BADLANDS

5.99 .
5.99.

5.99
5.99

'20.95. .20.95
19.95. .19.95

N/A....17.95

ZOOL A1200 VERSION A GREMLIN 1STI

N/A. -17.95

12.99
N/A .
6.99 .
5 99
7.99

12-99

FALCON COUNTER STRIKE
8.99
FALCON FIRE FIGHT
8.99
FIRST DIVISION MANAGER
5 99
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
5.99
FUN SCHOOL 2 UNDER 6
5.99
FUN SCHOOL 2 6-8 YEARS
5-99
FUN SCHOOL 2 8- YEARS
5.99
FUTURE WARS
11.99.
HEAD OVER HEELS
5.99 .
IK+
5.99
NDIANA JONES -AST CRUSADE (AP.CADEI.. 5.99

8.99

6.99
5.99
7.99
13 99 ..1399

5.99

N/A.
5.99.
5.99.

5.99
5.99

14 99.

14.99

KICK OFF 2 EUROPE
KICK OFF EXTRA TIME
MANCHESTER UNITED

MOTOR HEAD
PRINCE OF PERSIA
RTYPE

7.99. ...699
N/A.
5.99

SWITCHBLADE 2
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

6.99

6.99

-11-99
-5.99
...5.99

ULTIMATE GOLF
WLD CHAMP BOXING MANAGER

7.99 .
5.99

7.99
5.99

—5 99

ZAC MCKRACKEN

599
599
...5.99

...5-99

7.99 . ...799

—5-99

.13.99
-.5.99

12.99. ..12.99

Check out our p'ices on budget title, cheapest around

SUPERFIQHTER

VOLUME 1 (THE BITMAP BROS)

FINAL FIGHT,WWF WRESTLEMANI t. AND PrTRGHTER.

XENON, CADAVER AND SPEEDBALL 2

THREE AMAZING GAMES ONLY £17.95

ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.95

DREAM TEAM

SPORTS MASTER
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP 1992, PGA TOUR GOLF.
ADVANTAGE TENNIS AND INDIANAPOLIS 500.
A FANTASTIC COLECTION ONLY £20.95 OK 1200
RAVING MADII

RODLAND, ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2)
AND MEGA TWINS
ALL THREE GAMES ONLY £17.95

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES

\wt°

press date but willbe dispatched within 24 hour of release
subject to availability. PLEASETELEPHONE FORANY
TITLES NOT SHOWN AS WE CANNOT SHOW ALL TITLES
AVAILABLE. ALL TITLES CAN BE PUT ON BACK ORDER.
REMEMBER WE HAVE NEVER DEBITED A VISA CARD YET

DIZZY PRINCE OF THE YOKEFOLK. SPELLBOUND DIZZY,

BIG BOX 2

BUBBLE DIZZY, PANK DIZZY. QUICK SNAX, GOOD FOR

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3, THE REAL GHOST BUSTERS,

THE YOUNGER ONES ONLY £16.95

R-TYPE, SiNBAD, IK+ ARMALYTE, TV SPORTS
FOOTBALL, BOMBUZAL, DEF OF THE EARTH AND

RAINBOW COLLECTION

SHANGHAI (MAI YONG)

BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND AND NEW

BIG COMP FOR ONLY £19.95 GREAT VALUE

ZEALAND STORY.

GREAT COMP FOR THE YOUNGER ONES
THREE FANTASTIC GAMES ONLY £13.95

SOCCER MANIA

MAGIC WORLDS

STORM MASTER. DRAGONS BREATH
AND CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA.
ALL THREE AMAZING GAMES ONLY £17.95

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, GAZZAS SOCCER,
MICROPROSE SOCCER AND FOOTBALL MANAGER 2
WORLD CUP EDITION
FOUR GAMES ONLY £13.95 NOT PLUS, 600 1200

STRATEGY MASTERS
EXCALIBUR AND CHESS PLAYER 2150
ALL FIVE GAMES FOR ONLY £21.95
•DEUTEROUS ONLY ST. BATTLEMASTER ON AMIGA.

FANTASTIC WORLDS

REALMS, PIRATES. WONERLAND, POPULOUS 1 AND

FOR GOODS NOT SENT!!

MEGALOMANIA

ST OWNERS - WE KNOW THE PROBLEMS YOU ARE
HAVING A TTHE MOMENT OBTAINING SOFTWARE AND

GREAT COMP FOR ONLY £23.95

BRING THIS ADVERT TO
OUR SHOP AND BUY A
MINIMUM OF TWO FULL
PRICED TITLES AT OUR
LOW MAIL ORDER PRICES.
OFFER VALID UNTIL
31st March 1993.

WE ARE CONCERNED, BUT WE WILL TRY TO OBTAIN
ANY TITLE THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE JUST ASK. WE WILL
STILL SUPPORT THE ST TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY.

RUBYSOFT, (Dept STF)
96 Ullie Road, London,

SW6 7SR. England

MANTA RAY AUTOFIRE GOOD HANDHELD

ZYDEC MOUSE ST/AMIGA GOOD REPLACEMENT..
ZYDEC ROLLER BALL GREAT!! ST/AMIGA

Tel: 071 381 8998
or: 071 610 1703
Fax: 071 610 1703

1MEG UPGRADE AMIGA 600
1MEG UPGRADE AMIGA 500+

512K UPGRADE AMIGA WITH CLOCK

Q

I IILIE ROAD I

1

'Shop prices will differ from

80 CAP DISK BOX
GAME GEAR TV TUNER
HANDYBOY THE BIZ!!

those advertised

..Expiry date:.

Valid from:

ERFORM B§ 211 CB H§ Date

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
Business hours

Address

10am-5pm
Monday to Saturday
After hours + Sundays
Ansaphone order hotline:

Price

Postcode.
Tel.

7.99

SILKWORM
SOCCER PINBALL

Credit cards debited onCy on day of despatch. TeC: 071 381 8998/071 610 1703 1a>\: 071 610 1703

juter

39.95

6.99.
699
5.99. -5.99

FIVE GOOD GAMES ONLY £16.95

* PLEASE NOTE: Titles asterisked may not be released at

;e supply me with thie following for Name

17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
14.95
14.95
18.95
53.95
92.95

5.99

"DEUTEROUS, POPULOUS, HUNTER, SPIRIT OF

;e charge myAcess/Visa No:..

17.95

THE DIZZY COLLECTION

N/A. .21.95
"17.95. .17.95
"17.95. .17.95
17,95. -17.95
19 95. 19.95
N/A. -18.95
17 95. ..1795
12.95. .12.95
N/A. .2095
19.99. .19.99
N/A. ..24.95
17.95. ..17.95
17.95. -17.95

ZOOL(ITRIVALS SONIC)1MEG

17.95

"AI! FactFiles for Answer Back available @ £9.99

JET SET WILLIE

FAST FOOD, KWIX SNAX, FANTASY WORLD DIZZY,
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY, MAGIC LAND DIZZY.

19 95. -19.95

N/A. .19.95
N/A. .29.95

7.95
FUN SCHOOL 3 OR 4 5-7
1 7.95
FUN SCHOOL 3 OR 4 7-11
1 7.95
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL PAINT S CREATE
.N/A
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL SPELLING FAIR- .N/A
FUN SCHOOL SPECIAL MERLINS MATHS .N/A
THE FRENCH MISTRESS
5.95
THE GERMAN MASTER
5.95
THE SPANISH TUTOR
5.95
THE ITALIAN TUTOR
5.95
ANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ 6-11 "
4.95
ANSWER BACK SEN QUIZ 12-ADULT"
4.95
MATHS ADVENTURE
8.95
PENPAL
.N/A
WORDSWORTH 1.1
.N/A
KINDWORDS V3
.N/A

IMJIMT IBUB(SIEm
ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM

PRICE ONLY £17.96

\)T&J3mmiMMlim\
CRUISER (BLACK)

STOS COMPILER

.-^19.95..

THE HUMANS
THELOSTTREASOFINFOCOM
THE MANAGER
TRANSARCTICA '
TREASURES OF THE SAVAGE FRONTIER
TRODDLERS
TROLLS
UNIVERSAL MONSTERS'
UTOPIA TWIN PACK
VIKINGS FIELD OF CONQUEST
VROOM
VROOM DATA DISK
WESTERN FRONT'
WHEN TWO WORLDS WAR *
WING COMMANDER
WIZKID
WWF EUROPEAN RAMPAGE *

54,95
29,95
79.95
44.95
48 95

TERMINATOR 2, THE SIMPSONS AND WWF

17.95 ..17.95
'17.95 . .17.95
'17.95 . 1795
N/A.. 13.95

N/A.. .13.95

THE GAMES (ESPANA) 92

59.95

N/A
N/A
N/A
44.95
N/A

FUN SCHOOL 3 OR 4 (UNDER 5)

COM^IJL^TIO^S

.22 95
.22.95
16.95 .1695
N/A .17 95
18.50 .18.50
17.95 17.95

TV SPORTS BASEBALL
TEAM YANKEE 2 (PACIFIC ISLANDS)

N'A

DELUXE VIDEO 3
DIGICALC
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO
HOME ACCOUNTS 2
MINI OFFICE

TBA

TBA

SPACE CRUSADE

N/A
24,95
N/A -235.00

JACK N GOLF

17.95

SPACE QUEST IV
SPECIAL FORCES

STREET FIGHTER 2(1 MEG)

.17 50
24.95
45 95
34 95
20.55

NDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE IADVEN) .13.99

19.95

22.95... 22 95
N/A .29.95
N/A .22 95
19.95 .19.95

SUMMER CHALLENGE '

• I

17.95

20.50-."20.51

1750
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FALCON

19.95

SILENT SERVICE 2 1MEG
SIM EARTH"
SIMANT1MEG
SIM CITY/POPULOUS

ADI FRENCH 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15
EASY AMOS
AMOS PRO
A M O S
AMOS COMPILER

BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BLADE WARRIOR
COUNT DUCKULA 2
DEMON BLUE
F16.COMBAT PILOT

17 95

SHUTTLE SIM

SPORTS BEST (COMP)

•i

17.95
.17 95
.19.95
.22.95
.17.95
.19.95
.24.95
.19.95
.17.95
.17.95
.17.95

17 50

I'
sr
•i

N/A... 16.95
N/A.., 19.95
N/A... 22.95
N/A... 16.99
N/A.., 21.55
24.95... 24.95
11.95 .11.95
NLA 19.95
11.95
11.95
20 95
N/A
17.95 17 95
N/A 17.95
"19.95

"17.95
19.95
22.95
17.95
19.95
N/A
"19.95
17,95
17.95

17.50

DELUXE PAINT 4

•I-

AMIGA
39.95
1750

ADI MATHS 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15

AMOS 3D
BARS AND PIPES PRO RRP £299.00

23.95

'19.95. . 19.95
"17.95., .17.95
"17.95. . 17.95

PAPERBOY 2

ST
3D CONST KIT 2"
39.95
AD 1 ENGLISH 11/12-12/13-13/14-14/15 ..17.50

i

17 95..
N LA..
N/A..
18.95..
"19.95..

MONKEY ISLAND 2 1 MEG
NIGEL MANSELLS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

IL KU3Y SlZWOUS/lZVUCATIONAL

071 610-1703
* This number is a fax/tel

switch system. Listen to the
announcement and wait

Please make cheques & PO payable to RUBYSOFT. Credit card
orders cashed only on despatch. (Please note we do not make any
charge for credit card orders). Please add 75p p&p per item for all
UK orders, EEC countries add £2.50 per item, non-EEC add £3.50
per item, all other countries add £4.50 per item. All items are subject
to availability. All prices subject to change or manufacturers price
reviews without notice. ESOE. Please note mail order companies
may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt of orders.
Please allow for cheque clearance. (Dept STF March 93)

YOUR

sff: At last! A

Your own worst enemy
I believe your Knife ST Cover Disk
from issue 42 is a seriously dan
gerous piece of software and that
warnings should be issued.
Needing to recover an impor
document

which

had

been

deleted in error from hard drive F, I
ran

Knife

ST as

directed.

Sure

enough, there was the document
which

I had

erased with

a

little

bomb beside it. The program did
not perform as suggested and
recover the document in any use
able form. Though the name of the
file appeared in the menu, no WP
or DTP program could access it.
However, I did manage to print the
screen, so at least I had reference

so I could retype the document.
Then disaster struck. Having com
pleted this exercise I tried to delete
the

"recovered"

absolute

FEEDBACK!

realistic down-to-

earth response - try the program
and see, just accept its limitations
and enjoy the benefits your ST can
bring to the world of astrology. If
astrology upsets you, don't use the
program, it's as simple as that.
And please, I implore you not to
send in any more letters on this
subject - thanks!

tant

LETTERS

document.

In

horror I watched while

seven years of work rapidly
deleted itself - every single item on
drive F, except for the recovered
document, was deleted. Not only
that, but any floppy inserted to
drive A was also cleaned, including
the Cover Disk! I also lost one gen
eral utilities disk with various irre

placeable
programs.
This
continued to
happen
until I
rebooted my ST. I have spent
weeks copying off every file on my
hard disk, reformatting it and
recopying everything back, just in
case there is a lasting bug. The
floppy drive still has a major bug
and will not read, copy or save
anything unless you call it B (even
though there isn't a drive B). I am

MJC Computer Supplies of Letchworth must surely
win the award of most efficient software suppliers. I
ordered their special offer Superbase Professional
package at 10am yesterday and was told that, since
they were out of stock, I should expect delivery in no
more than ten days. I received the package this
morning! I rang them to thank them for such speedy
service and was told that they'd received their deliv
ery just after I'd placed my order and they had sim
ply "done their best" as usual.
Andy Tagger
West Yorkshire

If you have any technical problems with hardware I
cannot recommend CMC computers in Gaol Lane,
Sudbury highly enough. I got one of the first STs that

plete partition was wiped, but it is
pretty unlikely.

would have been incalculable.

why you "watched in horror" as
your files were deleted from your
hard drive and why did you keep
inserting disks into drive A to be
wiped? An instant reboot would
have prevented most of this - as
we frequently state in STF, you
should keep floppies write-protected at all times if they are not
data disks. You say you are still

David Shortt
London N5 1XB

sff; David, I'm very sorry that you
have

had

such

an

unfortunate

experience with Knife ST but there
is no "major and catastrophic"
fault with the program, it has been
on-sale commercially for almost
five years without causing any of
the hardware problems you men
tion. It appears that you did not fol
low our instructions carefully, the
article being concerned with repair
ing floppy disks, not hard drives.
The second paragraph contained a
warning stating that you should
always work on a back-up copy,
not the original. If you were work
ing on a hard drive, you should
have made a backup of the parti

tion before you started editing it.
We also warned that incorrect use

of the program could destroy data,
as well as stating that it is impossi

We are also curious to know

How much do you like this issue?

• It's pretty good

• It's lousy

• It's absolutely terrible

them. This could be why your com-

• It's alright

Does this month's feature on digital art make you want to reach
deep into your feelings and express, them using your ST?

D Yes! I've already started

new files will be allocated to it,

FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon BA1 2BW.

• It's great!

• No, I'm not interested in it at all

effectively destroying those newer
files by de-allocating sectors from

Write to The Editor, Feedback, ST

SPEAK TO US!

information has been saved to the

drive in question, since sectors
used by the original file are likely to
have been over-written by new
files. If you try and reclaim an old
file in this way, sectors from the

having problems with your floppy
drive and you attribute this to the
software. It is absolutely impossi
ble for any software to damage
hardware in the way you describe.
It seems more likely that you have
a hardware fault
with
your
machine that became apparent
when you were using the software.

We want to know what you think of ST FORMAT - it may be
Britain's best-selling ST magazine, but it doesn't mean we're per
fect. Fill in this coupon and post it to March Reader Survey,
ST FORMAT, Future Publishing, Freepost, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW you don't even need to buy a stamp.

ble to recover a deleted file if other

be

disk could

Essex

has had a worse experience than
me. If it had been any of the other
hard drives, the damage caused

allowed to go out with such a glar
ing and potentially catastrophic
fault on it. I only hope that no-one

incredulous that a

came out, a 520 STFM, and I was very happy with it.
Then came the time when just O.SMBytes of memory
became a little too confining and I decided that it
was time to upgrade. Rather than trust one of the
plug-in upgrades (this in the days before SIMMs), I
decided to get the chip set and fit it. More fool I.
Over the next year, that upgrade blew a grand total
of eight times for a still inexplicable reason. I saw the
advert for CMC in the local paper and took it to
them. And again. And again. Not once did they com
plain about me calling in with the same problem
over and over again, they always bent over back
wards to be really helpful - they really are unbeat
able in my eyes.
Trevor Day

D I'm thinking about it

Is there anything missing in this issue as far as you're concerned?
If so, what?

What do you most like about this month's issue?

Thought for the month
Prospective Falcon owners should wait until we've finally found out
what the finished version of the machine is going to be like - design
and compatibility-wise we've heard enough about the capabilities; let's
get some support up-front - software houses take note, after all, the ST
has been a good earner for you which brings me to my next point why turn your back on the ST? With a user base in the hundreds of
thousands it must make bad business sense to ignore all that potential
cash out there. Darren Smithson in issue 42 makes a cracker of a point "Even when I get my Falcon in the New Year, my STE will stay." So
before you rush out and buy the Falcon, remember the STE is still a

What do you least like about this month's issue?

Do you have any suggestions for future features or improvements
to ST FORMAT?

damn good computer and I for one am not going to upgrade until
Atari get their act together.
Eddie Cowie

Glasgow

Now just cut out this coupon or take a photocopy and post it to the
address above. Thank you for your time.

HARD

DRIVES

THE

BASICS

FLOPPY DISKS

To other DMA peripherals

INSIDE THE

such as the Atari laser
DMA Cable

A floppy disk is a magnetic
storage medium which reads

I This is a block diagram of a typical ST and
external SCSI hard drive setup. The host adap
tor is normally housed within the hard drive

casing and converts ST DMA signals to SCSI
signals. You connect additional hard drives

and writes

I The actual disks, or platters, in a
hard drive are parallel to one
for each side of each platter which
move in and out from the edge of the

To other SCSI devices

via

a

Data is stored on the disk
in sectors and tracks. The stor

another. There are separate heads

directly to the SCSI line.

information

magnetic head.

disk towards the centre in exactly
the same way as in a floppy drive.

age area of the disk is split up
into concentric rings called
tracks, and each track is split
into 512 byte sectors. There
are usually 80 tracks and nine
sectors on a

standard ST for

matted floppy disk giving you
about 720K of storage space.

WELLARD
Hard

now

tact with the platter, it is called a

disgustingly

"head crash" and the platter is nor
mally destroyed.
Data is written to the platter
by means of an alternating current
being passed through the head cre
ating a variable magnetic field. This
field affects the magnetic particles
of the coating on the platter,
realigning them to represent data.
When reading a drive, the mag
netic field from the platter induces

drives

becoming
affordable

are

for

the

ST,

and with 50MByte drives costing as
little as £260, everyone can jump
on the hard drive bandwagon.
A hard drive operates in a

very similar way to a floppy drive
(see top right boxout on floppy
disks) except that the hard drive
normally has more than one disk,
or platter, inside it. The solid plat
ter, similar to a floppy disk, is man
ufactured to very high tolerances
and is coated with magnetic mater
ial which holds the data. All the

platters spin on the same axis par
allel to each other at a rate of 3,600

rpm,

approximately

ten

times

a current in the head. As within a

floppy drive, the head is moved
back and forth over the surface of

the platter by a stepper motor.
A hard drive's platters are

made up of a series of concentric
rings called tracks. Each platter has

Because the read/write head of

the disk drive can only be over
any one track at a time, a
small motor is used to move
the head from track to track.

acronyms refer to the way the drive
is formatted, or in other words, the

density schemes of the drive. The
cheaper of the two methods is the
MFM format and is used by the ST
floppy drive systems. Hard drives
with MFM normally have 17 sec
tors of 512 bytes on every track.
RLL formatting, however, enables
you to store about 50% more data
in tracks containing 25 sectors of
512 bytes each. Obviously, RLL dri
ves are the more expensive of the
two and, usually, have a better
quality magnetic coating on the
platters. For this reason, it is
unwise to format

MFM standard

Floppy disks are a lot
faster than magnetic tape
because any part of the disk
can be read at any time, mak
ing it a time-efficient storage
medium.

With

continuous

tape, however, you have to
wind or rewind the tape to get
the section of required data.

hard drive, meaning that the SCSI
controller is built into it, and only
one

interface

is

now

needed to

connect the ST to the drive, making
it cheaper to produce. One other
advantage is that embedded SCSI
drives are more reliable, faster and

use less power than older systems.
The

drives to RLL format because data

SCSI

standard

enables

storage is likely to be unreliable.

you to connect up to eight SCSI
devices at once, each having its

faster than a floppy disk accounting

its

for the faster data transfer rate.

from 0 to 500+, and all the tracks

ST hard drives

own ID number between zero and

with the same number on

The ST has a built-in DMA (Direct

seven. All drives are set to an ID of

Memory Access) interface to con

nought as standard and to enable
you to link a second drive in series,

How does it work?

Data is written to and read from the

disks

in

a

hard

drive

by

the

read/write heads. The heads in a

hard

drive

are

positioned

very

close to the surface of the platter,
but never actually touch the sur
face.

The

distance

between

the

head and the platter is measured in
microns - one micron being onethousandth of a millimetre. If the
heads of a drive do come into con

own

set of tracks

numbered

each

platter are collectively called a
cylinder. Instead of refering to plat
ter one, track one or platter three,
track 247, for example, you refer to
cylinder one or cylinder 247.
Formatting methods
If you scan through the ads in STF
you can see that bare hard drives
are normally refered to as MFM
(Modified Frequency Modulation)
or RLL (Run Length Limited). These

nect

to

hard

drives

and

other

peripherals. Most hard drives, how

its ID number has to be changed.

ever, use the SCSI (Small Com

Most

puter System Interface) followed
by an RLL or MFM controller to
hard drives, therefore, used to have

push button which enables the
drive's ID to be changed easily, if
the drive doesn't have a push but
ton then a jumper can be altered

both a SCSI interface and a con

on the drive itself, s t f

connect to the

troller

interface

hard

to

drive. Atari

SCSI

drives

have

communicate

with your ST. Hard drives for the
ST now use an

boxed

CLIVE PARKER

embedded SCSI

TEN RULES FOR LOOKING AFTER YOUR DRIVE
to look after your hard drive.

Warning: most of the following rules
are based on common sense

J

Never expose a hard drive to extremes of
temperature, keep it well away from
direct sunlight and heaters.

r~jj-| Never expose the drive to external magm

Never connect your drive to the ST while
either is running. Never connect a second

drive to the first while either drive or the ST is

running. And never connect a third...
"JTl If you have an external drive then turn it
I on after the ST has been switched on. This

is because random data signals may be sent
down the DMA and SCSI bus by the surge of
power caused by the ST initialising. The SCSI
controller may interpret these signals as write
commands and lose some of your data.

Li_l netic fields because they may corrupt
data. Magnetic fields can be generated by tele
phones, TVs, monitors and loudspeakers... oh,
yes, and magnets of course.
"cl Never move the drive while it is operat-

I ing, if the heads touch the platter it
causes a head crash destroying the platter, and
all stored information disappears - not nice.
S
Treat your drive with care when trans
porting it. Although some drives can with
stand shocks equivalent to 30G (30 times the

force gravity), it is very foolish to be casual
about moving it around.
E l f you have a non-SCSI drive then always
park the heads before moving it, this is
accomplished by using a small utility supplied
with the drive. Parking the heads moves them
safely away from the platters. SCSI drives are
generally auto-parking, but check with the
manual to be sure.

r~Q-| Keep all liquids away from your drive, do
L_J not use it as a coaster.

pIX| Bevery careful about saving data. It is
I I highly recommended to regularly back up
the hard drive to floppy disk. Although a time
consuming business, it is better to be able to
restore data to a hard drive from floppy than
losing data forever.

a

analogic
Computers
(U.K)
Ltd
lit 6 Ashwav Centre
Mon-Fri 9am to 7pm Sat 9am to 5.30pm
n Crescent

TEL: 081-546-9575

igston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE
COMPUTERS • PRINTERS • MONITORS
REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
D/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE.
£59.95

:ixed charges to save your valuable time

ETAbsolutely FREE diagnostics. Not even a

waiting for quotation
penny charged if you decide to postpone
)oor to door service for pickup and delivery repairs for your own personal reasons and no
III computers insured in transit
Questions asked.

/ery fast turnaround
ET 90 dayswarranty
fisit us for *while-u-wait repairs at no extra charge ET Technical helpline 6days a week for all customers
Ne pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day delivery by Courier service for only £5.00 +VAT

MEMORY UPGRADES ^0
MARPET DEVELOPMENTS OFFICIAL XTRA-RAM Deluxe INSTALLERS

STF/STFMto 1 Meg
ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
ST/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg

520 STE to 1 Meg
520 STEto 2 Meg
520 STEto 4 Meg

*£59.95
£89.95
£139.95

*£17.95
*£59.95
*£114.95

EMULATORS and ACCELERATORS
Speed
Speed 8
Speed C16

£89.95
£134.95
£199.95

Vortex 386 SX-16

*£299.95

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

*£144.95
£169.95

STE AND FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
STE Discovery Xtra Pack II
STEFamily Curriculum Pack I

512k

1Meg

2Meg

4Meg

224.95

239.95

279.95

339.95

274.95

334.95

394.95

P.0.A

n030

P.0.A

-

ROTAR HARD DRIVES (New Protar Series 2)
e 40 DC

£349.95

e 80 DC

£449.95

e 120 DC

£529.95

eR44

£579.00

MONITORS
5M146 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor
3C1435 Colour Monitor
s CM8833 Mk II

ACX^SSORBESandHVIERFACES
POA
£199.95
POA

14'TV /Monitor (Designer Model) +Remote Control +Scart Cable....£255.00
15"TV/Monitor +Remote Control +Scart Cable (Model 3332)...£239.00
15' TV/Monitor as above with Teletext (Model 2331)
£269.00

POWER SUPPLIES
1/STE PowerSupplies(ServiceExchange)
STFM/STE Power Supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

LC20Mono
LC200 Colour
LC24-20
LC24-200Mono
LC24-200 Colour
;n 120D+

All Protar Hard Drives with Disk Cache have

2 year replacement warranty.
New Protar series 2 accept a second internal drive
• support up to 7 extra SCSI devices • Autobooting
• DMA Throughport • Device Number Switching
• DiskManagement Software

STE/STFM Scart Lead

£14.95

Mouse Mat

£4.95

STE/STFM Lead to philips CM8833II .£14.95 10 Sony BlankDisks
Philips CM8833 Dustcover
£6.95 AD SCSI
TwinJoystickMouse PortExtension Lead ...£5.95
Squik Mouse
£14.95
Oust Cover

£4.95

£9.95
£69.95

AD SCSI with Clock

£79.95

ForgetMeClock

£16.95

DISK DRIVES

£34.95 High Density3.5" Internal Drive
£44.95 1 Meg3.5"Internal Drive

£139.95
£199.95
£204.95
£254.95
£279.95
£129.95

£54.95
£44.95

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9

£179.95
£189.95

Citizen Swift24E (Colour)

£289.95

Please ring for Canon, Panasonic and HP range

All prices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability
Fixed charge for repair does not include Disk Drive replacement & Keyboard
All prices subject to change without notice
We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair

VISA

SCANNERS

ROUNDUP

ER FORCE
Take a collection of scanners,

some art books and a slightly
salted Chris Lloyd. Lightly fry,
leave to stand overnight then
sieve the results. Look at the

mess you've made for a while,
comparative test.

bung the lot in the bin and

If s tough, ifs thor
ough and ifs highly

respected - apparently.

pop out for a take-away

Now pay attention as we

explain the technical hit,
that is, how the hand

scanner actually wot

the
intensity
of the
light.
Depending on the contrast set
ting, this is converted into a
black or white pixel. This gives
you a horizontal row. Under
neath the scanner is a series of

A row of LEDs - Light Emitting
Diodes, basically, little lights shine light onto the paper. Using
a mirror, the light is reflected
off and directed to a photore
ceptor at the back of the scan
ner. Inside the photoreceptor is
an array of CCDs - Charged Cou
pled Devices. These produce
varying voltages depending

The light source , a row of LEDs.

gears ending in a disc with loads
of holes in. This passes through
an encoder which uses a similar

trick with light to work out the
vertical movement.

Circuitry inside the scanner
converts all these inputs into
numbers your ST can under
stand and uses them to build a

Gears and slotted disk
connected to the roller.

Photoreceptor
containing an

array of CCDs.

'

i naked scanning head
scientific enquiry.

ROUNDUP

S c a n n e r s make your head
explode. They make you
come over all funny, give
you a strained expression and then
the bonce goes boom! The other
kind of scanners, of course, are

those devices for capturing paper
artwork in pixellated form - not
quite as dangerous, and certainly a
tad more socially acceptable.
The basic principle is very
simple, try it for yourself - shine a

light onto a piece of paper and
measure

how

reflected.

Now

much
move

light
down

is
the

paper, measuring as you go. Do a
spot of working out and, hey
presto, you have a pixellated repre
sentation of the original. Perfect for
getting realistic digitised graphics
into your ST, scanners are ideal for
DTP work, since you can save
images and slot them into docu
ments. You can capture any picture

monochrome. As well as han

dling the scanning, Touch-Up
is a complete art package with all
the functions you would expect,
including bezier curves, text func
tions, spray can, shapes and fills. It
also has block manipulation func

and

has

a

second

rubber roller at the back,
rather than two small plastic
wheels. This makes it

much

easier to get steady scans. You
can't go down to 100 dpi and the
dither patterns look a tad better,

tions such as slant, rotate and
process which emboldens, outlines

otherwise, it's the same sort of

Although it has a multitude of fea
tures, Touch-Up can be awkward
and fiddly to use - if you just
want to whizz off a couple of
quick scans, it's a bit of an S>
overkill. With the best scan>
ning head and most compre
hensive software, the Naksha is at

gear as the rest of them. Software

is the comprehensive Touch-Up by
Migraph. This program can handle
Degas, GIF, TIFF, IFF, Macpaint,

little wheel which controls the con
trast. The resolution is the number

of pixels or dots produced per inch

PCX as well as IMG files. Mono

or clears an area of stray pixels.

chrome images can also be saved
out as 16 greyscale IFFs or 256
greyscale TIFFs. All the formats can
be loaded in too, including colour

the top of the hill, only bettered by
the Power Scanner's ability to scan

ones

directly in greyscales.

converted

into

FROM: POWER

drawback is the limited size; it can't
manage a full low resolution

COMPUTING LTD

screen.

POWER SCANNER

Monochrome

scans

CONTACT: a 0234 843388

newcomer to the scan

can cut blocks and store them in a

clipboard, rotate, invert, shrink and
flip sections. Drawing is limited to
zooming in and editing single pix

the

surprising difference between this scanning head and all the others. Yes,
that's right, it's different. A gold star goes to the person at the back.

"

can

ning scene, the Power Scan
features

• The Naksha scanning head, the most observant among you may spot the

also be converted into greyscales,
although they shrink a lot. The edit
ing abilities are fairly crude - you

PRICE: £99

same

standard of hardware as the

rest. The only real distinguish
ing feature is in the software PowerScan

olution, the scanning mode and a

ST to get it off the ground.

the obligatory Marstek scan
ning head, but a slightly fat

ner

This has the controls to set the res

lutions and you need a 1MByte

This scanner doesn't use

A

at. You get a scanning head, which
is a large mouse-like object you
drag across your source material.

Up software, it runs in all reso

CONTACT: o 0925 56398

are

for all the hand scanners we looked

with the heavy-weight Touch-

PRICE: £116.33

which

I

against each other in the ultimate
challenge-the STF test.
The basic setup is the same

• The Naksha scanner comes

NAKSHA SCANNER
FROM: NAKSHA LTD

ter one

as long as you've got a flatish sur
face. Take your material from any
book or magazine - watch out for
copyright infringement - so you
don't have to rely on your own
artistic abilities or existing clip art.
Armed with a scanner, profes
sional-looking graphics are only a
drag away. There are six hand
scanners available for your ST this month we rounded them all up
on the same desk then pitted them

SCANNERS

Professional.

It

has the unique ability to scan
directly in greyscales. Run the pro
gram in low resolution, set the
scanner between 100 and 300 dpi
and dithered mode and scan away.
The
picture
appears
in
16
greyscales - spiffing! The only

els. The software is limited but sim

ple and easy to use.
If you plan to use your scans
mainly for colour work, then this
is the one to plump for.
ri^iii

sidr

• The Power Scanner's main trick,

• PowerScan Professional makes it dead easy to

scanning directly in greyscales in low

whizz off scans with the minimum of fuss. See this

resolution - and jolly groovy it is too.

scan - we whizzed it off with minimum fuss.

Hand scanners are all very well, but if you
want big images and lots of greyscales or
colour, you're going to need something a bit
more professional than these. Halco can get

your ST hooked up to a seriously powerful

Epsom GT6000. It has a resolution of 600 dpi

Scan software. It really comes into its own

and scans in 24-bits, that's 16.7 million dif

when used with Calamus SL and the other

ferent colours.

high-end colour DTP programs. Give Halco a
ring on « 0734 441525 if you're interested and have £1,625 spare.

It can handle IMG, TIFF, SPU, Degas and a

squillion other formats using the supplied GT

E

SCANNERS

ROUNDUP

of scan. For example, a setting of
200 gives you 200 dots for every
inch you scan. Since the scanning
head size is fixed at just over four
inches across, you can't scan a
wider area, but the height is only
limited by your ST's memory and
software. The higher the resolu
tion, the bigger the size in K - or
even MBytes - the finished image
is; using 400 dpi gives a scan a
massive 1,664 dots across, that's

over two and a half high resolution
screens. The
scanning
mode
switches

between

text

mode,

which is used on line art and three

different dithered or photo modes
used to scan pictures containing
shades. The scanning head is con

into the cartridge.

All but the

Naksha scanner use the same scan

ning head so the main differences
lie in the software.

of tricks

Getting going
Once it's all plugged in, you're
ready to roll. Run the software then

called a cartridge which plugs into
the cartridge port. Completing the

drag the scanning head over your
source material. Getting good

hardware is a power supply - a 12
volt transformer - which also plugs

scans is a matter of trial and error -

nected

to

a

small

box

shows you the image as and when
you are scanning, so you can fiddle
with the settings and see the

line art is relatively easy to get to

GOLDEN IMAGE
SCANNER

ity to manipulate images too big to
fit in your ST's memory. It uses

FROM: LADBROKE
PRICE: £119.99
CONTACT: a 0772 203166

Unpacking
the
swish box
reveals the ubiquitous Marstek
scanning head, power supply, solid
cartridge and seriously chunky
manual. On the software front you

get Migraph's Touch-Up and Elec
tronics Art's excellent Deluxe
Paint as an extra. The scanner

performs up to the mark,
offering up to 400 dpi resolu

plete with two seriously hunky pieces of

the scanners have software which

results immediately.
Having captured your scans
you invariably need to touch them

COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL

• The Golden Image scanner comes com

grips with, but when you start
scanning photographs and the like
you need to fiddle about with the
contrast and dither settings until
you get the results you want. All

GDOS to print out results, and is
the undisputed heavyweight of
scanning software. It has enough
muscle on the editing side to allevi
ate the need for another art pro
gram to fine-tune your scans.
The manual is meaty but
rather repetitive. There's little to
choose from between this scanner

and the Naksha apart from the
Naksha's slightly superior scanning
head. If you don't have Deluxe
Paint and want to convert your
efforts into colour, then you can

save yourself a good few read

tion and three different dither

ies -

modes. Touch-Up is a compre
hensive piece of work, offering

just scrapes in ahead. A

otherwise the Naksha

very competent piece of ^

a zillion features and the abil-

equipment.

software armed with a suitably hunky

• Migraph's Touch-Up in full flow, There are enough icons,

manual - or is it chunky?

menus and dialog boxes to warm the heart.

ial, as well as perform a handful of
special effects including rotating
and cropping. There is no cut and
paste and the only way to delete

DAATASCAN
PROFESSIONAL
FROM: PANDAAL
PRICE: £89.95

The standard collection of hard

sections is to edit out every pixel and that's a real pain.
GDOS is used to print out and

ware teamed up with the Daatas

there is a quick print option for the

can . Professional

The

Atari SLM804 laser. Scans can be

program is easy to use, competent

saved as PI3s or IMG files. All in all

CONTACT: -a 0234 327422

software.

and runs in medium or

it's a functional rather than com

high

master page display
showing the total area

prehensive or frilly program. You
also get Colour-In - a very useful
progette that converts your scans
into five, ten or 15-level greyscales,
saving
them
as
either
Neochrome or Degas Elite
P11 s - ideal for converting

available. You can zoom

dithered

scans

impressive

colour

resolution.

Com

mands are chosen from
the menu bar or a set of
icons - in the middle of
the

• A smouldering chap scanned at 200 dpi

screen

there's

a

in and do a spot of pixel
level
editing
once
dragged the over-sized

in dithered mode using Daatascan Professional. The ability to easily
crop images means you don't have to be accurate when you set

you've

your scan size and do the slow drag.

mouse across your source mater

into

jobs.

Overall a reliable and solid

piece of kit with no prizes for
being flashy.

JARGON BUSTERS
- one of the first ST art pro

grams, Degas produces picture files in PIT, PI2
and PI3 format that are almost universally used
by subsequent graphics programs.

- acronym for dots per inch, for some rea
son it has never been capitalised. It is a mea
sure of resolution - the higher it is, the more
detail the scan is and the bigger the size of the
resulting scan.

- method of representing greys using

monochrome. The pixels are grouped together
in small blocks, and depending on the density
of the colour, a pattern is assigned to it.

ALE - a picture which has greys in. The
ST can handle pictures with up to 16 levels of
grey in low resolution.

I - an ST file format. The picture can be of
any size rectangle from minuscule to many
times the size of the screen. Nearly all IMC files
are monochrome.

- a picture composed of black and
white only, with no shades of grey at all. These

produce the best scans. Examples of line art;
technical diagrams, cartoons and some logos.

?

ROUNDUP

up a bit. The Naksha scanner and
the Golden Image scanner come
with Migragh's Touch-Up software
which is good enough to give
them a good going over, otherwise
you probably need another art
package
to
manipulate
your
images. All scanners can save
images as Degas Elite or IMG files
which most art programs can han
dle. Monochrome images can be
converted into colour ones, though

it costs you in image size. In the

scratch. If you want more sophisti

case of the Power Scanner, it can

cated

scan them directly in greyscales.
If you just want the occa
sional scan and already have soft
ware to edit finished images,
something
like
Megapaint,
Arabesque or even Public Domain
stuff like Butterfly Artist or PAD,

ability to edit them as you scan
them, then the Golden Image scan
ner and the Naksha are at the top
with the Touch-Up software.
For colour work, you need the
Power scanner - although you can
convert monochrome images to

then the Pandaal Datascan is ade

colour with the other scanners, it is

quate - it's the cheapest, easiest to
use and the results are up to

much better to scan in greyscales
directly. There's nothing much in it

software

and to

have the

SCANNERS

if you want to choose between
them on the scanning front, since
they all use pretty much the same
hardware.
On

the

software

side

the

Datel is to be avoided, the others

can all do the job, but with TouchUp you can edit properly before
saving. The Power Scanner soft
ware has the best colour handling.
You pays your money and you
takes your choice, stf

the Colour-In program. The Daatas

ZYDEC HANDY
SCANNER

can Professional software is

reli

CONTACT: w 0386 765500

able and easy to use. The editing
functions are only rudimentary so
you need another program to do

Almost identical to the Pandaal

your images, but capturing them is

FROM: EVESHAM MICROS
PRICE: £99.99

any proper mucking about with
Daatascan

Professional

scanner,

a doddle. There are all the usual

the word "Zydec" on the scanning
head, a slightly better quality

features and it goes up to 400 dpi
with the image size only limited by
memory. If you plan to use your
scans for colour work, then you

power supply and the absence of

need the Colour-In software that

this has the same software and car

tridge. The only real difference is

comes

scanner,

with

the

Daatascan

otherwise, there's

nothing in it - apart from
a tenner, of course.
• The Zydec uses the sim
ple and solid Daatascan Professional software. As with all

of them, scanning line art in text

mode gives impressive crisp
results, ideal for DTP work.

fEBSBDMHttHRMHHRBBHHH&MBMSWMMttMMI

• The rather sparse-looking

DATEL HANDY
SCANNER

Scandy, no zoom, no pixel
editing,the quality of the

FROM: DATEL

scan is up to scratch but the

ELECTRONICS LTD

software is crude.

PRICE: £99.99
CONTACT: v 0782 744707
The

hardware

is

all

here

-

there's the familiar 105mm scan

ning head, capable of up to 400
dpi, power supply and cartridge,
but the software leaves a lot to be

desired. There are two programs ST Handy Scanner and Scandy.
The first comes in high or medium
resolution flavours and is, to put it
mildly, pretty basic. You are limited
to 200 dpi and can only scan two
screen lengths. Worse still, you can
only save out the visible screen as
a Degas Elite PI3. A separate utility
is provided to convert these into
IMG files. You can't save anything

smaller or larger than the
screen. Editing is limited to sim
ple cut and paste and a couple
of special effects. Scandy is a lit
tle better, it can handle up to 400
dpi, scans of any size and can save
as IMG files. The editing is still on
the basic side of damned basic,

though and it only runs in high res
olution. The Datel scanner has

the same scanning head as
most of its competitors, the
cartridge looks a little ropey £>\
but does the job.
The quality of the final
results can match the others, but

the software is a dog - seriously
out-gunned by the opposition.

• The Datel Handy Scanner, low, mean, moody and prone to outbursts of Ital
ian opera. Drag it over a picture or two and you can scan with it too.

••

ROUNDED UP AND LAID OUT
iER

.

FROM

CONTACT

PRICE

SOFTWARE

Daatascan Professional

Pandaal

tz 0234 327422

£89.95

Daatascan Professional/Colour-ln

Datel Handy

Datel Electronics Ltd

w 0782 744707

£99.99

ST Handy Scanner/Scandy

Golden Image

Ladbroke Computing Int'l

•b 0772 203166

£119.99

Touch-Up/Deluxe Paint

STF RATING

Naksha

Naksha

•b 0925 56398

£116.33

Touch-Up

91«/o

Power

Power Computing

•n 0234 843388

£99.00

PowerScan Professional

90%

Zydec Handy

Evesham Micros

•" 0386 765500

£99.99

Daatascan Professional

79%

E
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SOS

P o p into your local com

KICK
un i

puter store and what do

you find? Lots of gung-ho
charging about, women with large
cleavages and more death, destruc
tion and mayhem than you could
find on a weekend break in Sara

jevo. But enough of the shop assis

the computer games industry the
last bastion of the reactionary, the
sexist and the mentally impaired?
When the 1990s kicked off, it
was seen by many as a chance to
repair the damage done by a
decade of greed, materialism and

tants, what about your ST? Does it

selfishness. The '90s were going to
be different - we were all going to

hold a dark and dismal secret? Is

become more self-aware and car-

• Doralice's voluptuousness is
not a shallow, contrived plot
to exploit women, but an
attempt to deconstruct

^^r

Mk>^^

^Nijss juHI*

stereotypical portrayals of

*w^

£

gender by parodying them
Discuss.

late

uit

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
There's nothing very
'90s about having
advertising rammed
down your throat.
Everywhere you go
you're constantly bom
barded with the hard sell - on

Do you consider yourself to
be caring, sharing and ecofriendly? Do you go out of
your way to be non-sexist,
sensitive and right-on, or
don't you care? Rob Mead
investigates the steaming
underbelly of the ST and
• Rainbow Warriors

good excuse for a bit
of a gung-ho romp

invites you
to share

longer on sale

"With Colin Curly we weren't
trying to tell them to go out and
buy Quavers, what we were try
ing to do was put Colin Curly, the
character, in an environment that

your ST. There's a growing trend
among software publishers to
farm out their product to wouldbe advertisers - Colin Curly
dropped his Quavers down an
anthill in Push Over, and a gang
of chocolate Penguins gave

the children would respond to,
they would think was cool,
because they (the advertisers)
were trying to make Colin Curly a

James Pond a hand in both of his

ST adventures. The question is,
do you really want to see adver
tising in the games of the '90s?
We spoke to Daniel Bobroff Managing Director of Microtime
Media, the company responsible
for placing products in both Push
Over and James Pond - about the
ethics of advertising in the soft-

cool character. I think Push Over
does that.

"...We are very strictly selfregulated. We would not accept
any kind of advertising initiatives
from cigarette or alcohol adver
tisers, even though we've been
approached by both."
Daniel went on to stress that

advertising was carefully inte
grated into the theme of a game.
For example, both Duckhams Oils
and 7-Up are co-sponsors of
Microprose's Formula One Crand
Prix and have been extensively
involved in the real Formula One

racing scene.

Despite Microtime's ethical
stance, you can't help wondering
where all this is going to lead could we yet see tank sims being
sponsored by armament manu
facturers? Or god games being
sponsored by evangelists?

IK

in the

game sold so
badly that it's no

believe in themselves.

billboards, on TV and now, on

for a good cause.
However, the

you can only really assist with
confirming things they already

experience

Sounds fantastical? Ronald

Colin Curly
has dropped his Quavers do uvn an

McDonald is already waiting in
the wings with his own game...

anthill. Ifs up to his faithful
• Although Lemmings

sidekick, Gl Ant to rescue tti em

are inordinately stupid crea

and put an end to all this

tures, they're a worthy cause for

advertising malarkey.

any "Save The... (insert furry animal
of your choice)" freak.

This is what he had to say:
"Where some people might
think it is unethical to be adver

• Sleepwalker looks

like it's going to be a
massive hit this spring;

not only is it extremely

playable, but some of the
proceeds go towards Comic
Relief- where's your red nose, then?

rm

tising to children, we take the
opposite stance. Children, as one
part of the market we're address
ing, are very discerning con
sumers... They have very strong
peer groups and decide among
themselves what they like and
what they don't like. Far from
being able to convince them that
black is white or white is black.

immA.
• When you feel a bit p-p-p-peckish,
don't eat Penguins - they give you a
horrible stammer.

GAMES

Microprose got together to pro

ing. We were going to lie awake at
night worrying about global warm
ing and the mahogany sideboard

duce

Rainbow Warrior, a

game

based on the adventures of Green

in the lounge. We were, in short,

We were, in short,

going to put the world right. So,

going to put the
world right

what happened?
There were a couple of
attempts in the early '90s to bring a

spot of environmental awareness
to your ST. First Greenpeace and

peace's famous ship - there was
lots of seal rescuing and baddie

baiting, but, unfortunately, the
game was a bit of a dog. A worthy

FOR

'

T

3

O
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cess and a spokeswoman from
Greenpeace (« 071 354 5100) told
STF that the unecological use of
plastics in the manufacture of disks
meant they were unlikely to repeat
the exercise.

cause was wasted on a game that

A little later, Mindscape gave
us Captain Planet and the Plane-

had the playability of a marooned

teers. This was a slightly more

whale. The game was not a suc

playable, if highly derivative, plat-

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Demon of Dark Desire, while Loves Fiery Ra
ture (Disk C161, MT Software » 0983 7560;
features a lonely lady in search of a perfect
date in a parody of romantic novels. Other
adventures from MT Software include Who

(Disk B86), in which a baby tries to avoid it
mother's relentless pursuit of tidiness by us
the potent weapon in its nappy, and the A<
tures of Alice (Disk CI 71), where our heroin
prepared to try anything to escape her mat

rj you feel wonderful, Your cat, Dinah, gr
u see that her kittens follow her lovingly
finer than to be greeted by Dinah in the rtorning.
There is, however, a spectre on the horiion. Today is the day for your
theHatks lesson. Of course, you could plead illness, but that would mi
ur opportunity to go out and enjoy the rest of the day. Vou get dressed

downstairs, ruriinating on how you could possibly skip your nathenatit
sson and still be able to enjoy the rest of the day, "There nust be •
lution(" you think, "sone way to elude ny tutor and go out to phy,"
you lived far in the future instead of in fl.D. 1885, we would say that y
ffered fron a nalady called "fenale nath anxiety." But as you are only a
ttle girl, and as you DO live in 1865, we can only say that you haven't
udied,

fih, well , . , , perh
barrasnent . . .perhaps.

Perhaps it's somewhere in the house,

lesson. But most bizarre of all, is a demo from

Floppy Shop (0224 586208) Predator 3 - Deadnasty look

ing guy is sup

posed to be you. You have to traverse six astral

!er than the Male (Disk DEM.807C) where
chwarzenegger gets his throat cut by a
:male protagonist.

1 Lewis Carroll's Alice makes a fine heroine in

planes and reach Seventh Heaven to get back to
your original self. Very New Age... very '90s.

and utilities in the Public Domain

Rescue-'em-ups
If you're fed up with blasting everything to

this PD text adventure. It's your job to help Alice
im her maths lesson.

death, how about savi

. Also from 16/32
features an Aztec

which have the caring, sharing '90s
at heart, but there are also some
decidedly dodgy programs

ndar, horoscope generator and another
hvthm program. Goodman PDL also have a
'stro 2.2) devoted to this topic, as
WtSr&ss

Charity Disks

random:

16/32 PDL (« 0634 710788) list a number i

•game.mt

charity disks from Micro Care and the Ellenor
Foundation in their catalogue and Riverdene

Public
Domain. It's

hardly realis
tic, but it
could be

3

offensive to

• Froggy has obviously never learned the Green
Toad Code. Doesn't he know he's supposed to

do Softville PD (w 0705 266509) with the Mysti

use the zebra crossing?

cal Astrology (Disk 1031) and New Age (Disk
1033) clip art programs. Goodman PDL have a

GD651, Goodman PDL w 0782 335650) put you

in charge of getting lovable little animals
• "And all the cuddly members of the Conserva

tive party started following a man in a grey suit
who seemed to know where he was going."

across a busy road, while Or Boris (Disk GBU06,
ST Club » 0602 410241) has to run around a

disk-based religious magazine (Disk GD 1556)
from the Atari ST Christian User Group. More
unusually, Seventh Heaven (Disk B73, MT Soft
ware) finds you in hospital suffering from two
nervous breakdowns and a terminal illness.

series of dark alleys and stop bombs from
going off. In Penguin (Disk Games 081, 16/32
PDL) you have to rescue a bunch of penguins
from imminent disaster.

(Demo 440), the proceeds of which go to the
Band Aid Trust.

Heal thyself

Unlikely heroes, brave heroines
In Tark (Disk Games 049, 16/32 PDL) you play a

Keep your mind and body in tune with the
help of the General 006 disk from 16/32 PDL
which features an Astronomical star map a

nriestess who has to do battle with the evil
sen a

• Arnie gets

lot of attention

his comeup

on the role of

ideal for that New Age happening thang. Astro

2.2. runs in high res only.

pance as a

parenting in the

mysterious

New Age - now

• There are loads of

woman slits

you too can re

biorhythm pro

his throat and

discover what

grams in the

puts an end to

it's like to be a

Public Domain

his macho

baby in

which enable

lir-WiMt*

posturing - all

Whoopsy from

you to keep in

this, and more,

the Public

touch with

in Predator 2 -

Domain.

your emo

Deadlier than

tional, physical

the Male.

and mental state

,,........,

4 hys old an the 1st if February 19

SPjrjU urre horn in i
5

18

15

W
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SOS

It's the end of the world...

I'm too sexist for my shirt, my ST and my bird
•

That's about it really. If you wanted
to escape all the violent death
and sexism you had to escape

Leisure Suit

Larry is a play

isure Suit Larry

to the Public Domain -

boy with a mis

lated nudity

boxout on page 43 - where
could at least check your
rhythms and play Tark
Priestess without getting

and dubious

funny looks from your fellow

an island's

passionate Patti
|i Pursuit of the
sating Pectorals!

check

out the In The Public Interest

sion to conquer

female inhaibi-

tarits - pixel*

you
biothe
any

morals are
much in evi
dence here.

•Our

The games software industry is u
- just look at some of the programs in your col
tion. You can bet the majority of them don't h

tieeny

i-n

ot rats living in your

"And you're lucky

o you think you are?"

cleavage. What kind

female heroines - women are more likely to be por

trayed as sex symbols, or helpless, passive victims
that need to be rescued.

One of the most recent offenders was Digital

Integration's Fascination (reviewed in STF 39).
Although the game has a female lead, Doralice, she
spends most of her time cavorting around virtually
starkers, something which has nothing to do with

the plot whatsoever. Other famous examples of
gratuitous sexism include Sierra's Leisure Suit
Larry series - with its portayal of a philandering

ptuous

IIU'MdMlilf lU'JtlCTn

Princess Daphne from the clutches of some evil
character. Hackneyed plots and stereotypical char
acters hardly make for intellectually-challenging
gameplay, but then it's only a bit of harmless
escapism, isn't it?

Unfortunately, until ST gaming ceases to be a
male-dominated activity, the portrayal of women in
software is unlikely to chang

• The earth has been condemned to

a perpetual nuclear winter - it's up to
you to restore its eco-balance and
rescue humanity from an

playboy and Accolade's flashy

eternal darkness.

Elvira.

Role-playing
games
with their tales of knights,

dragons

and

gamers. Either that or you had to
confine yourself to playing andro
gynous cutesy characters in Para

distressed

damsels - can also be J

sol Stars or

Bubble Bobble and

content yourself with rescuing
Lemmings. At a push you could
say Sim City was right-on, but
inflicting fires, floods and Japanese
B-movie monsters on your citizens

Fyou're into bondage in

a big way, but can't afford
the ropes and leather, you
can always kit yourself out
with a length of garden

• Elvira's obviously having trouble containing herself.

twine and some ding-film,"

Has she never heard of support tights and corsets?

explains Blue Peter's
new presenter.

tf
former. You had to guide Captain

sprite

Planet around a series of levels,

around

saving rainforests and preventing
the depletion of the ozone layer.
Despite the good intentions, it only
managed to scrape a 61% rating in

levels - Rainforest,
Metal City, the Tem

Robozone was a

shoot-'em-up for

STF 30. In the same issue, we also

featured Imageworks' Robozone,
billed as the first "green" game.

people on a

No-one believed it - it was a shoot-

'em-up for people on a guilt trip.
We gave that a generous 54%.

guilt trip

Dungeon Master from Psygnosis offered something new - a
number of different character types

wandered
a

series

of

ple, Mindscape - col
lecting
cakes
and
fruit. Still, at least the

manual was printed
on
recycled paper
and you could also
save the non-renew

Another dismal flop was Hex's Top
Banana (48%, STF 35), a platform

able resources by
reformatting the disk and putting
something slightly more worth

game where a

while on it.

badly animated

rather let the side down.

• You can sleep tonight, safe in the
knowledge that you are being pro
tected by a superpower with
large bazookas.

UMWELT FREUNDLICH? NEIN DANKE
Whether you're a rainbow jumper
wearing veggie or a carnivorous
cyberpunk with an attitude problem,
you have to fill in our unique selfassessment survey
1 You see an attractive-looking girl walking
along the street. Do you turn to your
mates and say: (a) "Cor! Look at the legs on
that." (b) "Mmm, I bet she's got a nice person

ality." or (c) "Can you feel the vibes coming
from that love goddess?"

with McDonald's cartons and shout "Get a load

of this, you cud-chewers." (b) Drive past think
ing "I would give them a lift, honest, but I've
just had the car valeted and I'm late for my
dental appointment." or (c) Give 25 of them a
lift in your 2CV and break the back axle?
It's the night after a wild party and
I—I

in a wheelbarrow and walk the uphill two mile
hike to your nearest recycling centre?

ijswers
Mostly As: You're as hard as H-bomb proof
concrete and couldn't give a monkey's if the
planet unexpectedly and surprisingly self-com
busted tomorrow.

there's half an off-licence's worth of

empty bottles and cans in your kitchen. Do
you: (a) Stick them in the boot of your best

You see a bus load of travellers stranded

mate's car and laugh loudly when he gets
stopped by the cops? (b) Crush the cans before
you put them in the bin so they take up less

at the roadside. Do you: (a) Shower them

room in a landfill site? or (c) Stick all the stuff

Mostly Bs: Come down off that fence! What

are you a man, or a mouse? Eh? What? Oh, so
you don't know.

Mostly Cs: Who are you trying to kid? I bet you
don't recycle your toilet paper, do you?

GAMES
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WHAT THE PROGRAMMERS SAY
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FOR

We asked some of the

Jon Hare of Sensible

games industry's leading
programmers what they
thought about sexism,
violence, advertising and

Software on sexism:

the environment. This is

what they had to say
Andrew Braybrook of

Graftgold
on violence:

H«r H** t kV> tV' k*r i *.*?

• Captain Planet had the capability to save the earth, he just couldn't save
himself from an abysmal game.

for you to choose from. You could
be a hairy black female fighter
cleric if you really wanted to. At
least it gave female ST owners and there are some - a chance to

get in on the act.

what went wrong and piece
together the solution to a global
problem. Sleepwalker is much
more straightforward - for every
game sold nearly five pounds
goes to Comic Relief. Included in
every game box is a sponsorship

... as we know it...

form, so now there's no excuse

The New Age '90s may have got
off to a less than promising start,

for you not to get in on the car

|jp\W
• Dungeon Master's heroes gallery
enables you to pick a politicallysound selection of heroes. Make

sure they're good fighters and wiz
ards as well, though.

had the 'how much

is that doggy in the window' bit,
which could be construed as

being sexist, but, to be honest...
women would laugh at it more
than men do... You've got to

ing, sharing act. Best of all,
though, must be the fact that both
games are absolute corkers - proof
positive that you can have fun and

ven by us - we do what people
want to play... I'm not a great fan
of beat-'em-ups, though if it puts

show concern for the world around

violence on the screen and not

you at the same time.

on the streets, that has to be a

"I don't think what we do is dri

good thing."

... and I feel fine

OK, you're fed up with feeling
guilty and mortified. You know the
world's a terrible, bloody mess the last thing you want to do
when you come home is switch
on your ST and be reminded of
it. You just want a bit of harm

Peter Molyneux of
Bullfrog on

the last time you contemplated
your navel was when you picked

Transarctica from

fluff out of it.

Daze (see the

review on page 78) and Sleep
walker by Ocean. In Transarctica,
the United Nations have failed in

their final attempt to reverse the
effects of global warming and
plunged the earth into a nuclear
winter.

As

the

driver

of

the

Transarctica you have to discover

Eastwood

movie where

rides

into town

he
and

starts being kind to
everyone? The other
thing is, no matter
what your personal
views

are,

likes

to

one

else's

no-one

have

some

rammed down his or

not interested in war

games, charity games
or strip-poker games
then you don't have
to buy them.
end

of

do with blasting the hell out of every

the day, you choose
what you want to see on your ST and perhaps that's the best thing

thing that gets in your way.

about the '90s. s t f

• Robozone has precious little to do

with saving the planet and plenty to

Mndrew
Bra yorook

remember there's a certain bitchiness in women."

"When Mindscape did Captain
Planet, they didn't do it to be bio
or green, they did Captain Planet
because everyone was being bio
and green and they thought it
would sell... I've always thought

"They did Captain
Planet because

opinions

her throat. If you're

At the

driven by us"

Shaun Hollywood of
Digital Image Design on
the caring, sharing '90s:

There's nothing wrong with
having a good blast on your ST,
beating up lots of baddies and
marvelling at the sights and
delights presented to you on its
screen. Anyway, being right-on
is dull - can you imagine having a
Clint

what we do is

"green" games:

less fun. As for self-awareness,

but that could soon change with
the launch of two new games -

"I don't think

everyone was

being bio"
Peter MoSyneuM
there was something a little sor
did about people - not only in
computer games, but films and
records - making money out of
something just because every
body's interested in the issues."

"What caring, sharing '90s? The
question is not whether com
puter games should be more ecofriendly or less sexist and violent,
but that, as a whole, the industry
should... have reached a point of
maturation, where objectivity
about our products within a cul
tural context should occur. In the

past, it is true to say, the industry
has spontaneously evolved out of
a society that is inherently
flawed, who can be blamed then
if our products are reflective of
this. We at Digital Image Design
are hoping to address these
issues in our future projects."
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DESK

ACCESSORIES

N

FOCUS

LOADING AND UNLOADING DESK ACCESSORIES
Your ST's operating system restricts
the number of Desk Accessory slots

booting your machine. If you don't have a
copy of Superboot, then turn to page 66 to

times

to a maximum of six - so what do

order ST FORMAT 36.

Goodman International and cannot be distrib
uted freely.

you do if you need to use an
Chameleon
Filename: CHMELEOnl.ACC. This

Accessory not loaded into memory
and you do not want to exit the pro
gram you are using?

as

you

like.

Please

note

that

Chameleon is distributed under licence by

STF Rating: 77%
i

German program that enables other Acces

DC Stuffer

sories to be loaded into the slot Chameleon

Filename: STUFFIT.ACC. This is a com

occupies, in a way it's like having an unasAtari

normal Desk Accessory, and at any time, you

Workshop, = 0753 832212) which enables
Accessories to be loaded and unloaded at any
time. If you cannot afford that, then there are
two PD solutions to the problem. These are
special Accessories that can load and unload
other Accessories as you wish. Alternatively,
you could use Superboot 7.4 from Cover Disk
36 - this enables you to choose which AUTO
folder and Accessories you wish to install on

can click on Chameleon from the Desk menu
to access the file selector. You can then

pletely different type
of program
to
Chameleon. DC Stuffer enables you to load
up to 32 Desk Accessories, as long as you
have enough memory. The program is
installed as a normal DA, but it enables you

select an Accessory to load into the slot.

to load other Accessories into itself. These

Once loaded, the Accessory running under

mouse button and the file selector is called

can then be selected from a menu when you
call DC Stuffer from the Desk menu. If you
want to be really silly, load DC Stuffer into
itself to give another 32 slots for Accessories
- you need more memory for this, though.

up. You can change DAs in this way as many

STF Rating: 88%

There is a commercial Desk Accessory called
Multidesk

Deluxe

(£39.95

from

the

INSTALLATION

loaded into memory when the
is

switched

on,

or

select the Accessory by clicking on the right

No outfit would be complete

Desk Accessories can only be
machine

Chameleon is marked by an arrow. To load a
replacement DA into the Chameleon slot,

MATCHING TIE

How do I install a Desk

Accessory?

booted-up. To do this, the
Desk Accessory you want to

signed slot. You simply load Chameleon as a

without vital accessories like

matching gloves, shoes and
handbag. Similarly,
your ST is not the same

load must be on the disk in the

drive when your ST is powered
up or reset. The DA must also
be in the root directory of the
disk. This means it has to be

visible in the main directory of
the disk when you double-click
on the drive A icon.

without Desk Accessories -

The easiest way you can
ensure that you copy a DA to
the root directory is to follow
this
procedure
(assuming
you've got a single floppy
drive system).

the handy memory resident
programs. Clive Parker

•

Format a

looks at what's on offer

blank disk and

esk Accessories -

what

are they and how do you
use them? Well, a Desk

Accessory (DA) is usually a small
program which provides a helpful
function such as formatting a disk,
creating a folder, printing a disk
directory or taking notes.
The difference between a DA

and an ordinary program is that a
Desk Accessory is memory resident
-that means it loads into your ST's
memory while it is booting and
remains there quietly until you call
it from the Desk menu. This can be

done either from the Desktop or
from within any GEM program
which has a menu bar across the

label it Disk B.

B P u t the disk containing
the Accessory you wish to
copy in drive A, and double

CONTROL PANEL REPLACEMENTS

click on the drive A icon.

BLINK

S l f the Accessory is in a

Blink

folder, double-click on it
so the folder opens.
•
Click on the Accessory
and

hold

the

to the drive B icon and release
the button.

SYour ST now asks you to
put disk B in drive A. Do

Repeat for all Accessories
you wish to copy. Remem
ber that you can only use a
maximum of six DAs at any
one time on your ST. The more
Accessories you load the more
use

the

•

enables you to define custom palettes and
The Blink save them to a library file for auto loading.
Blink Manager enables full control over your
pre-defined palettes from the Desktop. Blink
carefully Utilities are a good idea but are scrapily put
thought- together - one Accessory for the whole thing
out set of

the

reset

button.

After

the

machine has booted you can
access the DAs from the Desk

menu either at the Desktop or
within any GEM program.

the Main Section:
rtlFEST.PR

3595 KByte free

93/81/14

• Dark: 68(nin.

would have been much more effective.

62:18

H Click

H Extkes

0 Bell I
• other TO

• Snapshot

• 58/68 Hz

[7] UBL Sinul

0 Hector Ctrl

H Repeat^

0 Fast House

• Blitter

•
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• Butler James is a full Control Panel replacement
offering complete control over all the main sys
tem parameters and functions.

STF Rating: 52%
Filename: JAMES.ACC. This Accessory is
designed to be a complete replacement for the
standard Control Panel, enabling control over

Accessories

you have copied, place
disk B in the drive and press

BLK-

Set is used with the Atari Control Panel and

memory you use.

QTo

BLINK20.ACC,

a group of programs designed to replace, or
work alongside, the Control Panel Accessory
supplied by Atari with all their machines.
Blink replaces many Control Panel functions
and enables you to install different palettes,
set key repeat and double-click speed. Blink

button

E

-

SET20.ACC and BLKMGR20.PRG. This is

down. Now drag the Accessory

this, and then follow the on
screen prompts.

BUTLER JAMES
Utilities

however,
is confus

ing and
they are
cumber-

all the normal Control Panel functions. James

also offers control over hard and floppy drives
and has a

built-in virus detector and killer.

Other handy functions are a free memory dis
play, a built-in snapshot facility to save the
screen to disk, a screen saver and a 50Hz/60Hz
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SAVERS

IDLE 2.2

RUBRIK'S

This screen saver is simple to install and

Filename:

STAR STRUCK
Filename: STARSTRK.ACC. Star Struck

modify. Press <Shift> while selecting the

Ums RUBRIK'S.ACC.

Accessory

a

and

an

options

menu

appears

enabling you to set the time until activation,

to

makes a mess of your

You

ready have it, as

the screen. Moving the mouse or touching a
key returns the screen to normal.

jt was on Cover

STF Rating: 65%

whizzing around it.

bol, that is. The
screen saver prevents

burn in" on the phos-

*

j phorofyourmonitor
screen when the

e image is dis

After three minutes, the screen fades to
black and stars burst forth from the centre of

screen with the squares

should

al-

Disk 42. Rubrik's

STF Rating: 73%

That's the Fuji sym

screen

is a screen saver that turns your screen into
the viewscreen of Captain Kirk's Enterprise.

saVer for your ST.

will activate the screen.

♦

use

simple

I Using Rubrifc'scertainly

to use a starfield background, bouncy Atari
Fuji logo or both. A "hot corner" can also be
designated, moving the mouse to this corner

I See that Atari logo?

* Another

is quite different from Idle or Starstruck

STARS

because it takes the screen and splits it up
into a sliding puzzle. The screen is chopped

up into squares which then slide madly
around. The program has many setup options
and the settings can be saved to hard drive
enabling automatic loading. For details of
saving the settings to floppy drive see ST

Filename: STARS8.ACC. Essentially, this
is the same as Star Struck except that it acti
vates after two minutes, and takes up a huge
amount of memory when installed - about
70K. This is alright if you are fortunate
enough to have a 1MByte machine, but
slightly on the restrictive side if you happen

Answers on page 58.

to have a 512K ST.

STF Rating: 60%

STF Rating: 78%

ci for too long.

AND HANDKERCHIEF
top of the screen. The great advan
tage with this, is that you can use a
Desk
Accessory from
within
another program - so if you don't
have a formatted disk handy when
you want to save chapter three of
your latest novel, for instance, you
can just call up a disk formatter
from the Accessory menu, format
the disk and save your file. You're
saved - and so is your novel.
Of course, this is just a sim
ple example of one particular situ
ation. The Public Domain libraries

are heaving with handy, useful,
silly and sometimes completely
useless Desk Accessories - check

out our directory on page 102.

you install the Button Fixer, the
problem vanishes. It may slow
down normal button response.
STF Rating: 92%

General utilities
THE BUTTON FIXER
Filename:

CHRONOGRAPH
Filename: CHRONO.ACC. This is

a corner clock Accessory with a
built-in alarm function which only
takes up about 20K of RAM. The

BUTTN-

FIX.ACC.

This

clock numerals in the corner of the

COMMAND LINE

Desk

Accessory

Filename:

fixes

a

the dreaded "C" prompt loved by
those IBM types. Quite why anyone
using a machine with GEM or a
similar GUI would prefer to use a
command line is beyond the ken of
everyone at ST FORMAT. The CLI is

small

problem
that
occurs with pro
grams running on
STs with versions of
TOS 1.4 and above.

When clicking on a
scroll bar the system
often acts as though two clicks
were performed, making you zoom
past the area you want to look at. If

CLI.ACC. Oh nol

screen are double height and over
write the program running - this
can be a problem if you are using a
graphics package. The clock uses
the "digital" numerals of the ST

It's

character set which

makes them

rather difficult to read -

it would

claimed to be easier to use for file

have been better with normal type.

handling operations, but we reckon
it has been designed especially to
help PC users.
STF Rating: 22%

Three alarms can be set for differ

ent times which ring the system
bell for one minute.

STF Rating: 35% £

•nHMMMMMMMMHHHH

switcher. The disk menu offers a write-verify
off-switch (dangerous!), a write-protect func
tion to prevent data being written to any
drive - including hard drive partitions - and a
hard drive ship function. There is also a key
board reset for pre-TOS 1.4 machines. The
only drawback is that it is not in a GEM win
dow, so you are unable to access anything
else while the Accessory is open.

STF Rating: 75%
CONTROL PANEL ++

Filename:

CPAIMEL.ACC. Another excel

lent all-in-one replacement Control Panel,
although not as good as Butler James. A host
of functions include a clock setter, disk utili

ties including an IBM PC compatible format
ter, a RAMdisk and a memory usage display.
All the standard Control Panel functions are

duplicated. At 53K in length, it takes up a
large chunk of precious RAM, especially
important if you have a 520 STE or STFM.
Control Panel ++ appears in a GEM window
and can be left in the background.

STF Rating: 68%
CONTROL

PANEL

++

printer control codes can be entered for cus
tomised functions. There is also an excellent

file management utility. Files can be copied,
moved, renamed, deleted and searched for.
Everything about this program reeks of pro
fessionalism - if this was a commercial pro
gram it would sell for a tidy sum.

STF Rating: 86%
CiS».»
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Filename:

DOSACC.ACC. DosAcc has a

Disk

traditional GEM format with forms, buttons

,.„G8BS

Quera
Fornat

DOS
Patch

Fornat

and alert boxes making up the controls. As
usual, all standard functions are catered for

SETTINGS
SCREEN

MEMORY

RRMDISK

by DosAcc, but where this program excels is
with its comprehensive list of additional utili
ties. The normal printer functions are there,
but there are eight extra buttons where

v!v!v!v!63?!\?£eB?!

mmammmam
Printer I

• Another complete replacement with

• DosAcc has many useful functions hiclcle

extra functions such as a RAMdisk and

away in its sub-menus, including a comprehen

PC compatible disk formatter built-in.

sive disk utility section.

UleServe
Atari Workstation

/Expansion System

of Hampshire Established 7 years
Floppy Drives

Special Offer

Hard Disks

1/2MSimm

Protar Progate

Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables
or mouse are included.

Special price LZ/.uU

New Citizens

Swift 240
24pin Co/our*
Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E
replacement). Phone for a data sheet
*optional colour. Price with cable & paper

240 Mono

£245

240C Colour

£265

Swift 200
24pin Colour*
Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224
replacement.) Phone for a data sheet
•optional colour. Price with cable & paper

200 Mono
200C Colour

£195
£219

Printer Packs
All printers are supplied with a printer pack
consisting of printer paper and a connection
cable.

—

,

,

Free of charge

A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer)

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

Citizen 120D +
with cable

c* ,~.q

& paper

0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

12.90
82.00
164.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

44.00
112.00
194.00

with cable Mono £155

£269
£319

quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty.
r> o o rr

1040STE 4M ram

£379

LOZO

Deskjet Colour
300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality at 1 /10 of the cost.

3 year warranty.

c a i n

With cable &paper

New

300dpi colour inkjet printer.
Colour laser quality, with colour
and black cartridges resident.

3 year warranty.

With cable & paper

LOZ3

Printer Dust Covers
most types in stock

£199

£199

Prices include VAT cable & paper

Happy Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £14.90

Naksha Mouse
forAtari ST &Amiga
with house &mat

p O 1 C f"\

*-*• • -0\J

Squik Mouse
for Atari ST &Amiga £13.90

L I v3i7

£21 9 with cable
£215 without cable

No game reduce above by £5.00

Philips CM8833 mk2
Dot pitch 0.42mm.

£165

9pin colour with cable & paper

Medium Res.

£169
with cable

Special Offers
1st Word PLUS
FirST Basic - HISoft
Atari Basic Source book & Tut.
1 st Word PLUS & TimeWorks 2
TimeWorks Pub. 2
NeoDesk 3
Protext V4.3

56.00
9.95
4.00
89.00
69.00
28.70
49.00

£159

Power pack software
20 ST games

£29

Star
Prices include VAT cable & paper

True Mouse
for Atari ST&Amiga

£15.90

Naksha Scanner
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with new touch up software

£109

Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead
Atari ST Dust Cover

from £219
520STE 512k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2M ram

£219
£229
£269

520STE4M ram

£329

Above ST's are supplied with
START PACK Software:
IstWord, NEOchrome, Ani ST,
+ 4 GAMES: Missle Command,

Crystal Castles, Battlezone
& Super Breakout.

Add £ 1 0

to above for

DISCOVERY XTRA Software:

+ 4 GAMES: Sim City, 9 Lives, Final
Fight, Robot Monsters

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
10x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
7.50
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
32.30
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
59.93
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
141.00
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
540.50

DISKETTES
SONY /DYSAN bulk
(lifetime warranty)

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70
4 Player adaptor lead
5.88

119
175
185
175
249

<°n|ywith an STE>

(100% certified error free)

Accessories

LC20 Mono 9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2420 Mono 24pin
LC24100 Mono 24pin ....
LC24200 Colour 24pin ..

Special Offer

1 ST Basic, NEOchrome, ST Tour,

Borodino game
4.00
All items subject to availability

Star LC 100
New

ft qq

Philips CM8833 mk2

without cable

printer available. With cable & paper

134
215
189
229
119
189
265
329

14" Colour Monitor

with cable

+game

£47.00

with START PACK software

14" Stereo Colour Monitor.

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

While stocks last

Atari STE's

£69

Rebadged as AKF17

Canon BJ-10ex

STF rating 90%

Internal 1M Drive

£65

ViewTek VT12

Colour Mon

£5
£5

84 tracks.

1 st Word Plus & TimeWorks 2

1 2" Mono monitor & cable

UK. 240V

Printer Drivers
Canon BJ-IOe/ex
Citizen Swift

£19

Special Offer

fron

Probably the best 24pin mono

KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin
KXP2180 9pin Colour....
KXP2123 24pin Colour...
Epson LX400 9pin
Epson LQ100 24pin
Epson LQ570 24pin
Olivetti JP350 inkjet

Only with an ST

Atari SC1435

Deskjet 550C

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

Panasonic/Epson

TenStar Games pack

L41 C7

HP

1M external floppy. High quality build.
The most reliable drive you can buy.

£69

Atari STE's
1040STE 2M ram

With cable & paper

Cumana CAS354

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK
1040STE 1 M ram

Star SJ-48

£169

£215
£31 5
Phone
£475

Deskjet 500

Colour £179

Panasonic
KXP1123

20DC 20M Hard Disk
40DC 40Mb Hard Disk
85DC 854Mb Hard Disk
105DC 105M Hard Disk

HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser

from £4.70

r_ I UM

Citizen Swift 9
&P3per

Series II Hard Disks

£12.90

6.99
10.95
4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type) ..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

5.95
21.86
39.60
94.88
379.53

40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock....

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53

Phone for our 70 page catalogue. All prices include 17.5% VAT
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Please phone for express clearance of cheques.

Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 +VAT)

UJeServE!
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/Format Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
P016 9UW

Tel: 0705 647000

0705 647000 New Telephone Number 0705 647000

5.49
7.50
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s». t'«S8£S^ LOOK, I'M PLAYING WITH MY ACCESSORY?
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Us?5"
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Vou can even get

slightly different layout. These sort of games

games that are

are always incredibly addictive.

zles contained in a GEM window.

Flipflop, Puzzle Slide and Tic Tac Toe

BREAKOUT
Filename: BREAKOUT.ACC.
Breakout is available as a

Yes,

even

DA. The actual

game isn't very big, but you can get quite
engrossed in it. Doesn't bring the excitement
of the arcade game into your home, though.

The

classic

Reversi game where you have to create lines
of tiles in your colour. Simple but addictive.

PUZZLE SLIDE
Filename: PUZSLIDE.ACC. You've seen

STF Rating: 61%
TIC TAC TOE

those crappy little plastic puzzles where you
slide tiles around to make a picture? Well,
this is exactly the same except you have to
arrange the letters to spell the magic word,
San Fransisco! Actually, the truth is you have
to slide the letters around until they are in

are all on this month's Cover Disk

REVERSI.ACC.

STF Rating: 58%

Desk Accessories!

They are usually small puz

REVERSI
Filename:

Filename: TIC TAC.ACC. That's noughts
and crosses to you, mate. Just place your
cross and try to beat your ST. If you want to
win, your best bet is to play against a friend.

STF Rating: 56%

alphabetical order.

STF Rating: 48%

STF Rating: 63%
• You will soon fill all those Desk Accessory slots,

FLIP FLOP

so why not stick some puzzles and games in there!

Filename: FLIPFLOP.ACC. Exactly the
same as the Reversi DA, although it has a

^

version of the addictive Breakout.

CHARACTER SET

an aid to programmers who cannot

POLYCHROME

Filename:

remember the decimal and hexa

Filename:

decimal values of the ST character

ACC. The purpose of
PolyChrome is to save and load dif
ferent colour palettes to and from

CHARSET.ACC. This

little Desk Accessory is designed as

Chronograph
Written by

Most DA games are puzzles but you can also get a

J. Hloks

{English Version!

Tine

May 19SS

Q4.59.48|

set. This DA helps them by display
ing the entire set in a GEM window
- including the extended set. Click
ing on any character in the window
displays the character and its deci

disk

-

COLOUR.

this

Alarni
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FIND
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PolyChrone1"

STF Rating: 58%

65.18

different

SSsEi

mal and hexadecimal value in the

14/81/93

Alarn3

because

colour

change the current palette from
the Control Panel without needing
a separate Accessory.
STF Rating: 61%

applications look better with a dif-

top line of the box.
Date

is

ferent

LOhD

j

llttlYlAW

jjj I SftUE

I

6

I

BRIGHTNESS

KflrirEffjiTJfncWoEn

I

alert box. All the functions are obvi

BE

'

I Cancel"!

ous apart from Stop, this should
read Exit. Oh yes, the Invert Screen

• The Character Set Accessory dis

button should be avoided, it can

plays the complete ST character set

I PolyChrome provides sliders to adjust the screen colours to suit your

make your screen unreadable.

in a GEM window. Useful-ish.

moods. If you like the colours, you can save them and load them again later.

CALCULATOR ONE, WHAT'S YOUR FUNCTION AND WHY?
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR

Filename: CALC.ACC. There are many cal
culators available for your ST as Desk Acces
sories, but this one is definitely the
heavyweight of the bunch. It is a fully fea
tured scientific calculator, complete with all
the functions that used to give you night
mares in maths lessons at school. You know

the stuff - sine and cosine, tangents, expo
nents and the like. Brilliant if you need the
extra functions, but completely useless if you
don't. The only major drawback is that it is
designed to run only in high resolution.

STF Rating: 54%

CALCULATOR
Filename:

CALC2.ACC.

Another

pretty basic calculator, with a few
more functions than the previous
one. The main feature is the ability
mal

notation

(base

16).

This

is

mainly of use to assembly language
programmers who always work with
hexadecimal figures.

STF Rating
PROGRAMMERS'

CALCULATOR

CALCULATOR

is another heavyweight calculator |

Filename: CALC1.ACC. This is a basic no-

frills calculator. A simple display with just

designed with programmers in mind <;
rather than the common or garden 58P

the four basic mathematical functions; addi

mathematicians. The calculator can Sfij

tion, multiplication, subtraction and division.
All of these functions are mapped onto the
keypad so you can use the calculator without
having to use the mouse at all. Handy for
working out your expenses and uses very lit
tle memory. This is probably the most useful

calculate and convert between deci- $£5
mal, hexadecimal, octal and binary *Bm
notation, and includes all those logi- Bt

STF Rating: 62%

Calculator

to calculate in decimal or hexadeci

Filename: CALCPRO.ACC. This \

calculator of them all.

Scientific Calculator

[QffJCDQ
UJG1SE]
iMiI mrm

rrcnmmr*

cal operations we know and love.
You can and, or, xor and not

num

bers to your heart's content. Essential for
the serious programmers.

STF Rating: 87%

• Just look at all those calculators dying to be
used. There are calculators for all tastes avail

able, Clive just about managed to work out how
to use the simple one at the top of the pile.

DESK

ACCESSORIES

IN

FOCUS

THE REALLY SILLY BIT
Now we're getting silly!

SIREN

Some of the Desk Accessories avail

Filename: SIREN.ACC. A very

able, though are just silly as they

silly DA which is sort of like an

ft987%* bg

have no useful functions at all

#

• If you can't get a connection to the ST FORMAT

alarm clock. Using a setup program

Hn. A, Dan Best, Sr

•»

rl * *

*'

you set the siren for a particular
number of minutes, after that time

BBS using Vanterm, then get out your machine gun

has

Filename: MELT.ACC. Activating this DA
causes the program being displayed to gradu
ally blur and slide to the bottom of the screen
in a very effective way - this really is an
absolutely pointless Accessory.

from the Desk menu, move the crosshairs
over the screen and blast the screen with bul

STF Rating: Sillier than the transcript

let holes by pressing the left mouse button.

STF Rating: Quite silly
HARD DISK

drives
screen

Filename: UD.ACC. Selecting the Upside
Down option from the Desk menu turns your
screen - yes, you guessed it - upside down!

Very handy if you wish to balance your moni
tor on its head, or if you fancy working while
hanging upside down from chains on the ceil
ing - otherwise, quite pointless.

of the Camillagate tape
DEVICE

Video

DEVICE

FASTWIPE.ACC.

This is a very dangerous pro
gram if you use it incorrectly.
Disk-Wipe deletes the directory
and the FATs on any floppy
disk in drive A. It's a good way
to erase a disk in a single oper
ation - it's also an easy way to
accidentally destroy your files.

car

of the

UPSIDE DOWN
MELT

need Machine Gun. Select the Machine Gun

Filename:

police

STF Rating: Absolutely silly

Press right button to go online, Help for help, (i

0. DISK-WIPE

a

bottom

making "woo woo woo" noises.

Blatta blatta blatta blatta blat!

MACHINE GUN
Filename: MGUN.ACC. If you should hap
pen to get a little peeved with the way your
creation is going whether in a word proces
sor, art package or DTP program, then you

lapsed,

across the

and blast that screen to smithereens!

Quick Disc Eraser,

Wipes clean the FAT and DIR

IP J. BROUN

Aug 96

UBLIC DOMAIN

STF Rating: Even sillier than Siren

GEM program. This can be useful if

MEGASNAP

you are using PD software and find
that you need to read the README

Filename:

file on the disk but can't actually
leave the program.
STF Rating: 55%
MDISK

and saves the current screen to a

GFA U3

So use with caution.

STF Rating: 68%

MEGASNAP.ACC.

This DA is designed to enable the
current screen to be grabbed and
saved to disk as a Degas file.
Megasnap takes over the <Alternate> <Help> screen print routine

Filename: MDISK.ACC. MDisk is

buffer

a RAMdisk Accessory with a differ
ence. Instead of setting up a stan
dard RAMdisk for file copying,
MDisk copies complete unpro

pressed. You then select the
Screensaver utility and save to disk

when

those

keys

are

via the standard file selector.

STF Rating: 53%

• Just an alert box away from

tected disks into the RAMdisk and

erasing a disk forever, Disk-

then copies them back to another
floppy. This makes disk duplication

SNAPSHOT

a dream and is

Another screen grabber but with
the ability to grab blocks of the
screen as well as the whole thing.
You must select Snapshot from the

Wipe can extinguish days, weeks or months of work in a few seconds. The

program is written in GFA Basic and the listing is provided for study.

much faster than

Filename:

SNAPSHOT.ACC.

DISK INITIALISE

GIZZMO

using the Desktop disk copy func

Filename: DISKINIT.ACC. This is

Filename: GIZZMO.ACC. A small

tion.

a program used to initialise an
external second floppy drive if you
have booted your ST without turn
ing the drive on. Just run this
Accessory and your machine
recognises drive B.
STF Rating: 66%

utility which enables you to create
folders from within GEM programs.

GEM menus and you enter a folder

destination disk if you don't have a
ready formatted disk available.
1MByte of RAM is required to copy
double-sided disks and you can

name. The folder is created in the

find this little gem on this month's

Neochrome and

Cover Disk.

After grabbing, you simply save
the screen to disk using the stan

DEGAS SCREEN VIEWER
Filename:

A

command

line

overwrites

the

current path unless you specify a
pathname in the command line.
Handy but not brilliant.
STF Rating: 50%

DEGASHOW.ACC.

This DA is handy to quickly scan
through your collection of Degas
files if you want to quickly find a
picture. An alert box appears
enabling you to select a file or quit.
You can only load files in the cur
rent resolution and the program
can be used as a DA or a program.
STF Rating: 58%

STF Rating 81%

Monitor Magic is just what
you need. This handy little
utility adjusts the palette of
your ST to emulate a green

While

the

collection

of

mented better.
FILE SELECTOR

STF Rating: 62%

medium

resolution,

;:X. *:•:

Filename: LISTER.ACC. You can

use this program to print a hardcopy of an ASCII file from within a

COLORahZ.EST

• Calling the Source Lister from the

CPX

cpxbdted!:::

Desk menu presents you with the stan

CPXFOLDR,

dard file selector. Click on the file you
want to read and you can print it out -

HWiff'ipff'*********

^^#SHH^^»FS

if you have a printer, of course.

the

on

Doodle formats.

screen or amber screen moni

tor - using these colours for
text are less of a strain on the eyes
when word processing. Give it a go
anyway - you can do it for free
from this month's Cover Disk.

• Monitor Magic converts your
screen into a green or amber screen
monitor. Many VDU systems use
such monitors as standard because

they are easier on the eye than other
monitors.

LISTER

AUTO
fl.COPIER,
BBS
CANVAS
CLEANUP

follow

then

STF Rating: 72%

election:

and

STF Rating: 57%

ies is a general purpose utility
incorporating a RAMdisk, a direc
tory printer, time and date set up
utilities, a disk backup function, a
file copy routine and an undelete
utilities into one Accessory is a
good idea, the actual utilities them
selves could have been imple

menu

If

you are using your machine
for
word
processing
in

function.

Desk

screen prompts. As a bonus, you
can grab the screen in .IMG, Degas,

dard file selector.

MONITOR MAGIC
Filename: MAGIC.ACC.

Filename: GOODIES.ACC. Good

GOODIES

irectory:
;N*,»

*1

MDisk can even format the

^.hcpf TO CET'|M

Unit 2

GASTEINER
ALFA

Millmead Business Centre
Millmead Road

|QQ MagSt -EME COWEK t"|"081 ill MM

AATARrV/arTeX PHILIPSFax: 081 885 1953

GOLDEN

520 STE 1/2 Mb

£219.00

520 STE 1 Mb
520 STE 2Mb
520 STE 4Mb
1040 STE 1Mb
MEGA STE 2Mb
MEGA STE 4Mb

£230.00
£275.00
£325.00
£250.00
£465.00
£509.00

MEGA STE 4Mb 48Mb H/D
MEGA STE 4Mb 105Mb H/D

£679.00
£929.00

STBOOK 1Mb 40Mb H/D
FALCON 1Mb

£1275.00
£499.00

FALCON 4Mb 65Mb H/D

POA

NEW GASTEINER SPARE SHOP
Power Supply (ST.STF, STFM, STE)
Atari Internal Drive

Keyboard for STFM and STE
STE Mother Board No RAM

DMA Chip
TOS 2.06 STE/STFM
l/2Mb STFM Mother Board

Outer Casing STE
Atari Original Mouse

£32.95
£45.00
£59.00

£169.00
POA
£59.00
£149.00
£39.00
£8.00

MONITORS

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVE FOR ST, STE
MEGA ST, MEGA STE
• High performance drive

• Supports up to 7 extra SCSI devices
• Autobooting *DMA Throughport • Auto Parking
..;.;• Accept a second internal drive

• Optional battery backed clock
• 12 Months back to base warranty
• Comprehensive manual
• Fast SCSI drive

•High quality metal casing
• Internal PSU

50Mb (24Ms)
85Mb (14Ms)
120Mb (!4Ms)
170Mb (14Ms)
240Mb (14Ms)

SM146

POA

Atari 1436

POA
POA

Atari 1435

£199.00

Multisync Monitor
Gasteiner Mono High Res

£349.00
£149.00

PRINTERS

£289.00
£369.00
£429.00
£469.00
£569.00
£899.00
£399.00
£24.00
£15.00

330Mb

Floptical 20Mb Drive
Floptical 20Mb Disks
Optional Clock for above

HARD DRIVE KIT
GASTEINER MAKE YOUR OWN HARD DRIVE.
• Case

£35.00 • Host Adaptor

• 45W PSU

£35.00 -DMACable
£6.00 -TheLink

• SCSI Cable
• Power Cable

Philips 8833 II

MICE + TRACKBALL

HARD DRIVES

ATARI COMPUTERS

£59.00
£6.00
£79.00
£69.00

£5.00 • ICD Host Adaptor
• ICD Host Adaptor (with clock)
•LED

£79.00

£1.00

BARE HARD DRIVES
50Mb Seagate
85Mb Quantum

£279.00

120Mb Conner

£299.00

170Mb Conner

£329.00
£349.00

£199.00

170Mb Quantum

Citizen Swift 9 Colour

£179.00

Citizen Swift 240 Colour

£279.00

Citizen Swift 200 Colour

£219.00

MEGA STE HARD DRIVE

HP 500

With official Atari MEGA STE KIT

HP 500 Colour

£309.00
£439.00

HP 550 Colour

£550.00

RAM
Marpet XRAM Deluxe Simms Upgrade For ST,
STF, STFM and MEGA ST
0Mb
l/2Mb

£30.00
£39.00

2Mb

£85.00

4Mb

£139.00

Gasteiner STE and MEGA STE Upgrade
l/2Mb

£9.99

2Mb
4Mb

£59.00
£109.00

£39.00

Kit + 50Mb Hard Drive
Kit + 120Mb Hard Drive

£219.00

Kit + 210Mb Hard Drive

£499.00

£379.00

ACCESSORIES
Monitor Switch Box Colour/Mono

i. 14.95

Multisync Switch Box

£29.95

256 GreyScale Scanners with OCR Option.
Features:-True GreyScales, 100-400 Dpi

105mmHead + Touch Up + Mergelt

£119.95

Scanner + OCR Software
Full OCR Software

£ 179.00
£165.00

OCR Upgrade for any Golden Image or
£69.00

£45.00

Mega Mouse
Mega Mouse (Mat + Holder)
300 Dpi Optical Mouse

£10.95
£14.95
£27.95

The Trackball

£29.95

Crystal Trackball
Optical Pen Mouse
Golden Image

£34.95
£35.95

GI-600

£13.95

Optical Mouse

£23.95

Brush Mouse

£19.95

New Golden Image
400 Dpi Mark 2 Mouse

£14.95

SOFTWARE
Word Processors

1st Word +

£55.00

Calligrapher Pro

£79.00

Calligrapher Gold

£ 109.00

That's Write VI.4

£19.00

DTP Software

Pagestream V2.2

£ 149.00

Timeworks Publishing 2

£80.00

Calamus V1.9
Calamus SL

£129.00
£339.00

OCR Software

£165.00

Touch Up
Easy Draw
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Human Design Disk
Future Design Disk

£49.00
£34.00
£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00

3D Font 1
CAD 3D

£10.00
£10.00

CAD 3D Developers Disk

£10.00

Neo Desk 3

£28.00

ThatsFunFace

£18.00

Signs + Banners
Calendar + Stationery
Greeting Cards

£15.00
£15.00
£15.00

Music Software

C-Lab Nototor
C-Lab Creator
Cubeat

£279.00
£179.00
£150.00

£6.00

Cubase

£279.00

Modem Cable

£6.00

Cubase Light

£150.00

Null Cable

£6.00

Serial Cable

£6.00

Philips/Atari Cable

£10.00

Scart Cable

£10.00
£7.00

5.25" External Drive

£89.00

3.5" External Drive

£50.00

3.5" 1.44 External Drive for Mega STEfIT

£99.00

Blitz Turbo

£25.00

Ripper Cartridge
Supra Fax-Modem
Ad Speed ST
AD Speed STE
Auto Sensing Mouse/Ioyslick Switch

Forget MeClock II

P r o d u c t s advertised

represent a small sample of
our instock range.
A complete price list is
available on request.

Infra Red Mouse

Printer Cable

Box of 10 Disks

SCANNERS

Alfadata Scanner Only

Atari Host adaptor and Formatting software.

Mega STE Kit

AlfaData

.•..-'. •.'

£25.00

£250.00
£140.00
£165.00
£12.95
£14.95

DELIVERY CHARGES

UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS)

Small consumables &

Despatched by post please check

software items

Other items, except lasers
Offshore and Highlands

chargeswhen ordering
Next day courier service, 10 per box

Price subject to change

without notice, Goods subject

to

availability,

specifications

Please enquire

IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE

FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES.

Saturday deliveries
AM next day

'e&
E & OE.

Normal rate plus £ 15+ VATper box
Normal rate plus £8+ VATper box

subject
notice.

to

change
All

cm

without

Trademarks

Discover the world of music
How does

FUTURE

he do it?

W

•

y*®p

e Prodi
Howlett tells a
Making

Music

With

Modern

flJTURT

Technology

listen - play

COMPACT DYNAMITE!
p&cfc&B1-

* 0ver 2o0 suPerb samples
♦

Eight instrument demos
iL-jit-f.ni

f W! *

of reader demos

IFUTUREI

rank and
33 E-mu Proteus 3

3-i E-muVintageKeys
35 RofcradSC-55
36 RiibiidJV-.W
37 Iiiviiiim.MII'ltis-L

38 GBM S2
39-H READERDEMOSi
3y-iu inttrfcci 3000
-il Indian Dream

IF YOU CAN READ

-i2-ii Mesh

rate the

best budget effects
processors

THIS, YOUR CD IS
MISSING. PLEASE ASK
YOUR NEWSAGENT
FOR YOUR COPY

uiure
PUBLISHING

sur guarantee of value

Colour

packed CD

CITIZEN PRINTERS
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS
• FREE DELIVERY
NextDay• Anywherein the UK mainland

PRINTERS

CITIZEN

•WINDOWS 3.1

WITH

FreeWindows3.1 driver with Starter Kit

2

YEAR WARRANTY

• FREE STARTER KIT •FREE HELPLINE
Worth£57.58- WithCitizen dot matrix
printers Irom Silica

Technical support helpline openduring
officehours

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY •FREE COLOUR KIT
(including the dot matrix printer head)

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES:

• 3'A" Disk with Amiga Print
Manager (see right)
•

3'A"Disk with Windows 3.1 Driver

•

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

With every Swift 9

• Citizen Swift 200 - 24 pin- 80 column
• 270cps SO (taw), 216cpsDraft, 72cps LQ
AMIGA PRINT MANAGER VZ.01

For(asterpriming from your Amiga, wilh clearer

• 8K Printer Buffer immxi f6 LQ Fonts

imagesandmorevibrant colours. Available free

• Parallel Interface

ofcharge as partoftheSilica Printer Starter Kit.
Features include:

• Improved Image Smoothing
• Gamma/Colour Correction

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
•

• ImageScaling
• Colour Separation

100 Continuous Tractor Feed

• Reduces/I HiminatesBanding

Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on
Tractor Feed

KIT
VALUE

£49

•
•
•
•
•

RRP
SILICA STARTEB KIT

£49

BRP

• 4k Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

SILICA STARTER KIT _

•

TOTAL VALUE: £318
SAVING: £139

Graphics Resolution: 360x 360dpi
Epson, IBM, &NEC P20Emulations
Quarter Printing and Auto SetFacility
Ultra Quiet Mode -43dB(A)
Colour Option Available

• Citizen 120D+ • 9 pin
• U4cps Draft, 30cps NLQ
Parallel or Serial Interface

SILICA PRICE: £179

•
•

£179

SILICAPRICE: £115

Pull tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

[The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied witli al
parallel interface as standard. If you repuire a serial

interface instead, please state ref: PRI 2125 when j

+VAT=£210.33-PRI2490

• FREE Silica PrinterStarterKit

TOTAL VALUE: £248
SAVING: £133

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

placing your order with Silica.

£115
+VAT=£135.13- PRI 2120

RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF SILICA'S

NEW CITIZEN CATALOGUE
PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES
STAND OFFER
PRINTER NOT
INCLUDED

'hrrri'-

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1200 1200
PRA1215 124D/224/Swilt9/24
PRA1228 124D/224/Swlfl9/24

£71.38
£88.70
£42.00

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA1189 120D+
PRA1209 Swift 9/9X/124D/224
PRA1709 Swift 24/24x/24e

£56.45
£32.25
£26.38

32K MEMORY EXPN

SMMaiapSTAND
For Swift 9, 24, 24e, 200,
240 and 224 Printers
• Helps keep pace with Citizen
Printer's powerfulpaperhandling
•

Robust & Durable Construction

• Saves space and protects
continuousstationeryfromdust and
damage
• Compatiblewithbottomand rear
feed operation

£19
+VAT=£22.33-PRA 1242

PRA1753 124D/224/Swift24
PRA1242 124D:'224/Swift9/24
PRA1274 Swift 9X/24X

£22.33
£30.66

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB3520
RIB3949
RIB3924
RIB3936

120D/Swift9 Black
Swift 9x Black
124D/Swift 24 Black
224/Swift9/24 Colour

£2.91
£7.15
£4.70
£15.63

RIB 3248 PN48 Single Strike

£3.61

RIB3348 PN48MultiStrike

£3.61

• Citizen Swift 240/240C •24pin• 80col

PRA1236 224/Switt9/24e/200/240 ... £35.25
PRA1240 Swift 9x/24x
£35.25

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA 1148 PN48 Battery
£46.70
PRA 1155 PN48 Cable Extn

£29.37

PRA 1162 PN48 CarAdaptor

£16.80

RHP

• 8k Printer Buffer - 40K maximum

STARTER KIT. _E£9

• 9LQFonts + 2 Scalable Fonts(8-40ptsj
• FontCartridge Slot- forplugin 'style' fonts
• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi
• Quarter Printing Facility
• AutoSetFacility • Bi-directional l/F
Auto Emulation Detection

• Command VueIVFront Control Panel

• Ultra Quiet Mode • 43dB(A)
• Colour Printing Standard - Swill240c.
Colour Printing Optional - Swift240

> Parallel Interface

» Parallel Interlace

i FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP
E489
SILICA STARTER KIT E49
TOTAL VALUE: £538
SAVING: £239
SILICA PRICE: £299

WAT.E304.33-PRI2574

SAVING:

Zm

SILICA PRICE: £239

£239

£359

STARTER KIT. _E49
TOTAL VALUE: MOB

SAVING. P49
SILICA PRICE: £259

£259

SAVIM.

£126

SILICA PRICE: £199

£38

• 8K Printer Buffer

SILICA STARTER KIT

£49

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Graphics Res: 300x300dpi
• HPDeskjet plus emulation
£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496

SAVING: £152
SILICA PRICE: £345

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilitiesat our London &Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements fromone supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailecI to you withoffers + software and peripheraldetails.
PA YMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthlyterms.

4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Qrdor Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-600pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Men-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP
Opening Hours:

U

No Late Night Opening

n-7.00pm (Sal close 6.30pm)

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Late Night: Thursday • 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sal 9.0uam-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Fax No: 081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA Tel: 071-580 4000

Selfridges (ist Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

LONDON SHOP:

Mon-Frr9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.00am-6.00pm)

To: Silica Systems,

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Tel: 0702 468039
Fax No: 0702 462363

,n

STFOR-0393-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you wiii have nothing to

Company Name {if applicable):

worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

Address:

Initials:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

MliCA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

£345
WAT=E405.3B - PRI 2090

MAIL ORDER:

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid,reliable and profitable.

SILICA PRICE: £159

» Parallel Interface

tVAT=im83-PRI2IOO

)

TOTAL VALUE: £286
SAVING: £127

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards

£199

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

£199

• Citizen Projet • Inkjet - 80 col
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head • Whisper Quiet 47dB(A)

1RP

08Q193-12OO

RRP

• FREE Colour Kit
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

+I/AT=£304.33- PRI 2571

.£325

TOTAL VALUE: £325

COLOUR KIT

• Graphics Res: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Proportional Spacing

SWIFT 240C COLOUR
BRP

SWIFT 9

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 col
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
• 3 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

*VAT=£280.83• PRI 2560

• Graphics Res: 360 x360dpi
>Epson, IBM, NECP6 & Citizen Bmfflon
>Power: Mains, Battery orCarAdaptor
RRP

£299

TOTAL VALUE: £388

> Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

'Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
>Epson, iBM and NEC P6 Emulation
i Colour Option Available

£339

• FREESilica Printer Starter Kit

>Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper
>53cps LQ - 4K Butler t 2 Fonts
>Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

>8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

SWIFT 240 MONO

• 300cpsSD(i5ci>i), 240 cps Draft, 80cps LQ

• Epson.IBM. NECP2Q&CEL Emulations

COLOUR KITS

I Citizen Swift24x- 24 pin-136 col
> I92cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

f

£13.10

PRINTER STAND

Surname:

Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for iho latest information.

55N

•

DRAFTING

MASTERCLASS

So you

ADVANCED

want to

get to

grips

And

with the

functions of
GFA Draft?
This is not a

problem if

the

answer

yes,

that's

page

66

is,

CREATING MULTIPLE LABI

right,

(the

one

The Entries function is used for

you're looking for is ST FORMAT
34). At the time we gave you
instructions on how you could get
started in this complicated graphics
program. By now you should,
hopefully, have passed the teething
stages and want to get into somebwi

»hh

liiii

I

II. Ill J IHi:

WHIM

BB.

enter as many labels as you
wish by pressing the left mouse

labelling drawings which need
many identical or near identical

button.

labels. A

right button.

label is defined from

Exit

by

pressing

the

the Entries dialog box accessed
from the Options menu. Two
lines of text up to nine charac
ters long can be entered one
above the other, this is how
they appear in the drawing.

Mil

lil.MI Yni

Entries can either be Increment

or Constant;
the
increment
option increases the value of the
first number in the label by one
every time it is used. The most

you... er...

picked the
program up

with STF all
those months

ago - kicking
yourself yet?
Clive Parker

reminds you
where to go
for your back
issue if you
missed it

obvious use for this is for elec

• This dialog box enables you to
cal, or near identical labels- The

BD=

tronic diagrams where many
resistors may have the same

• The Tangent function is used to

value and can be labelled R1,

"invisible" option enables an addi

draw lines at a tangent to a circle,

R2, R3 and so on. The Constant

tional line of text to be added to the

Clive has come up with this rather

option simply enables you to
generate identical labels. After

label which is also saved with the

good rendition of Sputnik 1, the first

you have set up the Entries dia
log click on OK, you can now

orbital artificial satellite. At least It

makes a change from the shuttle.

enter an infinite number of identi

drawing. This can be used for com
ments about the particular part
being labelled.

thing a little more serious. On top
of the normal graphic functions -

tions while

lines, circles and so on - GFA Draft

mode by pressing the right mouse

mouse button and fix with a single

button once.

click on the left button.

has additional functions such

in a

special

active

mode, so exit the current active

as

segments of circles or ellipses, the
ability to create segments from
three points, angled lines and mea
suring lines.
The special graphic functions
change the drawing mode, so all

If you only need a section of a
circle or ellipse then select Draw
Circle Segment (or Draw Ellipse
Segment) from the Options menu.
Once selected, place your circle or
ellipse as normal and click the left

mouse activity has different effects.

mouse button. Move the crosshairs

The current mode is shown in the

to the start point of your segment

mode display. You might not be

then click and hold the left mouse

able to access some menu func-

button down; moving the mouse

anti-clockwise defines the segment.
When you've finished, release the

Select Arc 3 Points from the

Options menu and then click three
times to define the starting point,

the middle point and the end point
of your arc. The program draws the
arc from the first point you define
through the second point and ends
on the third point.
If you want to round off the
corner where two lines join, select

SHADING THE DRAWING
Hatching is the technical term for the various
shading effects used in technical drawings to
highlight certain areas. To use the hatching
options certain conditions have to be ful-

filled. First of all. the area to be shaded with

hatching must be completely enclosed, all
lines must be joined. Drawing lines while the
Capture option is enabled ensures they are
joined automatically; the capture icon is at

the bottom left of the icon bar. Another way
of ensuring that your area to hatch is com
pletely enclosed is to create your areas using
closed shapes such as circles and rectangles.
Different hatching patterns can be
selected and set up from the Hatching option
of the Preset menu, parameters such as angle
and spacing between lines can be entered
here. There is also the option to combine two
different types of hatching so that one over-

highlighted. If you select OK and you get the
message "Construction of polygon not possi
ble" this means that there is at least one gap
in the lines somewhere - check the connec

tion of lines at a higher magnification to rem
edy the problem.
Once you have clicked on OK to select a
polygon for shading, you must double-click
on it to start the hatching process. You can
also select more than one polygon to hatch at
once as long as they are next to each other.
Pressing the right mouse button exits hatch

mode. If you are unhappy with a hatch, press

ing |<Backspace> erases the most recent
hatch performed. You must have exited hatch

mode and the Delete Objects option from the

• The inspiring hatching presets dialog box.

Angles can be defined between -90 degrees and
+90 degrees for each of the two hatches. Values

for spaces between hatching lines can be set
between 0.1mm and 1,000mm. The three options
in the Single/Double box enables the first, sec
ond or both hatches combined to be selected.

ing and avoids confusion.

Windows menu must be enabled.

Once you have decided on the style of the
hatching you have to select the option to be

ing a closed polygon, you do this from the

shaded.

Select option in the Lines menu. Go to the

Go to the

Hatch

function

in the

Options menu, once you've selected it, move
to the edge of the object to be shaded and
click once on the left mouse button. A group
of lines is highlighted enclosing an area and
an alert box appears with the message "Poly
gon?" in it. If the highlighted area is the area
you wish to shade, then click on OK, if not
then

select Continue

and

another area

is

It is possible to hatch areas without hav

Lines menu and click on Select. Now move to

the drawing and click on the two lines you
wish to create, hatching between one after
the other, both lines become selected. Now

click1 your left mouse button once on the sec
ond line and move directly to the Hatch func
tion of the Options menu and select it, the
hatch function is then performed.

MASTERCLASS
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DRAFTIN

raw circle

Draw ellipse
Draw rectangle

iror

Draw circle segnent
Draw ellipse segnent
Arc 3 points
Round corners

0(5k

Hut:

LI

m

Hiitdw

ipD<ils

UpU onj

inigt

hit
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• This witty dialog box enables the

angle required to be input for the
Angle To A Line function, using the
Angle function enables lines to be
entered with extreme accuracy at

Angle to a line
Hatch
Construction lines
Dinension
Connands
Entries
Status

Spline
orn osTfl heobs w;

BOX 121, WOHN3H0M
BERKSHIRE
ron im

mouse and click once to fix the line

• All the advanced graphics functions of GFA Draft Plus 3 are available from

in position.

either the Options menu or the Lines menu. Some of the functions can be cus
tomised via the Preset menu to set up the parameters you require for your

Round Corners from the Options
menu. Input the radius of the cor
ner into the dialog box which
appears and click on OK - remem
ber that the larger the number
entered, the bigger the curve
between the lines is going to be.

The dimensions of the object
that you're designing are impor
tant. GFA Draft can automatically
measure the various parts of the
drawing for you; all you have to do
is tell it which lines require measur
ing. The Construction Lines func
tion from the Options menu draws
lines perpendicular to the line to be

Now click on the two lines one

measured and a dimension line is

any angle.

Perpendicular

once to fix. You can repeat this as
many times as you want.
To create a line at a tangent
to a circle, go to the Lines menu
and select the Tangent function.
Move the crosshairs over the edge
of your circle, click and hold the left
mouse button. Now drag the
mouse until the tangent line is in
the required position, release the

after the other, and, hey presto, the

created between construction lines.

corner is rounded off. If lines are

Select Construction Lines and

not joined, the program extends
them so they can be rounded off.
If you wish to draw a line
exactly at a 90 degree angle to
your first line, you must ensure
that your first line is perfectly verti

move the pointer to the line to be
measured and click on one end.

Keeping the button pressed, drag
out

a

construction

rrisn lhh mum bWli iiptiwb

line

to

tmi nil

—mi

the

drawing. Oh look, ifs that space shuttle again.

desired length, release and click.
Now do the same at the other end

of the line to be measured to pro
duce a

second construction

line.

The Dimension function measures
the distance between the lines.

Splines are an extended ver
sion of the arc function with a pos
sible maximum of 180 points
entered

to

define

the

curve

required. Select Spline from the
Options menu and you can imme
diately start entering your points to
define the spline. Enter as many

points as you want until you have
the curve defined and press
<Return> to draw the spline. There
are two different types of spline
possible - open splines and closed
splines. An open spline draws a
curve from your first point to the
last point defined. A closed spline
does the same but also links the

last point to the first making a
closed loop. You can toggle
between open and closed splines
by clicking on the Spline Closed
option in the Preset menu, stf

• Splines are curved lines made

up from many pre-defined
points. This particular

cal or horizontal. Guess what, GFA

Draft can do this for you (loud
cheer, explosion of light followed
by rapturous applause). Select the

spline is called an

open spline and
consists of 50 indi

Perpendicular function and left
click on the base line, now click
again and keep the mouse button
pressed. You can draw a perpen

vidual paints - one
characteristic of

splines is that they
twist and turn a bit like a

twisty-turny thing, really.

dicular line on either side of the

base line, and you can also move
along the base line to the exact
position required. Release the

MEi

mouse button and one more left

Because technical drawings are used to make things,

struction lines. You can also use the Dimension func

click fixes the line.

accurate measurements have to be entered onto the

tion to measure the angle between any two lines.

Lines can also be created at

any angle to the base line. Select
the Angle To A Line function in the
Options menu, enter the desired
angle into the dialog box that
appears and then place the line
using the same sequence as used

t-ipi

IE IT

drawing to guide the craftsman using it to plan his

Measurements are made in the clockwise direction -

work. In-CM Draft there is a built-in Dimension func

click on the first line so it becomes a dotted line,

tion which can calculate measurements for you.
Before you actually use the Dimension function
you need to set it up from the Dimensions option of

then click on the second line. A curved dimension

line appears between the two lines, clicking on the
dimension line displays the angle in degrees.

the Preset menu. Select Dimensions and a dialog box
appears enabling you to several parameters on the
dimension function to be defined. The ends of the

for creating a perpendicular line.
Negative values for the angle
diverge anti-clockwise from the
base line, while positive values
diverge clockwise.

dimension line can be an arrow, a cross or plain.
Measurements can be set up to three decimal places
and the Cridline-spacing option defines the size of
the gap between the dimension arrow and the line
being measured. Once you have defined the presets,

More line functions - wow!

Move to the first construction line and click on it, it

click on OK.

Co to the Options menu and select Dimension.

If you need to draw many identical

magically becomes a dashed line. Now click on the

parallel lines, you can use the Par

second construction line and a dimension line is

allel function from the Lines menu.

drawn between the two construction lines. Clicking
once on the dimension line calculates its length and

Draw the first line as normal, then
select the Parallel function, click on

the first line and keep the button
down - a copy of the line is created
attached to the mouse pointer.
Move the line to where you need it,

displays the measurement on-screen, if you keep the
mouse button pressed while calculating the length of
the dimension line, the measurement figure can be
placed in any position desired.
Dimension lines can be used with any lines on
the drawing, they are not restricted for use with con

• As you can see from this picture, dimensions are not
just limited to measuring distances; angles can be
measured too.

The second issue of GamesMaster is in th
shops on Thursday January 21st, and it's

incredible! Guiding you swiftly, gently an
accurately through the storm of post-

Christmas software releases for every major
entertainment system, GamesMaster is the

essential purchase for today's video gamer.
Particularly excellent highlights this month
include:

A FREE pair of 3D glasses, with which
you can view the thrilling GamesMaster 3D
TV Spectacular!

A GIANT Chaos Engine poster with 3D
bits on it from the TV Sh

The chance for 10 winners to collect
• A YEAR'S WORTH OF FREE
GAMES!

„,.,FREE GLASSES and GIANT

!„HYou »»«,"»lieve
vou
Enuine°o"stttr!
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OIMD ISSUE IS OIM SALE
THURSDAY 21 st JANUARY

»-=^« ™ MEGA DRIVE, SUPER IMES, AMIGA, IMEO GEO, PC ENGINE

MEGA CD, GAME BOY, GAME GEAR AND LYNX!
IU..SBP
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FROM
SILICA

FREE!

HARDWARE:
•/Mb RAM 520ST-E
8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU, 512K RAM.

£249.99

Mouse, TV Modulator, Internal PSU,
1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE - ARCADE GAMES:

FinalFight- Street fighting game ...
9 Lives- Help save Claudette
Robot Monsters - Arcade Shoot Up
Sim City- Ccontrolyourowncity...

£25.99
£24.99
£19.99
£29.95

ATARI
1^Mb RAM 520ST-E

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:

Neochrome - Artpackage
£29.99
1st Word - Word processor
£59.99
FirST BASIC- Programminglang .. £49.99

When youbuyyournewAtari 520or 1040ST-E
computer from Silica Systems,we will giveyou

ST Tour-Tutorial Disk

an additional £32475 worth of software FREE

TENSTAR

FREE

ANI ST - Animation Package

OF CHARGE, including some great
entertainment and productivity programs. Plus,
with every ST and TT, we will give you 16
nights holiday hotel accommodation for you
and yourfamily to enjoya break.

DISCOVERY

£29.95

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica ProductivityPack'

£44,98

TenStar Games Pack

WITH FREE GIFTS
FROM SILICA

£219.78
Total Value: £785.59

PACK:

Less Pack Saving: £536,59

ASTERIX

£24.99

CHESS PLAYER2150
DRIVIN'FORCE
LIVE AND LET DIE

E24.95
E19.95
E19.99

ONSLAUGHT

£24.99

PIPE MANIA
RICK DANGEROUS
ROCK W ROLL
SKWEEK
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

E19.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.95

.

1/2Mb RAM

BBKSffi 1Mb RAM

£249 £279

PRODUCTIVITY PACK:
1st WORD*

(SEE PANEL TO LEFT)

SILICA PRICE: £249.00

£59.99

Word processirg package from GST
SPELL IT
£19.99
Spelling checket lo ccrrpletienl 1st Word
ST BASIC
£24.99
Basic programming language with tutorial

Inc VAT - Ref: STC 6300

Inc VAT - Ref: STC 6311

TOTAL VALUE: £324.75

WORTH j p O O C !

NEARLY ZtO^W*

ATARI

TT

AATARI ST MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!
'! ATARI FALCON AATARI 1040ST-E
•

16mhj 32-bit 68030 Processor

•

32i.it.; Motorola DSP and

BUTTER co-processors

• DSP capabilities for voice
recognition, speech synthesis
and numerous audio special
effects

• True colour display: 768 x 480
• 65,000+ colours on screen at once
• Record 8 channel, 16-Bit stereo

sound and play back 4 channel,
16-bit stereo simultaneously
• SCSI II, DMA, MIDI INS MID!

OUT. Stereo audio & microphone
ports

• 1.44mbFloppy Disk
• 1, 4 or 14Mb RAM Configurations
•

32mhz 32-Bit 68030 Processor

• 3K" 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive
• 2/4/8Mb RAM Versions

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output
•

4096 Colour Palette

•

Built-in 68882 Maths Co-Processor

• Up to 1280x960 Resolution

•
•
•
•

VME + SCSI Expansion Ports
Expandable to 36MbRAM
Hard DriveExpansion Options
FREE 16 NightsHolidayaccommodation
8Mb RAM

The new Atari Falcon 030 is expected into stock soon. It • Optional 65md Hard Disk
is a powerful, versatile, multipurpose home computer, • Built-in ADC & DAC convenors
offering unmatched performance for its price. Included in
its advanced specification are multiple co-processors for ATARI FALCON 030
sound and graphics, true colour displays from a pallet of 16MW 32-Bit 68030 CPU, 1Mb RAM,

over a quarter of a million colours and 16-bit stereo 3M", 1.44Mb FDD
sound input for speech recognition and sound sampling. HARDWARE:
These all combine to provide a new computer capable of SOFTWARE:
running unrivalled sound, graphics and multimedia CALAPPT - PersonalInformation Managerapplications. The Falcon is an ideal upgrade for Atari ST Enhancedversioncalendarallowing import/export S
owners who are looking for a more powerful model, as it pn'nling
PROCALC-Caicutalor
is compatible with the majority of ST application software. SYSTEM-AIDIO-MANAGER
- An Auto FoWert
Call for details of availability.
Desk Accessoiy combination thatallows theuserto
1Mb RAM-0MbHD

4Mb RAM-OMbHD

•

•.

•••

••

•IK VIT • STC 7016

»12" GreyscaleMonitor
» Represents Colour in unlimited
Shades of Grey

• Works in Low(320x200} +
Medium (640x200) Resolution
ST Modes

• Free High-Res(640x400)
Emulation Software for ST-ST-E

• Tift & Swivel Base Available
INCLUDES
FREE CABLE

(Ref: M0A 5500-£15.99)
• EasyAccess to Controls for:
Volume, Brightness, Contrast

/NEW! REVISED PACK

SEE TOP LEFT

FAMILY CURRICULUM II
HARDWARE:
1040ST-E COMPUTER
8MHz 16-Bit 68000 CPU, 1Mb RAM,Mouse,
TV Modulator. Internal PSU, 1 Mb Disk Drive

system funct.ons
TALKINGCLOCK• Announceslimeat presetintervals

The ViewTek VT12 12" Monitors offers high quality
monitor output at an affordable price. It is ideal for
text applications using the free high resolution
emulation software supplied. It can also be used in
low and medium resolution mode to produce
stunning greyscale graphics for entertainment
software. At only £69 (ref: MON 3012) the ViewTek
VT12 offers exceptional value for money. And, when
you buy a ViewTek monitor from Silica, we will give
you a cable to connect it to your Atari ST FREE OF
CHARGE! When ordering, please specify whether
you have a ST-FM or an ST-E computer, so that the
correct cable can be included free with your monitor.

FREE CABLE
Please Specify
STFM - Mono
CAB 5912
or

ST-E - Stereo
CAB 5920

£69
INC VAT-MON 3012

£299.99

SOFTWARE MODULES:

AUDIO FUNMACHINE • AroTOlulionary audio
program usingDSP
LANDMINES &BREAKOUT - Twofully featured games

NEW! 12" MONITOR FOR ST OWNERS

• Stereo Speakers Built-in
• Small Footprint
• Case Colour Compliments
ST Housing

WITH THIS PRODUCT

record soundsfrom a microphone andassignvarious

4Mb RAM -65MbHD

£499
• ii..."

FREE GIFTS
FROM SILICA

PLAY AND LEARN -A Game withWords andSentences.. £76.59

JUNIOR SCHOOL - Spelling, Primary Maths
This pack combines the 1040ST-E with the
renowned MIDI package PRO 24 IIIto provide
a perfect environment for novice and
professional alike. Using any MIDI keyboard,

PRO 24 offers the abilityto writeand compose
music to a very high standard. Youcan record
up to 24 tracks simultaneously, and then apply
real timeediting.

£55.54

HYPER PAINT - Full ColourPaintPackage

£39.99

MUSIC MAKER II - Music Creation Software

£49.99

FIRST BASIC - Powerful Programming Language

£49.99

1st WORD - Veryeasy-to-use Word Processor

£59.99

ANI ST - Animation Package

£29.95

GAMES
9 LIVES

HARDWARE:
1040ST-E COMPUTER

£24.99

Theultimatein playability! • helpBobCatsave Ciaudette

£299.99

8MHz 16-Bit 66000 CPU, 1Mb RAM,Mouse,

PRINCE

TVModulator,Internal PSU, 1Mb DiskDrive
SOFTWARE:
PRO 24 III
£150.00
PLUS!

£58.54

AnswerBack/General Knowledge Qui?
GCSE - Micro Maths. French, andGeography Quiz

£24.95

Do battle in this tenth century game of warfare
PLUSf

FREE

FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack*

FREE FROM SILICA:

SilicaProductivity; Pack

£104.97

TenStar Games Pack

£219.78

£44.98

TenStar Games Pack

..£219.78
Total Value: £1035.27

Total Value: £774.74

Less Pack Saving:

£736.27

Less Pack Saving: £475.74

SILICA PRICE:

£299.00

SILICA PRICE: £299.00

Inc VAT-Ref: STC 1261

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND
f

110193-1800

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

]

•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On ail hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales,
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London &Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Ail of your requirements fromone supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Willbe mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy your new computer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it willbe like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
Opening Hours:

Tel: 071-580 4000

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Opening Hours:

Tel: 071-629 1234

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7,00;:;:

. • .:.

Late Nigh j: Thursday ••8pm

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Fax No: 071-323 4737
Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 468039

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.00am-6.00pm)

Mo Late Nignt Opening

Fax No: 0703 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0393-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DM 4 4DX~>1

MJ";i1»ti?l»IJ1;fflil'l;l**i:ilil*ii;WM
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

I1UCA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Tel: 081-309 ilTf

No Late Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

LONDON SHOP:

Postcode:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for Ihe latest information.

79H

ELP!

ST

ANSWERS

ST ANSWERS
Come dive into the cool, clear waters of knowledge with Clive
Parker, while trying not to stir up the
muddy silt of ignorance. Send all your
problems - well, not all of them - to ST
Answers, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth

Street, Bath BA1 2BW indicating the
type of problem on the envelope
THE ICONS
BEGINNERS

you don't know one end of
iur ST from the other, then

you might req
help - look on
COMMS
" More and more ST owners are

fascinated by the world of
modems and communications?
Check it all out here.

that

up the screen routines. NVDI can be
obtained from the Atari Workshop for
£39.95 and they can also supply

City Terrain Editor and

will work with CFA Draft

Warp 9 for £29.95, call them on

how much does it cost?
2. Is it still possible to

Plus

a- 0753 832212 for more info.

Sim City. Starblade and
Dungeon Master
1. Where can I get a Sim
¥&

our best to sort them all out.

J The best place tolook for

JI game cheats is Gamesbusters
;4*| from pages 68 to 71. We do

"J answer other game questions.
GRA
So much can
e world of

••HIhII

out of yours, look out for this
icon here.

up when

needs counselling. Relax, and
tell me about your childhood.
PROGRAMMING

Allsorts of programming this
Brilliant. That is, if you like
that sort of thing.

• live in here - so if your prob§SS lems are vague and woolly,
1 come here!

I

have

been

thinking of getting either Quick ST

cheat for Dungeon Master?

and is available from Infogrames

(a- 071 738 8199); 2. Starblade is
being re-released in March by Daze
Marketing (v 071 490 2944), price

Dungeon Master. Read all about it
in this month's Qamebusters section

on page 68.

RubriWs cube
On the Cover Disk of ST

FORMAT 40 (check out

page 66 for info on how

Cedric Kerr, Mitcham

stf: Both of the programs you mention
would be suitable for your purposes,
although Quick ST has been super
seded by Warp 9. NVDI is the more
technically advanced of the two,
being a complete replacement for the
built-in VDI (Virtual Device Interface)
routines, speeding up the entire OEM
operating system. Other accelerators
tend to concentrate on just speeding

to get a copy) we gave

you the excellent Rubrik's
screen saver utility. The
only problem with it was
that it would only save its

settings to hard drive 1
partition C and not to
floppy drive A, this is
especially annoying if
you have a floppy drive

KU'l-Hil'ld
Billy Allan drops in to take a
look at your STOS problems
and queries

10 click off

:

sound i n i t

compile it, then you should not run it

:J

before compilation.

samspeed 10
20 samraw start(10),50000

30 wait key
40 samstop

Flickery stars
1. I am writing a game which needs a
3D starfield on the left of the screen

score and lives. The problem is, my
screen keeps flickering! How can I
avoid this flickering? I am using
screen

swap.

2. How can I replay other sample for
mats using STOSMaestro?
J P Van der Hoek, Netherlands

Key question
1. When I compile my STOSprograms
into PRCs using the Compiler, I keep
getting the function key box appear
ing at the top of the screen for an
instant, even though the first line of

my program contains the key

off

you must copy yourpicture to both bak

command. How can I stop this hap
pening?
2. When I registered for the Misty
extension, I received, among other
things, some scrolling text demo pro

and physic

first. When you flick

grams. When I compile these, the

between the two screens with screen

swap and you have only copied your

music no longer plays properly. Do
you have any idea why?

picture onto physic it constantly disap

R C Simmons, Studley

stf": 1. If you are screen swapping then

pears and reappears every time you use
the command. 2. You can replay other
ST PROBLEMS
I Miscellaneous bits and pieces

3.

programs would be best for my
purposes? I am limited to £60.
Ian ) Morton, Ellon, Scotland

3. I was wondering if there is a

with a picture on the right with the
Does

accelerator

or NVDI. Which one of these two

HARD DRIVES

I If you have one, you want to
use it, right? To get the most

ware

buy Starblade and, if so, where on

£9.99; 3. Yes, there is a cheat for
GAMES

I am looking for a soft

earth can I find it?

stf: 1. The Terrain Editor costs £7.99
Yourfloppy and hard disks
need to work properly. If
you're having problems, we try

Speed me up before I go go

sample formats by using Maestro '$
samraw command. If you had loaded a
SOK sample into bank ten of your pro

gram you could replay it likethis:

sff: 1. You can stop this happening by
setting the function key on/off option in
the Compiler to OFF.
2. The music that you are asking about
only plays back once. If you want to

Power corrupts
When using the * (power) operator
to get the square of a number, it
sometimes gives the wrong result.
For instance A=5 : print AA2 gives
24 rather than 25. Is this a bug, or am
I doing something wrong? Using the
print a*a command does give the
correct answer.

David Wimbush, Crawley

sff: Yes, shocking though it may be, this
does seem to be (yet another) bug in
STOS. It isn't a particularly annoying
one though, so you can just ignore it.

High speed collisions
How can you make the fastest colli
sion routine possible? What are the
variables/binary numbers involved?
Alec McEachran, Lichfield

stf: There are three ways of doing colli
sion detection. The first is to use the

ST

system. Theonly way around this was
to set up the Accessory from scratch
each time you boot-up. Simon Har
vey from Halifax, however, has come
up with a simple and elegant solution
to the problem. There is a Public
Domain program called Divert which
makes your ST think that it is saving
to one drive when in fact it is saving
to -another. Install the program and
type in the following:

from the ST are video, ground, H sync
and Vsync, although the sync signals
are not usually used with composite
video monitors.

Make the lead as

detailed below.

socket

More professional please

connections

connections

I am very interested in
DTP using my ST and I
would like to purchase
a program which is
more professional than my current
Timeworks software. Although this
program is very good, I need more

15-pin D plug

13-pin DIN plug
Pin 2 Video out

C

Pin 5 Selftest

Drive to divert to:

A

Pin 10 Digital
ground
Pin 13 H sync
Pin 14 V sync

Pin 13 Ground

Pin 9 H sync
Pin 12 V sync

and is available from Goodman Inter

than it can offer me. I have seen

from previous issues of ST FORMAT
that you highly recommend Cala
mus v1.09n, but I do not have the

Call Goodmans on a- 0782 335650.

Remember, these connections are only
conjecture. Without the model num
ber we cannot be more specific. Call

PC monitor

Meedmore on a 051 521 2202 and

ments to use this software on a rea

let them know the model number of

sonable budget?

the monitor and they will make you a

B Lock, London

——._

I have been given an

fflV 'i-Ll Amstrad

mono

PC

jr~=Sflfe> monitor and I won

dered if I could connect

it to my ST. If I can, could you
please tell me the connections and
where I can get the parts to make
the lead. I have listed the monitor

stf: You have failed to provide us with

Stalling dragons
I recently bought the
game
Lure
of
the

the model number of the Amstrad

LP Temptress, but it stalls

monitor so this is inspired guesswork

after I have given the
potion to the dragon and I'm talk
ing to Goewinin in the first cave. I

on our part. From your list of connec
tions it seems that the monitor uses

composite video rather than separate
RGB signals. This means that the
monitor only works in low or medium
resolutions - not in high resolution
mono. The only connections required

own a 1040STE. What can I do?

Johann Omarsson, Iceland

stf: Apparently there's a bug in the
original version of the game. Simply

collide(x) command, where x is the

Jiggling balls

STOS sprite you wish to check.

I am currently writing a game in STOS
for which

10 A=collide(l)

I need a

routine which

enables a ball to bounce around the

if btst(T,A)J

screen and interact with other sprites
and parts of the screen. I also need

then print "Hit sprite";T

some music transferred from manu

20 for T=0

to 15

:J

30 next T

The other ways are not specific to STOS
sprites. If you want to check for a colli
sion between two equally sized objects
then the following works, assuming both
objects are 16x16 pixels.

Where to get all the gear:
Calamus v1.09n from Halco (a- 0734
441525), £140.
Atari SM146 monitor from Evesham

Micros (a- 0386 765500), £119.95.
External floppy drive from Evesham
Micros (a- 0386 765500), £52.99.
Canon Bj-10ex from We Serve
(a- 0705 325354), £199.
Star Sj-48 from We Serve (a- 0705
325354), £199.
Progate 40 hard drive from FirstCom
puter Centre fa- 0532 319444),

because Calamus does not work with

£289.99.

2MByte XtraRAM Deluxe for STFM
from HCS (a- 077 252 1551), £79.99.
2MByte of SIMMs for STE from HCS
(a- 071 252.1551), £44.99.

documents in memory and store fonts
as well. If you have an STE then
1MByte SIMMs can be obtained for
about £15-£20 if you shop around. If
you have an STFM, then an upgrade

That's champion

I have recently bought
Domark's 1MByte ver-

board which uses SIMMs is best.

LP sion of Championship

Calamus is designed to run
from a hard drive, but you can use it
on a twin floppy drive setup. An exter

halfway through the first season,

nal second drive costs around £50-

the game crashed out and would

£60 and 40MByte hard drives can

not let me go any further. I
returned the game and got another
copy, but the same thing hap-

now be obtained for under £300. You

need a good quality printer. As cost is

want. We can only suggest that you get
to grips with the STOS music accessory,
or try to get hold of a PD music definer
like Megatizer.

Manager

and

stf: 1. You are a little vague, but the eas
iest solution is to make your copy of
STOS from the Desktop rather than
using STOSCopy, 2. Try this out:

33 menu$ (2,1)="MUM"

10 P$="ST Format"

40 menu on

sprite for readability, but you should
change it to use the screen$ method.
Y=0

:

SX=4

:

SY=0

40 X=X+SX

:

i f X>300 o r X<4J

50

i f SY<19 then inc SY

60 Y=Y+SY

:

i f Y>184J
:

: H=l

20 print "Enter the password:";

60 on menu on

70 goto 70

40 repeat : G$=inkey$ :J
until G$<>""

60 if G$omld$(P$,H,l) then end
70 inc H

: until H>L

There are no programs generally avail
able which can do exactly what you

80

MS=mnselect

90

if MS=1J

then print "STOSCOPY

100 if MS=2 then print "MENUS
110 goto 50
120 MS=mnselect

70 update : wait vbl

(Yl<Y2+64 orJ

:

50 on menu goto 80,120

30 repeat

SY=-SY

80 until inkey$=" "

(1,1)="STOSCOPY"

34 menu$ (2,2)="THERE"
:J

50 print "*";

then SX=-SX

10 menu$ (l)="STOS "

32 menu$ (2)="HELLO "

L=len(P$)
:

about

menu command to work. Please help.
Jammy Broon, Langley Moor

stf: Thisprogram ought to do the job.

We've used a STOS

for

any less. You will be better off with
2MBytes or even 4Mbytes of RAM as

stf: This little bouncing ball routine

then Y=184

then print "Collided!"

available

30 menu$ (1,2) ="MENUS"

30 sprite 1,X,Y,1

Y1+20>Y2)J

is

Daniel Morris, Polden Meadows

10 X=100

and

SM146

20 menu$

20 repeat

(Xl<X2+64 orJ

Atari

gram, can I display asterisks when the
user tries to enter a password?

then print "Collided!"

X1+32>X2)J

the

around £120.

can understand and play.
S W Angell, Thornaby

abs(Yl-Y2)<16J

10 i f

stf: Right, you need at least 1MByte of
RAM installed in your machine

for around £200). You also need a
high resolution mono monitor, a
mono emulator is just not good
enough for desk top publishing work -

Open sesame
I have Just written a password pro

should work OK.

P

a factor in your case, you can disre
gard laserprinters because they are so
expensive to buy, maintain and run.
Outputqualityis also a consideration,
so your best bet would be an inkjet
printersuch as the Canon Bj-IOex or

script form into a form which STOS

10 if ai>s(Xl-X2)<16 andJ

If you want to check for a collision
between two objects of differing sizes,
then this works, assuming a 32x20 and
a 64x64 object.

be the minimum system require

this enables you to create multi-page

15-way D-socket connections for
your information below.

Cordon Murray, Grangemouth

issue with the review. What would

lead to order.

ST FORMAT Warning: Never open up
a monitor unless you are 100% sure
of what you are doing. Thehigh volt
ages present inside a monitor can kill
you even when it is switched off.

L

the Star Sj-48 (both can be obtained

ST monitor

monitor

Drive to divert from:

national on Disk GD1816 at £2.75.

with a briefnote explaining the prob
lem to Virgin Games, 338a Ladbroke
Grove, London W10 5AH and they'll
send you some replacement disks.

Amstrad PC

Pin 2 Video

You can now save your settings to
floppy disk. Divert is by the Hitchiker

send back the Boot Disk and Disk A

E
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130 if MS=1 then printJ

Back up problems
1. When I use the STOSCopy accessory

140 if MS=2 then printJ

I get an error message. Can you help?
2. I am having trouble getting the

150 goto 50

"Hello mum!"

"Hello there!"

!

wm

E

L

P

!
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1MB

RAM-bo

5. Will Archer Maclean's Pool have

I have a 2MByte STFM
which

I use for

Time-

works 2, but all the disk

swapping on a double
drive system slows everything
down dramatically. I have thought
of using a RAMdisk to run the pro

Andrew Leslie, Colton, Leeds

stf: 1. We presume you are refering to

ST mounted to

the surface of the

about 32 that will not

is the size needed to store Time-

kitchen worktop (well, you never can
tell these days). Contact Marpet
Developments (a- 0423 712600) and
they will be able to advise you on the

or crash after a playing
them for a while. I was wondering
if I could install TOS 1.62 in my

best Xtra-Ram board to install.

play the games. Is this possible? I
also thought that I could get TOS

more interesting than this intro

the size required?
Richard Young, Tisbury, Wilts

2.

A mouse is much better than a

Robin Stead, Bearwood, W Mids

ever, you are not going to have
enough memory available to run

stf: Domark assure us that there have

Timeworks let alone create a docu

trackball when using the GEM envi
ronment, it is just so much easier to
point, click and drag using the mouse.
A trackball is incredibly awkward to
use for these types of operations, and
takesquite a while to get used to.
3. Our games maestro, Rob Mead
suggests Fire and Ice, super cool
Chris Lloyd suggests Barbarian 2

been no problems or bugs with
Championship Manager and sug
gest you phone their helpline a- 081

ment with it. Your only alternatives

while tech-head Clive Parker is rather

are to get a hard drive or expand
your system RAM to 4MBytes. ST Club

780 2224 for further assistance.

disks cost £1.45 each.

IMighthawk delay
Is F-117A Nighthawk
being released on the
'
ST? Eagle Software

Several small animals.,

enamoured of Lemmings (being
rather Lemming-like himself) which is
a combination of a platform and a
brain-teasing puzzle game.
4. STF's very own official Lynx
adviser, Matthew Heard, reckons that
Batman Returns, Ninja Gaiden and

pened. Have Domark made a big
boob on the game and, if so, how
could they let this game go on sale?

have it listed in their

adverts, but say it has not been
released yet. Nobody else appears
to even list it. Help!

Andy Cosgrove, Corsham, Wilts
stf: The latest news from Microprose

fa- 0666 504326) is that Nighthawk
is to be released in March. Keep those
fingerscrossed.

I have a problem load
ing most of my games
on my Mega STE. I have

gram but I cannot find one that I

works. Where can I get a utility to

lads in the shower.

TOS 2.06 blues

a surface mounted MMU and Shifter

can configure to 1.4MBytes, which

enable me to create a RAMdisk of

players, docking a week's pay from
a bad boy and joining the rest of the

page 66 to find out how to get your
copy, you might as well subscribe to
avoid furtherembarrassment).

chips in an STFM with regard to a
memory upgrade, and not about an

• Don't worry, the game is a lot

screen. Rob spends hours agonising
over sackings, selling and buying

any new features not found in
jimmy White's Snooker?

stf: The STClub (* 0602 410241) disk
magazine DMG.15 contains a
RAMdisk utility called Rambaby, this
enables you to create a RAMdisk of
the size required. Once you have a
RAMdisk of this size installed, how

I have a few questions
to ask regarding the ST
and its games:
1. Is it possible to get a
surface-mounted ST upgraded?

Gauntlet the Third Encounter are all

excellent games on the Lynx. Blue
Lightning is also, according to

3. Which is the best platform game

Matthew, a damn fine challenge, and
well worth buying.
5. The game is certainly a lot easier to
control than Jimmy
White's

available for the ST?

Snooker.

4.1 have just purchased the brilliant
Atari Lynx 2, and I would like to
know what you think the best avail
able Lynx game are?

game, get your hands on a copy of ST
FORMAT 42 whereyou will find a full

2. Which is the best to use on the

Desktop, a mouse or a trackball?

For more details of the

review of Archer

Maclean's

Pool

(remember, if you missed it, turn to

machine instead of 2.06 in order to

2.06 for an STE and install it in the

Mega STE, would this work?
B Sanchez, Luton, Beds
stf: You could install TOS 1.62 into

the Mega STE but it is not recom
mended because you would be unable
to access all of the extra features of

the machine. In effect you would be
crippling your Mega STE. TOS 2.06
for the STE is exactly the same as the
version in your Mega STE, so there is
no point in buying it.
Most of the games that you
listed in your letter are quite old and
not likely to be compatible with TOS
2.06 and do not have upgraded ver
sions. Some of the newer games you
mention such as Smash TV and Push

Over should be TOS 2.06 compatible.
Contact the producers of the games to
checkif they are compatible or not.
A last, and not incredibly help

ful suggestion, why not buy a second
hand STFM or STE to play games on,
you should be able to pick one up for
well under £150. Doing this would
turn out to be not much more expen
sive than buying new versionsof TOS.

ASSEMBLY POINTERS
•byte boundary just

Tony Wagstaff helps i
assembly programming queries

the mask data and a2

Long division
I am trying to divide a
number of the same size.

sion but it takes much too long. There must be a

Drawing sprites

move.w #x_coordinate,d7

quicker way of doing it - can you help me out?

Ian Bailey from Poole, and E M Fraser from Fife

andi.w #$f,d7

Eric Robinson, Cheshire

would both like to know how to use assembly to
place sprites on the screen.

moveq #-l,dO
move.w (al) + ,d0
r o r . l d7,d0

stf: There are two points to understand about sprites.
The first is the questionof masking, and the second, the
problem of movingthe spriteonto the screen.
Aspriteis usually square. What you want to see on

shift_planes

moveq #0,dl
move.w (a2) + ,dl

jff; One of the problems with the divu command is
that it onlycomes in wordsize, so youcan onlydividea
32-bit numberby a 16-bit number. Forlarger numbers
you need to writea routine that does the division man
ually and, as Eric has found out, this eats up processor
time. It is often quicker forboth multiplication and divi

screen, however, can be anything from a person fo a

r o r . l d7,dl

five-legged blob- and five-legged blobsdon't normally
come square. You need to use a mask to get the right
shape. If you draw a mask onto a coloured back
ground, you see a white square witha silhouette of the
sprite inside. By and-ing themask with thebackground,
however, only the silhouette is drawn- no more white
square. Having done this the sprite itself needs to be

move.w (aO),d2

sion to use addition and bitwise shifts rather than the
more direct commands. The downside of this is that it

and.w d0,d2

can be more difficult.

or-ed with the screen, the result is the creation of a

sprite with no border.
The second point is that each sprite can only be
written directly to an even address. Consequently, you
can only move it left or right 16 pixels at a time. You

get around thisby using thedata registers to rotatethe
sprite and mask. If your sprite is 16 pixels wide, aO

or.w d2,dl
move.w dl,(a0)+

move.w d0,dl
add.w dl,dl

Repeat the shiftplanes section for all four planes, save
the high word of dl for each one, as this is used in the

add.w dl,dl

same way for the left side of the sprite.
You should be able to figure out how to load them
into memory using the LOADFRM2.LST file that accom
panied Animaster on Cover Disk 37 (even though it is
highly unlikely, if you missed ST FORMAT 37, turn to
page 66 to find out all the details on how to get your
own personal copy - phew!).

lsl.w #5,dl

add.w dO.dl

Multiplies dl by 160. Obviously, when a lot additions
are needed, it becomes quicker to use mil.
Division is a bit harder. The following routine will

divide two unsigned 32-bit numbers. It can easily be
adapted to dividenumbers that are even larger.

ST

Wibblewibble
Kevin Lavelle of Sale in
Cheshire has sent in

~>f»£g
9oininlH

a

stf: Press <F1> and <F3> on the title

both the ST Club (a- 0602 410241)

screen and you get more lives than
you ever wished for.

and Goodman Enterprises (a 0782
335650) have a licence to distribute

Colour me bad

stocks last. Neochrome does not pro
vide printouts in either black and

long, garbled and com,
plex letter (too long to

print here) describing how to connect
an STE to a stereo system. Well,
Kevin, there is no need to go into such
convoluted detail. All you need to do
is buy a twin phono to twin phono
lead from a hi-fi shop and connect
the audio out of the STE to the AUX

or CD inputs on the stereo. A five
metre lead typicallycosts £3.99.

the full boxed version for £4.95 while

I have just got a Citizen

white or colour.

Swift 240C for use with

Degas Elite can print out in
colour if you get the correct printer
driver. Once again, the ST Club can
help you out with this problem since
they supply a full range of Degas dri

my STE. Are there any
ST art programs which
support colour printing with the
Swift 240C? Will Neochrome, Degas
Elite and Deluxe Paint produce
colour printouts, and if so, where
can I get them?
Ashley Crumble, Cornwall

Warzone

I can't get past the first
level

of

Warzone.

Do

LP you know of an infinite
lives cheat?

Lee Tolkien, Wokingham, Berks

stf: TheCitizen Swift240C uses Epson
LQ emulation so any program with
Epson LQ drivers can produce output
on your printer. Neochrome is no
longer available commercially but

vers. Degas Elite is available from
Cambridge Business Software (a- 0763
263127) for £19.95.

Deluxe Paint is supplied with a
range of printer drivers including
Epson LQ. Selecting colour from the
print menu of Deluxe Paint will

ensure your pictures are printed in all
their many hued glory. Deluxe Paint
ST is available from First Computer

P

stf: There are two ways to tackle this.
Contact the advertising departmentof
the European Computer User (we
assume it's a magazine) and explain
the problem to them with details of
the software and the company you
bought it from, they should be able to
sort things out for you.
Alternatively, contact the pro
ducers of the compilation, the contact
address should be on the packaging
or documentation supplied with the
software. Explain the problem and
they should be able to help you out.
These procedures hold true for any
mail ordergoods.

Joystick vandals
I have two

children,

aged 11 and nine, and
so far they have man
aged to break two joy

Centre for £24.99 and includes a

replacement mouse.

L

ANSWERS

sticks. Is there a more durable,

playable and slightly more child
proof joystick in the market?
Dark majick

Mr S ] Parmenter, Warminster

I
purchased
Magic
Worlds from European

LP Computer User early in
December last year.
Out of the three games included I
cannot use Dragon's Breath because
of the very popular anti-piracy rou
tine which uses the manual.

The problem is that the origi
nal manual of Dragon's Breath is not
included and the one supplied with

stf: The Competition Pro Extra
(£10.99 from Special Reserve a- 0279
600204) or the Cheetah 125+ (£6.99
from

Premier Mail

Order

•s

0268

590766) are a good bet, or try the
Quickshot 3 Plus Turbo (£14.95 from

Spectravideo) - all have proven to be
extremelydurable and are great wag
gling weapons. Other alternatives
include the Cheetah Bug (£13.99

the compilation looks like a photo

Cheetah a- 0222 867777) which has a

copy. There are no page numbers

small stick for finger-tip control and

in the manual and even if I count

the Bollistick (£9.99 also from Chee
tah), a sticklessjoypad. Foradditional

the pages I still cannot get the cor
rect word to enter into the routine.

information

• Press those function keys in the correct sequence and you can kill, maim,

What can I do?

disfigure, destroy, lay waste and generally have a ripping time forever.

Ian J Morton, Ellon, Scotland

starting on page 92 - you could even
win a joypad in our competition.

see

the

techie

reviews

bing 4, how do
len_divisor equ 4
add.w #len_divisor,aO

add.w #len_divisor,al
lea bufferl+len__divisor/a2
lea buffer2+len_divisor,a3

move.w #len_divisor*8+l,dl
clr.b d2

subtr move.b -<a5),~l<a6)
subx.b ~(a4),-{a6)

you line-up your longs? Simply by declaring them all at
the start of your storage:-

dbra d3,subtr
sec d2
bcs.s divide

exg a2, a3
bra divide

move.1 sec_long,dl
BSS

first_long ds.l 4
sec_long ds.1 1
first_word ds.w 2

move.l al,a4

roxl.b #l,d2
movequt move.b -(a4),d2

roxl.b #l,d2
move.b d2,(a4)

dbra d3,movequt
move.w #len_divisor-l,d3

b u f f e r l ds.b 255

buffer2 ds.b 255
bss

remainder ds.b len_divisor

On exit, aO points to the answer, al to the remainder.

move.l a2,a5

move.b d2,-(a6)
roxl.b #l,d2
move.b d2,(a5)
dbra d3#movediv

subq.w #l,dl
beq exit
move.w #len_divisor-l/d3

move.1 sec_long,dl
BSS

first_long ds.l 4
nrst_word ds.w 2

lea remainder+len_divisor,a6
movediv move.b -(a5),d2

Ensuring that the BSS begins on a long address will
ensure all the longs are on long address. The following
will run slower than the above example:

Cacheing in
Hopefully, you should know by now that the Falcon will
use the 68030 microprocessor, some may even have the
68040 chip. One of the advances these have over the
68000 is their ability to cache data. Whenever data is
accessed from memory, such as with a move.l
data,dl, these new processors load the data, and
memory surrounding it, into a cache or buffer. Any sub

sec_long ds.1 1

If you are using the rs instruction to build structures,
as detailed in STF 41 (turn to page 66 if you missed it),
then it is worth forcing the total bytes in each structure
to be divisible by four, even if it means adding a
dummy variable that you never actually use. That way
all long variables will be long-aligned.

!
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PHflghter

£699

Platoon

£5.99

£6.99

Predator

£699

Ghostbusters II

£6.99

Predator II

£9.99

Ghoub'nBnosts

£699

Prince of Persia
Pro Tennis Tour
Ram bo III
Resolution 101

£699
£699
£699
£699

3D Pool
Afterburner
Altered Beast
Arkanoidll
Barbarian

£a99
£6.99
£699
£6.99
£5,99

Barbarian II

£698

£6.99

IK+

£699

Batman The Movie
Battlehawks1942

£6.99
£9.99

Impossible Mission II

£699

Rolling Ronny
R-Type

£9.99
£699

James Pond

£699

Run The Gauntlet

£699

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warrior

£699
£699

Sherman M4
Shinobi

£699
£699

Smash TV

£688

Blood Money

£699

Jet Set Willy (Amiga only).. £7.99

Cabal
California Games

£6.99
£6.99

Kid Gloves

ST AMIGA

£599

£6.98
£6.99
£599

Colossus Chess

£599

Combo Racer

£699

Conflictin Europe

£7.99
NavySeals
£5.99
£6.99 NewZealandStory
£6.99 North & South
£699 Out Run
£6.99 OperationThunderbolt
£5.99 Operation Wotf
£7.99 Pang
£6.99 Panza Kickboxing

A500+ 1Meg Upgrade
N/A £39.99
A60O1 MegUpgrade+ clock ..N/A £49.99
0.5 Meg Upgrade + clock
N/A£25.99
3D Construction Kit II

£3699 £3699

3 Slooges/King ofChicago ....N/A £699
4DSportsBoxing
N/A£11.99
4DSportsDriving
N/A£11.99
A-Train
Action Stations

N/A £2399
£1299 £1299

AddamsFamily

£1699 £1699

Aqony

£1599 £1599

Air Support

£15.99 £1599

Aliens 111 *
A Maclean's Pool

£1699 £1699
£1699 £1699

AMNIOS

£1599 £1299

Cover Gil Poker
CovertAction

£2199 £23.99

CrazyCars III
£1699 £1599
Cruisefora Corpse
£17.99 £17.99
CrystalKingdom Dizzy .... £13.99 £1199
Curse of the Enchanter

N/A £2199

Cytron

£19.99 £19.99

Dalek Attack

£1299 £1299

Darkmere
DasBoot
DesertStrike
D/Generation

£1699 £16.99
N/A £11.99
£1599 £1599
N/A £16.99
£11.99 £11.99

£17.99 £17.99
£1699 £1699
£16.99 £1599
£2299 £2299

Deliverance

Amos (Easy)

N/A £23.99

Amos 3D

N/A £2399

Disciples of Steel
Daxflebug
DoubleDragonIII
Dreadnoughts

N/A£19.99

Dune

£19.99 £19.99

Dungeon /Chaos
Dungeonmaster

£19.99 £19.99
£11.99.. N/A

Dyna Blast

£20.99 £20.99

Elf
Elvira Mistress Dark
Elvira II- Cerberus

Epic
Eye ofthe Beholder
Eyeofthe Beholder II

AmosCompiler
Amos Professional
Amos The Creator
AnotherWorid

N/A £54.99
N/A £3599
£17.99 £17.99

Apklga
£1699 £9.99
Aquatic GamesstarJ Pond£1699 £1699
Aquaventura
N/A£13.99
Arabian Nights
£1699 £1688
Armourgeddon
£1599 £1599
ArmourgeddonUpgrade*
AshesofEmpke

£10.99 £10.88
£20.99£20.99

Assassin

N/A £1699

AT.AC*

£2699 £23.99

ATOMINO

£688 £699

B17Flying Fortress*
£2699 £2699
Baneofthe CosmicForge
N/A£24.99
BARBARIAN II(Psyg) .... £1299 £14.99
Bard's Tale III

N/A £599

Bards Tale Trilogy*

N/A £19.99

BAT. II

£2299 £2299

Battle Chess II
Battle Isle
Battle Isle Data Disc
Battle Toads
BCKid

N/A
£1699
N/A
£1599
£1699

Big Run
Birds ofPrey
BlackCrypt

£1599
£1699
£1199
£1699
£1699

£1599 £1299
N/A £2499
N/A£1699

Blue Max

N/A £11.99

BuckRogers
Buck RogersII

£19.99 £18.88
N/A£20.99

Cadaver

£1699 £11.99

Cadaver-the pay off
Campaign
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge ....

£10.99 £10.99
£2299 £2299
£1599 £1599
£1599 £1599

Castles
Castles Data Disc
Castle of Dr Brain

£1699 £1699
£11,99 £11.99
N/A £1599

Chaos Engine...

£1699 £1599

Chase HQ
Chase HQ II
Civilisation
C.Y'sAiCombat
CoolCroc Twins

£599
£14.99
£23.99
£20.99
£1699

CoolWortd

£1699 £1599

CombatAirPatrol

£1699 £1699

ConfHctKorea
Contraptions*

£699
£14.99
£23.99
£20.99
£1699

N/A £2199
N/A £16.99

£1599 £1599
£699 £599

Humans

N/A £19.99

I. Bothams Cricket

Nova Nine

£19.99 £19.99

£9.99
£1899
£20.99
£1699

N/A £9.99

Indy Heat
£1699 £1699
IndyLastCrusade Graphk;.. £9.99 £9.99
International Sports Chall. £1599 £1599
Ishar- LegendFortress .... £20.99 £20.98
JaguarXJ220
£1699 £1699

OperatonStealth

£9.99 £9.99

ORBITUS

£1299 £1299

£1699 £1699

£20.99£20.99

Space Ace II
Space Gun
Space Crusade
Space Quest Lll.lll.or IV
Special Forces

N/A £3199
£1299 £1299
£1699 £1699
N/A£2199
£2199 £2199

SteelEmpire

Stereo Master

£20.99 £20.99
£2699 £2699

£1699 E1699

PaperboyII

£1699 £699

Striker

£1699 £1699

Jim Power *

Parasol Stars
Perfect General
PGA GoH Tour *
PGA Courses Disk

£1599 £1599
N/A £20.99
N/A £20.99
N/AE10.99

Super Cars II
Super Off Road
Super SWIV*
Supremacy

£899
£699
£1599
£1899

£699
£899
£1699
£18 99

N/A £1599
N/A £1599

£699

£699

Sword of Honour

£1699 £1699

J.KhanSquash

£699 £699

J. White's Whirlwind

£1699 £1699

J. Barnes (1 Meg)

£1599 £1599

Switch Blade II

£1599 £1699

KILUNGGAMESHOW.... £1599 £899

Premiere

The Games 92 Espana .... £20.99 £2098

Kings QuestV
N/A £15.99
Knight Mare + Hint Book .. £19.99 £19.99
Knight ofthe Sky
£2199 £2199

Premier Manager

£1599 £1699

ProjedX

£1699 £1699

£1699 £1699

£2199 £2199

F29 Retaiator

£1599 £1599

Face Off-Ice Hockey

£1599 £1599

FalconClassicCollection.. £11.99.. N/A
Fata
£11.99 £11.99
£8.99
£699

£699
£699

Falcon3.0*

£2199 £2199

Fantastic Voyage
Fate of Atlantis(Adv)

£1699 £16.99
N/A £25.99

Fate of Atlantis Arc)

£1699 £16.99

Final Blow

£1699 £16.99

Final Fight

£1699 £16.99

Fire and Ice

£1599 £15.99

FirstSamu/MegaLoMan.... £20.99 £20.99
FkeStone HDScenery

N/A£1199

Flashback *

£1599 £1599

Flightof the Intruder
FootballCrazy
FootballManagerIII

£11.99 £11.99
£14.99 £14.99
£14.99 £14.99

Free DC
Future Wars
Gauntlet III
Global Effect
Gobiikisll
Gods
Golden Shot

N/A
£699
£1599
£1599
£19.99
£1699
£1699

£1699
£599
£1299
£1699
£19.99
£1599
£1699

G Gooch Cricket

£21.99 £21.99

Graham Taylor
Grand PfK(Formula)
Gunship20O0
GuySpy

£1599 £1599
£2199 £23.99
£2199 £2199
N/A £20.99

Harlequin

£1699 £1599

Harpoon (1Meg)

N/A £19.99
£2199 £2199
£2199 £23.99

P (fighter.W.W.F.. FHalFigtc

MEGAMIX AMIGA only £19.99
Leander, Agony,Ork

Populous II (1 or0 5 Meg) £20.99 ., N/A
Populous II. (1 Meg)
N/A £2199
N/A £20.99

Terminator II
Test Drive III

£699 £699

N/A £1599

Thek Finest Hour

£18.88 £18.88

The Manager

£20.99£20.99

Push Over

£1599 £1599

ThunderhawkAH-73M

Putty

£1599 £1699

Thunder Jaws

£1699 £1699

Leander

£1599 £1599

Puzznic

Tip Off

£1699 £1699

LeathalWeapon

£1599 £1599

QUESTANDGLORY

£1699 £1699

Toki

£1599 £1599

Leeds Ud

£1599 £1299

RaikoadTycoon

£2199 £2199

Troddlers

Legend* Hint Book
Legendof Kyrandia
Legends ofValour
LeisureSuit Larry I
LeisureSuit LarryII
LeisureSu» Larry III
LeisureSurtLarryV
Lemmings
Lemmings and Data Disk ..
Lemmings II*
Lemmings-DataDisk
Lemmmgs-Stand Alone ..

£18.99 £19.99
N/A £20.88
£2199 £2199
£1299 .. N/A
£14.99 £14.99
£20.99 £19.99
N/A £2599
£1599 £1599
£19.99 £19.99
£21.99 £21.99
£1199 £13.99
£1599 £1599

Rainbow Islands

£599 £699

Life and Death II
Links HD

N/A £20.99
N/A £2399

Liquid Kids*

£1699 £1699

Lost Patrol
£1599 £1599
Lost Treasures of Infocom .... N/A £29.99

£699

Reach for the Skies

£20.99 £20.99

£21.99 £21.99

N/A £1699

Trolls

£1699 £1699

TVSports Baseball
N/A £11.99
TVSports Boxing
N/A £11.99
TVSp. Football/RocketRange N/A £699

Red Baron
Red Zone

N/A £1599
£15.99 £15.99

Rise ofthe Dragon
Risky Woods

N/A £1599
£1699 £1699

Road Rash

£1699 £1699

Twilight 2000

Robin Hood
Robocod

£1698 £1599
£1599 £1599

UltimaMartian Dreams * .. £20.99 £20.99

Robocop
Robocopll
Robocoplll
RoboSports

£699 £899
E699 £6.99
£1699 £1699
N/A £20.99

Rod Land

£1599 £1699

Rookies'

£17.99 £17.99

R-Type II

£14.99£14.99

RV.lTHonda

LotusTurboChallengeII .. £1599 £1599
LotusTurboChallengeIII.. £1699 £1699
Lureofthe Temptress
£18.89 £19.99

£699

£699 £6.99

Sabre Team

£1699 £16.99

Savage Empire

N/A£2299

Secret Silver Blues

N/A £21.99

Turricanll

£7.99 £7.99

Turtles II

N/A £11.99

£2199 £2199

Ughf.

N/A £1599

Ultima V

£19.99 £19.99

Ultima VI

£20.99 £20.99

UMS II
UMS II Planet Editor*
Universal Masters
Untouchables

£2199
£20.99
£1699
£699

Uridium II*

£1599
£20.99
£1699
£699

N/A £17.99

Utopia
UtopiaNewWorld

£1699 £1599
£11.99 £11.99

Video Kid

£1599 £15.99

Viking Fieldsof Conquest.. £1599 £15.99

Ml Tank Platoon

£19.99 £1699

SecretWeapLuft*

£19.99£19.99

Votlied

£1699

MagePockets

£1599 £1599

Man Utd.Europe

£1599 £1599

Sensible Soccer 92-93
Shadowlands

£1699 £1699
£20.99 £20.99

Vroom
Waker

£1699 £1699
£1899 £1699

£1299 £1299

WhJe Death (1 Meg)

£1299 £1299

WidWheeb

£14.99

M. Ditka Ultimate Football* £1699 £1599

SHADOW BEAST II

Mega Fortress
MegaSports
MegatraveHer II
Merchant Colony
MicroproseGolf
Midnight Resistance

£19.99 £1699
£1699 £1699
£20.99 £20.99
£1599 £1699
£2199 £2199
£699 £699

Shadow of the Beast III

Midwinter
Midwinter II

£9.99 £9.99
£2199 £2199

Miq29 Fulcrum

£1699 £16.99

Sinbad/Def of the Crown

Shadow Worlds

N/A £19.99
£1599 £1699

Shoot em up Con. Kit

£7.99 £7.99
£20.99 E20.99

Wiz Kid

£2199 £2199
N/A £2299

WorldChampionship Boxing £6.99 £699
W.W.F

£1599 £1599

Sim Earth

£2199 £23.99

W.W.F. II

£1599 £1599

Simpsons

£1599 £1599

ZakMcKracken

N/A £8.99

Predator II. Battle Master, Wings

Manager - W.C. Edition, Miciopiose Soccer

It Cane From The Desert

New Zealand Story, BubbleBobble

F15SIAe EagleII.898 AttackSub

Rainbow Islands

Teas Yankee

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £1699
RoboCop. Ghostbusters 2. Indiana Jones,

AMIGA only £26.99

Loinbald Rally

Batman the Movie

Mfcj 29 Super Fulcrum, F19Stealh Fighter

BOARDGENIUSAMIGAonly £17.99

MAXEXTRA only £17.99
TurricanII.ST Dragon, SWIVand NightShit

STRATEGY MASTER

only £21.99
Deuteros, Populous, Hunter,

Chessplayer 21SOand Spirts of Excalibur

European Challenge. Duel Super Cars

SUPER HEROES only £17.99

2 HOT 2 HANDLEonly £18.99

Strkler II,Indiana Jones, Last NinjaII

Golden Axe, Total Recall Shadow Warriot

Super OHRoad Racing

and Spy who loved me

and W.C. Boxing Manager

Please makectiequesandP.O.'spayabletoEag/e Software. P&Pis£1.00peritemintheUK.
Ordersunder£10pleaseadd50p per item. Europe: add£3.50peritem. Elsewhere add£4.50per
item. Newtitleswill be sent as released and are subjectto manufacturers pricereviews. E.&O.E.

AWARD WINNERS ONLY £16.99
KickOft 11. Pipemania, Space Ace
and Populous

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

4 WHEELDRIVEonly £19.99

Cleudo Master Detective and Risk

Eliminator, Stride Force Harrier,

Lancaster, Sky Fox and Sky Chase

HEAD TO HEAD

BIGBOX II only £19.99

CHAMPIONS only £13.99

Mega twins. Rodland, Robocod

FLIGHTCOMMAND only £14.99

COMBAT CLASSICS AMIGA only £20.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION only £1199

£599 £699
£1699 £16.99

RAVMGMADonV£ia99

POWER PACKIIonly £17.99

FootbaH ManagerII,Gazza's Soccer. Footbal

£1599 £1599

Zool

0. Dragon. ShadowWati»f. D. Ninja

Xenon, Cadaver and S peedbaN II

SOCCER MANIA only £11.99

£7.99

N/A£1599
N/A£19.99

Silent Service II
Sim Ant

NINJACOLLECTION only £13.99

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL1 only £1599

Jahangk Khan Squash, Man Unted

WilyBeamish
Wing Commander I

£899

Shuttle the Sim

POWER PACKonly £14.99

DetuxeMonopoly.DeluxeScrabble,

N/A£1599
£1699 £1699

£1699 £1599

Xenon 2. TVSports Football,Bloodwychand

ACTIONPACK AMIGA only £12.99

N/A £1699

Lawn Mower Man*

Shanghai Araaryte,Sinbad,Bomboozal

Name: _
Address:

SPECIAL OFFER APPLIES ONLY IF QUOTED WHEN ORDERING.

Computer
Title

Date
Price

.

Price
Price
Price

WOOD GREEN

N22 4NQ

MAY VARY.

£1699 £1699

Soccer Kid

James Pond III (OpStarfish)£1699 £1699

Colorado

SHOP PRICES

Snow Bros

Space1B89

£1699 £1699

AMIGA only £20.99

081 889 9172

£1599 £1599

Strike Fleet

Muscle Cars, Caliornla Challenge,

LONDON

ST AMIGA

Sleepwalker*

£17.99 £17.99

Back to the Future III.R-Type, IKi, Reel

AT

£7.99

TOP TITLES

Street Fighter II

Ghostbusters, Defof the Earth, TVSports Football,

120a
MYDDLETON
ROAD

£599

Xenon II

Storm Master

Cosmic Pirates, Rotor, Maya, On Satan Eliminator.
Fast Lane, Sherman M4,Hostages, Targlan.

VISIT OUR
SHOP

WC Leaderboard

Ork
£1599 £1599
Outlanders'
N/A £18.88
Pacific Islands - T.Yankee IIC20.98 £20.99

Captain Blood, TinTin on the Moon.SafartGuns
TeenageQueen, BubolePkis, PurpleSaturn Days
Krypton Egg,JumpingJackson, BoBo,Hostages

Com bo Racer

£699

Kid Gloves II

Super Ski and Hard Drazing

Lotus Espri, Celca GT4 Rally,Team Suzuki and

£699

Toobin'

£19.99 £19.99
N/A £19.99
N/A£2199

F117AStealth Fighter*.... £21.99 £21.99
Ft9 Stealth Fighter
£19.99 £19.99

World Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

Thunderstrike

Vigilante
£699
Wingsof Fury(Amiga onk/) .. £699

TearAway Thomas
TennisCup 2

ACTION 5 only £19.99

BIG BOXonly £15.99

MouM(Swrtchable)
£9.99
Myth
£1699
N. Mansel WorldChamp .. £20.99
NoddysPlaytime
£1699

HomeAloneColouring Book N/A £14.99
Hook
Hudson Hawk

N/A£2199
N/A £19.99

£1599 £1599
N/A£2599

£699

Pinbal Dreams
Pinball Dreams II

SUPER FIGHTER only £1599

GRANDSTAND only £1159

Monkey Island
Monkey Island II

£699
£699

Teenage MutantTurtles

Plotting
£599 £699
Populous II- TheChallenge£11.99 £11.99

Xenon II, SpeedbaH II.Gods MagicPockets

Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour,

Moonstone

£1699 £1699

SwSchBlade
Swiv

N/A £1699
£20.99 £20.99

TerminatorII,Simpsons, W.W.F.

PGAGorTour, Indy500. AdvantageTennis,
European Champioship 1992

£1599 £1599

Historyline 1914-18*

N/A £2199

£699

£699
£699
£699
£699

£698

£699
£698

£1599 £1599
N/A £14.99
£1699 £1699

BfTUAPBROS VOL 2* only £1699

SPORTSMASTERS AMIGA only £19.99

Hill Street Blues
Home Alone

£699

ST AMIGA

Mightof Magic III

£1599 £1699

£9.99
£699

£699

Stunt Car Racer

Supaplex
Super HangOn

Kick OffII(1 Meg)
Kick OH II .5 Meg)
KickOff III*

F15StrikeEagle II

HarrierAssauHAV8B
Heimdall

TOP TITLES

ST AMIGA

£699
.£699
£699

£1299 £1299
£21.99.. N/A
£2199 £2199

F14TomCaf

Falcon Mission Disk I
Falcon Mission Disk II

M. Jackson Moonwalker
Moonshine Racers
Narc

StargJider II

J. Maddens Football
KGB

DREAMTEAM onfy £16.99

Rick Dangerous II, Ghostbusters II. Gunship.

F.O.F.T

ST AMIGA TOPTTTLES
Hero*Quest (Grem)
N/A £1699

TOPTm.ES

last NinjaII
£699
Last NinjaIII
£7.99
Lombard RACRaly
£699
LotusEsprit
£699
Manic Miner (Amigaonly) ..£7.99

Carrier Command

FIBCombat Pilot

TOP TITLES

£5,99

CefcaGT4Raly
CentrefoldSquares
Cloud Kingdom

FantasyWork) Dizzy

081 361 2733

£699

£7.99

Duel

24 HOUR FAX UNE FROM FEBRUARY

Golden Axe

H.H. Guideto Galaxy

DeluxeStripPoker
DoubleDragon Ior II
Dragon Ninja

081 361 5730

Gaunlietll

Head over Heels

Continental Circus

ENQUIRY/ORDER UNE:

A, OVER £50 £

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10
1 MegCricket(Amiga only) £3.99

4 OO

I OO

*Not released attime ofgoing to press

Postcode:

tnHTiTMi —.**?TTT P &P

I VISA I^

mmmmmmmmmmml mt

^Total

Jm—M

Tel:

Card No:
Exp Date
_ZZ~ZZr^Z~^_

AccessQ

Member No;

Visa £

Cheque |~

P.O's |T

Free Membership with First Order. No obligation to re-order.
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ST

Mac Marsden tackles your queries and
sorts out your GFA Basic problems

2 = System file.

file on this month's Cover Disk.

3 = Disk name.

CoverDiskexample:

4 = Directory.

one and ending up with the last

file (a bit slow if you have thousands of files) is now

seven. File number seven is then added to file number

Oops!
In last month's inline feature we omitted to mention

2. I would also appreciate it if you could tell me
how to call existing .PRC programs, and then return

looks for the suffix .INL, this is the default.

to where it was called from afterwards. I have tried
call and the exec commands without success ?

that when the file selector box is called, the program
So, to get it right, just change this to suit the file
you are wishing to load into inline.

3. Is it possible to attribute things such as READ

Tip of the month

ONLY to files within CM Basic ?

Is there a faster way of searching
through data, whether numeri
cal or alphabetical?

stf: Well,Justin, here goes...
1. No command exists for copying files, but we have
included a listing on this month's disk which will copy a
full disk excluding the AUTO folder and any .AC?files to
another disk (RAM disk or external), documentation
included. If you run it and examine the listing it should
help you in building your own customised routine.
2. The exec command works perfectly well, but it is
important to reserve enough memory for the program
to run in. The following example will help;

stf: Yes, and it's called a Binary
Search.

•

lbJsm»»™
1
2
3
4
5

RESERVE xxxx

6

a%=EXEC(b,"a:\PILENAME.PRG","","")

7
g
9
IB
11

Where reserve xxxx is the amount of memory to be
reserved (in bytes), "b" may be zero or three - zero

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

being "oad the program only" and three being "load
the program and start it".
The command call

is used to call "C" or assem

19

bler subroutines, not for .PRC programs.
3. Toset the attributesof a file, use the following;

ZD
Fi 1

I E TER

The

"normal"

search

method of starting at file number

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
S
9

NUMBER Found after 4 Passes

IS

Start position

11
12
13
14

15
1G

17
19

19
28
Data

'9999

TO END ] NUMBER to find (1-20)

• Display showing the result of a Binary Search

r%=GEMDOS (67, L: adr%, m%, a%)

for the number nine.

Where;
x% - returns -33 or -34 if an error occurs.

adr% - the address of the filename which must end in

zero bytes.
0 = the file attribute read.

1 = File attribute write.

a% Bit 0 = Write protect.
1 = Hidden.

The Belgian question

1. I have

socket for

bought a

ftPDF Me9a STE with the

jr^slfe5 French version of TOS

redundant. The BinarySearch routine begins the search
halfway through your files and ignores the half in
which the data you're searching for is not placed. It
then starts again searching half way through the
remaining half and, once again, concentrates on the
half where your data is placed. To get a better idea of
the program operation, we have included an example

a

TV, my

nine, giving you 16. Dividing this by two gives you
eight. File data is compared again and no match is
made so file eight is added to file number nine, giving
you seventeen which, divided by two give you nine remember, in this case, your ST is using integer (whole
number) mathematics, so the decimal part of the sum is
rounded up to the next whole number. Once more data
is compared this time the file matches the search data.
The speed of this search comes into its own when
there are a lot of files to search through. With one mil
lion files, for example, the BinarySearch method would
only need a maximum of 20 passes to find any file -

this takes less than a second. This is undoubtedly a lot
faster than asking your ST to search each and every one
of your one million files to find the required data.
The only drawback with this type of search is that
the data being searched must be sorted in either
numerical or alphabetical order, otherwise, this type of
search does not operate.
Please note: BINARY.LST file on the Cover Disk may be
altered to use alphabetical data by changing a into a$
and b into b$ and changing line four
( a(f)=f ) in PROCEDURE getnum
to read a$ (f) =chr$ (f+64).

machine

must increase the minimum number of

doesn't have it! The salesman told

slots to a suitable figure.
3. It sounds as though you might
have a corrupted version of the gen
eral setup CPX module. Contact your
local dealers, they should be able to
replace your language disk without

me there was no RF socket because

I have a high density floppy drive in
my machine. Is this correct? Can I
buy an external modulator for the
Mega STE?
5. How can I get hold of Future
Musicin Belgium?
Olivier V Muysewinkle, Belgium

socket and a modulator as standard,

stf: 1. UK TOS 2.06 is an improved

we cannot understand why your
machine doesn't have one. I thinkyou

bombs out for no reason when I

version of TOS 2.05, in which hard

should tell your salesman that the

open a window or when I start a
program from the hard drive. My

drive access and other DMA routines

reason he gave you for not having an
RF socket (the high density floppy

2.05. What is the differ

ence between this version and the
UK TOS 2.06?

2. What does it mean by "mini
mum number of slots" when using
the Xcontrol Panel?

3. The CENERAL.CPX doesn't seem

to

work

properly,

number of files = 20
data searching for = 9

Program operation
The Binaryroutine begins the search for your data (the
number nine) in the middle of your files - at number
ten. Here the data held by file ten is compared with
your search data (nine). As your data is less than file
ten's contents, all files from the number ten upwards
are disregarded.
The routine then takes the start pointer set at zero,
and adds it to your end pointer, currently at ten. It then
divides the result by two, giving you five. It then looks
at the contents of file five and compares it with your
search data (nine). Here your search data is greater
than the data held in file five so all files one through to
five are ignored.
Next the routine adds the start pointer at five and
your end pointer at nine and divides the result again by
two, giving you seven. Again it compares data held in
file seven, and nine is greater than the data held in file

manual ?

k=?m

HELP!

5 = Archive bit.

Just'in time

Justin Hemphill from Limavady asks;
1. Is there a command to copy files from within CFA
Basic, as I cannot find any such command in the

nfe

ANSWERS

the

system

ST then becomes unusable until I

have been modified. The keyboard
layout on the UK version is in the

reset it. If 1 delete the general

QWERTY format whereas the French

setup CPX from the CPX folder
everything seems to work alright.

version uses the AZERTY layout. Oh,
and by the way, it's in English (the
QWERTY version, that is, not the
AZERTY version). You should be able
to get a French version of TOS 2.06,

This means that I cannot alter the

processor speed from 8MHz to
16MHz, is there any other way of
switching it?
4. In your Mega STE review in STF
38 (turn to page 66 to find out
how to get your copy if you missed
it) you stated that there is an RF

though, from your dealer, it just plugs
in. It's dead easy, you know.
2. This allocates available memory to
load CPX modules, if you wish to have
more than ten installed, then you

Helping the police with
their enquiries
I'm stuck on Police Quest
1. I can't get into the
casino

in

the

hotel.

Please help.
Mr K S Knowles, Macclesfield

too much hassle.

4. In the UK all Mega STEs have an RF

stf: Press <Alternate> and <D> to get
into the Sierra Mode. Then type in tp
when the version number is displayed
- this enables you to get into any
room you like. You could also try typ
ing get all and an object number to
collect items of your choice.

drive) is total rubbish. We have no

details of the availability of modula
tors in Belgium.
5. Your best option is to subscribe to
Future Music. To do this, simply call
s- +44 458 74011 with your credit
card details, they will be able to
organise a subscription for you. Alter
natively, you could always get a
friend in the United Kingdom who
would be kind enough to post it to
you every month.

Stargliding

Are there any hints or
tips you can possibly
give to help me com
plete the wonderful
(but difficult) Starglider2?
Jonathan Hern, Scotland

stf: Stop the ship by pulling the joy
stick back. Now press <F> and

ELP!

i

ST

ANSWERS

<Delete>. Type in were on a mis
sion from godl. Your energy levels

will drop to half, so press <K> to col
lect all the extra weapons.

It's beastly
I cannot last more than

msm
Andy Curtis does the music

On the right track

business this month and

I program the STE, and would like to
find a soundtracker and playback rou
tine which operates at 25kHz, as TCB
Trackers routines play from 8kHz to
12kHz and the quality can be poor

answers the growing number
of musical and MIDI queries
and problems

20 seconds on Shadow
of the Beast 2.

help me!
Ray Baker, Liverpool

stf: Walk right until you come to the
first man and ask him about "ten

pints" and he then rewards you with
invincibility - quite handy, really.

Bloody STEs
I am having problems
running Bloodwych on

g3

with certain modules.

Please

my Atari 520STE. The

game loads perfectly
and lets me play. If I save the game
while playing it, and then reload
my last position without turning
my ST off, I can reload the saved
game. If I turn my ST off, however,
and reload the saved game at a
later date it refuses to load.

I have the Bloodwych Data

Daniel Spooner, Southampton

FM Stereo

stf: Well, Martin, it is possible to do a
custom modification to the monitor port
on the back of your ST, grab the audio
output and feed it through your speak
ers. This, however, would be a job for
someone with a fairly advanced knowl
edge of electronics. A much simpler way
is to buy a package called Playback
(£30.95 from Microdeal v 0726
68020). This cartridge feeds your ST's
sound output through a pair of stereo

phone sockets into which you can plug
your speakers. Thesound, of course, can
not be pure stereophonic sound all the
time but, at least, both speakers are dri
ven and produce sound at all times.

How do I convert Mastersound-2 sam

Mirrorsoft software group.

Chris Burkhill, Northants

ples to TCB Tracker format as S-Con-

original

Mastersound?

I was wondering if you could
tell me whether (a) the game is at

stf: The Mastersound 2 sampler uses a

fault, (b) my ST is at fault and (c)

slightly different sample format from the

Mr T Hayward, London

stf: Beaujolly (* 0737 222003) tell us
there are two versions of Bloodwych
- one for STs and another for STEs -

so it sounds like you have the wrong
one. If you send back your disks to

Beaujolly's offices at 29a Bell Street,
Reigate, Surrey RH2 7AD, with a brief
note explaining the problem, they'll
be happy to replace them.

original version.
The samples produced by Mastersound 2 are "signed" and may contain

other data apart from the raw sample.
You can convert the sample to
"unsigned" format within Mastersound
2 by pressing <Control> and <S>, then
saving the sample.
You should then be able to import
the sample directly into TCB Tracker
without further conversion, by altering

your machine, if you don't then you
will be reduced to a shadow of your
former self.

Sounds easy
I would like to know if there are any

products on the market which would
enable me to compose music on my
520STFM without the use of any
other hardware such as a keyboard?
As

this would

be

new to

me,

I

wouldn't want something too com
plex, just something to get me
started and at a reasonable price.

srf: There are numerous packages avail
able which utilise your ST's internal
soundchip, but the results can be some
times less than musical, especially when
you're just starting. A good option
would be to go for a soundtracker,
which uses sampled sounds as instru
ments, and enables you to use four
channels simultaneously. The programs

stf: Good news to start with, Simon!

Your STE is compatible with all MIDI
equipment, as is every Atari ST. This is
one of the great advantages of the ST
has over certain other home micros (no

names, no pack drill). Notator Alpha,
being an excellent ST sequencer, is also
completely compatible with both. The
problem you have come up against is
the strange way that the Yamaha PSS
keyboards handle multi-timbrality (that
is playing more than one sound at
once). It is important that you turn off
all the various MIDI filters in your soft
ware before even attempting to
sequence with a PSSkeyboard. Forsome
reason they seem to confuse it. You may
also find that you are limited as to
which MIDI channels can be used for

each sound. For example, the drum
sounds nearly always have to be on
MIDI channel ten. Your best bet is to

read the manual very carefully, and
then make sure you do everything in
exactly the right order.

Tricky dicky
1 am having problems with Pro 24
v3.0. Whenever I try to increment
and decrement values using the right
mouse button, it acts very strangely.
This makes setting values a much

can sometimes be a little difficult for the

more difficult task than necessary.

newcomer, but with a little perseverance

Hannu Siukola, Helsinki, Finland

some verygood results can be obtained.
There

are

numerous

soundtrackers

stf: There's a simple solution to this one
Hannu, write to the ST Club in England
and ask for Disk UTI.306. This contains

the file extension from .SAM to SPL and

Noisetracker ST (Disk M30 £3.00 MT
Software a- 0983 756056).
If you fancy a package with classic
music stave notation, then look no fur
ther than Quartet from Microdeal. Turn
to the Mail Order section on page 164

loading as normal.

of this issue, where you will find a pack-

a program called Buttonfix which will
clear the problem completely. The cost is
£1.45 in the UK but it may be more for

overseas mailing. Write to; the ST Club,
2 Broadway, Nottingham, UK, NCI IPS
v+44(0)602 410241.

Dangerous Liaisons

can ask them directly. If not, I will

to send in a complete solution and

Please, please help me
with Rick Dangerous 1.
I've been playing the
game for over a year
now and still haven't managed to
get past the first level. I tried one
of your Gamebusting cheats, press

jump off a cliff, or failing that,
make sure my boyfriend cancels his
subscription to your bloody (surely
you mean "absolutely stupendous"? -

put Georgina out of hermisery?

We want Zool!

Ed) magazine.
Georgina Baker, London

infinite lives, but nothing happens.

stf: Steady on! We phoned Micro
prose, the game's publishers, and they

When I try typing in pooky, all that
happens is that neither the joystick,

Dangerous had had all the cheats

told us that later versions of Rick

on the screen whatsoever until I

removed. Unfortunately, they didn't
have any hints or tips either having

retype pooky, only then does the
game continue as normal.
I am more frustrated than you
can possibly imagine. If you can't
reply, please forward me the
address of Core Design, so that I

now sold the game onto Kixx, the
budget label. So we then tried the
Kixx helpline (n 0902 640027), but
they couldn't help without details of
where exactly you're stuck. So, per
haps some of our readers would like

mouse or keyboard have any effect

sure you buy the one suitable for

and will run in mono or colour.

types of voices?
Simon Reeve, Birmingham

available in the Public Domain, such as

ing <T> after loading in the hope of

• If you buy Bloodwych then be 100%

found in TCB Tracker, and comes with

a disk of replay routines in assembly
language, GFA Basic and STOS which
can replay at rates up to 25kHz within
your own programs with enhanced
quality using the STE DMA chip. The
soundtracker itself can also replay at
50kHz through the STE's hi-fi sockets,

Sign language

vert only works on the

whichever it is, is there any way to
fix the problem?

stf: The Audio Sculpture Soundtracker
package (ST Direct £5.99 *r 0908
379S50) offers features far above those

C. Hlnes, Essex

pilation called Power Pack, pub
lished by Beaujolly, although it was
originally released in 1989 by the

Multi timbrality
Is the Yamaha PSS 780 keyboai
3a rd
compatible with the STE and my
Notator Alpha. If so, why can't I seem
to record different tracks in different

1 have just acquired a set of ZY-FI
stereo speakers. I know they work on
an STE, but what about my STFM?
Would there be any way at all of con
figuring them so that they could
work on my ST?
Martin Lee, Surrey

Disk (part two of the game) and
this works perfectly.
The game was part of a com

age including Quartet available at a
veryattractive price indeed!

Will Zool ever be avail
able for the ST?

Michael Walker, Doncaster, South Yorks

stf: At present, Gremlin only have
plans to produce PC and Amiga ver
sions. They haven't ruled out the pos
sibilityof an STversion, though.
If

you

have

any

questions,

write to, ST Answers, STF, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1

2BW, indicating the type of
problem on the envelope.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER

^s

SUPPLIES

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984

FUN SCHOOL
The all time best selling educational
software from Database Educational.

Prices include VAT and delivery by post.
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.
Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed
below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

MJC SUPPLIES (SF)
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts. SG61UJ.

ADI is a friendly alien which appearson
this latest rangeof educational software

A number of programs on each package
covering a range of subjects.

from Database (the manufacturers of Fun

FUN SCHOOL 2

follow the National Curriculumfor a

School). Each package is designed to
particular school year.

8 PROGRAMS PER PACK

Educational, Local Authority and Government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E & 0 E.

LAUGH & LEARN
WITH ADI

For 2 to 6 years
For 6 to 8 years

£6.95
£6.95

For the over 8's

£6.95

FUN SCHOOL 3

6 PROGRAMS PER PACK

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£15.95
£15.95

For the over7's

£15.95

FUN SCHOOL 4
6 PROGRAMS PER PACK

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£16.95
£16.95

For the over 7!s

£16.95

ADI • ENGLISH FOR 11/12 years
ADI - ENGLISH FOR 12/13 years
ADI - ENGLISH FOR 13/14 years
ADI • ENGLISH FOR 14/15 years
ADI - MATHS FOR 11/12 years
ADI - MATHS FOR 12/13 years
ADI • MATHS FOR 13/14 years
ADI • MATHS FOR 14/15 years
ADI • FRENCH FOR 11/12 years
ADI - FRENCHFOR 12/13 years
ADI - FRENCHFOR 13/14 years
ADI - FRENCH FOR 14/15 years
£16.95 each

or £32.00 for any two
or £47.00 for any three

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
Factfile Spelling (6-11)

£14.95
£14.95
£7.95
£7.95

Factfiles are for use with the Answerback

Junior Quizonly.

Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines)

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE

Coombe Valley produce a range of
educational adventure games which develop
Reading, Keyboard Skills, Logical Thought
andPlanning. In addition, most of thegames
also improve specificskills in Maths and
English etc.

Maths Dragons (5-12 years)
KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS

HISOFT PRODUCTS
HISOFT BASIC VERSION 2

HISOFT C INTERPRETER

Hisoft Basic2 comes completewitha Compiler and
a Debugger. The package is a complete develop
ment system which is ideal for both professional

Hisoft C lets you develop, debug and test
programs quickly and easily in a simple

and casual programmers.

environment.

easy reference.
RRP £59.95

HIGHSPEED PASCAL
Highspeed Pascal is designed to be compatible
with the hugely successful Turbo Pascal on the PC.
It features a fast single pass Compiler, Compilation
speed of more than 20,000 lines per minute.
Compile to memory or disk and an integrated multi
Window Editor.

RRP£99.95 OUR PRICE £69.95
NEW-HISOFT DEVPAC 3
Hisoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the popular
assembly & debugger package for the ST. Packed
full of features it is the ideal programming environ
ment for beginners and professional programmers

alike. It contains an editor, assemblerand a debug

OUR PRICE £39.95

HISOFT LATTICE C V5.5
Lattice C V5.5 is a versatile and powerful
development systemfor the popular C pro
gramming language, adhering extremely
found on the Atari 68000 computers, Gem
based installation program, multi window
editor, project manager and lots more.
(Requires1 Meg)
RRP£149.95 OUR PRICE £99.95

OUR PRICE £59.95

SOUND SAMPLERS
STEREO MASTER
Stereo Master isa low cost,high quality soundsam
plerforthe ST. Itsfeatures include: Sample rates
from 3.0 to 27.9 KHz, Mix sample with full or half
volume, hifi stereo playback option using the
Playback cartridge. Full STE stereo support.
RRP£39.95 OUR PRICE £29.95

STEREO REPLAY
This system can record in high quality
stereo from its twin phono input sockets,
taking sounds from any suitable Stereo
equipment such as a Portable Cassette or
CD player. Editor features include Mark,
Hide, Cut, Loop, Paste, Insert, Delete, Fill,

Clear, Overlay, Reverse, Fade and many
more.

REPLAY 8

RRP£89.95 OUR PRICE £64.95

Replay 8 features powerful sampling and playback
commands such as Sample, Pre-Sample, Auto
Record Trigger andmore, as well as theusual editing
commands. Replay 8 also contains some Special
Effects software and a 2 voice programmable Drum
Machine called Drumbeat 8.

complete Sound System for the Atari ST. It
comes complete with Editing software as
well as the Drumbeat Professional 4 chan

REPLAY 16
The first 16 bit sound sampler for the Atari ST.
Contains an Editor, Midiplay Sequencer and
Drumbeat 16.Samples at ratesupto 46 KHz.
RRP £129.95 OUR PRICE £95.00

Tidy The House(5-9 years)

Italian Tutor

£14 95

£12.95 Each

or £24.00 for any two

or£34.50 for anythree

LCL SOFTWARE

Each package is designedas a complete
course, including a 100page +
paperback book, with 24 programs.

Primary Maths(3 to 11)
Micro Maths (12/adult to GCSE)
Micro French (12/adult to GCSE)
Micro English (12/adult to GCSE)
Micro German (12/adult to GCSE)
£19.95 each or £38.00 forany two

NODDY'S PLAYTIME

Acomplete entertainment and learning pack
agefor young children. Contains 10 exciting
programs which include a full Junior Art

package, Noddy's Paint Pot, Post Office,
Market Placeand many more.
MJC PRICE £18.95
PLAYDAYS

Thepopular playdays television programme
is nowavailable as an educational computer

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
Deluxe Paint ST

£44.95

Spectrum 512

£22.95

game. Contains 13 differentgames. Includes
some superb graphics and sound.
MJC PRICE £18.95

PROGRAMMING
Hisoft Basic 2
Tempus 2

MATHS ADVENTURE • by Kosmos

£54.95
£29.95

Curriculum mathsusing a seriesoffourgames.

HisoftC Interpreter

£39.95

Thereare four difficulty levelsand results can

Lattice C Version 5

£99.95

Nevada Cobol (inc. CPM emulator) ...£33.95
Hisoft High Speed Pascal V1.5

£69.95

Hisoft WERCS Plus (incGDOS)
NEW - Hisoft Devpac 3

£33.95
£59.95

besaved andprinted. (For ages6-14)
MJC PRICE £17.95

DATABASES
SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL

Afully relational database that can take
graphic files as well as text.

STOS PRODUCTS

91% ratingin ST Review October1992

STOS- Compiler

£13.95

STOS- 3-D
The Game Makers Manual

£22.95
CALL

WORD PROCESSORS
Word Writer
First Word Plus V3.1

The latest title from Kosmos covers National

OUR PRICE £69.95

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2

£29.95
£24.95

NEW - ROBOSHIFT
CALL
£39.95

AutoSensing joystick/ mouse switch box

OUR PRICE £13.95

nel Drum Machineand Midiplay which turns

your ST into a powerful sound sampling

VIDI ST

synthesizer. It can sample at rates between

MISCELLANEOUS I

5 and 48 KHz

RRP £99.95

OUR PRICE £79.95

MICE
NAKSHA

SQUIK

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse. Includes
OperationStealth, Matand Holder
OUR PRICE £22.95

Picture Fractions (7-10 years)

£14 95

REPLAY

PROFESSIONAL
Replay Professional is probably the most

RRP£59.95 OUR PRICE £44.95

£14 95

Spanish Tutor

closely to the ANSI standard. It contains
the most complete set of C libraries to be

ger.

RRP £79.95

£14 95

Hisoft C features over 460

library functions, fast and powerful Gem
based editor and built-in help for quick and

RRP£79.95 OUR PRICE £54.95

Cave Maze (8-13 years)
Reasoning With Trolls (5-12)
Fraction Goblins (8-13+)

French Mistress
German Master

Agreat value replacement mouse

OUR PRICE £12.95

Vidi ST + Vidi-Chrome

Rombo RGB Splitter
Vidi ST Complete Colour Solution

£84.95

£49.95
£129.95

Concerto
Quartet V1.5

£29.95

Mini Office Communications
Harlekin 2

£15.95

* NEW • VIDEOMASTER *

£39 95

Videomastercombines a Video Digitiser and a
Sound Samplerin one lowcost unit.Can digi
tise in colour using the filters supplied or an

£36 95

..

Hisoft Diamond Back 2

£31.95

NEW - Hisoft Diamond Edge

£31.95

NEW - True Paint for Falcon 030
Forget-Me-Clock 2

CALL
£17 95

additional RGB splitter(NotSupplied). Record
sound tracks usingthe Sound Samplerto cre
ate your own short films or demos.
MJC PRICE £52.95
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Inside: Start creating
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printerroundup; bethe
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of them all; basic disk
safety
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games reviews,films
tied intoSTgames.

Bulletin Board.
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Disk: Trip-A-Tron, the
powerful lightsynthe
sizer,Cybernetix,
Ta/espin, the interactive

Disk: Magic Story
Book, Captain Dynamo,
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Mapper 2

multi format slideshow;
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Are Games Too Hard?

getting professional

AMSl games; 120 tips;
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v3.5, GFA Assembler,
GFA Raytrace complete;
PacificIslandsdemo,

Financier money man
ager, and more
Inside: 50 ways to
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Disk: AirSupport,
Hyperbase - create
your own multi-media
applications.Protext

Disk: Fourgames;
Fractal Engine;
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Inside: Over20 pages
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plete guide to
raytracing; get the best
fromSequencer One
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Inside: Find out how

you can make money
withyourST;reviews
of STOS 3D and

Timeworks 2; over 40

STtips!

Five incredibly good reasons
to subscribe to ST FORMAT
O You guarantee your very own
copy of the magazine each
and every month

0 You get it delivered direct to

your front door so you don't
have to venture outside

0 You get the first crack at all
those special STF offers

O You get software packages
and accessories - as a gift!

0 You receive a letter from the
Editor each month

Complete the coupon on the right and return it to us straight away.

Can't wait? Then phone our credit card hotline for fast and friendly service: S

Q4S8 74Q1 1

Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include Cover Disk, packing and pos
CK IS
Note that issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 cost a bit more because you get two disks! Each copy costs: in
the UK £4.00, in Europe £5.45 and elsewhere £7.50. Add £1 each for issues 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42.

Q. How can you guarantee that
the next year will be perfect?*
Nearly 70,000 people
buy ST FORMAT each
and every month,
making this the bestselling magazine for
your ST in Britain. It's
easy to see why - we
bring you the most
informative features,

ULTIMATE VIRUS

C

KILLER, TWO FREE ISSUES AND A

•&

BINDER

All you have to do is fill out the form below, and put it in the post
with some form of payment and you get some free gifts - magic,
isn't it? Those gifts aren't just some
thing we carelessly put together
because we have lots of them
• '^V'

, .*•

lying around - oh no, we've
chosen the Ultimate Virus

Killer (worth £9.99 and

capable of recognising

definitive r e v i e w s and
t h e l a t e s t n e w s . To

a

over 60 viruses and

m>H

repairing over 450 dam
aged games disks), two
free issues (absolutely
jam-packed with the

guarantee you don't
miss any of this, you

latest ST news,

need to subscribe -

reviews and fea

IEJ3-

just fill out the

tures) and a brand
r:

new shiny red

form

binder that can hold

beloi

up to a year's supply of ST

FORMATS because they are indis
pensable items for you as an ST
owner. You need these items, so

£?&33$\
iva

why not subscribe today?
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HELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

It was no good, Gamebusters The Movie was sold out.

Would Hint the hero manage to save Clarissa the Cheat
before Titus the tyrannical Type-in dropped her in the
city Tip? Rob Mead sneaked in the side entrance and
bumped into Pete the terrible Pun
BATMAN

levels, <B> for extended play and

OCEAN

<Q> for program info. Press <T> if
you fancy a little extra time.

When the title screen appears type
in MAJJJJjJJJ. Keep pressing <)> until
the
message
"Cheat
Mode"
appears in the top left corner. Now
when you're playing, pressing F10
enables you to skip levels and you
have access to infinite levels.

CHASE HQ

RICK DANGEROUS 2
MICROPROSE

Type POOKY on the high score
table - this enables you to shorten
levels by moving a joystick left or
right. This also works on the origi
nal game.

OCEAN

Hold down left mouse button and
• Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, ifs a

funny looking cat-type thing with
floppy ears that you attach to the
back wheel of a bicycle to make the

lights work.

<Fire> on joystick. Type GROWLER,
followed by <Return>. Press <T> for
reset time.

CHUCK ROCK
CORE DESIGN

CAPTAIN DYNAMO
CODEMASTERS

Peter Barlow of Corstorphine,
Edinburgh has discovered a

Type in ESTRANO on the credit
screen. Now when you play the
game and press <Shift> Chuck turns
into an angel and starts to fly.

secret room on Level One.

Here's how to get to it:

NARCO POLICE
DINAMIC

After you go across the rope slide before the end-of-level transporter
- you get to two spring bouncers.
Bounce on the right one and keep
pushing your joystick right. You
then land on a platform of stone.
Walk right to find the hidden room
and a warp to Level Three.

While playing the game type BLAST

• "This is the last time I play 'Find

for smart bombs or MUNICON for

the Sixpence' in Cyril Smith's belly."

ammunition.

OUTRUN

STRIDER

US GOLD

US GOLD

While playing, try typing in STARION. You can now press <S> to skip

Press the Up arrow if you have any
trouble getting up steep hills.

POWERMONGER: WW 1 EDITION

- ELECTRONIC ARTS

• "Do you
reckon the

village shop
is still open,
Carruthers?"

"Probably."
"Good, I'm
fresh out of
mustard

gas."

Here are a couple of tips for the Powermonger data
disks from Mark Plttam of Nuneaton, Warwickshire
Hint One

Are you sick and tired of waiting for your men to build planes
so your army can cross the sea? Well, try building one plane for
your captain and send him over to the other side of the water.
Find a deer and attack it. Before you kill it, call off the attack.
Tell your captain to go up a tree. If you notice your army is in
the sea, then attack the deer again and, when you're about to

kill it, call off the attack. Keep doing this until your men are on
the same land as your captain. You can now carry on with your
usual hobby of pillaging.

]

• "War's a funny old game, but at the end of the day, when all's

said and done, ifs the taking part that counts... arrgh!" Jimmy
Greaves was one of the many who fell victim to friendly fire dur
ing World War One.

Hint Two

If you come across a world that's too hard to finish, play the
game as usual, then click on the disk icon and then the random
map icon. When you go to the Main Menu you should find
you've completed that level.

JAMES POND - MILLENNIUM
again. Thanks to Michael

On the title screen type MR2, start
the game and press <D> to open

Walker of Doncaster for this

the locks on the end-of-level tubes.

coming soon to a

little lot

Then press the following keys to
get the objects:

you. Available in a

Oh no! It's that smelly fish

• James Pond -

plankton-eater,
supermarket near

crispy crumb or
batter coating -

<1> for a top hat.
<2> for a helmet so you can survive

,M^ij7^u,%M**-<,

slice of lemon

li**8f»

out of water.

<3> for
<4> for
<5> for
<6> for

optional.

a cockney cap
a cockney cap
dynamite
a key

<7> for a comb

<8> for a gun
<9> for a gun
<0> for a sponge

^*»»»,
ut&g^
flrartW^I

<-> for a rose

<Spacebar> to
(why?)

fish in a top hat? Nope, seeing John

<=> for a gold bar
<Backspace> for a pot
<P> to get drunk
<S> to get stuck

Major at Ascot doesn't count.

<L> to make the screen flash

• When was the last time you saw a

crash

the game

<Z> to return to Level One

<X> to jump to Level Two
<C> to jump to Level Three
<V>to jump to Level Four

<B>to jump to Level Five
<N> to jump to Level Six
<M> to jump to Level Seven
< to jump to Level Eight
> to jump to Level Nine
<?> to jump to Level Ten

INFINITE LIVES AND OTHER GOODIES
DUNGEON MASTER

• The next time

PSYGNOSIS

your train is

Get your programming fingers at the
ready, because this is the only way to
beat this excellent RPC. Many thanks to
Philip Spavins of Redruth, Cornwall

late, or you lose
a pen down the
back of the

sofa, remember
- Chaos is

always with us.

Make a backup of START.RPG file. Insert Dungeon
Master disk and run the following program once the
game has loaded to get infinite lives and strength.

E

10 REM****** CHEAT ROUTINE FOR DUNGEONJ
MASTER ******

20 OPTION BASE 1: DIM A

(512)

:J

CHEAT=VARPTR (A (1) )
30

DEP SEG=0:
is

40

BLOAD "A:START.PRG".

50 FOR N=1T05:
&H4E71:
60

REM remove

i f new ST BasicJ

i n use

READB:

CHEAT

POKE CHEAT+B,J

POKE CHEAT+B+2,

FOR N=&H260 TO H26E STEP
POKE CHEAT+N B:

&H4E4E1
2:

:

NEXT N

READ B:J

7 0 BSAVE "A:START.PRG",

CHEAT,

770

80 DATA & H93C0,fc HOOD8,& H00FC& H0118,J
& H0154,

H93C0

90 DATA & H337C& H4E71,

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
PSYGNOSIS

NEXT N

& H433B,£c H337CJ

& HB06B,& H48D9,& H4E92

Mr D R "Why-have-a-social-life-when-you-

can-have-a-computer?" Cumble of Ware,
Hertfordshire has sent in a map for the
Death Row section of Dungeon Master's
tricky successor. There's £50 for the first
person to send In a complete solution

DEATH ROW
The map for the Death Row section brings
us one step closer to a complete solution
STONE

FOOD
DROP

GOLEM
VERY
TOUGHI

• "'Ere, you've gone a really 'orrible shade of
green." "I know. Thafs the last time I'm buying a
shish kebab from an undertakers."

Embark on the Demon-Director Level and get onto
the Ros pathway. Wander around until you find a
door requiring a gold key.
Unlock the door with the gold key and get the
chest of food and treasures beyond. Then go back
and pick the lock with the lockpicks - you get impris
oned for being a thief.
The stone golem guard must be seen to open
the door, so stand in front of it. The guard eventually
opens up - feel free to speed things up by casting
spells at the door.
The guard is tough, so pick up a square key there are lots on the path of Ku - to open the exit
from Death Row. Now go outside and find some
where to rest and recharge.
If you kill the extremely powerful stone golem,
you get a square key and a magical necklace that
boosts your mana level.
Finally, wait under the pit in the cell long
enough to get the prison food.

WEARSA

NECKLACE
AND HOLDS
A SQUARE

KEY
A-YOU LAND
HERE FROM THE
PIT TRAP
B-MAKE A

NOISEI

SQUARE.—

ATTACK DOORI
GUARD MUST BE

KEY I I
LOCK

ABLE TO SEE YOU
TO RELEASE YOU

~J"

\
pa

HELP!

GAMEBUSTERS

VOODOO NIGHTMARE

-GBH

Is there no end to this tor

west. Blast rock nearest the step
ping stone, then take a running

ment? After last month's

machete-hacking Eagle
Temple here is the third part
of Steve Rennie's complete
solution - the Ape Temple.

jump onto the stepping stone. Blast
rock. Jump across stepping stone
and exit south. Jump over stepping
stone and exit south.

Go south-east over stepping
stone to middle island. Stand by
the bushes and diagonally kill ape

Ape Temple

Watch out, there are a few nasty
jumps in this temple.
Exit

south.

Blast the

with machete. Co south-east and

kill lizard. Collect gem and exit

round

rocks with the TNT and exit south.

east. Kill lizard and exit east.

Kill ape, collect gems and exit

Kill ape. Blast rocks by the

north. Blast rocks and exit east.

moss near the centre of the north

Blast rocks and exit south. Kill ape

east wall and collect gem. Push the

and exit south.

moss rock by the south-west wall to
the south-east. Use teleport near

Blast rock - or use teleport

nearest north exit - kill apes. Blast
rock by east door and collect gem.

• Mickey the Monkey has had a long and illustrious showbiz career, including

Collect other gem, exit east.
Blast rocks and collect gem,

musical career as lead singer with Take That.

the north exit. Move onto and use
appearances in Gorillas in the Mist and King Kong. He's now pursuing a

push the south-west moss-covered

and blast rock. Come back and take

rock of the two moss-covered rocks

a running jump north-east to clear
the gap between the stepping
stones and exit east. Collect gem.
Jump onto stepping stone. Collect
two gems. Jump back. Exit west.
Take a running jump south
west to clear gap between stepping

separated by a stone to the north
east and exit south.
Push moss rock

south-east.

Use teleport - south-west of north
door, walk south-west and push

moss rock. Use teleport and collect
gem. Use teleports to get back and

lect gem, then jump back. Walk
north-west to rock and blast it,

next teleport. Blast rocks and use
next teleport. Blast rock and kill
ape. Exit south.
Kill ape and collect gem. Blast
rock near the moss rock by the

then take two steps back. Kill lizard

north exit. Push the moss rock to

when it moves and exit north. Jump

the south-west about four or five

over stepping stone and exit east.
Jump onto south-east step
ping stone, jump north-east, then

places. Collect the gem, kill the
ape, blast rocks and exit west. Push

jump south-east three times. Walk

west door - and exit east.

Push right moss rock in centre of
room to the north-west. Blast rock

moss rock north-east - to open

Collect gem. Blast rock by north

on stepping stone. Jump onto
island and push the moss rock to
the north-east. Retrace your steps

south. Push moss rock south-east.

exit and exit north.

to the west exit - don't leave or

and

Use teleport by north exit. Co to

Jump over stepping stone and
exit east, jump over stepping stone
and exit south. Jump over stepping

you have to push the rock again and blast rock. Use stepping stone
and jump north-east, then south

south-east

stone and exit east.

east, then north-east, then south
east twice. Walk and jump onto
central island. Jump and walk

then, exit north.
Blast rock and exit east. Exit

next teleport and use. Blast rock,
push middle moss rock south-east.
Collect gem, teleport back. Exit

stones.

Walk

north-west

-

and

north-east - on stepping stones.

rock moss south-west, exit south.

Walk over three stepping
stones by north-west of rock. Turn
south-east and jump. Walk to rock

Kill ape, collect food, exit north.

and blast it. Walk to next rock and

north. Exit east.

Blast rocks, collect gem. Push

Blast rocks and exit north.

blast it. Collect gem. Retrace your

Kill ape. Blast rock next to
moss rock near edge of the water.

steps and exit west.
jump over stepping stone and
exit north. Jump over stepping

Push moss rock north-west. Care

south-east.

Blast

rocks

and

north-east wall.

rock to the south-east. Blast the

Push

that

rock exposed by the other moss
rock. Walk through and collect gem
hidden by the south-east wall. Blast
rock next to the gem. Walk back
and go south-east over two step

onto stepping stone. Go to teleport
and use. Kill lizard and collect gem.
Walk south-east across four step

north-west wall to north-east. Care

ping stones. Co south-west. Blast

fully walk to, and stand in front of,

rocks. Collect gem.

Blast rock and collect gem. Retrace
your steps and exit south. Exit
west, exit west, exit north.
Walk north on stepping stone

• Don'tyou #**"<;>'-?. -<.j'iLi?$5*Z5*
just hate ;
going to the

the tree on the island. Jump north
east over stepping stone. Walk

Half of the
machines

don't work '^\

rock
Work

Go to the

north-east wall.

• Sign yourself up for a spot of vol
untary service and you could end up
visiting your own grandparents.

your way through and over step
ping stone. Exit north. Jump over

stepping stone and exit north.
Work your way along south-west
wall via stepping stone and exit
west. Jump over stepping stone

blast south-east

Walk south-east and jump over
stepping stone. Push the moss rock

rock. Jump over stepping stone to

to the south-west. Go back round

south-east island. Kill lizard and col

to the south-west wall and walk

stepping stone to jump onto mid

south-east. Blast the rocks by the

dle island area. Use stepping stone,

moss rock near the south-west wall.

east and exit east.

then take a running jump south
west and exit south. Jump over
stepping stone and exit south. Blast
rock, walk round and use stepping

Collect gems by blasting rocks
near the north exit, then go round

stone. Exit south, exit east. Exit
east, blast rocks and exit east. Go

onto

island

and

Push the isolated moss rock near
the south-west wall to the south

launderette?

moss
west.

moss

running jump north-east. Walk on
stepping stone to island. Kill ape
and collect gem. Push moss rock by

ping stones and jump south-east.

Push
exit

north.

reopen the north exit. Blast the
rock by the moss rock near the

stone and exit west. Jump over

west to stepping stone. Jump
south-west and step south-west

and

exit

rock by the moss rock twice to

stepping stone and exit north.
moss rock to the north-west. Take a

west.

and

exit

front of the south-west rock. Take

Blast both rocks and push

exit

rocks

east. Blast rocks and exit south.
Go south-west and blast the

fully walk south-west and stand in
one step north-west onto almost
hidden stepping stone. Step south

Blast

and exit south.

Blast rock, walk south and use

via the north-west and south-west

along the north-west wall, push the

walls to be able to jump onto the

south-west moss rock of the group

central island and collect the blue

of three in line with the other two.
Exit east.

dishcloth

gem. Exit west.
Push moss rock by north-east
wall until you have space to walk,

blast south-east rocks. Push moss

grey.

then exit north. Blast rocks and exit

rock by south-west wall to the

and your

•.<•'•/:•?::

clothes Wjg*^

always 5^^&^^^:jv

come out a

curious
shade of

Blast rocks and collect gem,

south-east. Go round via the east

east and push middle moss rock to

wall and push the moss rock by the

the south-east. Exit east. Exit south.

north exit to the south-west and

Go south-east and push the

exit south. Collect loose gem, then
use stepping stone to get other
two gems and exit north. Exit west,

south-east moss rock of the group
of

three

towards

the

wall.

I Although Cliff
Richard has never

lost his youthful
good-looks, the
same can't be

Go

said for his fans.

round and push the middle moss
rock to the south-east. Kill lizard by

exit south.

Push moss rock by north exit
to the south-west,

then

collect

gem. Jump over water, walk along
north-west and jump back. Use
teleport. Blast rocks and kill apes.
Retrace steps and exit east.
Collect gem and push moss
rock south-west - open south exit -

throwing machete across water. Go
south-east and blast rock by the
moss rock against the north-east
wall. Go back towards the north-

exit, use stepping stone and push
the moss rock south-west. Go back

and exit south.

the east exit. Go south-west and

blast rock, blast other rock and

exit west Exit west, exit west, exit
west, exit west. Blast rocks and exit

Exit east. Blast rock, jump and
collect gems. Jump back and exit
west. Exit north, exit west. Blast

exit to the north-west. Blast rock

west. Exit south.

rock, jump and collect gems. Jump

push the moss rock near the west

north

back and exit north. Kill lizard and

and collect gem, then exit west.
Kill lizard, collect gems and

east wall and kill lizard. Go south

ape, collect gems, use teleport near

exit east. Push moss rock to the

Blast

rocks

near the

north-east. Blast rocks, use teleport
and exit south. Exit east, exit north,
exit east, exit south.

• The only way to stop
these lions from hav

ing you for their tea is
to sing the Belgian

version of Jungle
Fever backwards

while hopping on the
one leg you have left.

Collect loose gem. Blast rock
by the south-west wall. Use tele
port nearest south exit. Collect
gem. Teleport back and use north
east teleport. Blast rock. Exit east.
Blast rocks and exit north. Collect

gem. Exit east, blast rocks, kill ape,
collect gem and exit west. Exit
north. Blast top left rocks and exit
north. Collect gem and exit north.
The Ape God wants 50 bananas

and gives you a pin, the amulet of
secret travel - the ability to use
teleport squares in the jungle - and
tops your heart up to 16.
Jungle

Work your way south-east back to
the bridge. Just before the bridge,
hack left into the small clearing.
Step onto the teleport square and
you are transported to a tiny island
where the Lion Temple is. Go

south-west and enter the temple.
Is the Lion Temple really a
small pub just south of
Slough? Don't miss the final,
and most exciting episode of
Steve Rennie's complete
Voodoo Nightmare solution in
next month's ST FORMAT.

AND SUPPLY THE SOLUTION
ACS Electronics is an established service centre for ATARI equipment. We
specialise only in the repair and maintenance of computer hardware. Dedicated
to a programme of quality customer care, our continual expansion enables us to

offer you, our customer, a service that we believe to be second to none. Our
service includes;
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE,

most repairs are carried out within ONE DAY
QUOTATIONS RATHER THAN FIXED PRICES,

fairer to you, and in practice faster to process. Each repair is quoted for
seperately, no fixed charges full of exclusions, or hidden extras.
REPAIRS FROM £23

FREE CARRIER SERVICE with insurance,

FREE diagnostic inspection, free 90 day warranty, FREE soak test, FREE software.
No hidden charges.
OPTIONAL EXTENDED WARRANTY

at competitive rates.

Experienced and qualified engineering and support staff.
5% DISCOUNT
available to students and OAP's.
UNBELIEVEABLE UPGRADE FnTED PRICE OF £15 INCLUSIVE

Trade and Education welcome. Dealer pack available on request.

ACSi
ELECTRONICS

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE, UPGRADES AND REPAIRS
i.E.C ELDON STREET, SOUTH SHIELDS, TYNE & WEAR, NE33 5JE

TEL.(091) 4554300 FAX. (091) 455 1847
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PRICES ICraxy Spring Offers From BCS
•

•

OFFER 1 •

Software +10 3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box •)

mouse mat + Microswitch joystick + tailored

dust cover £225*99

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

£23.99
£41.99
£58.99
£76.99
£114.99
£152.99
£183.99

1000 3.5" DS/DD... Callfor latest prices
All prices include VAT/freelabels
Remember these prices
include free delivery

50
100
150
200
300
400
500
1000

INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS

.

.

£3.50

Star LC-24 200 cover

£3.50

Philips CM8833 Mkl/ll cover

£3.50

Citizen Swift 9 cover

£3.50

Citizen Swift 24 cover

£3.50

ACCESSORIES

Atari Naksha Mouse...£22.50

Quickshot Python 1

£9.50

31/2" CleaningKit

£2.75

£800

Jetfishter Joystick

£12.50

Zipstick

....£11.00

Cheetah 125+

... .£7.50

Competition
ProJoystick

£15.00

Konix Navigator... ....£13.99
Cheetah Bug

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

Falcon
Falcon 4Mb RAM 65Mb HD

tailored dust cover

£295 (Limited stock)

,

DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box
£33.99
DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box
£49.99
DS/DD +2x80Cap Banx Boxes £77.99
DS/DD+2x80Cap Banx Boxes. ...£95.99
DS/DD + 4 x80CapBanx Boxes.. £152.99
DS/DD +5x80Cap Banx Boxes ...£197.99
DS/DD +6x80Cap Banx Boxes... .£237.99

3.5" DS/DD Disks

60p each
100

150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box

£15.50

3.5" 10 Cap boxes

£1.00 each^

PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE

.

INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS

.

,

5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

21 p each
39p each

3.5" DS/HD ..£61.00 INC. P&P

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00
80 Cap 3.5" Banx Box
£9.95

All prices include VAT/free labels & free delivery

NEW FROM ATARI

Star LC-200 cover

1000 Tractor Labels ...£10.00

100cap box
£26.99
100cap box
£44.99
loocapbox
£61.99
2x100 cap boxes
£82.99
3x100capboxes
£123.99
4xioocapboxes
£164.99
5x100capboxes
£195.99
10 x 100cap boxes
£ call

INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS

£3.50

Atari Cumana Drive....£72.00

50
100
150
200
300
400
500

PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE

Atari dust cover

£8.00

MM

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS

REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY

DUST COVERS

1000 Labels

DS/DD +
DS/DD+
DS/DD +
DS/DD+
DS/DD+
DS/DD+
DS/DD+
DS/DD +

3.5" DS/DD disks + disk box + mouse mat +

All prices include VAT/free labels

PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE
.

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

• OFFER 4 •
+ disk box + mouse mat + Microswitch joystick

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES N

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS

£3.00

Atari 1040STE Music Master + 10 3.5" DS/DD dis

^

Disks + 100 cap lockable boxes

100% certified error free

^

Atari 1040STEFamilyCurriculum Pack + 10
Microswitch joystick + tailored dust cover

dust cover £295

"DISKS DISKS DISKS ^
50
100
150
200
300
400
500

• OFFER 3 *

OFFER 2 •

Atari 1MB STEArt Pack + FamilyCurriculum

Philips CM8833 Mk II+ on-site maintenance
+Lotus Turbo Challenge II + lead + tailored

ATARI

DUSTCOVER

3.5"
3.5"
5.25"
5.25"

40 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes
50 Cap boxes
100 Cap boxes

£4.10
£4.50
£5.10
£5.90

each
each
each
each

ORDER HOTLINE:

£449
£799

0273 506269 / 0831 279084

LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS

Citizen 120D 9 pin mono
Citizen Swift 9 pin colour

£124
£179

Citizen 200 mono
Citizen 240 mono
Citizen 240 colour
Star LC -100 colour
Star LC - 200 colour
Star LC - 24 200 colour

£209
£245
£268
£169
£199
£259

Sekoshka SL-90 mono 24 pin

£185

All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add C10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.
Call or send cheques /postal orders to:

BCS Ltd.,
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ
All offers subject to availability. E&OE

All printers come with Lead & Dust Cover
Citizen Printers have 2 year warranty

I

Due to shortages of 3 " DSDD disks, prices

i

may change without notice

....£12.99

PREMIER
MAIL ORDER
Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to:
Please si

he al: rm p nTH ?-j-t4'#-i
—el of computer when ordering. P&P inc. on UK orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 and Europe add
£1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £3.00 per item for Airmail. Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm and
Saturday & Sunday 10am-4pm. Telorders: 0268 271172 Fax orders: 0268 271173.
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release.
NEXT DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE PLEASE ADD £2.50.

3D Con Kit 2

32.99

Addams Family

16.99

Airbus
A320 Airbus
A320 Airbus USA
Alien 3 *
Amber Star
Another World
Archie Maclean's Pool
Assault on Alcatraz *

22.99
22.99
22.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
16.99

Bl7 Flying Fortress *
Birds of Prey *
Bitmap Collection *

22.99
22.99
16.99

Blues Brothers
Bonanza Bros

California Games 2

16.99
16.99
16.99

Campaign

22.99

Capcom Collection
Carl Lewis Challenge

19.99
16.99

Castles

19.99

Championship Manager
Chaos Engine *

16.99
16.99

Chuck Rock 2 *
Commando War *
Cool Croc Twins *
Cool World *

16.99
16.99
16.99
17.99

Crazy Cars 3
Cruise For A Corpse

16.99
19.99

Curse of Enchanta (1 Meg) *

22.99

Euro Football Champ
Eye of the Storm *

16.99
19.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2

22.99

F16 Combat Pilot

8.99

Lemmings

16.99

Robocop 3

16.99

Lemmings Data Disk
Lemmings Double Pack
Lethal Weapon 3

13.99
19.99
16.99

Rotator *

16.99

R-Type 2

16.99

Secret ofMonkey Island (1 Meg)

16.99

Sensible Soccer
Shadow Lands
Shadow Worlds
Shuttle

16.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Silly Putty *
Sim City + Populous

16.99
19.99

Final Fight

16.99

Fire and Ice

16.99

Ml Tank Platoon

19.99

First Samurai + Mega Lo Mania

19.99

Magic Pockets
Magic Worlds
Man Utd Europe
Match of the Day

16.99
17.99
16.99
16.99

Megasports

19.99

Sim Earth *

19.99

MegaTraveller 1 (1 Meg)

19.99

Sleepwalker

16.99

Flag *

Flight of the Intruder

19.99
8.99

Football Crazy

16.99

Football Director 2
Formula One Grand Prix

16.99
22.99

Lure ofthe temptress

19.99

Fun School 4 (all ages)
Games 92-Espana

16.99
19.99

Mega Traveller 2 (1 Meg) *
Microprose Golf

19.99
22.99

Gauntlet 3

16.99

Midwinter 2

22.99

GLoc
Ghouls and Ghosts
Gobliiins

16.99
6.99
16.99

Moonstone *

19.99

Godfather Action
Gods
Graham Gooch *

19.99
16.99
19.99

Nigel Mansell World Champ *
Ninja Collection
Pang
Paperboy 2 *

19.99
13.99
6.99
16.99

Teenage MutantTurtles 2

16.99

Parasol Stars

16.99

Terminator *

18.99

Graham Taylor
Guy Spy
Harlequin
Heimdall (1 Meg)

16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99

Plan 9 From Outer Space
PlayerManager
Populous

Their Finest Hour

19.99

The Manager *

19.99

Populous 2 (1/2 Meg)

19.99
12.99
8.99

19.99

Heroquest

16.99

Populous 2 (lMeg)
Powermonger
Powermonger Data Disk 1
Premier Manager *

19.99
19.99
9.99
17.99

Thunderhawk
Titus The Fox
Troddlers *

19.99
16.99
16.99

Turbo Challenge
Turbo Challenge 2
Turbo Challenge 3

8.99
16.99
16.99

Hook

16.99

IndyJones Atlantis-Action *
Int. Sports Challenge

19.99
19.99

Deluxe Paint

39.99

Ishar

19.99

Prince of Persia

Demonsgate *

22.99

Dizzy Collection
Dizzy's Excellent Adventure
Doodlebug
Double Dragon 3

16.99
16.99
17.99
16.99

Jaguar XJ220 (1 Meg) *
Jimmy White's Snooker
John Barnes (1 meg)
Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1 meg)

16.99
19.99
16.99
19.99
22.99

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Rainbow Collection

13.99

Dragon's Lair 3 *

22.99

K.O 2 • Final Whistle

8.99

Dream Team
Dune *

1 7.99
19.99

K.O 2 -Winning Tactics
Last Ninja 2

5.99
6.99

Dungeon Master + Chaos

19.99

Leeds United

17.99

Robocod

Epic

19.99

Legend

21.99

Robocop 2

6.99

Space 1889 (1 Meg)

19.99

Special Forces
Streetfighter 2

22.99
19.99

Striker
Switchblade 2
Team Yankee
Team Yankee 2

16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99

Turrican 2

9.99

Ultima6
Universal Monsters *

19.99
16.99

Ramparts

16.99

Utopia + Data Disk

19.99

Raving Mad

17.99

Ween *

19.99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *

19.99
20.99
22.99

Wizkid
Wizzball

16.99
6.99

Renegade Vol 2 *

17.99

World Class Rugby
World Wrestling Fed

16.99
16.99

16.99

WWF 2

17.99

16.99

Xenomorph 2 *

16.99

FED UP MITIM? m COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL

WU^

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED

sr^ All diskscan besupplied

-£—_

formatted and readyto use
seforanylBM^^:
forany IBM

' "achlnesfor as little as 4pper dl"1'
""''^^^

^

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH
BUCKS, SLO ONH

* NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR
(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends)

ALL PRICI

S

M
TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530
INCLUDE V.A.T. &
DELIVERY

FUJI FILM BRANDED DISKS
5.25" (360K)

5.25" (1.2 MEG)

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

3.5" (720K)

3.5" 2 MEG(1.44)

£6.50

£12.00

£5.00
£7.00
LOOK GREAT DEALS ON FUJI
3.5" MF2DD 5 BOXES DISKS ONLY
3.5" MF2DD 10 BOXES 100 DISKS ONLY
1.44 MF2HD 5 BOXES 50 DISKS ONLY

£29.50
£55.00
£50.00

1.44 MF2HD 10 BOXES 100 DISKS ONLY

£95.00

mMH& GOLD MASTER BRANDED
(M)

2 BOXES

3 BOXES

PER BOX

80gsm
£21.00

£38.00

£55.00

£39.00

£75.00

£110.00

LIFE TIME WARRANTY
50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks
1000 Disks

DSHD
£35.00
£65.00
£127.00
£297.00
£590.00

INCLUDES LABELS

NOTE: The above disk are based on >55% clipping level,
cheaper disks are available - please call.

COIVIPUTbH ivia

BRANDED DISKS
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY
3 . 5 " DISKS
DSDD
50
Disks£23.00
1 OO Disks£47.00
200 Disks£87.00
500 Disks£202.00

96tpi

25 Disksjgjl £8.50

£8.75
£16.25
£27.25

50 Disks ^»^£16.00
100 Disks
£28.00
1000+PLEASE CALL

£18 70

DC1000 20Mb .£16.50

OC2000

£13.50

....£17. 50

DC2080

£16.50

£24.00

DC2120

£16.50

QUANTITY

PLEASE CALL OR FAX

QS11ATurbo2

£9

QS149 Intruder!

£25

QS128F Maverick 1

£14

QS155 Aviator 1

£27.50

QS131 Apache 1
£7
QS130F Python 1
£9.50
QS127 Starigtiier Pa* Renote Contra £3650
NINTENDO

PS2 MOUSE

U|) l0

STORAGE BOXES

^....£19.00
.\k...£19.00

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL .if. £22.00
MOUSE MAT

J§

£2.50

MOUSE POCKET

,U.

£2.50

*Nr.
AlT

£9.50

OFF above Joysticks with another purchase above £15.00

£21.00

AMIGA/COMMODORE
ATARI MOUSE

3.5" DISKCAPACITY
140
£11.50

5.25" DISK CAPACITY
140
£9.00

120

120

£8.50

£7.50
£6.50

E9.50

100

E7.90

100

80
50

£7.50
£6.50

50

40

£6.00

STACKABLE BOXES
Disk Name Cap
3.5-

Banx

80

£10.00
£3.50

ALL ABOVEBOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS.
£2 OFF BOXES WHENORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE

3.5-or 5.25" 10 Cap...£1.50.

£5.00

5 Cap...£1.15.

1 Cap...50p

Cardboard Disk Masters.. .£150/1000 or £25/100

IDUST COVERS
AMIGA/ATARI

„

12" or 14" MONITOR
80 or 132 PRINTER
LAZER PRINTER

84or102 KEYBOARD

*trenftMOSS
»«tftGOMEBS^Sc Pfctl
JWs»^.„nUllSES^r.
&&W$....~.Z

TOWER CPU

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN

£25.00
£35.00

12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND

£15.95

£6.00

£6.00
£60°
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Only £13.99

Optical Glass Filter 14"
Optical Glass Filter 20"

£12.99

Dual Banx 5 130/180 .£14.99

3.5 Bimby 200....E18.99
5.25 Blmby5 200....E18.99

BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 3 2.8" VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES

COMPUTER DESK...£90.00

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES

MINI VACUUM CLEANER
£7.00
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION ....£3.00
3" CLEANING KIT
£3.00

HEAD CLEANER 3.5" or 5.25" .£2.50
ALL THEABOVE & MORE £11.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES
PRINTER STAND (Feet)
80 or 132 COLUMN
IBM PRINTER LEADS

DC100010Mb .£16.50

....£1550

DC6250

QS130N Python 2

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

SAVE YOUR EYES

£28.00

£15 50

QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS

HD
£12.00
£23.00
£36.00

PAPER TRIMMER

DSHD
£37.00
£71.00
£139.00
£327.00

£24.00

DC6525

MULTISYSTEM

MICE/TRACKERBALLS

MOUSE STAGE
MOUSE MAT HARD

DC6320

DC300EXL

13.00
12.50
12.00

5.50

5.25" BULK DISKS
48tpi

2 MEG

6.00

....£1705
....£1750

DC300XLP

MF-2HD

6.50

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
DSDD
£23.00
£42.00
£77.00
£177.00
£330.00

MF-2DD

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES

COMPUTER PAPER
1 BOX

2FOB i LIFE TIM MmNTY

^9m<WW

AND £2.00 OFF ANY STORAGE BOX WITH PURCHASE PRICE OF £6.50 OR MORE

2000 SHEETS

DATA CAR'
CARTRIDGES

CENTRONICS OR SERIAL
4WAY
20.00

£8.00
£5.00
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

2 WAY
15.00
DATA SWITCH LEADS ..8.00 each

COPY HOLDERS
A4 DeskTop Anglepoise..£15.99
A4 Anglepoise G-clamp....£15.99
A4 DeskTop
£8.00

LABELS 5.25" OR 3.5" (5.25" WITH W/P)
100 £1.00,1000 £8.00. SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

Paper Clip Monitor Side
Paper Clip Monitor Top

£4.00
£5.00

LOOK!
VIDEO TAPES, E180, LIFETIME WARRANTY, 3 HOURS
10 FOR £20; 50 FOR £90

P.52 Sea Battle, Grand Prix,

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOX DISKS
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN BLUE PRINTED

Challenger Tank, Brain Power,
CARDBOARD BOXES
Carrier, Linear Racing, Super
3.5"720K-880K
Block, Snake, Hashblock/EagleMF-2DD10's1 Meg
£5.00
plan, Honey Bee, Space Fighter, 1 Box
MF-20D 30's 1 Meg
Alien, Tennis Pro, Olympic
£14.00
Trails, Police Bust, Pacboy, 1 Box(30)
BAMBI-20D1 Meg
Block Buster
SUPPLIED WITH:
• CRYSTBALL GAME
•

BATTERIES

• STEREO EAR PHONES

SPECIAL PACK OFFER
BUY 4 GAMES-CHOOSE ANY
OTHER TITLE FREE

FED UP WAITING?

WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

3.5" 1.44 Meg
MF-2HD10's2Meg
1 Box

£8.50

25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box

MF-2HD 30's 2 Meg
1 Box (30)
£21.50
BAMBI-2HD 2 Meg
25 Disks in 25 Capacity
Storage Box

1 Box

1 Box

£14.00

£21.00

5.25" DISKS
M-2D 48TPI 360K

1 Box(10)

£4.00

M-2DD 96TPI 720K

1 Box (10)
£4.75
M-2HD1.6MegH/D
1 Box(10)
£5.00
10% DISCOUNT GIVEN ON
10 BOXES OR MORE

CALL SAM OH PAT NOW! ON 0753 553535

ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS

LOADS

OF

REVIEWS!

It Is ST FORMAT policy to only
review completely finished games - that Is,
games you could actually buy in the shops,
never incomplete or demo versions.
We review all games released, but only
when they're finished* We won't be
rushed into reviewing unfinished

^^^B

games to beat our

^^^

"competitors/'
STUART

CAMPBELL

UNDER SCRUTINY

UJ

U

Bubble Dizzy

page 88

sport is Don

Campaign

page 84

key Kong Ping

Count Duckula
Crazy Cars 2

page 86
page 89

Street Fighter 2

page 76
page

page 86

• When everyone

else is still in bed,
ROB MEAD

Pong, where

•

up to four play

iLm C" • JE*

ers hit a gorilla

Dalck Attack
page 80
European Rampage page 84
Indiana Jones and
the Last Crusade page 89
Knight Force
page 89
page
Postman Pat
page 86
page 82
K2
Raving Mad

The Munsters

JON PILLAR

• Stuart's fave

over a

Female mud-

wrestling,

teams in his

local Sunday

dominoes and

net.

hang-gliding with

league. What
an idiot, eh?

out a glider are
Rob's

favourite

sports.

Thomas

the Tank Engine

Transarctica

\

Jon referees

I MARK WINSTANLEY

page 88
page
78
pafj'" 78

• Mark's idea of a sporting

ED RICKETTS

activity is to watch

• A motorsport nut,

young fillies parad

Ed regularly goes to

ing round their

Silverstone to meet the

handbags down

drivers and, erm,

his local.

clean their cars.

was a young man when

I "Nope, that kidney punch

started waiting for this

didn't hurt a bit - it's just a bit of

train, now look at me."

gas from those onion bhajis. Call

Transarctica, page 78.

yourself a Streetfighter?" Page 76.

•', \".,

BUT SERIOUSLY.
Mouse
Yoke
I

Page 95

Page 108

IPlaydays

Page 109

Page 95

IRedacteur Junior

Adi French 11/12

and 12/13

Bollistick

Page 91

Characteristicks

Page 94
Omega Page 91
Klip Art Page 94
t's Spell First
500 Words
Page 109

!Supra v.32bis
fax modem
Page 92
1The Monulator
Page 92
1Type Write
Clip Art
Page 95

ANDY CURTIS
• Sport, sport, sport - don't mention

• Pete "Crusher" Crush is an amateur

it, Andy can't stand it - he doesn't
even like gymnastics. Sad, sad, sad.

arm-wrestling champion on

Our definitive
"serious"
reviews start

Waloomawonga sheep station.

• The first version of Redacteur. the word processor from France, earned itself

on page 91

a gold back in issue 34, we find out how the cut-down version,
Redacteur Junior, matches up on page 91.

CHRIS LLOYD
• When he's not

favourite sport

Chris is enjoys

is playing nude

around the world

z

racing in his 40

disturbing images like this

your dreams in this STAC

foot yacht.

with Kidpublisher, page 100.

adventure, page 98.

Turn to page 98 to check out the latest
releases into the Public Domain

• Clive's

working at STF

• Discover yourself through

• Help your child to create

CLIVE PARKER

Twister with
members of the

local clergy.

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEW

• Pre-match tensions run high
in Street Fighter 2. This pair
have started scrapping before
the opening credits have even

STREET
FIGHTER 2
started to roll.

At last, the

most eagerly

awaited beat

em-up of the
year has

arrived on the
ST. But can

Consoles, pah! What have they
every given us, eh? Except
wildly exaggerated prices,

• Blanka is the

bigger oppo
nent, but Guile

interminable advertising and more
hyperbole than you could throw a
stick at. Still, something
good had to come out of

is the more

agile - proof
that skill is

just as impor

them eventually, and you
don't even have to pay
£65 for the privilege. To

it live up to
the hype?

tant in a scrap
as sheer

physical
presence.

our not-so-slight amaze
ment, Street Fighter 2 has
managed to live up to the
hype associated with it and
it's great to finally see a
decent beat-'em-up on the
ST after those awful, apolo
getic excuses for games dragged in

Rob Mead

gets out his
throwing
stars and tries
to look
inscrutable

up with a convincing plot for all
this naked aggression, but, then,

you get the opportunity to play all

who cares about that?

has distinct strengths, skills and
weaknesses and you soon discover

All you need to know is that
eight of the world's greatest fight
ers - Ryu, Edmond Honda, Blanka,
Guile, Ken, Chun Li, Zangieff and
Dhalsim - have gathered together
in a contest of skill and strength to

the wake of WWF Wrestlemania.

Still, enough about the hype,
what about the plot? As usual, not
a lot of effort has been expended
by the game designers in coming

earn the title of World Warrior and

of them. Each of the contestants

which combinations of moves work

best at defeating different oppo
nents - for example, Dhalsim can
easily defeat Blanka, but finds Guile
a much harder proposition. The rel
ative strengths and weaknesses of

If this is China, then you deserve a Dragon Punch

• Fight
your way around the world - ifs
hardly in the spirit of international

cooperation, but a darned sight

• Brazil is going to

drive you absolutely nuts.

• What happened to

I Chairman Mao -

the original streetfighter.

the non-violent protest?

• Kamikazes do

everything to death.

more fun than Inter-rallling.

STREET FIGHTIN' MEN... ERM, AND WOMEN
There are eight different char
acters for you to choose from
In Street Fighter 2. Here's a
quick rundown of who they
are and what they can do

Blanka
You ve got

I.Js^llwl thedecima
••if ,'JI tion of the
_

rainforests to

-T

• Just when you though it was

safe to retire to the changing
room you have
to take on this

motley collec
tion of baddies

3 - Balrog, Bison

! andSegatjng others.

,,

She s a bit of

• a sex goddess,
y

— •-—3

our Chun Li,

and the token

;
.'.

forces, Cuile
n, i t

with hatred for all

female of the bunch.

ism's twin obsessions.

However, he doesn't

through an opponent
- and the Rolling
Attack, the Brazilian

can shoot 1,000 volts

Ex-member of

' I the US special

_ — I I soul are Dhal-

Extremely agile, Chun
Li spends most of her
time performing som
ersaults through the
air and unleashing
Whirlwind and Light
ning Kicks upon her

special moves include
Electricity - where he

Guile

Yoga and the
search for
unity of the

Blanka is a mean look
and bad breath. His

1

Dhalism

thank for this one.

ing brute with red hair
-

Chun Li

let this stop him from
donating the business

•>•!

is consumed

Charlie kicked the

bucket. He gets his

end of his boot to

revenge by putting

weedy half-wit's sore

the boot into everyone

head fund. Dhalism

else and his Flash Kick

uses his spiritual influ

is a force to be reck

opponents. She's tak

ences to deliver some

oned with. He can also

ing part in the cham
pionship to avenge the

wicked moves in the

create energy bolts

equivalent of a cruise

called Sonic Booms to

missile.

death of her father.

shape of the Yoga Fire
and the Yoga Flame.

flatten his adversaries.

GAME

REVIEW

SCREENPLAY

nii ilivo" ",a
free.ZZ?[StZetFi9"^r2

Hi'
dosing date is Friday 26 Febr

ary 1993.

RULES: 1.

F'ghting and the fi,„
• "Look, officer, I was walking along,

Street Fiahte.- r-~

MAT 30M

minding my own business, when the

and games, y'know. Still, you can

alarm went off, honest." "Bad luck.

always get one of your apprentices

That's the wife's Merc... I think you'd

to put the barrels away. Haven't you

better come with me."

finished yet, Chun Li?

"ark alley and Z "*" down a

>wer on a postcard to-

• Working in a brewery's not all fun

mpo' 5r*>«

The editor', a, , ,

4°r s d«*"lon ism9'
final.

involved in a bit of gratuitous car
bashing and another where you
have to deflect a horde of rapidly
descending barrels. But, best of all
is the two-player option where you
can take on your mates and show
them up to be the weeds they are.

• Ryu may be a
cool cookie in

a fight, but

Zangieff 's
completely ice
cold. He
couldn't care
less if he

^cWngerEn„trena9ood

bination of joystick movements for Ryu to do a Dragon Punch you
have to move the joystick back,
then back and right, then just to
the right in one motion while
pressing the <Fire> button. The
sprites are large, sharply
. defined and very

mashed you to

Thwok... urgh!

dust on a
Moscow side

walk - he only

wants to win.

f

more interesting and it takes a con
siderable amount of practice to
master each contestant's speciality.
To ensure you don't finish the
game in the first afternoon, Street
Fighter 2 also has eight difficulty
levels and the odd rogue opponent
- M Bison, for example - thrown in.
There are also a couple of bonus
screens - one where you get

the characters means that they're
all pretty evenly matched, al
though once you've discovered
your opponent's Achille's heel,
they're relatively easy to defeat.
The attributes of each

character

are also enhanced by the inclusion

of the special moves - the ability to
cast fireballs, lightning kicks and so
on - which makes gamepiay far

Gameplay is con
trolled by a combina
tion
of
joystick,
keyboard or both.
There are a variety of
eight different posi
tions your character
can

assume

well animated, while

the
• Street Fighter 2 more famous than Take That,

background

graphics are superb.
Even the chip music
is catchy and there

sexier than Cindy Crawford,

are

uglier than Jeremy Beadle

sound

some

great

effects

and

and nary a console in sight.

from

defensive crouches to flying lunges
as well as a wide variety and combi
nations of kick and punch. Control
of the special moves is different for
each character and involves a com

samples.
However,
there are a couple of
glitches - Thailand's flag appears
both in Australia and in the middle

of the ocean on the world map and
some of the on-screen text tends to

get lost in the background.
Verdict

Street Fighter 2 is one heck of a
game. It craps on Ocean's WWF
licence from a great height. If this
is to set the standards for beat-'em-

ups of the future, then Hulk Hogan
and his cronies couldn't even get a

• Typical 18-30
club Costa Brava style.

• Bangkok takes
on a whole new meaning.

• Where's Super

man when you need him?

•

Boris Yeltsin

holds a cabinet meeting.

look in. The huge, well-animated
sprites and excellent gameplay
make this a game to be reckoned
with. Go and discover what all the
fuss was about.

••
Honda
Inventor of

•mf ' .. the low-cost

,'InS*1' motorcycle
•b.^A and world

Ken
PP9 got dumped
•UjtSW by Barbie and

relation to Noel

wrestler, Edmond

Honda likes to give his
opponents the Hun
dred Hand Slap and
the Sumo Head Butt.

^g
A pupil of

'•v'-aJ-

B^B
Zangieff

Ryu

HjBfJKT] Poor old Ken

the rejection - he
signed himself up with
Master Sheng Long
and quickly developed
a great talent for
being a loud, arrogant
and generally unpleas
ant git, though with
that perm it's a bit on

champion Sumo

_

Master Shen

kJPH&i Long, Ryu has
I S B lost all his
friends and family, so
he spends his days
leaping into the air
shouting "Tatsu-makisen-pu-kyaku." No-one
knows what it means.
but it scares the hell

2

Fighter 2

built like a

£27.99 US Cold

and smells like one.
This could be because

of the large amounts
of boiled cabbage in

TOS 1.04 or later

Highs
One of the best

beat-'em-ups ever.

all those Russian food

This time you can

Edmonds despite a

the difficult side to see

delivers a Hurricane

similar taste in

why. Like Ryu he's par

Kick at the same time.

known as the Tumble

pullovers.

tial to Dragon Punches

He also likes Dragon

and Hurricane Kicks.

Punch, apparently.

Dryer - and the Spin
ning Pile Driver.

out of his opponents.
especially when he

« 021 625 3366

Needs 1MByte RAM and

his diet, as a result of

shortages. Zangieff's
favourite fighting
moves are the Spin
ning Clothesline - also

For the record,
Edmond Honda is no

Street

Mr T lookalike

^*1 Zangieff is

•Tiff

ROB MEAD

believe the hype.
Lows

w

Your arms are

likely to drop off with
the sheer frenzy of it
all. Invest in a very

stout joystick.

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEW

\%

TRANS
• Fad up with racing alma?
Than how about going for a
spin In a good old-fash
ioned steam train?

Everyone
complains
about the rail

ways, but can
you imagine
what it would

be like if your
survival

B y 2022 global warming is
posing a serious threat to the
survival of the planet. In a
bid to reverse the process, the
United

Nations

commissions

a

group of scientists to try and find a
sensible solution to the problem Operation Blind involves the deto
nation

of several

thermo-nuclear

devices above the earth's atmos

forth between a few station towns

phere. Unfortunately, it all goes
terribly wrong - the earth is
plunged into a nuclear winter and
the sun is permanently obscured
from the few human survivors by

and this is where you come in. You
play the idealistic captain of one of

dense black clouds.

Hundreds of years later, the

depended on

planet is dominated by the Viking

them? That's

controls

the premise of
Transarctica,
as Rob Mead
found out

Union, an organisation which
rail

the

network

worldwide

and

the

only source of money
- coal. Huge popu
lated

steam

shuttle

•

back

trains
and

Transarctica's 3D

map view. This is where
you guide your train around
the rail network, changing the
points as you go.

these trains -

the

Transarctica -

whose quest is to free the planet
from perpetual winter and the eco
nomic slavery of the Viking Union.
You have to guide your train
around the rail network, using the
station towns to trade, gather
information and resources

while avoiding various
hazards - mole men,

into a well-defended city on
wheels. You also begin to piece
together the various pieces of
information you're given which can
help you solve your quest. And,
when you get fed up with all this
trading and information gathering,
you can always indulge in a bit of
mindless violence by attacking
Viking Union trains.
Transarctica is extremely remi
niscent of Ishar, Silmarils' previous
adventure game. The graphics and

crevasses and Viking

text fonts have a

Union trains, for
example. Each town

them, while the mechanics of the

specialises in a cer
tain
commodity
whether it's industry,

locations in search of information

slaves or mammoths and,

with a bit of planning, you're
soon able to build up your train

plot -

similar feel to

charging around various

and resources - are virtually identi
cal. The control system is also
exclusively mouse-driven with a
variety of icons and sub menus.
Negotiating your way around the

Mammoths on the line
500 years after they were
privatised, BR were still mak
ing excuses for their own

incompetence. Shivering
commuters had to just grin
and bear It

r—"| There's a mammoth on
' the line.
1 It's the wrong kind of
snow.

, No train's are going anyI where until I've consulted
my Viking Union rep.
1

There's a go slow at Leeds
station.

If you buy a Blue Saver
return on a weekday,
after the hours of 9pm and
return before 6.30am on a

Sunday avoiding Clapham
Central... oh sorry, have you
missed your train?
1 The driver's been decapi
tated by a gang of mole
men. Honest.

J I speak no Eengleesh,

L—' effendi... OiJohn! You
coming for a pint?
- Madonna's just been seen
down at a strip joint in
Bangkok.

rjH What with the present

I There's been a derailment

*—' recession and a lack of

'

investment (snip!)

in Katmandu.

• Since BR was privatised. Virgin Railways has preyed on
unsuspecting 125s and given them a broadside of sad
sandwiches and cold tea.

• Get yourself a missile launcher and then you're in a perfect position to pre
vent all those awkward confrontations with the Viking Union - spot one of
their trains approaching and you can blow them away with ease.

GAME

REVIEW

SCREEIMPL/VY

THREE WHEELS ON MY WAGON
Transarctica's engine room forms the
hub of your activities. From here you can
access most of the options you need to
keep your quest on the rails
•—I Makes a great train sound. Scares the

m

STATUS BARS

These tell you h
much lignite-money (
and anthracite (silver)

have. It also tells you i..
fast the train is going.
-

3D MAP VIEW

living daylights out of mammoths.

L^J Click here to get to

m

the close-up version of
the rail network map.

BRAKE

vY P

h
Click here
to stop the train. Click again

ENGINE ROOM ICON

Erm, you're in the
engine room.

ALARM/WARNING LIGHT

When an observation car spots another
train, stampeding mammoths or mole men,
an alarm sounds in the engine room and the
warning light flashes red.
I

r^l PRIVATE QUAR
I—I Click here to see
your inventory, save the

1070©

ENGINE CONTROLS

! 10000

I Click here to alter the regulator, check
on boiler pressure and your speed.

GENERAL

-"•"•

o

QUARTERS
LIGNITE-MONEY FIREMAN

J Click once to get fireman to shovel lig
nite-money into the firebox. Double-click to
go faster. Click again to stop.
m

This shows you the current status of
your train. Use the arrow keys to scroll back
wards and forwards. Click on individual wag
ons to see what they are.

3D train map can be a bit tiresome,
although the world view map is
extremely useful for plotting your
progress. The sound effects are
good and the music even has a
train's clickety-clack backing. How
ever, too many static screens and
to face

the black box.

MISSILE LAUNCHER

ANTHRACITE FIREMAN

Click just about here to attack Viking

See lignite-money fireman

Union trains.

TRAIN BAR

too little face

can see the number of elapsed days appear in

Click here to send out spies, dispatch inspec
tion cars and see the world view map.

contact -

especially in the information towns
- makes the game curiously uninvolving at times.

I STOUP
ra

•—• The archaic message system. Sends you
info from your spies and tells you about the
discovery of lignite and anthracite mines.

CLOCK

*—I Click here to accelerate the rate at
which various events in the game occur. You

Verdict

A massive, sprawling adventure fea
turing trains and mammoths
instead of the usual dungeons and
dragons. However, an original idea
is sadly let down by some unimagi
native gameplay and an occasion
ally tedious control system. Despite
this, the game is still addictive
enough to keep you tucked up with
your STfor weeks on end. stf

• Gdansk
is an

.

ooooo

excellent

li OOOOO i*

place to get
extra

wagons for
your train.
Make sure

you buy

plenty of
merchan

dise, live
stock and

M«3£
SPy-MSiiOtl
caracnv
s
spi£s
TaR£ H£1£HT
SO TOMS
PE1££ : SOO

cannon

trucks.

Transarctica
£29.99 Daze/Simarils
n

071 490 2944

Highs
A massive original
game from the makers
of Ishar. Could take you
months to complete.
Lows

Guiding the train
around the 3D

• From time to time it's necessary for you to build bridges over dangerous-

• Now Leeds is a shunting yard and

looking crevasses and fast flowing, deep and freezing cold rivers. To do this
you need a plentiful supply of slaves, mammoths and cranes.

workshop for old rolling stock - yes,
the Wedding Present are still going.

gets a bit tedious. •
Too many static
screens spoil the
gameplay.

*'

M
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DALEK ATTACK

• The Doctor conveniently runs

• Now this is the really scary bit.

through the plot for you in a glorious

These are the end of tunnel aliens.

sort of monochrome tacky framed

Wait until you see their animation.

affair. He doesn't seem too worried

'3-» J) tV i

about all this, but then, hey! He's
just wild and wacky.

Look, sorry about this but the
Daleks were never frighten
ing. The Cybermen were quite
scary, those blokes with the pastyshaped heads (the Sea Devils or
whatever) were pretty terrifying,
but the Daleks? Nah. Davros was a

bit odd, though, until they changed
the bloke who did his voice. After

that you could see right through
his little game.
Yep, Or Who was a real
trouser-filler during its heyday. Of
course, the fact that you were only
about eight or nine when you
watched it and Sylvester McCoy
was still doing "alternative" acts in
clubs might have helped. According

clear. Anyway, Doctor Who (and a
young pert friend if desired) has to

stop them. So, our hearts pounding
with excitement,

let's enter the

magical world of Dr Who.
Blimey, that first sequence
was pretty crap, wasn't it? Was that
wailing drone supposed to the Doc
tor Who music, do you think? Never
mind, we'll just wait for it to load.
(Some minutes later.) Nearly there
now. (Another three minutes later.)

Ah. Right. We're there. OK, first city
to stop at, London.
Hmm.

We

seem

to

be

to Admiral, Dalek Attack is the first

whizzing through a sort of tunnel
on Zimmer frames shooting at
globby things on the ceiling. Oh, I
see, they're humans captured by

home computer game to feature

the Daleks - who are chas

both the

ing us. It's a bit too easy,

Doctor and the

Daleks

together, which is surprising when
you think about it. Let's hope it's
the last. (Oh, what a giveaway.)
Apparently, the Daleks, hav
ing invaded Universe Sector Zeep 3
(no, honest, that's what it says in
the manual), have decided Earth is
next on their shopping list. But of
course they're not counting on the
Doctor, who, with the full might of

animation... Right,
now they're dead,
up the ladder and
into the city.
Great! Things to

ups. And there are the Daleks, a

planted pods which are destroying
the ozone layer, ready for their
invasion. Quite what they have
against the ozone layer isn't made

mastery of graphic design. Oh
sorry, it's not the Daleks, it's a bus.

game has you
wanging through

of the sewers. Hmm. Let's see if

there's anything on the TV. Fancy a
cup of tea? (and so on).
Yes, the horrible truth has

dawned: Dalek Attack is desperately
dull. You run a bit, you get hit by
everything
shooting
at
you
(because even if you crouch down
you can't avoid them), and you
hope you have enough energy to
complete the level. The Doctor's
fiddly to control, mainly because he
feels so wooden, which leads to

long falls off buildings and
other disasters.

To be fair, the

background graphics

Look at that anima

tured four of the earth's cities and

first part of the

would be a really bad move.

on your face. The problem is the
controls are so unresponsive. Into
the sewers... run along a bit... out

aren't at all bad -

tion! Well, sort of

stop them.
The Daleks have already cap

• The challenging

you'd have to buy the game, and that

man In the scarf."

have died. Back to the beginning
then. Let's try jumping over these
bricks. No, jumping, not falling flat

level alien thingies.

they've got a sort
of polished look.
The

character

graphics aren't as
impressive and the
sound is just dismal.
The game's awkward
and unfulfilling to play,

lacking good design and any
decent rewards for your efforts.

Dalek Attack is quite unbelivably

Into the house, rescue those

sad. Admiral had the licence to one

couple of humans... oh, seem to

of the most kitsch and popular
• After London,
Paris. You can
tell i f s Paris
because there's

a bloke with a

at the occasional

beret and a

slimy thing hang

striped jumper

ing from the ceil

hanging around,

scary, this.

series ever shown,

and they've

squandered it on this pathetic plat
form nonsense. You can imagine
the conversation at Admiral: "Hey,
people, what shall we do with this
licence, then?" "How about a 3D

polygon shoot-'em-up with the
Daleks?" "No - an RPG along the
lines of Captive." "No, wait, I've got
it - a bog standard platformer with
absolutely no relevance to the
series whatsoever! All the Who fans

will flock to buy it even though it's
sad, because they're so desperate
for anything new they'll buy any
thing!" "That's absolutely brilliant,
Thompkins, have a promotion."
"Wait till you hear my plans for the
Silence of the Lambs licence..."

Honestly, there isn't anything
here that you won't have played
and yawned at millions of times
before. It's not as if the game's a
good example of the platform
genre either. Who fans have been
used to

being fobbed off with

cheap and nasty material, but this
is going just a bit too far.

Dalek Attack
£16.99 Admiral Software
•a 0977 797777

Highs
Reasonable sort of

Verdict

a tunnel shooting

ing. Almost a bit

Actually, don't, because that means

Exterminate that silly

this. There's the end of

shoot! A pity you can't
protect yourself from any
thing. Run along here... climb up
the window... collect a few power-

his - er, sonic screwdriver, is out to

• "Exterminate!

price, two player
option and an odd
smattering of attrac
tive background

graphics.
Lows
Dull as a dull

music's awful.

ing at you.
on anyway?

m,&

thing only duller.
Not in any way
/•/
original and a com
plete waste of a licence
with potential. And the

casually shoot
Whose side is he

4

ED RICKETTS

SEIKOSHA - QUALITY PRINTERS
24 PIN 240 CPS 80 COLUMN
NEW! COLOUR PRINTER

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

80 COLUMN

192

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend the high

quality range of Seikosha printers. Built to the
highest standards by a company that is used to
manufacturing high quality precision products.
Seikosha are part of the massive Seiko/Epson group
with a turnover of E6 billion and 18,000 staff!.

FREE! FROM SILICA
r\EI l \ / C D V Next day - anywhere

L/C LI VCIf I

in the UKmainland

LltZI Dl IhIC Technicalhelpline

nCLrLIIVC. duringolticehours.
CT/IDTCD

O lr\ri I CZn

IflT

l\l I

With every Seikosha

dotmatrix printer

ON-SITE WARRANTY OPTION
1 YEAR • ONLY £10.™ - POS 8515

•

ON-SITE WARRANTY OPTION
1 YEAR - ONLY E10.W- POS8515

• 12 Month Repair

Seikosha SP-1900 Plus

Warranty

9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

I

•

• Seikosha SL-95 - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps SD, 192cps D, 64cps LQ

•

1K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

• 43K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

•

Parallel Interface

•
•
•
•
•

• Graphics Resolution:
144 x 72dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• AutoSheet Feeder Option

Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
Epson LQ860/850 Emulation • mono &colour
Colour Printing as Standard (inc colour ribbon)
Semi Auto Single Sheet Feeding as standard
Second Ribbon Drive for Black Printing
(Black Ribbon Optional Extra)

Every Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica comes with a
FREE Starter Kit, worth £29.38 (£25.v»t). It includes all you
need to get up and running with your new printer.

• Optional Automatic Cut Sheet Feeder
• 12 Month Repair Warranty

• 3'A" Disk withAmiga &ST PrinterDrivers

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

• 200 Sheets of QualityContinuousPaper

PRINTER RRP
STARTER KIT

•

£249.00
£25.00

TOTAL VALUE: £274.00

SAVING:

£85.00

SILICA PRICE: £189.00

£189
+VAT = £222.08

Rel: PRI 8305

•

FREE Silica Printer
Starter Kit

PRINTER RRP

£155.00

STARTER KIT

£25.00

TOTAL VALUE: £180.00
SAVING:

£70.01

SILICA PRICE:

£109.99

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF SILICA'S

BEST
BUY!

NEW SEIKOSHA CATALOGUE

Ref: PRI 8195

100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on TractorFeed

£109"
+VAT = £129.23

• OP-104-4Pagesperminute
• HP LaserJet IIP" Emulation

•
•
•
•

Resolution: 300x300dpi • 14Resident Fonts

UsesOriginal HPhFont Cards
Postscript Emulation Option (Extra)
Optional IBM, Epson&Diablo Emulation Cartridges

• CentronicsParallel,RS232C/RS422 Serial l/faces

• 512KRAM -expandableto2.5Mb
• Flexible paperhandling: Standard papercassette100sheets, Optional 2ndbin- 300 sheets

• QuietOperation 46dB(A)
• Compact Design with Straight Paper Path
• Cablerequired: CAB 7500forPC -£9.95
orCAB7614forST/Amiga - £14.95
PRINTER RRP
TOTAL VALUE: £899
SAVING: MOO

SILICA PRICE: £499 i .

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.

•
•
•

)

•

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
£12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.

•
:•

FREE CATALOGUES: Willbe mailed.to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
PAYMENT: Majorcredit cards, cash- cheque or monthlyterms:1

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have-made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is
second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat 9.3Qam-6.0Qpm

:;:;- -;;.;;

No tale Night Opening

Fax No:„0?t-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.00pm (Salclose6.30pm)

Late Nighl: Thursday • 8pm

Extension; 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 081-302 8811

Keddies (2nd Fioorl, High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA

Tel: 0702 462426

Mon-Sat 9.00afn-5.3Qpm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5 3Qpm (Sat9.00am-6.00pm)

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Fax No: 0702 462363

,Pi
To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0393-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

Fax No: 081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000

LONDON SHOP:

Postcode: ..

m

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest intormalion.
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RAVING
Raving
more

mad?
like.

Raving

What

nice,

we

have

here is a collection of three

games that are so fluffy, so lovable,
so inherently flossy, twee and cud
dly, that you could very easily imagin Enid Blyton nipping down the
• A sundialesque sun,

road to visit Beatrice Potter for an

afternoon of inoffensive fun. If your
favourite video game involves dis
patching enemies by cutting their
throats and pulling their tongues
out of the gap - an act known, in
the right circles, as a "Colombian
neck tie" - then you're going to be
extremely disappointed by this
compilation. If, however, you're a
card-carrying member of the real,
subscribing world of peaceable,
well adjusted types, then read on...
Rodland

In the scrabble for best game in the
pack, this one comes out tops. As
with all these Japanese inspired car
toon games, the heroes' mom gets
kidnapped, and Tarn and Rit go to
her

rescue

Sheesamo

with
and

the
some

Rods

of

fluffy animal cannons
and shower nozzles. Do

you really believe that
the programmers were
sober at the time?

in boots, and even confused-look
ing sacks of potatoes. The rainbow

shoes enable either of the achingly
lovable main characters to create a

magic

ladder.

The

Rods

of

Sheesamo, on the other hand, can

be used to either zap the baddies
or capture them before smashing
them from side to side until they're
dead - well, that's extremely fluffy,
isn't it? Upon their demise, they
drop bonuses or bombs, and clear
ing the screen, you move up to the
next level in a fairly predictable,
but fun kind of way.

good option at

the beginning

where you can either start on the
ground, the air or the sea - so
there's no need to plough through
the same starter level every time.
Brandishing a sword, you flip the
baddies off the screen, work your
way over platforms, across wires,
over clouds and the

like to the

Mega Twins

Next up in the race for the most
unbelievable plot sees the king's
twin sons battling to recover their
domain of Alurea, which was devas
tated by the forces of evil. Again
this is a two player game, and a
fairly unremarkable horizontallyscrolling one at that. There's a

quite a variety of gameplay - in the
air level you can fly - and clever
visuals like shower nozzles protrud
ing from rain clouds certainly raise

thing of the '80s, so what on earth
is it doing on Robocod?

a smile or two.

And finally... Robocod
Bottom of the list is Robocod, which
you would think should be the best.

It starts with a playfully ripped off
version of the Robocop tune and
James Pond in front of a large cas
tle. Each door lets you into a differ
ent level, based on board games,
sweets, toys and so on. You can
leap around these wonderfully pre

won't be able to register the funny

graphics,

the

Robocod's

little

boppy
dance,

tune

or

because

you'll be looking at the horrendous
screen scrolling. It's a bit ragged on
either up and downs or left and
rights, but it enters a new level of
awfullness as soon as you're on a
diagonal. Lurching screens were a

kill

numerous

innocents,

most

into

the

box

as

a

final

sweetener, is a budget game from
Kixx. They're thrown in at random,
so it's not worth taking time to
comment

on

the

one

from

the

review copy - but another game
has got to be worthwhile, hasn't it?
Verdict

The general rule seems to be that
compilations are a good way of

getting rid of the good with the
bad, and this is, yet again, very
much the case. Each game has a
grating, yet cheerful tune and
pretty graphics, but of the three,
only Rodland has the gameplay to
grab you. Mega Twins is probably
good for a few days and you might
as well just forget Robocod. All in
all, a thoroughly average package.
MARK WINSTAIMLEY

Raving Mad

Have you really gone potty?

mid '70s. He ordered his followers to

And finally, againPacked

plane, and even expand telescopically to get "to the parts other fish
can't reach." The thing is, you

Charlie boy was the cult guru leader
of a bunch of crazed dropouts in the

Here, watch as an explosion merely
creates a pretty picture.

sented levels, climb in and use the

Charles Manson

violence is without consequence?

inevitable end of level boss. There's

rainbow

shoes. Putting the unconvincing
story-line aside, Rodland is great
fun in both one and two player
modes, with 40 levels of nasty
bashing and not a sign of blood or
pain anywhere.
Each level consists of plat
forms connected by ladders and
patrolled by bunnies, crying sharks

• Is it right to teach our children that

£27.99

US Gold

should be considered entirely com
pos mentis, don't you think?

if 021 6253366

Highs
Rasputin
As in "Rah, rah, etc, Russia's greatest

Three violence-free

love machine", but also known as

one with free vio

games for the price of

famously Roman Polanski's wife,
Sharon Tate. Quite literally a case for

the Mad Monk because of his wild

lence - can't be all

the rubber room.

hair,

that bad.

Jimmy Saville
No man in his twilight years who
insists on wearing silver track suits
and crawling along marathon routes

unbelievably wild behaviour. He was
ultimately poisoned, stabbed, kicked
about a bit and drowned by a bunch
of jealous Russian noblemen. Raving
dead, matey!

wilder eyes

and incredibly,

Lows
Robocod's awful

• Oh, yeah, Robocod can extend at
the waist. Big, fat, fishy deal.

scrolling spoils it,
and there's no long
term appeal.

X

w

THE
ATARI ST
PEOPLE

•SOFTWARE
•HARDWARE
•TRAINING

Moat House Business Centre • Melboum Science Park • Melboum • Royston • Herts SG8 6EJ

ART GRAPHICS/DESIGN

ACCOUNTS
Home Accounts 2
Cashbook Combo Pack
Personal Tax Planner

Degas Elite
Hyperdraw
Hyperpainl v2
Megapainl II v4
Megapainl II Professional v4
Easy Draw 2

£44.90
£59.95
£34.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)

£39.95

DATABASES

^Supercharged Easy Draw2

Data Manager Professional
Digita DGBase

£29.95 5CyberStudio (CAD 3D v2)
£39.95 J-- Cyber Control

Prodata

£59.95

£359.00
£99.00

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (Wilh CP/M)
Hisott High Speed Pascal

£24.90 5 STACEY Laptop 4Mb/40
£179.95

£149.00 e«520STE Start Pack

£249.00

Calamus v1.09n
Calamus SL
Timeworks DTP v2
EZTexIPIus
EZText Professional

£129.00 ¥520STE upgraded 1Mb
£575.00 i-= 520STE upgraded 2Mb
£89.95 O52OSTE upgraded 4Mb
£19.95
£39.95 S1040STE Music Pack incl Pro 24

£259.00
£289.00

^1040STE Family Curriculum II
5 Mega STEs

£359.00

£299.00
£299.00

From £399.00

TT030
Falcon 0301MB
Falcon 030 4Mb 65HD
SM124 Mono Monitor
Atari SC1435 Colour

frafl7£890.00
PHONE
PHONE
£129.00
£199.00

PhilipsCM8833MKII Monitor

£209.00

Ricoh LP1200 Laser Printer

£795.00

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

geCalligrapher Gold

£SSTFirstWord Plusv3.2

^Wordwriter

' Protext v5.5
: Thai's Write v1.5..

^ That's Wrile v2

prfctar

PCSpeed
AT Speed8MHz
AT Speed C-16MHz

Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software
24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0763 263127

£109.00

£34.95 j- GFA Basic Compiler v3.5
£39.95 ^ Prospero Pascal

£795.00 £ Prospero Fortran

RE

£45.00
£79.95

£79.95

£45.00

£24.90
£79.95 I
£79.95

i£ Prospero C

£79.95

H Prospero Developers Toolkit

£55.95

£89.00

MISCELLANEOUS
£57.95 £NEu/videomasler
£65.00

£129.00 ^,

^£39.95 ^Neodeskv3

£™.oo£Harlekin2
.£85.00

lj

£2g.95
£4490

2 Naksha IIHand Scanner

£119.00

< SLM804
SLM605
SLM804
SLM605

£165.00
£132.95
£37.95
£32.95

PHONE ^G+Plus

£210.00
£339.00
£439.00
£489.00
PHONE

£99.00
£129.00
£199.00

TOS 2.06 Official UK Versions in Stock

ATAR I

£65.00

£42.00

HisoftLattice C vS.5

£99.95 g FTL Modula 2Developer

Good Han/ Drives Cost Less from CBS!
Progale II20Mb
Progale II40 MbDC
Progate II85 MbDC
Progale I1120 MbDC
ProgateII 240 MbDC

£65.00

Hisoft C. Interpreter

PHONE q GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5

WORD PROCESSORS
1-CalligrapherProfessional

Hisoft Basic2

Replacement Drum
Replacement Drum
Replacement Toner
Replacement Toner

£19.95

0763 262582

PC EMULATORS/TOS 2.06

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO
All prices include VAT &delivery • NO surcharges on European orders

™

Cubase v3
Cubase Lite

K Concerto
£39.95 5 Quartet

DESKTOP PUBLISHING^ COMPVimS/MOMOSSmiERS

£99.00
£95.00
£69.95
£29.95
£69.95

Hisotl Devpac v3

£59.95 g Replay 16

Pagestream v2.2

SPREADSHEETS

£279.00
£195.00
£179.95
£239.00

£32.95

-£Cyber Paint v2

MLANGUAGES & COMPILERS

E-Magic Notator
E-Magic Creator
E-Magic Nolalor Alpha
E-Magic Unilor II

£39.95 q Breaklhru Sequencer

SuperBasePersonall
PHONE ^Spectrum 512
Super Bass Professional... Special £89.95 ffiTechnoboxDraflerv2

LDW PowerSpreadsheel v2
K-SprearJ 4
K-Spread 3
Digicalc
Logistix v1.2

MUSIC

£19.95
£29.95
£29.95
£85.00
£199.00
£39.95

FAX 0763 263488
TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G

PAIRS

Repairs undertaken
to Atari computers at £49.95 inclusive
ReDairs
ui
of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing

Atari registered for full technical support
Computers repaired in the quickest possible time
All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability
Entrust your machine to .the experts, full 90 day warranty

Repairs to disk drive and power supply also included
(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement)
Repairs to other Atari systems undertaken - phone for details
Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details
JL#^T 5^ • i*tij
To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliveryour computer to our workshop complex,
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address.

along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest.
Should you require Group 4 Security return delivery, simply add £5.00 to the repair charge.

j VISA

WTS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines)
(We reserve the right to reject machines which, in our opinion, are beyond repair- Normalcharge applies) •
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AMPAIGIM
The basic idea is for you to
manoeuvre your forces to a desired

objective by placing a series of waypoints. With the help of air sup

From here you could stick an oasis

and lots of groovy pictures of war
mongering hardware. At first
you're presented with a default
map view of a battlefield with vari
ous battle groups at your com

In the middle of the desert and build

mand. You can then take control of

a swimming pool In your back
garden. Wonderful.

Allied or Axis forces in one of the

• Campaign'* Map Editing Screen.

During the heat of battle, the

20 complex scenarios, including DDay and the battle of the Sahara.

vring your forces is engaging for
the first few minutes, but you soon
reach your boredom threshold
even on the more complicated sce

port, you're soon able to pinpoint

narios. When it comes to do battle

the enemy's positions and engage

you can either let your ST work out

them in 3D combat.

the outcome for you, or engage in

Your success is determined by

a bit of pointless charging about in

how well you plan your campaign

the 3D view. Because all the 3D

strategy and minimise your losses
at maximum cost to the enemy.
Sounds good? Well, it's not. Cam
paign is extremely boring to play.
Placing waypoints and manoeu-

battle options - driving and shoot
ing - can be left on automatic, you
end up feeling more like a specta
tor than a participant. If you do
fancy taking charge of a T-34,

air is filled with the stench

of cordite, burning metal
and scorched flesh -

the smell is

awful, and so is the pong coming
off this latest offering from Empire.
On the face of it Campaign
could have been a great war sim after all there haven't been many
more dramatic events than World

War Two. What was a great idea,
however, has made for an awful

game in practice.

The Longest Day
When you get one of the sce
narios to load, you're
presented with this map
screen. Here's the STF guide
to those icons, waypoints and

ground.

round-tipped scissors

game. Do this frequently.

The first thing you realise is
that Campaign crashes extremely
regularly - when you try to access
different parts of the game's menu
system, for example. We pointed

battleground. Your forces are
marked in yellow and enemy
forces in red. Left click to high
light a battle group. Hold down

PTI Text Icon

I—I Use this with the weaponry
icons to get information on your
own forces.

Save Map
-

mMap
This is the main view of the

Mini Map
Overall view of the battle

Status Icon

Click here to save the

»—• Tells you whether you're
one of the good guys or one of
the bad guys.

Load Map
••^

Loads one of the 20

rjTJI Ship Icon

predefined maps, or one of

*—'

your own versions.
Tanks
Click here and on the text

the left mouse button to see bat

tle group status. Use the right

icon to find out information

out this fault when we included a

mouse button to relocate a

about your battle groups.

demo of Campaign on STF 34's

battle group.

Cover

Disk,

but,

S

unfortunately,

nothing seems to have been done
to resolve the problem.
The game itself is a war/strat

I Scroll Bars

I Moves you around the bat
tleground.

Click here and on the text

icon to get information about
friendly battleships.
Truck Icon

*—' Click here and on the text
icon to get information on any
convoys coming from arma

Aircraft Icon

Click here, then on the text

ments factories.

icon for details of friendly air

Factory Icon

craft in the battle zone.

Click here and on the text

egy sim with maps, 3D tank battles

WWF EUROPEAN
Y

ou can really
get off to a
flying
start
with

this

one.

Despite claim
ing on the box
that it supports
the 520 ST, WWF
European
Ram

page Tour is, in
fact, a 1MByteonly
game.
Some people would argue that this
is not necessarily a bad thing. Why?
Well, probably because ST owners
who haven't upgraded won't run
the risk of being tempted to buy
this lump of unmitigated trash.
Start at the beginning
With a game like this, it's difficult
to know where to start. You can

always take it apart on its merits as
a game - not a difficult one, this.
WWF European Rampage plays like it

was written - with a beat-'em-up
construction kit. The gameplay con
sists of walking up to your oppo
nent and hitting the fire button to
punch him a few times until he falls
down. You then stomp on him a
bit, and then a bit more, and you
keep on going until his energy level
is sufficiently low for you to flop
down on top of him, and pin him
down for three seconds - winning
you the match.
The tag-team aspect of the
game serves only to drag out each
bout for twice as long - if your
opponent escapes to his corner, he
can tag his partner who then
comes in with a full energy bar.
This forces you to start the tedious
process all over again.
You might wonder about
brightening up the game by using
the more complicated moves. To be
honest, they are quite difficult to
perform properly, and are totally

unnecessary since the very easy
"punch and stomp" sequence is
much more effective.

Graphics and sound
Well, alright, so the gameplay is
pathetic. Surely this means that the
programmer has been concentrat
ing on the soundtrack and graph
ics? Nope. Your little sister could do
better

than

this

with

a

set

of

crayons and a Bontempi organ. So,
• The Britannic

Arena. Well,

apart from the

dead give away
name, you can

tell which Euro
pean venue you

are fighting in
by the flags in
both top
corners.

zero gameplay and crap graphics.
As the first WWF game proved,
however, that's not necessarily
enough to prevent the game from
becoming a huge success - we live
in a very sad world, you know!
WWF? Are you sure?

Fanatics of these games usually lap
up anything that carries the official
WWF logo on it - so let's take a
look at how European Rampage

GAME

• The Panzer 4 was

[•] mf*

REVIEWS

H

icon and click on that as well. If you

Battlegroup Panzer IV AusF C

mishes on the

beaches of the Costa
Brava. It could fire
*»—

beach towels from

HR'3

*

want to choose aircraft to launch

designed for skir

SCREEIMPLAV

RAF

>-» iflE-A Jjh& ifr-*-

an attack, you can't select them by
clicking on them once - that just
shows you the 3D view - you have
to hold the mouse button down

quite long distances

•oha

and ran on unleaded

Front Amour
Side Amour (nn)
Rear Amour CnrD
Maxinun Arnour Penetration (nn)l

sangria.

!

y

a

Maxinun Road Speed Own)
1 iUJ

you're given a choice of control
options - keyboard, keyboard and
joystick or two joysticks.
The keyboard option is userdefinable and this is by far the easi
est way of controlling your tank using two joysticks is laughable,
unless you have four arms or two

you have to unplug the mouse to
use it. The icon menu system is also
pointlessly complicated. You can't
click on the tank or aircraft option
to see the information about your
battle groups, you have to click on
it once, then go to the information

icon to check weapons produc
tion at your factories.

Loudspeaker Icon
Click here to toggle the

human drivers - oh, and, of course,

and move the aircraft pointer over
to a different box! The graphics are
average for this sort of thing although there are over 3,000 dif
ferent vehicles for you to gawp at and the sound effects are crap your tanks sound like someone rap
ping their fingers on a table instead
of lumbering behemoths.

• "Roger winco, tell Bubbles the Hun
have bowled a googlie." - " Come
along Carruthers, the doctor can see

you now."

reached the ST. It's extremely tem
peramental when you try to load
different maps and it crashes so
often you feel like just chucking
your ST out of the window. Buying
Campaign is a waste of £35.

Verdict
This has to be one of the most dis

appointing games ever to have

Campaign
Speed Icon
Click on this to change the
game's speed.
Scissors

i Enables you to access the
map editing screen.
Magnifying Glass Icon
I Click here then left click on
the main map to zoom in on your
battlefield, or right-click to zoom
out. Click on the icon again
when you want to switch the
magnification off.

sound on and off.

Clock

Empire
f

0268 541126

Machines: All STs.

Hard drive installable

1_j2ergrupp«

"-tionisr**"-

Highs
You get lots of lovely
WW2 posters and

"%fiaehgrLr

postcards to look at
instead of the game.

*firtiU.ei-ie 1
Zeror*

Lows
-•I

>r^&y
rrrrril
gruppe

Sleep Icon

tr-tr-tr •

E

Click here to start action on

the battlefield. Click again to
stop the action.

£34.99

•—•
Enables you to tell whether
it's day or night.

Campaign has an
alarming ten
dency to crash...
and it's boring.
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• Macho man. Randy Savage would
not look out of place in a modern

of WWF's success as a spectator
event. The "tour" aspect of the
game consists of repeating the
same three bouts -you always have
to fight the Nasty Boys, the Natural
Disasters and the Legion of Doom
in different European venues. These
are all exactly the same crude
arena, with different flags and ban
ners - this is unlikely to make you
want to play on.

than this one. A lot v^

for a two-disk travesty like this, cut

of people ended up with burned
fingers, however, and a strong dis
inclination to fall for it again. This
year they've upped the price - £30

their costs -

European
Rampage
£29.99

Ocean tr 061 8326633

rendition of Swan Lake.

1 MByte minimum

Verdict

fares as a WWF licence? Not very
highly, that's for sure. You get a
strictly limited selection of WWF
wrestlers to choose your characters
from, many of whom are hopelessly
out of date. None of the characters

boast any of their real-life trade
mark moves or characteristics. The

atmosphere-building insult-trading
section of the first game has gone,
and there's none of the showbiz

razzamatazz that's the real secret

no "free" video this

time round, and produced a game
that's quite tangibly and unarguably dreadful.

So the gameplay's useless, it's
unbelievably repetitive, and it's got
next to nothing to do with the

VFT155I rH

Highs
None whatsoever.

Lows

No gameplay,

WWF. What's left? How about the

V2t

looks and sounds

success of WWF European Rampage
Tour as a quick-buck, lazy, cash-in
rip-off aimed at separating ST users
from outrageous amounts of
money? Well, that one's up to you

• Meet your opponents - they're just

to decide, folks!

the type of boys who play bowls on

Last year, Ocean released a
game only slightly less appalling

classes in the evening.

awful, no WWF
feel, ridiculous

price tag... need
I go on?

a Sunday morning and go to pottery

STUART CAMPBELL

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEWS

instructions say. Subtitled "No sax

please, we're Transylvanian", Duck
ula is a merry platform-cum-maze
game set inside a pyramid, with
lots of Egyptian villains to avoid.
The initial attraction of the game
evaporates after a while because,

although it's commendably speedy,

M As Professor Gruber's grandiose

plans collapsed along with his mis
sile silo. Captain Flash paused at the

doorway and with a final, mocking
bow, he leaped into what is

you can't really do that much
beyond run a lot and open the
occasional door. Randomly set
rooms don't help either - you can
straddle two flip screens and watch
your poor old ST smoke as it tries
to keep up. Definitely good for a
few plays, though.

known as the unknown.

Postman Pat

Honestly, have these people
never heard of apostro
phes? This compilation from
Alternative must surely stretch the
definition of kids' programs to the
limit by including Duckula and The

Featuring the return of the crap
Snap game, as well as the slightly
less crap Ludo and Snakes and Lad
ders games - er, hurrah - Postman
Pat is the everyday tale of a carrier
of paper. Pat has to drive his little

Munsters. Come to think of it, isn't

-•;,,,-

Postman Pat aimed at the 30 some

thing generation seeking to recap
ture the idyllic simplicity of a
country life that never was - all on
the pretext of watching the show
with their children? Maybe not.

KH -•-••^ri

-T

Batifai1! liMfiiQufc

"There's no one zannier in Transyl
that's

what

the

realise that fine manoeuvres with

words, it's just plain bo-o-oring.

your van are infinitely improbable.
Apart from that - and it's a big
apart from that - you should really
enjoy Postman Pat, though not at
all in a naughty kind of way.

Which came first, The Munsters or

2p"P«5*

Count Duckula

Well,

• Mere moments after entering the

The Munsters

i

SS* [33!

vania!"

cyclists drifting around the place
and if you crash into any of them
(by accident, of course) they sur
vive, but you run into a ditch. Bah,
and doubly so, because you quickly

• Little did Harry realise that within
number 14 lurked the dreaded

Marshmallow killer, already nick
named "Susan" by the gutter press.

The Addams Family? This question
has plagued theologians for years,
but then, they have nothing much
better to do. In the game-of-theshow-of-the-quite-possibly-othershow-which-appeared-first, Marilyn

office, Jane was severely beaten by
a rogue beat combo; the fifth such
incident in that week alone.

ing baddies as you go. Or, in other

Verdict

// buono, Hbruto, il cattivo as Sergio
Leone once stated, but then he was

Italian and clever like that. Being a
cheapy doesn't necessarily mean
being a good buy, but in this case,
Kids Pack is worth looking at.

(the dull, normal one) has been
kidnapped, and the other Munsters
have to rescue her. The instructions

• Reginald was a man of principle.
He would go through life shunning
everyone he met, simply
to make a point.

red van all around town, pulling up
outside people's houses, delivering
their post and then probably bang
ing the gate upsettingly and dri
ving away with expressive exhaust
noises. Map-making is the order of
the day - the town is fairly big, and
you're given no clue as to who lives
where. Here comes the rotten part,
though - there's a bunch of insane

actually tell you how to complete
Level One, and it's pretty obvious
why - the game is damn near
impossible to play. You have one
life represented by a bottle of
blood, and one hit from a nasty
digests about half the liquid con

• The disco was not a resounding
success. Lobelia had no sense of

tents of the flask. Ridiculous. The

rhythm, and Dirk and Chris, it later

game itself is just a race through

transpired, had been dead for some

the house and its environs, shoot-

considerable amount of time.

JON PILLAR
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Kids Pack
£9.99

\

Alternative Software
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0977 790243

Highs
Good variety of game
styles. Both Postman Pat
and Duckula are good

I
"'"! .

for an hour or two.

iimii

Lows

The Munsters is hor

rible, and the oth

un'.Eiau (rvfrinn iiiff
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• Taking swift advantage of Mrs
Lumber's short-sightedness, Samuel

helped himself to an extraordinary
quantity of bull's eyes.

ers may be a little
tricky for the age
group they're aimed at.

PCL5 LASER PRINTER
FOR ONLY

NOW AVAILABLE WITH

LP1200 LASER

400dpi OPPM 4rAM

HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE • FLASH ROM UPGRADEABLE!

£799

+VAT Previous price for4m version £848.vat

At a time when some manufacturersare considering price rises, as the pound struggles against foreign currencies, Silica Systems have
some good news! Weare pleased to present the award winning Ricoh LP1200 upgraded to 4m RAM for only £799.i«r (£49 off the
previous price of £848.wrJ. And, if you don't require the extra benefits offered by the increased memory capacity, you may still
purchase the 2ut RAM version at the normal unchanged Silica price of only £699*vat.
Ricoh, the world's second largest manufacturer of laser printer engines, have used their expertise to produce a 'first'in laser

printers for the world market, the LP1200 with FLASH ROM. HPLaserJetIII"" compatible, the LP1200 employs industry proven
laser technology. Unlike LEDprinters, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's laser light source is able to produce the
most accurate and intense printed images. It has a fast efficient processor and engine, together with a straight paper path
design which allows printingat a full6 pages per minute and, it can address a range of printresolutions up to 400 dpi. The
2m,RAMversion can printa fullA4 page of graphics at 300 dpi and a fullA4 page of text, or A5 page of graphics,
using standard resident internal fonts and the alternate controller firmware supplied, at 400 dpi. A free
Windows driversupplied enables the 2Mb Ricoh LP1200 to print a typical
page of text at 400 dpi from Windows 3, using the alternate controller
firmware supplied on the Windows Driver Disk and standard internal

resident fonts. The4m> RAM version has the added advantageof
being able to print a full A4 page of graphics at 400 dpi and

,
—.*

mates full use of the LP1200's 400 dpi printing capabilities,
such as using Microsoft Windows fonts.
Unique additionalstandard features include FLASH ROM
'future proof technology and LAYOUT - a powerful document
description language. The LP1200's unique internal FLASH ROM,
whichholds the printercontrollerfirmware, can easily be updated as
new developments in technology occur. This protects the
investment you make in buying a Ricoh LP1200. Other
manufacturers would require you to buy a new
printer! Internal FLASH ROM and industry standard
FLASH

ROM

IC cards can also be used to

permanently store fonts, macros, graphics and extra
emulations. Again, unlike the competition, the

LP1200 includes LAYOUT a powerful document
description language as standard, which offers unique
opportunities to develop custom made printing systems. Forms and
document templates can be designed and stored electronically in the
LP1200's FLASH ROM, alleviatingthe need forpre-printed forms!

The LP1200 comes complete with a 100 sheet A4 paper trayand the facility to feed single sheets of
paper and card up to 157gsm. An optional extra universal feeder provides the facility to automatically
feed up to 150 sheets, from sizes of 98mm x 148mm to 216mm x 356mm in size, at weights of up to
158gsm. Itcan also feed up to 15 envelopes, overhead transparencies and labels automatically.
THE LP1200 IS A GENUINE LASER PRINTER AND NOT AN LED PRINTER.
MAKE SURE YOU CHECK THE COMPETITION!

SeehowtheRicoh LP1200 compares
toitsLaser Printer Competitors EPSON
'FEATURES
AverageStreet Price(excl.VAT)
Official RRP (excl. VAT)

rommcii)

Maximum resolution in dots per inch
Windows 3 Driver @ 400 dpi

Print Speed

Straight Paper Path
PCL5 Printer Command Language

Standard RAM

FullA4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM
Warm Up Time

First Page of Text Output
Document Description Language included

EPU100

HP L/JET
NIP

M'MAN
TALLY
MT904t

IBM 4029
Model 010

RICOH
LP1200

E569

E699

£699-

£750

£699

£945

£1,179

£1,099

£1,099

£1,195

300 X300

300x'300

300x300

300x300

400 x 400

6ppm

4ppm

4ppm

5ppm

6ppm

YES
YES

YES

YES

"The Ricohslormedahead ol the other pnniers in

YES

YES

YES

0.5Mb

1Mb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

<45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

33 sees

45 sees

non-PoslSchpt machine in all the tests ... it
produced the most impressive pages, with prints
consistenilydear and wellcontrasied ... produced
someverylineprimsat 400dpi".

<20 sees

<40 sees

34 sees

20 sees

<15secs

For controller upgrade and storage

IC CA MD SL O T (PCMCIA/JEIDA Compatible)
For programmable FLASH ROM cards

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity eg. Coax/Twinax, PC-LAN etc

•WINDOWS'MAGAZINE-Mr a

LAYOUT Document Description Language

8
11

14

YES
YES
100

70

YES

YES

YES

8

0

8

14

16

YES

200

100

YES

YES

YES

1.71p

1.640

1.65p

60-120

60-131

60-157

YES

YES

YES

YES

31.7dB

<35dB

38 ill)

<38dB

YES

YES
<46rJB

50 dB

LAA5238 Universal Feeder (2nd Tray)

£8.47
£12.50
£100.00

LAA 5262

2Mb RAM Module

£149.00

LAA5225

OPC Cartridge (Drum)

Laser Starter Kit inc Cable...

RAM
US 5200

LP1200 WITH
SINGLE BIN&

£35.00

•Mb

CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST

RAM
LAS 520O*UA 5262

<48dB .

tilTrademarksare acknowledged

MAIL ORDER:

)

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team ol technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliableand profitable.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Allof your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms.
Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we
ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and,
with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements
with an understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return
the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

^081-309 1111

2Mb

£89.00

LAA5312 A4 Paper Tray (100 Sheets).

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

/-^=TA MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SINGLE BINS

PRICE ExcVAT

KIT 5200

2.00p

433dB

PRODUCT

CAB 7500 Cable for PC/ST/Amiga

60-105

<50ilB

CODE

YES
YES

1.65p
YES

LP1200 WITH

YES
100

YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY

Next working day response

'Consumables + Accessories1

YES

60-157

<40dB

1

for business
OCTOBER '92

14
YES

YES

SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS

What to Buy

YES
YES

' "As Quoted Qymanufacturers • 2/4/92

•

..

OCTOBER '92

O5Q193-1300

•
•
•
•

2Mb & 4Mb RAM VERSIONS
UNIQUE FLASH ROM

uWmm

mixed page tests ... was consistently Ihe fastest

YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included

f

400dpi RESOLUTION
(Default res. - 300dpi. Willaddress 200, 240 & 400dpi.)

YES

YES

Ableto print on card (157gsm-Manual Feed)
Standby -Noise Level
.Printing -Noise Level

Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution

AUGUST '92

YES

YES

SHARP EDGED PRINTING

mm

CHOICE

YES

HP LaserJet III Emulation Included

Min-Max Paper Weight in gsm
Able to print on OHP Film

PCL5 - mcHP-GL/2

...:.,:;f.

YES

PAGES PER MINUTE

With scalable fonts and vector graphics

PC PLUS- AUGUST ti

YES

AGFA IntellilontScalable Font Technolopv

Standard Tray Capacity
Protective cover on standard tray
Cost per copy*'

6

Using a straight paper path

is a wellrounded package".
PC PLUS VALUEVERDICT Nil

YES

Upgradable Firmware

EPSON FX Emulation Included

"Welikedthe Ricoh'sspeed, extra memory(used
for graphic printing) and full HPLaserJet III
emulation withscalablefoms... runningcosts, ease
of use and documenlation are all also good,so Ihis

YES
YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ III Emulation

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts

The winner is the Ricoh ... its graphics performance is
staggering'.

(OPTIONAL EXTRA)

Fax:081-308 0608

WINNER!

YES

Flash ROM
IC Card Slot

Tel: 081-308 0888

Shortly after its launch. Itie LP1200 had scooped
accolades Irom mostofthemajof pressreviewers,,.

HP-GL/2 Vector Graphics included

Resolution Improvement/Enhancement

IT'S A

SHOWN WITH
UNIVERSAL FEEDER
TOP TRAY

CORPORATE SALES TEAM

SILICA
IYSTEMS ^^^^A

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

+VAT
£938.83

No Late Night Opening

Fax No:081-308 0608

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Late Night Opening

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Fri 9.30am-7.QOpm (Sat close 6.30pm)

Late Night: Thursday • Bpm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday - 7pm

Fax No:081-309 0017

Keddies (2nd Floor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 468039

ESSEX SHOP:
Opening Hours:

+VAT
£821.33

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

OrderLines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

£699
£799

Mon-Fri 9.30am-5.30pm (Sat 9.00am-6.00pm)

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 0702 462363

To: Silica Systems, STFOR-0393-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX~^
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

Postcode:

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE- Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon tor the latest inlormalion.

75M

SCREENPLAY

GAME

REVIEWS

Budget games
have a reputa
tion of being
pretty poor

programming
efforts - is

there any
truth in this?

Jon Pillar
checks out if

budget is
synonymous

of really cheap

REDUCED
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE
Not even the absence of the god
like Ringo Starr can deter our
Thomas. You

have to drive

• Great
moments in

history,

him

part four:

along a twisty railway track, per
forming such tasks as delivering a
tractor to a farm, taking some
orphans to the beach, or ignoring
the orphans and taking some toxic

vice vehi

waste to the beach, and so on. The

cles in

God

appears to
a number of

public ser

trouble is, this railway has at least
five other trains running on it, so
you have to keep nipping into sid
ings, or taking roundabout routes

Cheam, but

.'.'.'.'.".'.'."7. - ..-fT-m-—,s;

' HII>»i»n'»U'lJJIJJ
I'm m'» w v v

mi

Tnr-

gets it all

terribly
wrong.

to get there safely.
Verdict

Watch carefully as the words "set
patterns" sidle towards the review,

• "British

Rail regrets

because Thomas the Tank Engine is,
at heart, a test of memory. Sit on a

siding and watch the trains go by
until you've deduced the set pat

the late

arrival of the
3.15 from
Lewisham.
This is due
to four other

trains crash

Tank Engine

terns, then weave around the other

£7.99

locomotives

Alternative Software

to

reach

the

end.

There are seven levels in all, plus a
couple of hidden race games.
The graphics are cheery, the
music is stunningly off-key, and
there are plenty of hair-raising
moments as engines roar out of
nowhere to knock you for six.

to announce

Thomas the

v

0977 790243

Highs
It's all very jolly and sur
prisingly playable.
Instant appeal across
the board.
Lows

One task is very

m.

ing into it."

Thomas also has a bonus Pelmanism

much like another.

"Teh, any

game chucked in for free - it's

old excuse."

absolute rubbish, but there you go,

Tinies will get frus
trated by the constant

BUBBLE DIZZY
Dizzy, the bouncing egg, has
been bunged overboard by the
unkemptly-bearded Captain Blackheart for reasons of dramatic narra

tive thrust. Fortunately equipped
with a scuba kit, Dizzy has to ride
various bubbles back to the surface

while avoiding the unsociable mon
sters of the deep. The egg has to
pick up pearls and extra bottles of

oxygen while it is egged on (sorry,
unavoidable really) by an aggravat
ing electronic tune.

what do you expect? All in all, quite

train wrecks. And where's

a fun little game.

the mighty Ringo?

«fff

'

'

•"I'm having

~T

t

LIVE*

a whale of a

••

KSCfeU

«#*8

time!"

S3*

Verdict

Bubble Dizzy is a prime example of

he was later

•*•»

quately
disciplined

I^^J^^.'

frog.

So, you have to guess when they're
going to go, and just before they
do, you have to hop onto another
one. Unhelpfully, the bubbles
appear randomly as well, so - yes -

while, way
in the dis

breather, but acute frustration is

Codemasters

likely to set in after you've fallen all
the way back about twice.
If you're into this sort of
thing, though, there's a host of
other games involving Dizzy the
bouncing
egg.
Codemasters

•» 0926 814132

Mean

tance and

slightly
more to the
left than the
frame of the

picture
reveals,

Jimmy
Cricket
breaks new

ground in
rocket
research.

killed by an
inade

advancing through the level is
more a matter of luck than judg
ment. There are ledges and friendly
creatures you can jump onto for a

•

grinned
Quentin.

Fortunately,

a super idea that sadly falls flat as a
game. Your basic vertical-scroller,
the twist in this game is that the
bubbles pop after a random
amount of time, tumbling you all
the way back to the ocean floor.

&

released
the
Dizzy
Collection
(reviewed in STF 34 - STF Rating:
71%) and Dizzy's Excellent Adven
tures (see full review in STF 35 - STF
Rating: 82%) a while back - Bubble
Dizzy is not the best of the series.

Bubble Dizzy
£7.99

Highs
The presentation is very
smart. The idea is

extremely good.
Lows
You'll need the

patience of Job on a

particularly unhur- '
ried day to get any
where with this
number.

GAME

REVIEWS

SCREENPLAY

TO CLEAR
INDIANA JONES AND THE
LAST CRUSADE

The Last
Crusade

This would be an ideal opportu
nity to warn you all of the insidious
practice of panning-and-scanning

•a 0902 640027

£7.99
Kixx

widescreen films for television and

Indiana Jones type prizes - priceless
japes, lost morals, hidden mean
ings, that sort of thing. Unforgiv
ably, Indy's famous whip is reduced

video, but STF is a computer maga

to a cameo role, with his less well-

you'll pop your clogs with alarming
regularity as the enthusiastic Nazis
refuse to line up nicely to be
punched out - instead they shoot
at you from across the screen.

zine, so that's the end of that. Last

known fists playing a much larger
part in fighting the villains.

Things do not improve after this
somewhat rocky start.

Crusade is the game-of-the-filmwith-Sean-Connery-bringing-downa-Nazi-aeroplane-using-only-an-um
brella-in-it and is, to dispense with

cWVti

Verdict

Aside from the novelty of seeing

impact-softening prose, preliminary
dithering and pointless, flowery
wibble. In fact, to put it bluntly, it's

Indy squeezed into a scout's uni
form and watching the screen get
darker as your torch burns out, Last

a platform game.
The action takes place over
four levels as you pursue various

Crusade has little to commend it.

•:fr '• • •:

ow/i/ tfm

Highs
Boy-scout Indy is quite
funny. Er, there are no sen
tient eggs in the game.
f>

Lows

Boring old platform

\.

nonsense with all

the lastabiiity of
the word "lastabii

ity" in an English

<y

essay.

• "Look Indy, what have I told you
before about hanging out of windows •

The game speed is just the wrong
side of nut-the-keyboard slow, and

this isn't Hamburg's red light district,
you know."

CRAZY CARS 2
Do you suffer from a gang of cor
rupt American traffic policeman
running a stolen car fencing racket?
Then send for Thad Shapely and his
flash

red motor -

he'll sort out

those unsporting johnnies in no
time at all. The good news is,

you're Thad. It's a dash across the

states of America, keeping one eye
on the radar and the other four on

the road. Run down those corrupt
coppers and still have time to
admire the good old American

countryside. Isn't life a gas?

you crash. It's almost tolerable for a
couple of minutes. If you struggle
past that little problem, though,
you've still got to master the tiny
but vital dashboard readouts that

tell you which road to take and
pretty crucial information like that.

Oh, and if you do come across a
police car and manage to disable it,
we'd love to know how.

Crazy Cars 2
£10.99

Titus s 071 7002119

Verdict

Highs

The biggest problem with Crazy
Cars 2 is the ridiculously sensitive
control

• "Pull over." "No, it's a rather nice

donkey jacket, actually."

method.

Nice graphics, and
you'll never have to
complain about
sluggish controls. 4

It's sort of like

Hard Drivin' with power steering you just have to wink suggestively
at the mouse to get your car swerv
ing all over the place. Crazy Cars 2
is one of those games that firmly
believes in blowing you up when

Lows

• Adjusting her goggles and throw

Unplayable, unfath

^

M.

ing all her weight behind the turbo

omable rubbish. Hard

thrust lever, Lucy was naturally sur

to believe this game is
related to Crazy Cars 3.

prised when her plastic Garfield sud

k<x

denly exploded.

KNIGHT FORCE
Another day and another mission

in and all will be well with the

It's more pathetic than a small, des

to save the world. This time, Red
Sabbath, the demonic sorceror, has

world, as far as we can tell.

titute marmoset who's been beaten

Knight Force

kidnapped a princess for no plausi
ble reason. Cloning himself on the
hop, he's left the copies in various
time zones, and you, as a brave and
slightly stupid knight, have to
clomp along and destroy each and
every one of them. Or something
along those lines anyway.

Verdict

up by a smaller and slightly ill mar
moset. After a tremendous open
ing, with lots of crashing medieval
music, a gloomy glade and a sparking-globe time machine, Knight

Titus 3 071 7002119

The

sorcerer's

left

Single words cannot do justice to
the poetic crapness of Knight Force.

Force settles down into utter and
incredible tedium.

IffiflwMBll

loads of

guardians behind, but after only a
few
minutes' thought you've
worked out that you can hit them
with your sword and they fall over.
Do it rather a lot, kill all the clones,
find a way to get back to the sort
of TARDIS tree-stump you arrived

H^d

TTTB

• Suddenly, in the heat of battle,

Bamford's eye was caught by the
markings on his sword. As he sus
pected, the Jovial Brothers had
slipped him a cheap reproduction.

When you get hit, there's a
pause while you get to your feet,
giving your enemies plenty of time
to, er, hit you again. After plodding
right for a bit and clouting a few
opponents, you find a sorceror,
thump him a few times until he dis
appears then wander round for a
bit more until you find out how to
return to the mystic glade.

£10.99

Highs
Large, detailed graphics
and some funny anima
tion. Lots of difference
between the levels.
Lows

Dampen an ordinary
household tissue. Lay
it across your
upturned face and .

V2t

sing Rod Stewart's '
Do you think I'm
sexy - this is more
fun than playing
Knight Force.

L.V

[

The Best o f
ST FORMAT

Take the cream of
T FORMAT: the

features, beginners'
guides, technical
tips and reviews
and combine them

in a single volume.

^Actually you

^needn't bother,
'cos we've done it

sr^fk

for you. And it only

TWO GREAT

^.r**-*.

DISKS
(See the Optional!
box on the right)

'fc^M*

INTIAL: Eleven thorough chapters of
introduction to all aspects of your ST, covering
the very basics to the more complex aspects.
Includes: word processing, art and graphics,
business software, desktop publishing, music,
programming, comms, games and the world of
the Public Domain.

Nine chapters answering more
of your technical queries, including over 200
new tips.

OVER

A huge section including a great
Buyer's Guide, a gigantic Jargon Busters chap
ter and indexes to everything that's ever been
in STFORMA T-you need never have to search
for that elusive review again!

TIPS

As well as the optional disks - see below
- there is also a section explaining how to get

The Best of ST FORMAT

the most out of them.

OPTIONAL!
Telephone
Quantity _

Description
The Best of STF without disks (STBOOK)
Plus E1.45 per book P&P

Total order:.

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Visa

Ful 16-track sequencer • Back-Up - a handy
to back up your Disks • Art ST- a

The Best of STF with disks (STBOOK D) _

D Access

For just an extra £4.00 you also
receive two complementary disks.
These feature: • Accompanist - a powe

D Cheque

Credit card no

Expiry date j
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from other companies D
To order by telephone, call = 0458 74011

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Ltd
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT,
FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR

rogram with a wide range of func
tions • Cybernetix - a fast and furious blaster
• Fastbase- a slick fully-featured database
• Fastcopy 3 - choose your disk's format
• Financier- a customisable accounts pack
age • Cattery-a slideshow with frills • OEM
Cole - a spreadsheet which can handle up to
100 cells •

Llamatron - an addictive alien

blaster • Maccel - speeds up your mouse
• Mountains- create beautiful landscapes
• Pack Ice- compress and decompress files
• Qulckdisk- a very handy RAMdisk
• Quickview- makes reading document files
a cinch •

Selector- choose which Accessories

you boot up with • ST WriterElite - a power
ful word processor • TrendyHandy Randy
Hendy Bendy Mandy - create your own
Mandelbrots • Zapcard - a digital card file

SOFTWARE

REVIEW

FRENCH LETTERS
REDACTEUR JUNIOR

^i^FlU^Edlt^RuUr^Jt^^

MACHINE: 1 MBYTE STs,

II

braahjcs__Dlct_

I

Text analysis

the program incorporates so many

features, some of the menu options

I

have cascading sub-menus of their

HIGH AND MEDIUM RES
Nunber of characters!
Nunbor of lines:

PRICE: £39

1064

Nunber of words;
Nunber of sentences!

5084

108

FROM: THE ST CLUB

51 *

Nunber of paragraphsI

CONTACT: -a 0602 410241

IDverage word lenotFT

There is no shortage of word
processors for the ST, from budgetpriced Public Domain offerings like
First Word or ST Writer, to more pow
erful professional packages like Callig
rapher, That's Write or Protext. Written
by a group of French journalists and
designed to suit their specific needs,
Redacteur, however, claims to be the

word processor in France. With a user
base of 7,000 in France and a strong
cult following in Britain, it needs to
be looked at closely.
The presentation and packag
ing is impressive, with a 650 page
manual and three program disks.
Redacteur junior is a big program, and
you need at least 1MByte of RAM and

4,77|

27

iftvuraoQ sentence length!

20,81

*I6'?

m

I

• Fast graphical analysis of your text enables you to check out how long your
work is, the average length of sentences and words to improve your style.

Word, WordPlus, Redacteuri, Protext,
Word Perfect, Microsoft Word, and
ASCII files are imported with ease,

on/That's Write with their more pow
erful paragraph and graphics features.

and retain virtually all of their attrib
utes in the conversion process. Text is

the familiar resizable multiple win
dows and drop-down menus, making
it a doddle to use straight away. The
speed of the program has to be expe

Redacteur uses standard GEM, with

saved in the native REDACTEUR.LIB

format by default, but you can also

a double sided disk drive to run it.

save it in most of the formats men

rienced to be believed -

Redacteur runs on the TT, and sup
ports the usual high and medium res
olution monitors as well as large

tioned above. On top of this, Redac

Scrolling through text is even faster

screen

mono

monitors.

A

second

floppy drive is recommended, but a
hard drive makes life really easy. The
first task (after backing up the pro
gram disks) is to configure the soft
ware to suit your system, setting up
what disk drives, monitor and printer
you are using. This is accomplished
using the supplied easy to use instal
lation program. It also enables you to
specify what dictionaries and other
optional utilities you want to have
Redacteur also presents you with
an alternative file selector of its own

design which is a better variant of the
normal STselector. Being the clever
program it is, Redacteur enables you
to load text from almost any source,
without having to go through any
lengthy external text conversion pro
cedure. This is extremely handy ifyou
have text files produced from various
software packages because you don't
even have to know what they are, just
in!

Documents from

7sc Word/WordPlus with their

1st

\

%

use of proportional GEM fonts
O when you're printing out in
the optional graphics mode,

friendly GEM interface and Write

and doesn't use GDOS. Because

LINE I

Black Dptloni Praphlci Diet

"EMCTEft.LIB

IMSt

ftpplu library

..,„ Vim definition

move the mouse pointer
over to the right hand side

of some dropdown menu
items and a further sub

J174 I* _ 11/01/S1

17i0ltl! <

Prime il&raru

•Current pirn, d«f,

cading sub-menus in

liner. Speed is very impressive, all re
formatting of text is virtually
instantaneous. For such a powerful
program, it's remarkably simple to
work with, all operations are logical
and the manual is very well written
and laid out. The results are good
enough for most writing tasks, and at
£39, you are getting a good deal.

What else is
available?
Word processing packages
are difficult to compare as
it often boils down to per
sonal preference and what
your needs are. For fast

bulk text entry, Protext
(STF Rating: 93% £152.75, Arnor n 0733

Style

HT:
__ library
Siva llbrtru

3edectucrl

Rsdacteur Junior, you

direct access from within Redacteur.

load 'em

The general feel of Redac

teur junior is a cross between ^

many of the best bits of other word
processor programs into the one
package. Sadly, however, it lacks a
dictionary, a thesaurus and an out-

it's fast!

teur enables you to set up a different
than Protext, so be careful when
style for each paragraph extremely
deleting. Although Redacteur uses
easily as well as enabling you to set
mono-spaced screen fonts to
up multiple rulers.
^ %j
achieve its speed, it supports the

• An example of the cas

ing from within the program. Unlike
Protext, Redacteur can handle graph
ics. You can import your bit-mapped
or vector pictures in 16 file formats.
Despite its name, Redacteur

junior is feature packed, combining

1357 9li1315171321232527"313335
Word frequency

own, and most parameters can be
configured and changed to your lik

Hord or STWr>R«Baed right

leaning program for the ST,

*l illc Donaln offerlngi like Pint
id powerful profaislonal package*
itext. In fact you would think
i need had beon catered for, and

like Ctlllgn !"»' P*
that about ov
there uit no

i»..«..u«n .; •

Syttan

Nreng, The S'

'

hoivuMelsht i

~Radicteur'v'il"l't

the the bent
loiei Iti fn

tours, The ST

nto Engllih, 11

Club hive ilr.

product!, bui ..W'llJl.HPM^".?*...,
nede lone pretty, strong claim about
Hordprocniior In Trance, with tone 7,

90%-£119, ST Club

™ 0602 410241).

Marketing their
that they hive
rentlu it'i THE

'Itten and

S^:-1

used by a group of Journalist! HorKIr

Iftttudlfli La Uberat 1enl' Hh kh_mbla

Off

68909) is your best bet.
For fancy and good WYSI
WYG layout try Wordflair
(STF Rating: 87% - £59.95,
HiSoft «• 0525 718181) or
Redacteur 3 (STF Rating:

nwipaperi,

,ul_t fllenawe

menu appears. Magic.

WHAT'S SO JUNIOR ABOUT IT?
So what's the difference between the Junior and
senior versions of Redacteur? Well, the main

word processing program and the 650 page
manual are identical; the full version, however,

has a dictionary as well as a number of extra
modules - see below. You can purchase the dic
tionary as an add-on for the Junior version

and fonts, ranks as an important standalone
application in its own right. If you use scientific
notation and complex formulae in documents
you probably know it's almost impossible to do
this with just a word processor. You can save
your work as .IMG files for inclusion into Redac
teur or any other program.

(which includes a mail merge utility) for just £8.
Some of the other modular programs not
included with Redacteur Junior but also available
as extras are:

1. Graph Print-this enables the graphical print
ing mode. Use this instead of printing with the
inbuilt fonts of your printer if you are out-

•

Redacteur has its own file selec

putting pictures or GEM fonts.
Control is very fine; you can even define the
degree of thickening of bold characters, and the
angle of slant of italics.

tor, all those funny looking icons
actually perform useful functions,
and it's much better than the stan
dard Atari selector.

2. Sigma is a powerful editor/creator of mathe
matical formulae, and with its sets of symbols

3. AZtheque - a database program which, even
though designed primarily for the storage of
address lists, is flexible enough to be used for
any type of data. Records can contain 14 fields,
13 of which can be sub-divided into 13 other

fields. Indexing and sorting is possible, and the
whole thing is designed to enable mail merging
with Redacteur.

Probably the most cost effective way of getting
all the other extra modules and other utility pro
grams for Redacteur is to upgrade from Redacteur
Junior to Redacteur Lite for an extra £40 if you
find you need the whole outfit.

PREVIEW

FAX

MODEM

FAX OF LIFE
SUPRA V.32BIS
FAX MODEM
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £259.99
FROM: FIRST
COMPUTER
CENTRE

CONTACT:
»0532 319444
I Definitely an object of desire. Blis
tering communication speeds com

bined with rugged good looks enable
you to call the rest of the world with
out costing the earth.

The chances are that, if

you're thinking about buying this
modem, you already own a slower
one and are planning on upgrading.
If you are worried about the cost,

however, the Supra V.32bis fax
modem is a seriously desirable piece
of kit. If you can scrape together
enough money to buy one, you will
not certainly not regret it.
The modem is delivered with all

the bits and pieces you need to get
straight down to business: power sup
ply, RS232C cable, telephone lead
and the Shareware version of Freeze

Dried Terminal Software v2.2.

The actual unit itself is surpris
ingly small - 16cm x 11.5cm x 2cm.
Don't be fooled, though, this little
box houses a machine of some con

siderable power. The front of the
modem maintains the usual neat pre
sentation that you get from Supra
products. As well as four red LED sta
tus indicators and a push button
on/off switch, there is a green LED
display which flashes up a constant
stream of useful information. At rest it

simply displays the message "OK."
The unit gets quite warm in use
so it's best if you keep it somewhere
with adequate ventilation. The rear
panel has the expected RS232C
socket, plus a power socket, tele
phone line socket and an extra socket

HIGH SPEED JARGON BUSTING
Line Noise: This is just spurious clicks, crackles and

V.32: This describes a connect rate of 9,600 baud.

pops (Rice Crispies? I don't think so) on the BT line

Expect to download files at between 800 to 1,100
characters per second, depending on what sort of
file type and compression protocols you happen to
be using.

which may cause junk characters to be received by
the modem. Error correction exists to combat this.

MNP4: If you connect wilh MNP4 you should gel a
stable log-on with no problems. It is a simple Error
Correction system.
MINI'S: This protocol attempts to compress all the
data it receives thus making file transfers faster.

pared with 100K in eight minutes on a standard
2,400 baud modem. Now, that's pretty fast!
V.42bis: This one is much better than the MNP pro

tocols since it is more intelligent in its handling of
error correction and compression. If a file is com
pressed (for example using Lharc.TTP or similar)
then it does not attempt lo compress the file any
further. MNP5 tries to compress everything which

V.32bis: This is the really good one! A connect rate
of 14,400 baud. Expect lo download files at up to
1,700 characters per second depending on com
pression and file type. This means that you may be

has the effect of making compressed files actually
slower to download.

able to download 100K in about a minute com

MONO
to get the most out
of them.
There is a soft

ware

solution

to

this hardware prob
lem, however, and
it comes in the form

of The Monulator, a

high

definition

monochrome moni
tor

emulator from

Goodman

Interna

tional.

enables

It

any colour screen

to display all the
640 x 400 pixels of
the ST's high res
mode, without fuss

• The hot key used by The Monulator to change between different displays I
by default the asterisk key on the ST's numeric keypad, you can toggle the
display between different mono variations.

THE MONULATOR
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £14.95
FROM: GOODMAN
INTERNATIONAL

CONTACT: b 0782 335650

If you use your ST mainly for run
ning games or leisure software, the
chances are that you own either a
colour monitor or a TV. Both of these

can display the ST's low and medium

resolution screen modes with no trou

ble. You do have a problem, how
ever, when you want to start running
a program that requires a high resolu
tion display, because only the Atari
mono monitors can do this.

The high resolution 640 x 400
pixel display is mostly popular among
serious applications and utilities such
as desktop publishing, word process
ing and graphic packages, all of
which require greater on-screen detail

and with not one hardware modifica

tion necessary.

You may remember earlier ver
sions of the program when sold by
the programmer under the name,
Moriarty Software. Now, The Monula
tor is distributed solely by Mike Good
man, and has been improved
considerably since we last tested it
(ST FORMAT issue 34, STF Rating:
82% - if you missed it, turn to page
66 to find out how to get hold of a
copy). The latest version is vl .85, and
comes supplied on a single sided disk
complete with a short manual. The

disk is not copy protected, which is
just as well since you have to copy
The Monulator program and an
optional Desk Accessory onto your
ST's boot-up disk.
The Monulator program is run
from your AUTO folder (you can find
your AUTO folder on your boot disk;
it automatically runs any programs
placed inside it) and then becomes
memory-resident.
The Monulator program then
performs the clever software trick of
fooling your colour monitor or TV
screen into believing that it's really a
monochrome monitor, providing a
black and white high resolution dis
play. All high res only software can
now happily run on your ST, even
though you are using your TV or a
colour monitor!
The Monulator disk contains the

main program and additional items:
an AUTO folder containing MONUAUTO.PRG and

MACCEL3.PRG

(a

pretty good mouse accelerator), a
Public Domain folder containing
some PD high res software to try out,
CUBASE.FIX, a folder containing a
small program fix for use with
Cubase, MONULTOR.ACC, The Monu

lator Desk Accessory, an optional con
trol

to

The

Monulator,

and

a

SOFTWARE

improves, a blessing if you are down

Modem laws
Three laws governing modem communication
1. Parker's Law: Comms experience varies directly with the size of
telephone bills received.

loading a large file.
The modem covers all speeds
from 300 baud to 14,400 baud, with
the exception of the V23 1200/75
baud speed. This is because the unit
is made in the United States where

2. Van Nest's Theorem: The probability that you reset you ST
without saving the capture buffer is directly proportional to the
importance of the data held within it.

V23 never really took off. This lack
simply prevents you connecting with
some online data services.

If your are a BBS Sysop and
considering purchasing a faster

3. Charlton's first Law of Autodialing: A BBS number is never
engaged till ten seconds before it is called.

modem, then look no further than

REVIEWS

lent value for money. Even if you
have little or no experience of work
ing with the big wide world of
comms, the chances are you can
soon be using this unit with ease.

At £259.99 it is certainly one of
the cheapest V.32bis modems avail
able with many more expensive mod
els offering far fewer features. Buy
with confidence and be the envy of
all your friends - send them faxes
every minute to remind'them that
you have a wonderful piece of kit.

this one. We tested it with several BBS

in case you wish to route your tele
phone through the modem.

enables the modem to negotiate the
highest possible connection rate with

programs and had no problem con
figuring it to work well with them all.

most modems.

Modem operation

If the modem is connected at

Fax operation

This modem performed well on test,

14,400 baud and there is a deteriora

To use the modem as a fax machine

especially when ringing bulletin
boards which had high speed capabil
ities. The built-in factory settings
enable you to connect to most
boards at the highest speed and pro
tocol level possible. We logged on to
several BBS systems at 14,400 baud
with the V.42bis protocol and down
loaded and uploaded a number of
files with no difficultywhatsoever.
Using the supplied FID Software
it is simplicity itself. To get the high
est speed connection it is necessary to

tion in the quality of the telephone

you need a software package such as
Straight Fax (First Choice £39.95),
which is 100 per cent compatible
with the Supra Fax modem. We sent
and received faxes with no problems

connection, then the modem auto

matically steps down in baud rate.
This is very useful as otherwise the
connection would be lost.

sion was quicker than using a stan
dard fax machine. It seems that the

other non-fax modems,

but on a modem connection it can

fastest transmission rate for faxes is

the 2400 modem (STF Rat
ing: 90% - £149.99) and

wreck things completely. The Supra
Fax modem coped admirably
with all the line noise problems

9,600 baud. This means a page of
A4 can

be transmitted

in

less

than a minute.

Overall-

hardware handshaking system. This

transfer of data when the line

modem represents really excel

Desk

COLOUR

Lyi
Ly

README.DOC with details of the lat

Desktop. If you try this, you can see

Ly

that

i-y

Run the program first from the
AUTO folder according to the docu

because GEM does not realise that a

File

the

screen

looks

a

bit

odd

resolution change has occurred. To
get around this, just select the Set
Preferences option from the Desktop
menu and change the resolution set
ting to "High," and click on OK. This
forces GEM to change its setting to
high resolution.
The advantage of using The
Monulator

as

a

non-AUTO

folder (standalone) program is
that you can boot up in a

the

colour environment (low or
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• PageStream
2 is only one
of the many

est amendments.

from

5666677 also have two

that were encountered. It even

Overall the Supra V.32bis fax

The Monu-

Fax Modem (STF Rating:

the modem user's worst enemy. It
can be very annoying on a voice call

has a facility built-in to enable

•

kit, is the Best Smart One

7770751). Supra (» 081

it to re-establish a faster rate of

MONUAUTO.PRG

fax modems, the first is

from the Atari Workshop
(STF Rating: 78% - £299,
"- 0753 832212), and the
second, a cheaper piece of

82% - £139.99, HCS » 081

19,200 baud and enable the RTS/CTS

mentation. When we tested it worked

there, then?
There are two comparable

at all. The connection and transmis

Line noise, it has to be said, is

set the baud rate in the software to

with everything that was thrown at it,
including large and complex pro
grams like the desktop publishing
program PageStream and the Protext
word processor.
Although The Monulator is
designed to run from your
AUTO folder, it is possible to
run it by double-clicking on

What else is

Lyrj

Inagecoau

tested pro

elv

Infornation

Alt-help keys
Image format
Image colours
Printer type

grams. There

ies

are only a

iramnd

couple of non

iv Ulii

compatible

Monulator-

Print options

(alia

programs,

Convert imacufcX

P.
(1-iUK

wl

Save image j

S

View image

U

including the
PD programs

-Ppini-iaagc-

p

Print screen

P

SuperBreak-

Times 40

out and

what is this, Times 40,50 pt.
medium resolution), use any colour
programs you wish, then switch to
high resolution at any time - still on
the colour screen - without necessar

Bigscreen
MonSTERs.

else like you?

ily having to reset your ST.
Using The Monulator from the

Take a nostalgic look back

AUTO folder is easier, however, since

Cover Disk 40 (turn to

you can disable it by holding down
the <Alternate> key during boot-up if
you want to run low or medium res
programs. You do have to reset your
ST, however, when you want to run a
high res program.
Although you're never going to
get anything to beat the steady, high
quality picture of a "real" Atari mono
monitor, The Monulator provides an

page 66 if you were
unlucky enough to have
missed it) and you come
across a high res mono

excellent rendition of it on a colour

screen, and at £14.95 it is a very costeffective way of getting more value
out of a colour-only ST system.

at what was included on

emulator called Sebra. Just

as good as The Monulator,
it works in exactly the
same way. You need to run
it from your AUTO folder,
and there are also a num

ber of keyboard shortcuts
which make your new high
res life very easy indeed.

CLIP MY
Before the days of computers,

new

clip art came in the form of printed
artwork usually on sheets of paper or

recently come onto the market and
could well be of interest. Both offer

little booklets, and you actually cut
out or clipped the pictures you
wanted and pasted them onto your

black and white only .IMC images.
What is needed next though are
some decent colour clip art collec

paste-board. They were sold expressly
for people to freely copy and use
within their own publications. As long
as the images are not sold on, then
there is no copyright protection. The
recent equivalent is computer clip art,
with the pictures in the more modern

tions, with the advent of affordable

form of various image formats on
floppy disk.

If you are into desktop publish

commercial

collections

have

colour printing (as provided by the
DeskJet 500C and 550C) and colour
DTP programs like PageStream for the
ST, you may soon find monochrome
artwork rather grey.

KUMA KLIP ART
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £15 PER DISK

ing or use one of the more modern

FROM: KUMA COMPUTERS LTD

word processors that can import pic
tures, clip art adds a whole new
dimension to your work. Art or draw
ing programs can produce original
images of your own design, but you

CONTACT: * 0734 844335

do need some basic artistic ability
and lots of patience if you're going to
make your own pics.

There are plenty of examples of
clip art to be had from Public Domain
ibraries, most PD services have a

large section of these. However, these
PD pictures tend to be rather well
known, if not a trifle over-used, and
rather American in flavour. If you
want something a bit different, two

The Kuma Klip Art libraries for the ST
consist of monochrome British clip art

at full page size bit-mapped graphics
in .IMG format. Although the copy
right of the images remains with
Kuma and SoftAge, purchasers are

permitted to use them on paper for
their own commercial needs so you
can't sell the images to your neigh
bour. Each library is a set of related

images supplied on one disk, and
there are over 40 such disks available.

The subjects range from animals and
birds (aren't they animals?), borders,

UNDLES
ably shaped and the

CHARACTERISTICKS

<Fire>

FROM: CHEETAH

buttons

sensibly

PRICE £12.99
CONTACT: • 0222 867777

are

placed.

However, all of the
sticks have incredi

Cheetah have taken the concept

bly thick building

of licensed products to its ultimate
conclusion with this motley collection

brick

of joysticks. Your favourite movie

to

characters - Bart Simpson, the Alien,
Batman and the Terminator - have

been transformed into knobbly lumps

of plastic with <Fire> buttons in odd
places (isyour mind boggling yet?).
Cheetah

have

a

deservedly

good reputation for producing high
quality sticks, but something has

gone seriously wrong here - all of the
Characteristicks look cheap and tacky

and they're none too comfortable to
play with either. The Alien and Termi
nator sticks are the worst offenders -

the first feels incredibly cumbersome
and can actually cause your fingers to

go numb, while the Terminator's
large bulbous head gives you little
in the way of responsiveness
Bart Simpson and the two Bat
man (the Batmen?) sticks are a o
little better - they're reason-

bases

which

makes them tricky
hold.

None

of

them

feels

very

robust

either,

and

you can't imagine
them taking a great
deal of punishment

although they do all
come with a year's
warranty.
These

sticks

are probably a great
idea for your kid
brother

and

his

Amoeba, but serious game players
should avoid these like the plague.
The inclusion of two Batman sticks is

a real con - they're virtually identical
- and only a serious Gotham City
addict would buy them. Mind
you, a couple in the shape
of Kim Basinger might be a
good idea... (Rob, stop it!).

• Oh joyl Playing games on your ST is never going to be the same again.

FROM: CHEETAH

in the console style with two <Fire>

PRICE: £9.99

buttons, an autofire switch and a

CONTACT:

multi-directional pad. It plugs into
your ST's standard joystick ports and
plays like a dream. Its kidney shape
means it's very comfortable to hold

» 0222 867777

' s%* ac
V

proposition. It's a high quality joypad

BOLLISTICK

Cheetah's Bollistick Is

an

altogether

different

and all the controls are extremely

JOYSTICKS

REVIEW

I
• The Type Write Clip Art collection might
not have the National Gallery worried,

EAR

but there are plenty of pictures provided
to enhance your DTP masterpieces.

MACHINE: ALL STs

sonalised birthday cards
your office staff newsletter.
To assist in choosing
which sets to get, there is
a 45 page A5 catalogue.
The catalogue costs £2.95,

PRICE: £8.95 PER SET

and contains all 300

business, cartoons, Christmas, food,
fruit (so, fruit isn't food, hey?), med
ical, miscellaneous, music, people,
religion, sports - all this right the way
through to trees.
The number of images on each
disk is usually between ten and 15,
but if the pictures are particularly big,

or re-scale it using a suitable art pro
gram that can work on .IMG pictures.

FROM: THE ST CLUB

images. Looking at just Set

as few as six or seven are on a hand

CONTACT: n 0602 410241

One it was obvious that

ful of disks. The price of £15 per disk
may seem high if you are used to PD
prices, but in commercial terms, this
is cheap, and it would cost a small
fortune to commission suitable com

parable original artwork.
The best way to evaluate the
Kuma Klip Art library is to send for the
printed catalogue. This 76 page A5
book reproduces the entire collection

of images, and you can see exactly
what is on each disk - the problem is
that the pictures you want are usually
in five different collections,
and that would cost a
,,/>

bomb. The catalogue

-4 ^ra>

costs £5, and a free cf^gfjT q,
disk of sample images
is included.

m

TYPE WRITE
CLIP ART

symbols to human
figures, trains, planes

vided on four double-sided disks, and

and automobiles, birds and other ani

there are three such sets available.

mals, computers and cartoons.

are more of a mixed bunch, and not

The biggest criti
cism of these pictures is their sheer
size, some are physically too big for
convenient use. Of course, you can
always use just a portion of an image,

some good pictures
were provided everything
from

The Type Write Clip Art collection
comprises a series of 300 dpi images
produced by the Type Write DTP
Bureau and marketed by The ST Club.
Each set contains 100 .IMG files, pro

Like the Kuma pictures, these are also
monochrome images. Most of them
are rather smaller in size, making
them perhaps more immediately use
able for illustrating a typical newslet
ter or similar desktop published
document compared to Kuma's.
You get more images for your
money with this collection, but they

arranged into strict subject matter like
the Kuma Klip art. The quality is gen
erally just as good, however, and out
of 100 images you stand a pretty
good chance of finding something
that can suit your school project, per-

-.»;

Access and Visa card

There were a handful of com

plete turkeys too, but then no clip art
collection is complete without them.
All in all, this is a very good value col
lection. Alternatives to using clip art
libraries include using hand drawn or
printed pictures and digitising them
via a scanner. By a happy coincidence
we're rounding up all the hand scan
ners for the ST on page
38, so have a look at

that.

Alternatively

you can produce the
images
yourself
using art packages see page 14.

4*2t

>
<7f
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Are there any
other libraries?
Clip art collections are eas
ily available in a number of
Public Domain libraries.

The prices vary from 85p
to £3 per disk (depending
on the amount and quality
of the images), but you're
never quite sure what
quality the images will
actually be. Many libraries
provide a full printed cata
logue - see page 102.

PETER CRUSH

E

OF JOY
responsive. Although the absence of a

stick may create problems

^

for waggling enthusi
asts, you get used to it

very quickly and the ^>.
Bollistick should prove

robust enough for the

^

vast majority of ST games.

THE MOUSE YOKE
FROM: RC SIMULATIONS

PRICE: £31.90 inc p and p
CONTACT: » 0272 550900

Using a mouse to control your air
craft in simulations has always proved
to a be a bit of a hit-and-miss affair -

you can't always get the accuracy you
need and there is nothing more unlike
flying than whizzing a mouse over a
table-top (how about not flying at all?
That mustbe quiteunlike flying).
A US company, Colorado Spec
trum, has come up with a solution to
this problem. The Mouse Yoke is an
aircraft style control column which
uses your mouse to give a more real
istic flight sim effect. It can also be
used on any other sims which can be
controlled by mouse. The Yoke comes
in three parts - a desk clamp, shaft
and yoke grip. You simply attach the
clamp, place your mouse in the elas
tic grip and slide the shaft and yoke

grip into the base. The controls work
by the action of the yoke shaft on the
mouse ball - pull the stick back to
climb, forward to descend, left and
right to bank.

The whole assembly is made
from recycled - or recyclable - prod
ucts and is sturdy enough to with
stand the most enthusiastic dogfight.
What seems like a good idea in the
ory, however, is fiendishly difficult in
practice - the yoke has a tendency to
lose track of the mouse ball and you
have to keep pausing the game to recentre the stick. Options for adjusting
the sensitivity of the mouse on your
ST are limited, so you either end up

spinning wildly out of control
ting on the horizon like a
partially solidified bucket

or sit-

of cement. It takes a lot

of practise to get the ~
hang of it and you're
better off sticking with

y~

V

your trusty joystick.

What other joy
can you have?
Check out the expensive
programmable joystick,
Gravis Mousestick

(STF Rating: 90% - £70.50,
RC Simulations --" 0272

550900); the robust Gravis

WIN A

CHEETAH JOYPAD

You read the review, marvelled at the piccy and
now it's your chance to get your hands on one of
those fabby Bollistick joypads. We've got five of
the blighters to give away and all you have to do
is write a limerick using the word "bollisticks,"
stick it on a postcard and send it to Jolly Bolli
sticks, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,

Avon BA1 2BW. The five best entries will get the
goods. Closing date for the competition is Friday
5 March 1993.

Rules: I. Employees of Future Publishing and Cheetah Inter
national, their friends, relations and cousins in far away

lands are forbidden to enter. 2. People called Elvis Presley
can take part providing they send in a sweaty pink silk scarf
as proof of their authenticity. 3. Duplicate entries will be
shredded and made into hamster bedding. 4. While we
gratefully accept contributions to our "Tea? You must be
joking." fund, it will not influence our decision one jot - no,
no, well, maybe., is that all?. 5. Paula's decision is final,
binding and hurts.

Switch Joystick (STF Rating:
85% - £39.99, RC Simula

tions " 0272 550900); bet
ter value comes in the

shape of the Sting-Ray
joystick (STF Rating: 81% £13.95, Spectravideo
" 081 9000024).

ROB MEAD

El

AMAZING PRICES FOR
GAME

PRICE

2-Hot 2-Handle (Comp)

20.95

3D Construction Kit 2
3D Pool

33.95
7.95

4 Wheel Drive (Comp)
Action Masters (Comp}
Addams Family

20.95
20.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95

ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI

English (11-12)
English 12-13
English (13-14)
French (13-14)

Elf

17.95

Elvira - Arcade Game
Elvira II

17.95
23.95

Emlyn Hughes Int. Soccer
Epic
Espana - The Games '92
Euro Football Champ
European Championships 1992

7.95
20.95
20.95
17.95
17.95

Exile

17.95

F-15 Strike Eagle II

23.95

F-16 Combat Pilot

7.95

ADI French (14-15)

17.95 F-19 Stealth Fighter

20.95

ADI Maths (11-12)
ADI Maths (12-13)
Advanced Destroyer Sim

17.95 F-29 Retaliator
17.95 Falcon
7.95 Falcon - Counterstrike

17.95
11.95

Advanced Fruit Machine

Advantage Tennis
After Burner

5.95

17.95
6.96

Agony
Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)
Air Support

Data Disk

Falcon - Firefight Data Disk
Fantastic Worlds (Comp)
Fantasy World Dizzy

7.95
23.95
6.96

Final Blow
Final Command
Fire and Ice
Fire Force

20.95
5.95
17.95
6.96
17.95
17.95

17.95
20.95 Fascination
20.95 Fast Food

Alcatraz
Alvin's Puzzles

17.95
13.95

Amberstar (1Mb)

20.95

Ancient Games
Another World

6.96
17.95

7.95

First Letters (under 5's)
6.96
Answer BackSeniorQuiz(12-AD)15.99 Fists of Fury (Comp) (Not STE) .9.99
12.96
Answer Back - Arithmetic (6-11)8.95 Flight of the Intruder
23.95
Answer Back - Spelling (6-11)...8.95 Flight Simulator 2
7.95
Aquatic Games
17.95 Flimbo's Quest
17.95
17.95

Flood

Armour Geddon

Football Crazy (Comp)

17.95

Award Winners {Comp)

17.95

Formula 1 Grand Prix
Fraction Goblins
French Mistress

23.95
10.95
15.99

Archer Maclean's Pool

Ball Game
Barbarian 1

Barbarian II (Budget)

6.96
6.96

6.96 Fun School 2 (6-8)

Batman - Caped Crusader

17.95 Fun School 2 over 8)
23.95 Fun School 2 under 6)
6.96 Fun School 3 5-7)

Batman - The Movie
Battle Chess
Battle Toads
Battlehawks 1942

6.96
8.95
17.95
10.95

Barbarian II (Psygnosis)
Bat 2

Beach Volley

6.96

Beastbusters

17.95

Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-adult)
Bitmap Brothers - volume 1
Bitmap Brothers - volume 2

19.95
19.95
17.95
17.95

Blue Max
Bonanza Brothers
Brain Blaster
Brides of Dracula
Bubble Bobble

11.95
15.96
6.96
17.95
6.96

Bubble Dizzy
Bunny Bricks

6.96
17.95

Cabal

6.96

Cadaver - The Payoff

11.95

Caesar

20.95

Captain Dynamo
Captain Planet
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge

6.96
17.95
12.95
17.95

Carrier Command
Cartoon Collection
Castles
Cave Maze

7.95
17.95
20.95
10.95

Celtic Legends
20.95
Champions (Comp)
13.95
Championship Manager (1Mb).17.95
Chaos Engine
17.95
Chart Attack - vol 1 (Comp) ....20.95
Chase HQ I

6.96

Chips Challenge
Chuck Yeager 2

8.95

6.96
6.96

17.95
17.95

Fun School 4 7-11)

17.95

Fun School 4 (under 5's)

17.95

Future Wars
G-Loc
Gauntlet n
Gauntlet HI
German Master
Ghostbusters 2
Gobliiins
Gobliiins2
Godfather
Gods
Golden Axe

10.95
17.95
6.96
17.95
15.99
6.96
17.95
20.95
20.95
17.95
7.95

Harrier Assault
Head Over Heels
Heimdall

23.95
6.96
23.95

Heroquest
Heroquest - Twin Pack

17.95
20.95

Hook (1Mb)
Hoversprint
Hudson Hawk
Humans
Hunt for Red October
Ian Botham's Cricket

IK+(Not STE)
Imperium

15.96

Indiana Jones &

Civilisation (1Mb)
CJ in Space

23.95
6.96

Indiana Jones &

Continental Circus
Cool Croc Twins
Cool World
Count Duckula

7.95
17.95
17.95
6.96

Fate Atl. (ACT)
L Crusade (ACT)
L Crusade (ADV)
Indy Heat

20.95
7.95
20.95

6.96

17.95

Cyberconlil

17.95

D-Generation (1Mb)
Daley Thompson's

14.95

James Pond
Jim Power

6.96
17.95

Dungeon Master/Chaos Strikes
Back
Edd the Duck

20.95
6.96

6.96

Jimmy White's Whirlwind
Snooker

20.95

Joe & Mac - Caveman Ninja....l7.95
John Barnes Euro.

Football (1Mb)
Junior Typist (5-10)
Jupiter's Masterdrive
Kick Off + Extra Time

Kick Off II (1/2 Meg)
Kid Gloves H

Knightmare
Knights of the Sky (1Mb)

Scrabble

Secret of Monkey Island (1Mb). 17.95

13.95

Sensible Soccer 92/93

6.96
6.96

Last Ninja II
Last Ninja m

6.96
7.95

Seymour Goes to Hollywood

19.95

17.95

Shadow of the Beast II
Shadow Sorceror
Shadow Warriors
Shadowlands

17.95
19.95
6.96
20.95

Shadoworlds(lMb)

17.95

Ml Tank Platoon

20.95

Sherman M4

Magic Maths (4-8)
Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook
Magic Worlds
Magicland Dizzy
Magnetic Scrolls Collection

19.95
17.95
20.95
17.95
6.96
20.95

Shoe People
Shoot em up Construction Kit
Shopping Basket

7.95
7.95
13.95

Shuttle

20.95

Manchester United

7.95

Manchester United Europe
Match of the Day
Maths Dragons
Maths Mania (8-12)
Maupiti Island
Max (Comp)

17.95
17.95
10.95
19.95
20.95
20.95

Mcdonald Land

17.95

Mega Sports
17.95
Mega-Lo-Mania/First Samurai...20.95
Mercs

17.95

18.95
Micro French (Beginners- GCSE) 18.95
Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
18.95
Microprose Golf
23.95
Midnight Resistance
6.96

Silent Service n (1Mb)
Silkworm

6.96

20.95
7.95

Sim City/Populous

20.95

Sim Earth

23.95

Slightly Magic

6.96

Smash TV

6.96

Soccer Stars (comp)
Sooty & Sweep
Space Crusade
Space Gun
Spanish Tutor
Special Forces
Sporting Gold
Sports Best
Sports Collection

17.95
6.96
17.95
17.95
15.99
23.95
20.95
17.95
13.95

ST Dragon
Stargliderll
Steel Empire (1Mb)
Steg the Slug

6.96
7.95
20.95
6.96

Midwinter
Midwinter H

10.95
23.95

Storm Master

20.95

Mig 29M Super Fulcrum
Monty Python

26.95
7.95

STOS 3D

23.95

STOS Compiler

13.95

Moonstone
Moonwalker
Motorhead

20.95
6.96
12.95

STOS The Creator

20.95

Myth

17.95

Strategy Masters
Street Fighter
Street Fighter 2

21.95
7.95
19.95

Strider
Strike Fleet
Striker

6.96
17.95
17.95

Striker Manager
Super All Stars

7.95
17.95
7.95

Narc
Narco Police

Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf

6.96

6.96

6.96
20.95

6.96 Super Monaco G.P
13.95 Super Off Road
17.95 Super Sega (Comp)
17.95 Super Space Invaders
6.96 Supercars
23.95 Supercars II
6.96 Superfighters (Comp)
6.96 Suspicious Cargo

Oriental Games

7.95

Outrun Europa

17.95

Pacific Islands

20.95

6.96
7.95

Pinball Dreams

17.95

6.96
17.95

Total Recall

17.95
6.96

Prince of Persia

6.96

6.96

6.96
6.96

20.95
20.95

6.96

11.95
20.95
6.96

Warriors of Releyne
Ween - The Prophecy

20.95
20.95

Which? Where? What?
Wild Wheels

13.95
17.95

26.95 Winter Supersports '92
23.95 Wizkid

17.95

17.95

Puzznic

17.95

Quest and Glory (Comp)
20.95
Quest for Adventure (Comp)...23.95
R-Type 1
6.96
R-Type II
15.96
20.95

18.95

13.95

Rainbow Islands

6.96

17.95
17.95

Realms

20.95

Reasoning with Trolls
Renegade
Rick Dangerous 1
Risky Woods

10.95
6.96
6.96
17.95

17.95 Roadblasters
20.95 Robin Hood

4.49

7.95
17.95
17.95
12.95

Putty

Wonderland
World Class Leaderboard

17.95
20.95
7.95

World Class Rugby
17.95
World Class Rugby - 5 nations20.95
World Cup Soccer
7.95
WWF European Rampage
17.95
Xybots
6.96
Z-Out
ZakMckracken

6.96
17.96

80
100
120
150
200
250
300
400
500
1000
2000

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY

BOXES
(with keys & dividers)
10 Slimpack
40 capacity

capacity
capacity
capacity Banx
capacity
capacity
capacity

0.94
4.95
5.60
6.30
14.95
6.80
8.75
10.95

150 Deluxe stackable

21.95

50
80
80
100
120
150

JOYSTICKS
Python 1 (QS130F)
Maverick 1 (QS128F)
125+

9.25
13.75
9.00
13.50

Viz
Volfied
Vroom
Vroom - Data Disk

17.95

£5.30
£10.35
£12.65
£14.75
£16.90
£18.95
£21.10
£22.95
£36.35
£41.70
£49.40
£60.95
£78.75
£97.30
£116.30
£154.50
£184.65
£364.30
£728.50

Competion Pro 5000 - black..13.75
SpeedkingA/F
11.00

17.95

Push-Over

PRICE

10
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Star Probe

20.95
17.95

20.95

QUANTITY

6.96

U.M.S. II (1Mb)
Utopia-New Worlds Data Disk
Utopia - Twin Pack
Venus The Flytrap

Double Sided

Double Density

6.96
6.96

Ultima 6

Untouchables

J^

13.50

Video Kid

6.96

Psycho's Soccer Selection

Leeds United Champions
Legend

Turrican
TurricanH

^

The Bug

9.99

Virtual Reality 1 (Comp)
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp)

Pro Tennis Tour 1

17.95

20.95
17.95

17.95 Touring Car Racer
8.95 Toyota Celica
20.95 Treasure Island Dizzy
20.95 Trivial Pursuit

Powermonger
20.95
Powermonger Data Disk (WW1)..11.95
Predator 1 (Not STE)
6.96
Premier Manager
17.95

Leander

Thunderhawk
Toki

23.95

Power Pack (Comp)

6.96
7.95
6.96

17.95
20.95
6.96

Top Banana

6.96

7.95
20.95
17.95
6.96
7.95
17.95
17.95

Tennis Cup 2
The Manager
Thomas the Tank Engine

6.96

Pit Fighter
Plan 9 from Outer Space

Switchblade 1
Swiv
Team Suzuki

3^

6.96

Liverpool Football
17.95
Lombard RAC Rally
6.96
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge...7.95
Lotus HI - The Ultimate Challenge 17.95
Lotus Turbo Challenge II
17.95
Lure of the Temptress (1Mb)
20.95

20.95 Rampart
23.95 Raving Mad

Kult
KwikSnax

6.96

17.95
7.95

12.95

9.99 R.B.I. Baseball 2
14.95 RaceDrivin'
6.96 Ragnorak
6.96 Railroad Tycoon (1Mb)
13.95 Rainbow Collection
17.95

Sabre Team (1Mb)
Savage

7.95

17.95

17.95

Powerdrift

12.95
17.95

Jaguar XJ220 (1Mb)

17.95
6.96
20.95

17.95

Postman Pat 3

13.95

Dream Team
Driller
Dune

Run the Gauntlet

Life & Death

Platinum (Comp)
Populous
Populous II (1 meg)
17.95 Populous II (1/2 meg)

Crystal Kingdom Dizzy

Devpac ST V2.25
31.95
Dizzy Collection
17.95
Dizzy Panic
6.96
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures..17.95
Double Dragon I
7.95
Double Dragon n
7.95
Double Dragon IE
17.95
Dragon Nima
6.96
Dreadnoughts
25.99

Rotox

Lineker Collection

6.96
8.95

Cruise for a Corpse

40.95
6.96

Rugby - The World Cup

6.96
15.96
17.95

Lethal Weapon

Pang
17.95 Panza Kick Boxing
6.96 Parasol Stars
17.95 Pictionary

International Ice Hockey
6.96
International Rugby Challenge .17.95
17.95 International Sports Challenge..20.95
17.95 Ishar - Legend of the Fortress.20.95
6.96
19.95 Ivanhoe

Olympic Challenge (Not STE) .6.96

13.95

Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy ...7.95

Cisco Heat

Deluxe Paint
Demon Blue

Robocop 1
Robocop II
Robocoplll

Leonardo

New Zealand Story
Nigel Mansell's World
Championship
Golden Eagle
17.95 Nightbreed - action game
Graham Soilness Soccer Manager ...6.96 Ninja Collection
Graham Taylor's Soccer (1Mb) 17.95 No Second Prize
Great Napoleonic Battles
20.95 Noddy's Playtime
Guy Spy
20.95 North & South
Harlequin
17.95 Omar Sharifs Bridge

Indiana Jones &

Crazy Cars 3

17.95
20.95
20.95

6.96 Micro English (8-GCSE)

Fun School 4 5-7)

17.95
8.95

Creatures

Lemmings (Original)
Lemmings 2
Lemmings Double Pack
Lemmings Levels
(add-on version)
Lemmings Levels
(standalone)

6.96
10.95

Navigator A/F
Topstar (SV127)
Supercharger (SV123)

13.75
21.50
9.00

Sting Ray A/F
Megastar A/F (SV133)

12.50
22.00

MISCELLANEOUS
External disk drive
Mouse
Mouse mat
Mouse house
Head cleaner

Dust
Dust
Dust
Dust

cover
cover
cover
cover

Trackball

(Atari)
(monitor)
(LC10)
(LC24)

49.90
14.75
2.95
2.95
3.75

3.65
6.99
7.65
6.99
28.75

Philips CM8833 II monitor with
Lotus Turbo Challenge II, Dust
Cover, Scart Cable, 1 year on
site warranty, free next day
delivery
£224.95

rseas orders - Postage charged at cost. New titles will be sent as they t

rd orders:(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone)
Fax Orders: 071-608-0688

071- 608 - 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB
Showroom open 10am - 8pm Weekdays 10am - 4pm Saturdays
E&OE

Exit 2, Old Street Tube

SEQUENCER

REVIEW

DOCTOR DOCTOR
copy protected, you find not one but
two programs that appear to be
exactly the same (KCS40.PRG and

DR T's KCS OMEGA
MACHINE: ALL STs WITH

1 MBYTE. MED OR HIGH RES

LEVEL2.PRG). The difference is that

PRICE: £299
FROM: ZONE DISTRIBUTION

V4.0 of the KCS (Keyboard Con
trolled Sequencer) has been around for
over two years now. It is one of a

bevy of sequencers all barking round
the

heels of the market leaders,

Cubase and Notator. The price tag of
£299 puts it in the top league, so
comparisons with the Steinberg and
C-Lab packages are unavoidable. If

you spend this kind of money, you
are entitled to expect a top flight pro
gram. So, let's see what you get for
just under £300.

The program is supplied in a
cased A5 ring binder. The four pro
gram disks are held within a plastic

the LEVEL2.PRG uses more memory
and enables you to access the more
sophisticated
editing
functions.
KCS40.PRG is only really included for
you if you have limited memory on
your machine. You really need at least
2MByr.es of RAM available to be able
to comfortably run LEVEL2.PRG and
still have the ability to access the MPE

port controls towards the bottom of

trols. One unusual feature of the KCS

is that it enables tempo values of up

possible to easily load in other pro
grams at will and pass data to them.
The upshot of this is that the KCS
relies heavily on you, the user, build
ing up your sequences using several
different programs (MPE Modules).
No doubt this is seen by Dr T as
an easy route to expanding the sys
tem without too many re-writes of
the main program. It can, however,
be quite a fiddle learning how to
access the different sections and pass
sequence data to them. This also why
there is no single, unified manual. On
the main program disk which is notDesk

File

tdit

Uptlons

to 999 beats per minute (bpm),
instead of the usual 240 bpm. The
upper half of the screen has the main
track display. There are 48 separate
tracks available, this is usually more
than adequate. Track one is a type of
Conductor track. It shows the length
of the sequence in bars and contains
tempo change information (like
Cubase's Mastertrack).

er...

new track each time it reaches the

end of the specified range defined in
track one.

You can re-direct output to dif
ferent MIDI channels by clicking on a
small box at the right hand corner of
the screen. If you then hit the record

Environnent

2
3

Ftt 3 64 119 QBackup
E 6 64 119

5

176 11 ON

0

2 64 119 Qftdjust

I

1- 4:161

6

160 11 ON

A 1 64 999 Ejcut

s
s

2- 1:217
2- 2: 89

7
8

296 11 ON
112 11 ON

|
1
I
|
'1
|
|
|
iji
I
I

2223333-

3: 17
3: 17
4:113
21 65
2:105
2:177
3:129

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3- 4:153
4- li 9
4- l: 41
4-3: 73

16
17
18
19

168 11 ON
0 11 ON
336 11 ON
432 11 ON
40 11 ON
72 11 ON
192 11 ON
264 11 ON
96 11 ON
32 11 ON
512 11 ON

B 6 64 999 Qcops
C» 3 64 999 Qpaste

.

4- 3:153

20

80 11 ON

E
E
DS
F
C»
A
A»
0
D»
0
0

4
5
2
1
5
5
3

1
2
6
4

C 6

64 119
64 119
64 119
64 119
64 999
64 119
64 119
64 119
64 119
64 119
64 999
64 984

PDelpte

0Get Backup
QFind

Qcalc

l<l .
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0Play Screen
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MESSAGES:

HI cna ;>l

NAME

• The main Track Mode screen gives you no indication of MIDI input received,
nor can you highlight the track you wish to work on.

button again you can add a whole
range of different instruments.
By composing several of the
sequences and saving them, you pro
duce a set of files to load into the

Graphic Song Editor. This MPE mod
ule, very reminiscent of the Cubase

functions are couched within jargon
specific only to the KCS itself. While
the list of functions is impressive, we

find it hard to believe that this pro
gram was written by a real musician.
When compared to the creative flow
achievable in both Cubase and Nota

Arrange screen (see STF 39 for full

tor, the KCS leaves a very great deal to

review - turn to page 66 if you
missed it), enables you to assemble
your sequences into complete songs.

be desired.

*

File Hit

^eHlms Hw ttmis DiSBlig Uicaels Utilities

tor. This is very similar to the editing

Phantom

external

hardware

• The large and friendly

(also available from Zone Dis
tribution at £189).

/•-'' TIGERedit screen. Wonderful.
But why spend £300 to get it

In the Open mode you
can process sequences built up in
scratch.

when the Tigercub program
provides it for £99 !

create

Gone are the

constraints of fixed cycle length, and
almost anything is possible. You can
even trigger ready built sequences
from here. Every parameter you can
think of is variable in Open mode. It
is, however, very complex and cer
tainly not for the faint hearted.
If you decide to buy the pro
gram then make sure you fully under
stand how to use this mode since it is

as easy to wreck a piece of music with
this program as it is to enhance it!

Any other
sequencers?
A good challenge to the
expensive sequencers is
MIDIstudio Master (STF Rat
ing: 91% - £99.99, Ladbroke Computing s 0772
203166). There's also the
cut down version of the

£550 Notator SL, Notator

Alpha (STF Rating: 85% £225, Sound Technology
v 0462 480000).
The musician's best

sequencing companion is
NEW

tz
19.

IH

to:

ficopvi

^

Qundo

:=j

H S

IjCLEflRJ

IH

music from

Hane: Child

186230
Output: A
0Clone Track
QhII Tracks To Sea
0Seq Tn ail Track!
QSDlir
^Delete Track
Qciear All Tracks

0EraSe

a

SSI

the other sections or even

Iranstorn

96 11 ON 0« 4 64 119 Qlnsert

4

HIim IH

ST P 0

1 I ^51

JquhntJ

HI

NAME

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

lad

tle brother. In fact you can compose
whole songs using only the TIGER
editor if you wish. The list of features
and editing possibilities is formidable
and the whole thing is completely
SMPTE sync compatible - via the

1- 2:201
1- 2:209
1

recording.

MIDI input reaches it. Your sequence
cycles continuously, beginning on a

:

1- 4!

REC

IImergeI

ST P 0 TK

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

sequencer automatically starts when

1 1392 11 ON A 5 64 976

I 1- 3: 65

ST P 0 TK NAME

screen found in Tigercub, the KCS's lit

l 1- 2:153

s

Environment Track Functions MPE

NAME

The

»:
10
^EiSi^i'^SEflriSi^fe Track
Events left:

48 11 ON
8 11 ON

Options

Also included is the TIGER edi

Click on the record button to

commence,

Edit

ST P 0 TK

L2
1 :: ;;

three manuals (one main and two
additional manuals). These extra

gram Environment system (MPE) it is

Conduct
Ch 2A
Ch 3A
Chlufi
Chl4A
Chl4A
Ch 5A
Ch 7A
ChllA
ChllA

JIrFTErI

binder is absolutely stuffed full with

Because of the KC5's Multi Pro

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
LO
LI

The program operates in two
basic modes, Track mode and Open
mode - it automatically drops you
into Track mode when it boots. Ifyou
are familiar with sequencers then you
are likely to recognise the Tape trans

the screen. The tempo slider is
located just below the transport con

mable Variations Generator as well as
the Master Editor.

NAME

modules.

insert at the front, the rest of the

manuals describe the Graphic Song
Editor program and also the Program

Desk File
TK

km 1

X

IESSAGES:

• This is the Open Mode editing screen. Now you try working it out.

E

1

In conclusion...

still Cubase (STF Rating:

Compared to. other similar packages,
the KCS has proved to be one of the

91%-£575, Harman

least accessible and intuitive. There is

very little on the screen at any one
time that you understand without

recourse to the manual. Many of the

Audio w 0753 576911).

REVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

PUBLIC

ART AND MUSIC
Playback enables you to play standard

PLAYBACK

MIDI (in both format 0 and 1) files

PACE 6 - DISK ST769

using up to 99 tracks on your MIDI
setup without using an expensive
sequencer. The program enables
many parameters to be adjusted to
match your setup and it can also con
vert MIDI files between formats. Mod

Cavorting with camels is only
permitted when all the Public
Domain disks have been put in
the drive. Chris Lloyd and Clive
Parker learned the hard way

the three levels of consciousness to

DREAMS

get back to the real world or never

STATE 808 PDL DISK CAME 03

You have had an argument with a
moving bus and now lie in a coma.
Doesn't sound too exciting, does it?
You can't talk, move or do anything
much. In your dreams, however,
**

you are very much alive and

*s
to escape -^

ifications which can be made to tracks

include the MIDI channel, volume,

• Playback with the Sledge
hammer MIDI file loaded. Not

the best looking application
in the world, but it gives you

ar

a monochrome screen is recom

great control over MIDI files and

mended, and you need to register to
get the manual.

is a cheap alternative to a sequencer

for playing .MID files.

fast reactions as well as more than a

SQUARE OFF
BUDGIE -

awaken. Dreams is a STAC adventure,

DISKBU 108

there are some pleasing graphics and
touches of humour. The parser isn't
the most sophisticated, but it is solid
and up to the job. The subject is
refreshing and well presented; if you
fancy wrestling with a text adven

A simple arcade puzzler; you guide
your little chap around a grid avoiding
monsters, collecting points and suss
ing the route to the finish point. There

ture and are still bored with ores

«and dragons, look no further.

kicking. You need to escape

are 50 levels and the first dozen are

deceptively easy, then it starts to

/"

get a little trickier. You need

Tfw rtjjlctJl cirttstty *)>.

smidgen of brain power to figure the
best way to pick up points and con
tinue to live. There are sampled sound
effects galore and synthesized speech
to liven things up a bit - there's even
a level editor so you can design your
own

devilish

levels.

Not the

most

devious or addictive of games, but
playable enough and well pre
sented; better than most.
• Square Off- it's all

• No self respecting

1CTEEEHS31

tempo and event filters. On the
whole, Playback is clearly laid
out and simple to use. The pro
gram runs on any machine
although 1MByte of RAM and

adventure is complete

extremely simple really

without a magical curios

- you're the little green

ity shop selling useful

character and you guide

items and this is no

yourself from the start

exception. Dreams is a

point to the end point,

competent text adventure

except of course we

with distinctive graphics

aren't green - mostly,

and some style.

anyway.

'dj ar? in trie »aci*a! curias ly sJisp, "he shells that line tw rf the
Mils re ill :u" bsre. aid Dili :he as»iiral aid «ni 1 adaim in? other
tails Oistx:ed diit sircles Ihe rxn «l irritit« yuir lungs. \oi n*tict
.= ^t ard ^ EJ-,:a*se:^r, Th?s^p-edst h spllirg ssfitte.
•fesd; ftr sal:' ansircss th? jltoeJfKper.
4

screen is a push and scroll affair and

ATLANTIS

you can fire to the four points of the

MERLIN PD -

of your ST-controlled enemy from
thick to reasonably smart. You can
only use each square once, so each

TANX
BUDGIE -

compass. The graphics aren't any
thing special to write home about -

DISKBU 110

not even just a quick scribbled note.

A very simple game of luck and strat

well presented but a bit dull. Rather

egy; you guide your tanks across your

the joys of controlling a little diver

You journey up the screen shooting
and dodging, trying to last as long as

bloke as he swims around collecting

you can. It's not a good example of

incongruously on the same disk is a
biorhythm plotting program which is
good for a laugh, unless, of course,
you take it all seriously in which
case it depends where your

DISK MPD 1121

As soon as it starts you know this is a
game written with SEUCK. You have

keys and shooting underwater life
not

to

mention

killing the

strangely fatal bubbles. The

4

what is possible with SEUCK, which
isn't that impressive in the first
place. Glug glug.
• On a mission to - er, do

tank has to take a different route. It's

opponent's minefield while they do
the same to you. You start by placing
your mines. Each tank can fire twice

to check one of the squares. And
that's it. There are three levels

S

intellectual wave is.
• Will he drive over a

something heroic or other

mine and go belly up or

our hero has - most

will he safely traverse

regrettably, to shoot lots

the minefield? Do we care

of things that get in his

much? Tanx is amusing

way. Joysticks out for

enough in a quick game-

the lads with Atlantis,

type of way.

should keep you happy
for five minutes.

PUBLIC

)C View is a high resolution only appli
cation designed to be a comprehen
sive art viewer as well as clip art
manipulation program. Many varied
picture file formats are supported
including Stad .PAC, Macpaint .MAC,

JC VIEW
PAGE 6 - DISK ST 780

CoTillea usins GFA Be:it

This prcorin ray tie freelu c
so long as JCLBL11CP"
'

DOMAIN

This disk has several programs dedi

SOUNDLAB

cated to the audio side of the ST, con

FLOPPYSHOP ST - DISK MUS 3355

sisting of a TCB Tracker .MOD file
player, a program to play random

•

sound samples at boot up called
Randplay, the full version of Soundlab
(Cover Disk 41, available from page
66) and a packer designed to com

Printmaster .SHP and Sticker 3 .ADD

JCLfiSEL. TXT and

along with all the normal Degas, Tiny

press samples and Soundtracker .MOD
files. The TCB player is a bit fiddly to
use and is very unfriendly,
although it does produce
V. rather good output if the cortjf rect frequency is selected. The

and Public Painter formats. All the nor
n-res.
Icctr. 1991

^
,

Y

• JC View is an excellent

mal art package options are available
along with the facility to create
pictures larger than the screen
V

high resolution art package

which

can fill an

A4 sheet

#

when printed. GEM fonts can
be loaded and used and print
ing can be controlled through a
customised printer driver setup. A
must for serious clip art users.

with a wide choice of

options. Written entirely in
GFA Basic 3.5 it just goes to

show what can be done with a good
BASIC interpreter and compiler.

• Soundlab has many splen
did functions to enable you
to adjust, alter, modify and

best of the bunch is the Sound

generally bugger about with

lab program with its host of func
tions, although Randplay has a useful
SPL to .AVR conversion utility.

your digitised sound samples.

Always work on a backup copy of
the file you want to edit.

and you score points. When the pile I CROCODILES
hits the top of the screen that's the | PASTIME

COLOTRIS 2
PAGE 6 -

end. Collapse is more graphically and
sonically simple, but is more playable

DISK ST 761

On this disk are two versions of the

with simple keyboard controls. Colotris j

classic Tetris spin-off that has rows of
coloured blocks falling from the top of

2 has fiddly joystick control and lots of
jazzy samples and special pieces. The
Bill and Ted sample soon grates on the
nerves, though. Two competent
games, although Blat remains

the screen. You can steer them left

and right and change the order of
colours. Get a row of three or

more colours, they disappear

the best version.

colours that match the adjacent titles,
the more points you get. There is the
choice of four titles which can

PAGE 6 -

A puzzle game which has you match
ing colours to score vital point things
that make - er, numbers. You can bat

tle against a friend or your ST. You

take turns placing four by four

2

SCO/tE

3oo

short of new stuff, take a look at

/

tiles on the board. The more

• Coloured dots falling

I Crocodile's Pastime is a

before your eyes and

strangely-named puzzle

frantic synapse activity

game of placing blocks

ending in frustration. It

on a grid and matching

can only be another

colours. Sums it up
rather neatly really. If
then you're probably
going to like it, a bit.

and driving chappies and start the
season. There are a

few incidental

graphics but it's basically a silent text
game with lots of tables and statistics.
Nothing is too complicated or

LAPD-

DISK L 22

A behind-the-scenes management
game controlling the twists and turns

involved, and it's playable enough if
simple management sims are your
thing. Needs a lot more depth and

in the fortunes of a formula one rac

ing team. First you choose your
team, then employ a handy
<• S
bunch of expert engineering

realism, however, to make it shine.

As it stands it's too easy to just
bumble through.

V

N.Manse I I
T,Boutsen
J.Larfite
fl.Prost
P . S t r e i Pf
J . Pa Inter
D . Harwi ck
E.Cheever

• The race is on and Mur

MOTORWAY DEATH
FLOPPYSHOP ST DISK GAM 100

Another game by an outfit called
Ollysoft who seem to specialise in
games of dubious taste. Motorway
Death is no exception. Your task is to
run down pedestrians and avoid the
oncoming traffic. The action is
incredibly repetitive, the same

SCORE

MSB uaBBBB^^^

ray Walker is terribly

j:
0:

0.673
O.OOO

V.Good
Excel Ir

wave of vehicles and targets appear
again after a few screens. The scrolling
is ropey and it has all the long term
appeal of a match. To save this disk
from being immediately broken in half
is a text adventure called, rather imag
inatively Tomb of Death. It's a STAC
affair and follows the standard dun

geon and monsters path. Unsophis
ticated but just about passable,
even if it is a bit dull.
• Motorway Death has
graphics and sound to

excited about it. This is

match the taste of the

all you get to see of the

game - incredibly awful.

actual racing in Grand
Tyres

H.Prost
N .Manse I I

this. A long way short of chess
or games like that, though.

you're still interested

GRAND PRIX
MANAGER

Uriver

Prix Manager - all you
need to watch out for is

when to hit the pits.

The only vague satisfac

£J

tion comes from backing
into the pedestrians hav
ing already sent them
spinning.

€* wm

be

rotated. It's a thought-provoking
game and takes some cleverness to
master. If you like games that give
you all the time in the world to think
of your next move and are running

DISK ST 773

Tetn's-style game.
LEVEL

REVIEWS

%

REVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

EDUCATION
• Kidpublisher is an ideal
program to enable your

children to express them
selves and create some

thing to boot. Design your
own colour-in books, sto
ries or whatever.

another game and so on, through a
dozen or so sections. Everything is

SUPER SPELL
LAPD-

well-presented and fun. Success is
greeted by a round of applause and

DISK L 20

After a quick round of object recogni
tion, it's into the spelling game. You
are presented with words with missing
letters and you have to fill in the

blanks. After that, it's time to
draw

a

picture,

then

there are plenty of other samples to
spice things up. The words are all very
simple and once you've learnt them
and worked your way through it a

4$

couple of times that's it, but it's
good fun while it lasts.

onto

while the bottom half holds text. It

KIDPUBLISHER
ST CLUB -

uses the standard printer dump for

DISK EDU 07

final output. You just draw in the pic

Not strictly speaking educational, Kidpublisher enables even the youngest of
writers to knock out five page docu
ments of their scribblings. The top

tures and type in the text and
hit Print. It's all simple
enough for everybody to

use. Budding newspaper'
barons could be getting

half of each page holds a drawing

their first big break here.

MINI JUMBLE

forgotten how to spell every word
except cat - and you're not even sure

PUBLIC DOMINATOR -

about that. At the end it goes through
your words checking them. It accepts

DISK SS10

A version of the make-words-out-of-

letters thing you get in puzzle maga
zines. You can pick the difficulty level
and the amount of time you get.
Then

it's

brain-crunch

time as

you stare at nine letters having

a wide range of words and is rather
generous, including combinations of
letters that aren't words at all. It is a

good game to learn spelling with,
it's also a red rag to adults who
rate themselves as a bit brainy.
.1/_

A

.^ * * a * i ^ * n u t . < c * a a i r . * * t ? T ,
dear
deer
dead
dad
mad
dam
r ed
dame
ham
r aam

dome
hook
deem
mar

FIO

to

quit

• The first section of Super Spell is an easy-peasy game of Spotty. Each sec

• Quick! Think faster! If anything is going to get your brain racked. Mini Jum

tion is short and they are all varied so your attention doesn't wander off if

ble is it. Just when you thought there were definitely no more words you

you can't handle the questions.

could make with those letters, you see three more.

some

WORLD
ST CLUB DISK EDU 05

World has you trying to match a coun
try or capital to the map. You choose
which area to work with and what you

are looking for and away you go your ST keeps track of your score
It was originally German and

A

of

the translation

is a

little

RIVERDENE PDL -

fers

DISK 1035

from

the

occasional

border

change. There's not much to it but it's
well constructed and throws up a few
surprises as you put countries thou
sands of miles out of place. It runs in
high resolution and there is an
emulator for those without the

appropriate monitor.

tunes to accompany all the bits.
There's nothing unique about this it's not particularly educational or

PLAYTIME

dodgy. Any program like this also suf

Six separate sections, a simple art pro
gram, a painting with shapes screen, a
very simple maths quiz and two
games. The graphics are generally

simple and bold and there is a
smattering

of samples

and

entertaining. The games are crude
and the target age range for the sec
tions are quite different, making it difficul to see who would be interested

^ •%.

enough to buy it. It's a familiar for-

mat for children's programs and
this one comes off worst.

• We live in a global community, right? But do you know where everybody

I One of the games from Playtime is Ben's Bones where you guide a small and

lives? World is a country and capital spotting quiz and is surprisingly difficult.

extraordinarily hairy-looking child as he crawls around looking for bones.

RedacteurJunior - £39!

New flge PDL

Telephone: (0702) 232826

An amazing wordprocessor at an incredible price.
Write/phone for full details and demo' disks.

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

All PD disks are FULL

&\?RW€ilF&
Multi print

Only £1.50 each (UK)

Intelligent printer buffer wilh option to
save output to file (or rapid multiple

WARP 9

copies. ST Format Gold Award utility.

Mouse Tricks 2

Formerly Quick ST, this is the latest and great

More than a mouse accelerator,

est software screen accelerator for the ST/TT:

Mouse Tricks offers a massive choice

graphics and text look the same, but appear
with astonishing speed. Includes a host of

of sellings for maximising Ihe
productivity of your rodent.

utilities from CodeHead Software: mouse

Fontkit Plus 4

accelerator, desktop pictures, new system fonts,
keyboard control over dialogs, and and excellent

Latest version of the ultimate font

After-Dark-alike modular screen saver. Price:

utility for the Atari STfTT. Full details

£24.95, upgrades from other screen
accelerators (return manual cover): £12.95.

of new features available on request.

i Books i
Your

Imagecopy

S e c o n d JV&cint€Clt-

— to the A.tari STy\

I Copy images from screen, view and I

U.scrx ' G u i d e t o

I convert images, and print images onI

I a wide range of printers, including: 9-[
Ipin, 24-pin, BJ Bubblejet, and HP|
| Laserjet and Deskjet. Price: £9.95.

Timeworks Publisher
—

A

LJscks ' Gu.icle to

—

- Coming Soon: Imagecopy Colour I

First Word
**" " / z <:^

^4L

I with support for most colour printers.

^*\. r *r x *—f

**>

-Z

The ST Club

From 85p per disk!

out now
PD and Shareware disks, ST Club Software,
Cables, Books, Dust Covers, Blank Disks,
Clip Art cat's, ST Applications magazines, etc.

3.5" Disks

^ g E j Phone: 0602-410241

Top quality disks at
bargain prices.

"J^^^^* FAX: 0602-241515

10 @ £5-25 @ £22.50

... .,

Includes labels and 1st class delivery

Write: Nottinnham. NG1 1PS

i FaslCopy PRO -

SOFTWARE
MTS<

IT1I

PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE, SHAREWARE
FOR ATARI ST/STE

; f a s t h a r d di=

t E24.95 -

MT SOFTWARE (Dept STF) ,— AOM

Greensward House,
The Broadway,

Totland, I.O.W

TEAAEX

" V70& • 7301190
FAX: 0983 - 755800 (24hr)

1P039 0BX

rgg

^__^

ffP|

JE

FREE CATALOGUE
WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE..

Art &Graphics
Astrology
Astronomy
Budgie UK Games
Budgie UKCompilation Range
Budgie UK Productivity Range
Budgie UK Magazine Disks
Budgie UK Demonstration Disks
BulletinBoard Systems
Chemistry
Clip Art

Electronics
Films
Font Disks - Calamus

Font Disks- Signum
Font Disks - Various
Football
Games - Adventure

Games - Adventure - Zenobi

Range
Games - Colour
Games - Mono
Games - Solution Disks

Communications

Genealogy

Cookery

Music & Midi - Kawai

Databases
Data Protection

Music & Midi - Quartet
Music & Midi - Roland

Demo Disks -General
Demo Disks - Product
Desk Accessories
Disk and Virus Utilities
Education

Music & Midi - Sequencers

I Education - Shoestring Range

Music & Midi - Sound Trackers
Music & Midi - Various

Music & Midi -Yamaha

Operating Systems & Emulators
Picture Disks

quality pictures available on your STI Featuring women In fantasy situalions. - Only £6.50!
ART35-37 - In bed with Madonna - 3 disks with over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Only £4.001
ART51 - Crack Art - Great art package that can rip graphics from programs. 1 meg needed £1.50.
ART109 - Total Recal Spectrum 512 Slideshow - Exclusive to New Age PDLI£1.50
ART110- Pretty woman spectrum 512 slideshow - Exclusive to New Age PDL!£1.50
GAMES
GAME 16 - EmpireBuilder, MAD(boddercfc^. ShipCombat
Rider,Keyto Attantts
GAME 81 - Blox,a great Tetrisvariation (STReview 'Essential buyO, Batttescape - A Dungeon Master type game.
GAME 83 - Grandad and the Quest for the Holey \fest-Asuperb illustrated adventure. 1 Meg.
GAME 107-108 - Tower Power - Great Strategy Game - £3.00

CI 01 CI 02 -

Genocide - A 1 or 2 player strategy game with hints of Populous and Sim City. Brilliantgraphics! £3.95
Dark Carpathian - A tale of terror set In the 1500's written with the 3D Construction Kit£2.95

DEMONSTRATIONS
POV 124 - Flytech, Maths Blaster, JMP 2, 6, 8

DEMO 155-156 - Snork Demo £3.00

POV 121 - Fusion Bound, KGB,DNT, Pleasure Dome 1, 2

DEMO 165 - Cozmlc Jam - STEonly
DEMO 168 - Swiss Mega Demo
DEMO 147-148 - N.T.M. Mega Demo (£3.00)
DEMO 139-142 - The Phaleon Gigademo by Next
- 4 disks full of great screens! Only £5.00

POV
POV
POV
POV

120
119
118
116

- Audio, Lost K, Syndicate, Radiation
- MySocks are Weapons Mega Demo + 6 more
- Dentro, galtan 6, Factory, Coding for Fun
- Isen. Animation (1 Meg) Digi Synth
German to English. MiNT, DC Utils'A'
Video Master - superb video Titler £3.95
Dlgl Composer Stracker program + TCB mods.
Gemini Replacement Desktop, Mortgage calc A1

Satellites

Speech Synthesis
Spreadsheets
STEOnly
Typing Tutors
Various other subjects
Word Processing

Clip Art Pack
Education Packs

C Programming Pack
GFA BasicProgramming Pack
STOS Basic Programming Pack

SOUNDTRACKER MODULES

TRAC 78
TRAC 83
TRAC 90
TRAC 91
TRAC 92

-

Arpure, Coment, Examine, New Age, Purkup, Thrudmix, Wendy - EXCLUSIVE MODULES!
Dungeon, Little Cheat, Maximum, Mission 2, Pheenix 1, Scene 2, Sideremix, Sweet, Tarsnare
Apology, Classic, Egypt, King Tut, Lazy, Loose, Mahoney, Timeslip, Titan
Gas Light, Legacy, Opus, Retro, Sorcery, Sunrunner, X Barock
Die Hard, Equality, Fusion, Instinct, Legion, Mandate, Turbo

As well as these disks listed we also cover clipart, education, fonts, programming, on-disk magazines etc. We
are official distributors of Budgie UK,Shoestring Software (education), Organised Chaos (adventure/strategy)
and we are the ONLYdistributor of Creative Influence (see Genocide and Dark Carpathian above)

(STF13) P.O. Box 30, Leigh-On-Sea, Essex SS9 4AD

Authors! We want your programs! Please send in lists ot your programs
and we will swap for our PD disks. Please don't just send disks.

WHAT MAKES THE WIZARD SO SPECIAL?
FAST SERVICE

FULL DOUBLE
SIDED DISKS

mss; q-..-....

KEENPRICES

WHY NOT GI'T ONE OF OUR CATALOGUES?
ART07Superb'artpackage, ideal for simple
AST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best PD
Astronomy program. SKYMAP another great
DTP.23 builtin fonts.A4 sizepaperworks in
for leaflets etc. DS disk.

A fullyfeatured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning
results

on 9 pin, 24 pin
and laser printers

ONLY £19.99
RING FOR DETAILS
Easy Text Pro now
available

Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.

,*:/-

BRD 01 LAZERCHESS, OT«HELLO,

ADV 01 DDST, DUNGf&N^f*/' / < CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE, and
DRAGONS, Role playing adventure.

more. A superb collection of BOARD GAMES.

ELBOZO CITY. 3 more good adventures also
on this disk.
jf
^

DART 05 ANI ST Great animationpackage

PARANOIA, ENCHANTE* REALM Aid

ARC50 HACMAN, suplb pacman cloryf

MR PACKY, another super pacman. j^
SOCCER brilliant 3D«fJotball gime'fplayers.
MUTANT WIPEOUT aerial shoot cm up.

formerly sold ar £80.00 now PD, VAN

GOGH Paint packagewith animatedsprites.4

LANDSCAPE Generators'including
/r^jjA^3p^«kage.
MUS 31 N«#version of The

BRD04 CHESS, fuperb ches/game.

ACCqMPANIST SEQUENCER (V2.5)
WP&01 ST,tf%ITERV4.2^nd

SIMON, computerVersion of hand held game.

and\ selection of rjeady to useletters.

INVADERS needs nodescription.

/

DECODER, exc!lfi»nt mastermind. SUPEPp
DOMINOES, puzzle game. GOLB«ard
game. Also on this disk DRAGON MAZE, 2
game, SENSORI BACKGAMMONA
BRIDGIT, STARTREK, BATTLESHIPS.

FIKSTWORD, The best w^rd processors for

thaST (E) plusa spellchecker, print spooler

QBD 07THE WORLDpF STARTREK
Over 300K of text interviews and biographies

* from the original STARTMK and NEXT

GENERATION pliis'tSacts ofpictures from

ARC14 HOME, and L'ORB 2 super*pntralL-* "BothserkS^Almift for allTREKKIES!!!
games. GALTIC RANGER, unusual shoot em
up. MONKIES 8cBALLOONS, bounce the
ARCTO TETRIS, superb tetris game (see
clown and burst the balloons. FIRESTORM,

A complete assembly language programming environment for the
beginner and intermediate ST programmer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-stepl
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! (Over 400 pages) only £19.99
The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many
assembly language examples how to program the ST.No
knowledge of assembler is assumed, all examples in the book are
held on disk and can be assembled using the supplied text
editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete resource
construction kit for producing dialog boxes, drop down menus,
etc. Leam to program like the professionals. Registers, GEMDOS,
XBIOS,GRAPHICS, DROPDOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES,
WINDOWS and much, much more

RELIABLE

TOP QUALITY
»(we only use the best)

JUST A FEW EXAMPLE DISKS FROM OUR COLLECTION

another good arcade game rescue the humans.

EASY TEXT PLUS

MUSI 23 - Sound Merlin, Mozart Dice Waltz H"

These disks contain brilliant quality tunes at great value for money. All disks come with the ESION stracker which
is a complete module editor, creator and player. There are versions of both the ST and the STEon every disk.

monochrome for best quality of print. Ideal
Programming - Adventure Writing
Programming - Assembler
Programming - C
Programming - Gem
Programming - GFABasic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - Stos Basic
Programming - Various

PRO 23 - Video Master Extra Fonts disk £3.95
UTIL 42-Intro Maker

UTIL 45 - STOS Shoot 'em up builder kit

BUSI 1Invoice & Statement generator demo, Namenet (1 Meg), Sates Controller H
UTIL 39 - STto PC. Calendar 4,7. Desk Switch, Form, Autofix, System 2, D Format, GDOS select + many more 'A'
LANG 5-9 - GNU C Development System: 5 disks. Hard disks and 2 Meg needed £6.50 A1

The ST Club, 2 Broadway,

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR OUR

I Accounts

H'= High resolution monitor only. A'= Anymonitor suitable.
ART AND GRAPHICS
FANTASY: - A new 5 disk set of SPXpictures which are fullcolour and span several screens. Absolutely the BEST

UTIL 13 PRO 20 MUSI21 UTIL 33 -

Catalogue

Copy disks fas

All disks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. All disks will only run on a COLOURsystem except:

APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES

Printed Clip Art
Catalogues.

Over 300 disks of

To order our extensive, easy to use disk catalogue featuring over 1100 Jam-packed disks, and filled with 4
games, 4 soundtracker modules, a text editor and a brilliantdemo. Just send us either a £1 coin or a blank
disk and a stamped SAE.Alternatively add 30p to any order.

LAZERBAL, supergame and interesting
versionon the pinbail theme. Alsoon this disk
LOST TREASURE, WIDOW MAKER,
SLALOM 6c BREAK OUT.

review in issue 1 of this mag). KLAX TRIX,
WELTRIS & TETSIDE, 3 more good games
on the tetris theme. MR DICE, COLLAPSE

ScBURGER, 3 more good games to fill this
super value disk.

SELECTION OF 46 COMMERCIAL GAMES
ALL AT UNDER £3.00 EACH.

1989 W/T'7 A "R T^ D T^ 24 HOUR ORDERLINE
W IZjrVXVJLy J. . jL/ 9am - 9pm HUMAN
9pm - 9am ANSWER PHONE

178 Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734574685

Dl

For disk cataloguesend blank + S.A.E.OR 70p
BHII^na
PAPER OR DISK CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDER ON REQUEST VISA
P.D Disks 1

£2.25

2

£4.25 3

£5.75

Additional disks £1.75

We also stock Budgie. POV and KME disks.

HBMBU

••REVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

UTILITI!

THE FORMAT PD DIRECTORY
comms package. This demo only gives
you a choice of nine abbreviations but
it is worth registering to get hold of
the full version. Other goodies on this

• Where to go for Public Domain software
- demos, games and utilities for around
£3 a disk! If you write to any of these
libraries for a catalogue, enclose an SAE.
• Budgie games are available from all PD

Abbreviator 7.7 is one of a dozen utili

disk include a MultiDesk demo, Lister

ties and demos on this rather nicely
packed disk, and works as a kind of
macro editor for use in word proces
sors or in other programs that
need repeated input such as a

v2 lists a directory to file or a printer, a
utility to disable GDOS when booting,

tion the disk number (above the review)
when you order the disk.

ABBREVIATOR
CALEDONIA PDL DISK AU 178

TOS 1.4 fixers, an XBoot demo, an

ASCII stripper and a recent version
of LZHArc. Excellent stuff.

libraries indicated by a (B). Simply men

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
16/32 PDL, 35 Northcote Road, Strood,
Kent, ME2 2DH = 0634 710788
ACE PD, 90 Milton Road, Hanwell,
London W7 o 081 840 3204

ARROW PD, 6 Kents Orchard, Perry

NORTH OF ENGLAND
ALPHA COMPUTING,
32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorks
HX3 5JZ

AKORE SHAREWARE, 7 Fishergate Point,
Lower Parliament Street, Nottingham
NG1 1GD v 0800 252221

D W STABLES, Atari PD and Commercial,

PO Box 78, South Shore, Blackpool
FY1 6 AD

GOODMAN PDL, 16 Conrad Close, Meir
Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke on Trent,
Staffs ST3 1SW • 0782 335650 IB)

Street, South Chard, Somerset TA20 20B

LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor,
Derbys DE7 7HN --- 0773 761944 IB)

ATARI ADVANTAGE, 56 Bath Road,
Cheltenham, GL53 7HJ • 0242 224340

METROPOLIS PD, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PRI OLU

AWESOMEDEMOS, 3 Mason Road,
Seaford, East Sussex BN25 3EE

B 0772 748422

B-SOFT, 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading,
Berks RG3 5XN n 0734 419981

DRAKE PD, 12C How Street,

NIGHTSHIFT PD, 50 Averill Road,

Highfields.Stafford, Staffs ST17 9XX
PAGE 6 PUBLISHING, PO Box 54, Stafford
ST16 1DR « 0785 213928 IB)

The Barbican, Plymouth, Devon PL4 0DA

PD ST KIER BAILEY, 95 Elton Road,

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Gotherington,

Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9NF

Cheltenham, Glos GL52 4EW

» 0270 762520 (B)

FREAKS PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent,
Downend, Bristol BS16 6TQ (B)

PLATINUM DISKS, 181 Anson Close.

Padgate, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 OHJ
» 0925 820693

IMAGEART, 19 Brenda Road, Tooting Bee,
London SW17 7DD e 081 767 4761

MELVILLE MARRIOT MUSIC MEDIA,

46 Market Square, Whitney, Oxon
OX8 6AL = 00993 779500

ST CLUB, 2 Broadway, Nottingham
NG11 IPS. -' 0602 410241 (B)

STING PUBLIC DOMAIN, 23 Manor Grove,
Westvale, Kirkby, Liverpool L32 0UZ
~ 051 546 4640

MERLIN PD, 11 Grange Close,
Minchinhampton, Stroud, Glos GL6 9DF
MERTON PD, 10 Grasmere Avenue,
Merton Park, London SW19 3DX
MT SOFTWARE, Greensward House,

The Broadway, Totland, Isle of Wight
P039 OBX = 0983 756056 IB)

• Enter the required abbreviation into a word processor and you'll find the full

expanded text is printed to the screen, for example, entering "address" could
be set up to print your full name and address.

WARP 9 EXTRAS
PACE 6 - DISK ST 770

WARP 9 PICS AND FONTS -

system font. The rest of the disk is full
of Degas Elite pictures in all three reso

lutions that you can use as back
ground pictures on your Desktop. It
remains to be seen if people are will
If you use the Warp 9 accelerator pro
gram you need this disk to access, if ing to pay for a PD disk comprising
just two fonts and some slightly above
nothing else, the two additional fonts,
average Degas pictures. Of interest
one in high and one in medium
-a
to Warp 9ers and total picture
resolution. Although the two
fanatics only.
fonts are not that brilliant, they
PACE 6 DISK ST 770

Cleveleys.Blackpool FYS 3PH
TRUST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram,
Halifax, HX3 9QY n 0422 341606

SCOTLAND

n 0702 232826(B)

ATARI USER GROUP (SCOTLAND)
9/3 North Hillhousefield, Edinburgh
EH6 4HU - 031 553 1288 (B)

PARADISE COMPUTERS, 11 Winfield
Avenue, Patcham, Brighton, East Sussex
PD ESSENTIALS, 22 Fern Avenue,

Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1LS
PDSSC. 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside,
Essex IG6 1HE « 03548 448

PROBUS, Birchy Hill, Sway, Lymington,
Hampshire S041 6BJ
PROPHECY PD, 390 Coulsdon Road,

Old Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 1EF
a 0737 554536

PUBLIC DOMINATOR PD ATARI,

PO Box 801,Bishops Stortford, Herts
CM23 3TZ «r 0279 757692

PUBLIC SECTOR PDL, 50 Ripon Road,
Stevenage, Herts SGI 4NA
• 0438 364722/361324

CALEDONIA PDL, 250 Oldtown
Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT
= 0463 225736 (B)
THE CIRCULAR PD LIBRARY,
14 Morrison Drive, Lennoxtown,
Glasgow G65 7BA
FLOPPYSHOP ST, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ = 0224 586208 (B)

OFFICE CHOICE, Suite 14, Avon House,
Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ
STATE 808 PDL, 3A Old Lanark Road,
Carluke.Scotland ML8 4HW

WOOLLEYSOFT, Humblesknowe Cottage,
Ramolye, Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland
FK15 0BA

WALES
GL-PD, 62 Colwyn Ave, Winch Wen,

• 0734 452416 (B)

Swansea SA1 7EJ - 0792 799762

SENLAC, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road,
St Leonards On Sea, East Sussex

SHOESTRING SOFTWARE PDL,
78 Carmarthen Road, Swansea SA1 1HS

TN37 7HB n 0424 753070

SEVEN DISK, Digswell Water Lodge,
Digswell Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts
AL7 1SN

SOFTVILLE PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park,
Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville, Hants
P07 7XN <r 0705 498199 IB)

SOLENT SOFTWARE, 53 Rufus Gardens,
Totton, Hants S04 3TA
» 0703 868882

STE CLUB, The Lodge, Delly End, Whitney.
Oxon 0X8 5XD

STEVENS PD, 14 Depot Road, Horsham,
West Sussex RH13 5HA

TUMBLEVANE PDL, 6 West Raod,
Emsworth, Hants P010 7JT
= 0243 370600

WARPZONE PDL, 53 Ropewalk,

space habitat positioned at Lagrange Point 5. or L5. This is one of the Desktop

TOWER PD, PO Box 40, Thornton-

NEW AGE PDL, 30 Anderson Estate,

RIVERDENE PDL, 30a School Road,
Tilehurst, Reading, Berks RG3 5AN

• Your ST (or Falcon050. ho ho) controlled space shuttle approaches the

TS20 1SH °0642 550896

Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG

BN1 8QH

do make a change from the standard

THE SOURCE PD, 7 Shearwater Lane,
Norton, Stockton-On-Tees, Cleveland

IRELAND
PD 4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue, Belfast
BT5 5DG - 0232 672338

OVERSEAS
ALGEMENE COMPUTER CLUB

NEDERLAND (ACN),
Postbus 5011, 200 CA Haarlem
= Holland 023 351100(B)

A-ONLINE, 1229 East Mohawk Ave,

Tampa, FL33604 USA
»0101 813 2371656

ATARI ST USER GROUP NORWAY, c/o SA

Jensen, N-3630 Rodenberg, Norway
DOM' PUBS.10 Rue du Vergeron 38430
Moirans, France
LTPD, 2,300 South Millway, Unit 424,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 2P5

River Street, St Judes,

PUBLIC DOMAIN CORPORATION,

Bristol BS2 9EG

4320 - 196th SW, Suite B-140, Lynnwood,

WIZARD PD, 178 Waverley Road,
Reading, Berks RG3 2PZ

5980 (catalogue £1)

= 0734 574685 (B)

TACC, PL 10, 33561. Tampere, FINLAND

WA 98036-6721, USA o 0101 206 745

pictures that's supplied with the Warp 9 PD disk.
BUYER BEWARE: Any library included here does not imply that STF endorses or
recommends any of them in any way. • If you run a library not listed here and wish
to be included, or if you want to amend anything, send details and your latest cata
logue to: PD Directory, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

1000s OF TITLES

IHEPMSREHOUSE

1000s OF BARGAINS

BRITAINS BIGGEST COLLECTION OF P.D.SOFTWARE

£1.35 A DISK

100s OF TOP GAMES -ARCADE ROLE PLAYING - ADVENTURE-SPORTS-BRAIN ACHES-SIMULATORS-FAR TOO MANY TO LIST

MOUNTAINS OFMUSIC -SAMPLE EDITORS-POWERFUL MIDI SEQUENCERS-DRUM MACHINESLOADS OF SAMPLED & MIDI MUSIC DEMOS - COMPOSERS & MORE

GRAPHICS GALORE -LOADS OF PAINT/DRAWING PACKS-ANIMATION-CARTOONS-FONTSHUGE QUANTITY OF CLIP ART-ETC. ETC.
UNLIMITED EDUCATIONAL -G.C.S.E. REVISION-TYPING & LANGUAGE COURSES-ASTRONOMYASTROLOGY-KIDS READING/WRITING/MATHS/SHAPES/COLOURS ETC & LOADS MORE
PILES OFPffOGfi^MS-UTILITIES-COMMUNICATIONS-DATABASES-ACCOUNTS-PUBLISHINGSTOCK CONTROL-COMPILERS-PRINTER DRIVERS-VIRUS KILLERS & LOADS MORE

ALL DISKS
VIRUS CHECKED

PHONE NOW FOR FREE MASSIVE CATALOGUE!!
081-290-6140

SAME DAY

DESPATCH

PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS WITH EVERY PROGRAM.

P.D.-SHAREWARE-LICENSEWARE-BUMPER BARGAIN PACKS

NEW MS AOT1NG REGULABLY
175A WIDMORE ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR1 3AH

SOLENT SOFTWARE
specialist s

PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST

VIDEO TITLEI?
VIDEO TITLER ST V.2

£29.95

£3tG;9'5

We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALLthe POV Demo

Disks, all disks are double-sided, single-sided available to special order. For
a copy of our latest disk Catalogue (updated weekly) send a blank disk and
SAE, or just send £1 for Catalogue on one of our disks with free PD.
PRICES - 1 to 9 disks: £2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

PROFESSIONAL TITLES FOR ALL VIDEO FORMATS

SMOOTH TEXT/FONTS, FLIPS, COLOUR-CYCLES, VENETIAN, WIPES, FADES,
DISSOLVES, INTERLOCK, SCROLLS, SPEED CONTROL. SUPPORTS G.DOS &
FSMG. DOS, NEO, DEGAS, & PI I. THE MOST ADVANCED TITLER. ST REVIEW
ESSENTIAL BUY 92%.

Complete with GDOS fonts system

ART MASTER ST/STe

£24.95

£2J9rf5

SUPERB NEW ART PACKAGE FOR THE ST

3D GRAPHICS ADVANCED BLOCK MANIPULATION, DISTORTION & MORE. NEO,
DEGAS, AMIGA IFF COMPATIBLE, 9 WORKSCREENS, 4096 COLOURS, RAY,
GRADIENT, 3D CONES, SPHERES, SHAPES & ITS USER FRIENDLY

Complete with colour print driver.

VIDEO TITLER & ART MASTER - Combined price £54;93 £49.95

PRINT MASTER ST/STe

£19.95

ULTIMATE COLOUR DRIVER FOR COLOUR & MONO PRINTERS
PRODUCE COLOUR ON A MONOCHROME PRINTER. FULL COLOUR SHADING

SUPPORTS MOST PRINTERS. TRI-COLOUR AND PROFESSIONAL COLOUR
SEPARATION, LABEL ROUTINES, SUPPORTS EPSON, CANON BUBBLEJET, STAR,
CITIZEN, 9/24 PIN, HP DESKJET, IBM, NEC ETC.
SUPERB FULL COLOUR SCREEN DUMPS MADE EASY

VIDEO TITLER VERSION 3
UPGRADES AVAILABLE NOW

FALCON SOFTWARE SOON**
ACCESS, VISA& SWITCH NOWAVAILABLE

LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, Dept STF,
PO BOX 1, CALLINGTON PL17 7YZ

r 1*1

TEL 0579 82426

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE

CAME.40
GAME.49
GAME.S0
GAME.53
GAME.57
GAME.63
GAME.64
GAME.71
CAME.72
DEMO.60
DEM0.92
DEM0.97
DEMO.102
DEMO.103
DEMO.118
DEMO 131-134
DEMO 168
DEMO.l 70
UTIL.l
UT1L.4
UTIL.25
UTIL.29
UTIL.32

EDUCATIONAL GAMES with 7 Kids, MagicStorybook and MagicSpeller.
Revenge of the MutantCamels- latestshoot'em up fromJeffMinter+ 3 others.
Matrix, 8 Ball,Entombed, Rockfall and Mystic Well - brilliant collection.
LLAMATRON • The original megablast from JeffMinter, 520 and 1 Megversions.
TheManager- latestfootball management game - win the League and FA Cup!
COMPUTER SCHOOL and BODYSHOP - MoreeducationalgamesforIhe young.
EDUCATIONAL GAMES including Kids ABC, Alphabet Game, Flashcard and SpellPic.
VIOLENCE - the best 'Xenon' type shoot'em up in the PublicDomain+ 2 others.
CYBERNETIX - excellent Defender style space invadersplus DROID and TESERAE.
FISH'N'CHIPS - multi-screendemo fromSewer Softwith 12 'fishy' surprises.
ULTIMATE GFA DEMO by the Overlanders, 12 brilliant demoswrtiiten in GFA basic!
DARKSIDE OF THE SPOON- fullscreen mega-demos from ULM and guestscreens.
VODKA DEMO - ten unbelievable screensfrom Equinox. One of the best.
WHAT NOTTO DO - 8 short comical animations from the InnerCircle. Veryfunny.
ELECTRA RESET - jokedemo but press resetfor brilliant mega-demo (1 Meg).
PHALEON GIGA DEMO by NEXT. Massive34 sub-demos. (4 disk set £6).
MATHEMATiCA DEMO by Aura- excellentgraphicsusing'computermathematics'.
GROTESQUE DEMO by Omega • the fastestgraphicsever seen. (1 MEG STE ONLY).
28 Desktop Accessories completewith Accessory Loader, Ramdisks, etc.
6 Databases plus2 Label Printers, goodselection foryourhomebusiness.
5 more Databases and Address BooksincludingSupercard. (Shareware).
OPUSV2.2• excellentGEM based spreadsheetand chartingprogram. (1 Meg).
GEMINI - replacement desktopfromGermany, similarto Neodesk. (1 Meg).

UTIL.41

VIRUS KILLERS - disk full of virus killers, detectors and imunisers.

WORD.l

ST. WRITER V4.2with W.RUtilities plus2 Type Tutors and 2 Spell Checkers.

WORD.3

1ST WORD. Still Ihe best Word Processor with Printer Drivers and Word Counters.

WORD.22
ART.11

DESKJET Printer Drivers for the Hewlett Packard Deskjet, plus utilities.
COLOURBURST and FINE LINE art programswilh Snoopy and GarfieldSlideshows.

ART.l 3
ART.34
LANG.2
LANG.13
LANG.17
LANG.18
MUS.6
MUS.l4
MUS.23

6 excellent Art Programs including Van Gogh,Art. ST, ST. Grapli and ST.Cad.
CRACK ART - The bestart packagein the PublicDomain(1 Meg). (Shareware).
STOS Basic SourceCode forfivecompletegames- StosBasic required.
SOZOBON C - complete implementation ofthe C language, complete withdocs.
Adventure Game Toolkit (AGT) write your own 'Infocom' style adventure games!
AGT Source Codeforeightcomplete adventure games. (LANG.! 7 required).
ACCOMPANIST - micli sequencerby HenryCosh,(lates! version 2.5).
EMPIRE NOISETRACKER Ihe full version with modules, samples, source code, etc.
ALCHIMIEIUNIOR SEQUENCER the latest and bestmidi sequencer available. (1 Meg).

MISC.8

CITADEL, VULCAN EMBASSY and ENTERPRISE - three excellent BBSprograms.

MISC.10

KERMIT V! .02 and VANTERMV3.8 • two of the besl communications software.

MISC.14

FILM FILE ENQUIRY -database ofover 2000 films with actors, director, etc.

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. SQ4 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

his the Special Offers pages then?
STEREO
MASTER

y&oim

PLAYBACK
a n d QUARTET

MCRODEAL

MICRODEAL

This sound sampler

Playback stereo sound
cartridge plus the

offers real-time special

'' ££?

effects - echo, reverb

excellent Quartet sample

and much more - and on

\

i top of all that there's
also STE stereo support

.I

1 You can't afford to miss

W

I

sequencer

(RRP £49.95).
DESCRIPTION:

Playback and Quartet

it with £10 off the usual

PRICE: £29.95
ORDER No : ST372
DESCRIPTION:

price!
DESCRIPTION:
Stereo Master

Playback ONLY

PRICE: £29.95
ORDER No: ST394

PRICE: £19.95
ORDER No: ST379

Sequencer One

Lrt=f»lil d.'lHJ:

ULTIMATE

ONE PLUS

VIRUS KILLER

UPGRADE KIT

DOUGLAS

GAJITS

COMMUNICATIONS
The best virus killer

Upgrade to Sequencer

around - it recognises

One Plus for extra fea
tures like the Diamond

over 60 viruses, can
repair over 450 different

Drag note-editing sys
tem, improved sample
playback, tempo maps,

game disks if they've
been virus-damaged, and

auto count-in and more!

can even hunt out link

DESCRIPTION:

viruses. Essential.

Sequencer One Plus

DESCRIPTION: Ultimate

PRICE: £39.95
ORDER No: ST395

Virus Killer

PRICE: £9.99
ORDER No: ST414

FUN SCHOOL 4
EUROPRESS SOFTWARE

DESCRIPTION: Fun
School Under 5s
PRICE: £17.99
ORDER No:
ST389

DESCRIPTION:
Fun School
5-7s

PRICE: £17.99
ORDER No: ST390
DESCRIPTION:

Fun School 7 - 11s
PRICE: £17.99
ORDER No: ST391

^I'S
VIDEOMASTER

STOS

MICRODEAL

COLLECTION

If you've been reading

MANDARIN SOFTWARE

this month's animation

Write your own games

feature you'll be able to
see the incredible capa
bilities of this brilliant

multi-media application.
DESCRIPTION:
Videomaster
PRICE:£64.95

ORDER No: STF435

with STOS Basic, com

pile 'em so they run fast
with the STOS compiler,
add sound to your
games with STOS Mae
stro and add your choice
from out of 600 in STOS

Sprites.
DESCRIPTION: STOS
Collection

M*

C/3

PRICE: £69.95
ORDER No: ST381

should say so - just look at those bargains
M

1/

t* i-

It.

c
y l

MUSIC IN
SEQUENCE

C

STF BINDER

MUSIC SALES

Mc.
1*n

'c**<?-*,

This easy-to-follow book
guides you through the
whole what can be

/&/

rather daunting process
of writing songs on a
sequencer.

ST FORMAT

Keep your collection of the world's top ST magazine together in
this quality binder!
DESCRIPTION: One Binder

DESCRIPTION: Music in

PRICE: £5.95

Sequence

ORDER NO: ST112

PRICE: £12.95
ORDER No: ST398

;|T

DESCRIPTION: Two Binders

ORDER NO: ST1122

"•Yt •** rm Ten* y

~-^mm^^

i<4

AWARD
WINNERS
COMPILATION
EMPIRE

incredible games:
MT Gold winning
lame Populous and
sim Kick Off 2,

plus arcade romp Space
Ace and addictive

puzzler Pipe Mania.
DESCRIPTION: WINNERS
COMPILATION
PRICE: £20.99
ORDER No: ST413

HOW TO ORDER
• Just make a note of the name of the package
you want to buy and the order number next to it.
Then fill in the handy coupon opposite.
I If you wish to order by credit card or have any
queries, ring the ST FORMAT Mail Order
Hotline on...

THE BEST OF

ST FORMAT
FUTURE PUBLISHING

€s

Features, beginners'
guides, jargon busters
section, techie tips and
reviews - plus optional
disks - it's great!
'-• DESCRIPTION: The
Best of STF with disks

0 4 5 8 74011
ST FORMAT mail order •
Name

Address

I

PRICE: £15.40

ORDER No: ST BOOK D

Postcode

Description

PRICE: £11.40
ORDER No: ST BOOK

S31

Telephone

DESCRIPTION: The Best

of STF without disks

Order Number

Price

TOTAL ORDER

ST FORMAT
EVEN BIGGER
VALUE
et hold of £25 worth of
Iware and make certain

rou get your hands on a
copy of Britain's biggestST magazine each and every
a whole year. Turn to page 66 now for
our astonishing offer.

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

Access

I i Visa

• Cheque

PO

Credit card No

Expiry date
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to:
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT Mail Order,

Future Publishing, FREEPOST, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7BR.
You don't even need a stamp if you post it in the UK!

TAKE A TRIP INTO THE
FUTURE WITH
PC FORMAT
Discover where the PC will be in
10 years' time.

Take a look at what else
is in this month's issue of
PC FORMAT:

• A packed Coverdisk
containing a huge playable
preview of the fastest road
racing game ever!
• Reviews of over 25 of the

latest games, including Dune 2,
History Line, Legends of Valour,
Harrier Jump Jet and F-15 III!
• A guide to the latest and
greatest public domain and

shareware releases - you don't
need to spend a fortune for
good software.

• Tips galore - everything from
game cheats and solutions to

beginners' tips and technical
advice. Your PC was never
easier to use!

NEW TO THE- PC?
Don't miss out on last month's issue -, two Coverdisks, a free 100-page

| game tips guide land a

• An interview with shareware

M| complete beginners' guide to

giants PSP to find out what it
takes to make serious cash from

"-- nC. Still available in some

sagents, or call « 0458

!&&V''''' 74011 to order]I your copy! ^

shareware software.

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE OF PC FORMAT OUT NOW!

| Yewtree Leisure
w

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIES

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME SPECIALISTS

Lowest Priced Top Quality Ribbons
2+

5±

I tl!l i t

2.65

2.45 Star LC10/20 Black

2.29

2.14

Amstrad DMP 4000

2.80
3.66

3.51

Citizen 120D/LSP10/ Swift 24/9

6.00

2.85

2.70

3.31 Star LCI0/20 Colour
2.50
Star LC200 Black

5.85
2.85
9.63
2.71
9.48

lofT

Amstrad DMP 2000/3000

3.00
9.7X

Citizen Swift 24 Colour
17,81 12.66 12.46 Star LC200 Colour
Commodore MPS 1220/1230 4.50 4.35 4.15

Star LC24-10/200 Black

Epson LQ400/500/800/850
Epson FX/MX/RX80/FX/LX800
Epson FX/MX/RX100/FX/MX1000
Epson LX80/86/90
NEC Pinwriter P2200
Panasonic KXP1123/1124/1140
Panasonic KXP1080/IIS0/90/I592

145
2.90
3.36
2.12

3.03
3.46
2.89

2.86

2±
1.94
5.65
2.65
9.43
2.51
9.28

3.30

3.10 Star LC24-10/200 Colour

2.75
3.21

2.55
3.01

1.97
2.88

1.77
2.68

Canon BJ-10 Inkjet Cartridge Original 17.54 each
HP DeskjetCart. (DoubleCap) Original 21.79 each
loll 2± s±

3.31

3.11

Canon BJ-10 Refill (Twin Pack)

11.00

2.74

2.54

HP Deskjet Refill (Twin Pack)

11.00 1 0.60 9.95

9.63

0.60 9.95

Ring for ribbons, inkjet cartridges and inkjet refills not listed
ATARI PUBLIC DOMAIN

GAMES • GAMES* GAMES

Too many titles to list.
New titles arriving every day.
Unlike other companies we will fill
your disk with your request

Hundreds of titles £1 - £5.
Lists available for latest titles.

Ring us and we will beat all other prices
0543 250377

Owl Associates. Dept 49. Owl House,

e &OE

5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

Winter clear out all £5

Demos, Games etc.

Ring us orsend cheques to:

0543 250377

Phone or write for lists

All public domain at 99p.

GAMES MACHINES ETC
We stock large range of games +
machines, joysticks etc
MEGADRIVE
NINTENDO

CHASE HQ 2
KILLING CLOUD
HUDSON HAWK MOONSHINE RACERS
ELF
NEIGHBOURS
INDIE HEAT
RODLAND
SMASH TV
TOTAL RECALL

Choose the programs and we'll put them on disk.

SUPER NES

PERIPHERALS ETC

SEGA CARTRIDGE

Blank Disks

GAMEBOY

ALSO C64 AMSTRAD SPECTRUM

® 40 pence

10 credits on each disk

99p per disk.
60p p&p per order .
Up to 50 progs on a disk

ST External Drive

£54

St Writer 3ci»

£25

Esion S/Tracker 2crs

Mouse Mats

£1

Vanterm 3crs

Disk Drive Cleaners

£1

PHONE/FAX

84 YEWTREE ROAD

Kosmic 8crs
Tetricol 3crs

Trackball Mouse

0953

452803

Penguin 5crs
Hunchy 2010 2crs
Stargate 3.00 5 crs
Bodyshop 3crs

WHY PAY MORE?

KV Park 2crs

For FREE printed catalogue send 9" x 6" stamped s.a.e.

ANDREW

ATTLEBOROUGH

!! LOOK AT WHAT WE OFFER FOR 99p!!

We also stock upgrades, boxes,
switch units etc, too many to list,
competitive prices.
Write for catalogue

NORFOLK

or £1.00 for disk catalogue to:

MERLIN
11Grange Close, Minchinhampton, Stroud GL3 9DF
Tel/Fax 0453-882793

NR17 2RD

SORRY NO CALLERS

(PC shareware also stocked, send s.a.e. for disk cat.)

UPGRADES

INKJET REFILLS
For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers.
Refill your cartridges at less than half price.
From only £12.95 for 2 refills
Full colour printing kit £24.00
Over 24 exciting colours to choose from

Write or phone for free information pack to:

and

REPAIRS
Free fitting on all upgrades

Any 520 STFM upgraded
to 1Mb only
£39-95
DOUBLE UPGRADE l/2Mb RAM

nil ft EM IY

104 Skipton Road'llkley'West Yorks LS29 9HE

cSSSJrc
bhKVIvtb TEL:
All prices (0943)
fully inclusive 607256
UK mainland

+ 1Mb Drive only

£87.00

XTRA RAM DELUXE FOR ST, STF, STM, STFM

To- 1Mb

£49.99

To-2.5Mb

£99-99

To- 4Mb
£156.99
If you have any problems with fitting, return to us and we will be happy to do it for free.
Return delivery for machines only £5.00

/f\

// \ \
I4HJU 4>l Dai Kirkby-ln-Ashfield,
Notts NG17 7DJ W—Vv
#!£¥• It* I W90 Tel:
0623 754061
\\ //

Y

ATARI ST, AMIGAAND PC PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE

/j\\

•

19Hodgkinson Rd

A\

•

•fcHfe

G001: Klatrix
G002: Air Warrior

U002: Label Makers

M001: Accompianist 2.4

U004: Double Sentry

G003: Llamatron . + 1 Meg

U006: Supercard 1 + 2

M002: Ani ST
M004: Noisetracker

G004: Mystic Well

U007: Fastbase Database
U020: Gemini V1.1

M005: Composer

U022; C Compiler + Tutor

M026: Calamus Fonts

U024: Viewing Utilities

M030: Kosmic 2 1 Meg
M031: Crack Art 1 Meg

G009: Ozone

G01O ftobotz/Valgus 2
G012: Penguins
G026; Haunted House
G028: Invaders

U035: Astro 22

M035: Picture Concept

G031: Bolo 1 Meg

U037; Opus Spreadsheet

M036: Deluxe Font Master
M038: Noisetracker Modules
T001: The Planets Slideshow

M033: Various Trackers

G065: Grav 2

U039: Pack-et-Term

G036: Football Manager

U040.- Hard Disk Utilities

G039: Adventure Games

U042: Genology

G041i International Cricket
G044: Violence

U051: Virus Killers
U056: Yr 2nd Atari Manual

G045: Larn V12 Adventure

U070: Sagrotan

T010: Typing Tutor

G048: Mono Games
G050: Match It

U072: intro Concept Demo Maker

G051: Thinking Games

U045: Disk Copiers
U077: GFA Expert

T011: Business Letters
T021: Dot to Dot
T042: Form Finder 2.2

G053: Fatemaster

W003: 1st Word

T030: Things Not To Do Demo

DISKS: 1-9 £1.25 each. 10 or more £1.00 each

£13.99
£5999
£118.99

REPAIRS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.
DISCOUNTS ON REPAERS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

M01 >; Alchymy Junior 1 Meg

U026:Sheet 2
U034: Archivers + Packers

Make Cheques and postal 01ders payable to Miss J. Lowe

STF

.„.„.„.

Includes comprehensive fitting instructions, test disk and delivery

\J/

G027; Megaroids

FREE PRINTED < ATALOCUE

s Mb Kit
2Mb Kit
4Mb Kit

T003: Circuit Designer
T006: Bodyshop
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• The introductory screens
are bright and cheerful even

if they are inhabited by men
who might like to lure
you away.

GOING

ADI FRENCH
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11/12 AND
12/13
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If you wake up
one morning
and realise

that your life
is going
nowhere, you
need to get
yourself an
education,
and what

better place
to start than

in your diary and play games, that is if
you've worked well enough to be

teach

you every aspect
French,
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ing word
English
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• Open-ended questions stretch the
brain cells a little more than true or

false exercises where you always

have a 50 per cent chance

of getting it right.

forceably than you might like.

Philip Schofield's Saturday norning
antics? It's a mystery.
Once you've scored a certain
number of points, you are given
access to more and more games

need to make up a specific phrase. All
in all, there's a huge variety of differ
ent methods of teaching which keeps

If you get a question right, you

also

are rewarded with an animated car

found within the environment. This

langauge context, such as geography
and general knowledge about France.
In both of the age groups covered
here, the methods of teaching are
similar in terms of the types of ques
tions asked, although the older age
group touches on a wider and more
complex vocab, more tenses and dif

toon portraying something successful
and a slightly over-enthusiastic com
ment from Adi. If you do something
wrong, however, the fire-eater turns
an alarming shade of green. If you've
just made one mistake at the end of a
reasonably successful run, it's likely to
be overlooked, otherwise you are
encouraged to try again and
reminded that help is always at hand,
which indeed it is - just hit <F5> and
the concept which you are struggling
with is clearly explained.
One of the best things about
the program is that it also gives you
an insight into France - the questions

acts as an incentive if you really can't
be bothered to do as much as you
should. This adds an important moti
vating aspect to the program, partic
ularly if a child is working without
supervision. As with the other Adipro
grams, these are written to a pretty
high standard and have obviously had
a lot of thought put into them. Highly

ferent subject areas.
In the 11/12 age group, once

mation, hobbies, towns and direc
tions, animals and the cafe to

ntss

there to encourage you - though he sometimes does it a little mo

• A

up interest.

example,

±-----

includes other areas within the French

ment and are into the French section,

you can choose from personal infor

concentrate on. In the hobbies menu,

for instance, you find pastimes, pref
erences and sports sub-menus. In the
12/13 age group, you have a choice
of house and home, shops and quan
tity, weather expressions ("it's raining
again" is always very useful), time and
the

school

clothes.

I

for

Paula

should start

nterice .

of the

National Curriculum.

you've gone through the environ

investigates
where you

m

allowed access to them. From this

environment you can really start
learning any of the subjects Europress
have included - you can buy them
separately, but at £25.99 each it's an
expensive business to persuade Adi to

with a foreign
language?
Richards

pe the

million

years old and
helps you along
in your studies (always particularly
helpful, isn't it?). He comes in his
pupil age-specific environment, which
enables you to write notes, write stuff

You

timetable,
access

travel

each

and

of these

menus by clicking on either the <F5>
key or clicking on an icon - perhaps
not so intuitive as drop-down menus.
The questions you are asked
vary - there are true or false type
statements, comprehension sections
where you have to answer questions

based on a piece of French text - in
this instance, you tend to be asked
the question first and are then
directed to look at the piece which
obscures your view, making it a more
difficult task than it was originally
intended to be. In other cases you
also have to fill in missing letters to

create phrases and also choose from a
selection of options the words you

recommended.
Click ore

the itUrnat lire which

watcnes

the description ir» the aduertisersEnt.
* fflfISGN ft UENDRE

*

Grande naison de lune. Entree, cuisine
noderne, salle a rnanqer, tres grand
salon, ter ^tage, 4 chanbresj 2 salles
dt 'oatn. Jcli jaHin,, garage deuw

relate to what the weather is like

there (a lot better than here, that's for

sure!), what drink you are given if you
ask for something - if you ask for tea,
for example, you get it without milk

and it is extremely weak, not

Understand a language and you're

Sr_

more than half way there - these
comprehension exercises help

what you'd expect in a good
4
old British road-side cafe. The .^i

x C^ standing French.

school timetable also relates to

#

you on your way to under-

the French timetable. Did you

know the kids go to school on
Saturday mornings - how do they
survive

without

Sarah

Green

and

^

ADI French
£25.99

Europress Software
n 0625 859333

if

you want

in

French, you ask (tin "Ctuei 3ge a

to find

out a

cinia

s

tu?"

If you are ashing an adult, you wo
say "aueL 3ge auez-uous?"
Here ore some possible

answers:

J'ai tteuP ans = I atr 9 years old.
J'al anse ans = I an i-1 years old.

• If you have a problem, press <F5>

and everything is explained clearly
and simply.

Anything else?
As far as we know,

these programs are
unique, in terms of the
scope and depth of the
subject covered,
although the Let's Spell
First 500 Words (see
review opposite) is
especially good for the
vocabulary aspect.

EDUCATION

REVIEWS

CONTINENTAL
porated an editing option for parents.
You access it via a customisable pass
word and then have the option to
alter words that you think your child
would be more likely to recognise for example, depending on where
you live may mean that you call
sauce "ketchup" or vice versa.

LET'S SPELL
FIRST 500
WORDS
If you want to help your
children with their spelling
and

aren't

interested

in

fancy packaging or enticing
gimmicks, this is the package for you.
Ifyou want to assist their spelling and
vocabulary development in French or even feel inclined to try your hand

at adapting the program for any
other language, so much the better.
Let's Spell First 500 Words is a spelling
package in which the child chooses a
screen

from

a

selection

which

accesses a familiar scene - for exam

ple the body, the kitchen or a rather
tiny, overcrowded zoo - that's filled

with recognisable objects. You have
to choose one of the objects which
appears on the next screen and pick
out the letters needed to spell it, in
the order in which they should
appear. If you get it right, you are
congratulated and rewarded with a
little tune, but if you get it wrong,
your letters are shot down, the
dragon breathes fire at you and you
get the chance to try again after you
have been shown how to spell the
word correctly. You can work in Eng-

There are seven detailed tutori

• Click on any creature on this rather

als included in the manual explain
ing
everything
you
can

over-crowded bit of greenery - if you

customise in the Editor. This

or French -

the French table

includes all the accented letters and

when they're being spelt, you even
hear a digitised French accent.
The main problem with this
program is not knowing what it calls
a particular object - it's very frustrat
ing to spell something right and have
all your letters shot down just because
it's not what the programmers
thought it should be called. There are
also some problems with recognititon
- in the pet shop, for example, you
might think you are looking at a fish
tank but, you're not really, because
according to the program, you are
merely looking at fish. To overcome
these difficulties, the programmers,
Jayne and Richard Dunn, have incor

creating your own pictures to
suit your own spelling require
v ^
ments, altering the program for
other European languages and even
making new sound banks and mem
ory requirements. This is a pretty

- and that excitement has now been

transported onto your ST. Playdays,
the education program, is based on
the morning TV show and features
the creatures, like the Why Bird, that
your children are likely to be familiar
with if they watch the television early
in the day.
Playdays consists of ten tradi
tional learning games as well as three
other more relaxing games like
Noughts and Crosses and Find The
Treasure. There are four levels of diffi

culty and 25 letters to choose from,
effectively, this means your child can
work his or her way through 100
selections of games. You remain with
the chosen letter - and, therefore, the

• Encouragement is probably the
most effective learning aid.

awnj
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Henrietta's Book of Spells
(£24.99, Scetlander,
« 041 3571659)
includes a variety of
• Learning to spell could be as fun as

trying to recognise the creatures - all
you really need to know, however, is

that you've done it wrong - look at

puzzles, three difficulty
levels but is only in
English STF Rating: 92%.

how the dragon's breathing at you.

apart from
window

a

that

moves - and your
child has to guess
what the picture is
and then attempt to
spell the word.
There is quite a
lot of variety in the
types of games but
they don't really vary

enough between the I

bright backgrounds - and the Why

difficulty levels. If you
wanted to encourage your
child to stick with this single ~.
program for five years (from
four to nine), you are likely to find
them losing interest very rapidly.

chosen words - throughout all the
games so you really do get very famil
iar with them. Considering that there
are usually only five or six words, this
can get rather tedious, but at least
the child eventually has a thorough
comprehension of what each noun
represents. Each of the games aims to
encourage a different area, like co
ordination, word recognition, count
ing,
reasoning,
spelling
and
observation. In Matching, for exam
ple, you have to match the word to
the picture. Snap is pretty much like
Snap, really, although at more diffi
cult levels you have to match pictures
with words. In Counting, you have to
count the number of identical pic
tures that appear. In Moving Window
there's a large picture which is cov

26 Bennett Drive,
Warwick CV34 6QJ

STF Rating: 91%.

• Exercises are set against bold

Bird is always very polite. Creep.

Let's spell
From 4 to 9 years
£10 (UK) £12 (Europe)
£15 (rest of world)
Squirrel Soft

The original Let's Spell
(Squirrel Soft) with no
customisable options -

small

t-fi

£

What else is there?

ered

PLAYDAYS
Children's BBC television has got
really exciting over the last few years

€

includes setting the options,^

dare to spell its name.

lish

good exercise as long as you don't
mind being without the frills that
come with many educational pro
grams; when the individual items are
picked out for you to spell, they tend
to be pixellated although still easily
recognisable; there is a learning
aspect if you make mistakes, as well
as praise if you do well. The ability to
edit Let's Spell First 500 Words for
your own requirements makes
X this a very powerful program.

It can take some time to work

your way through all the games
related to one letter, but by the time
you do get there, there's a perfor

• "If I catch the burk who

sprayed my van, I'll..."

Playdays
From 3 to 8 years
£24.99

Alternative Software
•o 0977 797777

The competition

mance table which shows the level

The Fun School range

achieved at the end of each game
and a percentage score - handy for
parents who want to keep an eye on
how the children are doing, a neces
sity for this age range.
The graphics are bold and
bright, you get a free Playdays maga
zine in the box and you're always
encouraged along by the enthusiastic
and friendly Why Bird. Fun and edu

(£24.99 Europress Soft
ware 051 357 2961) is

cational for a while.

better simply because it
presents you with a
more varied range of
tasks to complete and
there are two separate
programs covering this

age range so they are
better tailored to their

needs. STF Rating: 91%.
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ASSEMBLY

THE BYTECRUNCHER S
Want to
delve

A

and dark

secret art of

assembly? In
the first of a

series, Tony

Wagstaff
shows that

you don't

amount of memory, but do you

is

Degas picture for instance, it may
seem like a picture, but at the core
of it, it's all created using numbers.
No decimals, no negatives. Just
lovely whole numbers.
Your ST's memory is divided
into little packets, known as bytes.
To distinguish between bytes of
memory, each one is referred to by
a unique number known as its
address. The size of a byte depends
on how many numbers are stored
in a memory packet. This value

difficult,

right? Only someone
who plays three-dimen

into the

deep

s se m b I y
language

sional chess and recites

logarithm tables at the
same time would attempt to
learn it, right?
Wrong!
Assembly is in fact relatively
easy provided you have the right
tools. With a quality assembly
package, such as Devpac 3 (see
review below), it actually becomes
quite painless.

be

inside

between

it?

zero

Take

and

a

old-hand programmers with knowl
edge of another language and at
beginners wanting to learn more
about ST programming. If you're
dead serious about programming,
however, you should eventually
aim to learn one of the more pow
erful and "higher level" languages,

a computer to use a hexadecimal
counting system. Unlike in the deci
mal system, where each digit of a
number can be one of ten possibili
ties from nought to nine, each digit
can be one of 16 possibilities,
nought to nine and A to F. Just as
99 is the largest number you can
have using only two decimal digits,
255 is the largest number you can
have using two hexadecimal digits.

Open up wide
Before we come to assembly itself

Larger numbers can be stored at
neighbouring
addresses.
Two
bytes, known as a word, can store
numbers up to $FFFF, or 65,535
decimal, and four bytes, called a
longword or a long, up to
SFFFFFFFF or 4,294,967,295.
Besides the memory, two
other important components of

Hex vs decimal
.mples of some hex numbers
and their decimal equ.valents.

255.

This is because it is often easier on

such as BASIC, C or Pascal.

maths genius

must

what's

This series is aimed both at

have to be a

Tefal-headed

know

HEX

HEX

DEC

In "hex" it is written as FF, while

we need to take a little tour around

256 is written as 100. To distinguish

your ST's insides. So you know
that your machine has a certain

between a hex and a decimal num

DEC

3E8

1000

10000 65536

ber, a S is placed in front it.

to learn it. All

you need is a
good tool something
just like
Devpac3

DEVPAC 3
on them without having

PRICE: £79.95

to re-assemble. Various cosmetic

FROM: HISOFT

improvements have been made, so
at long last you can define blocks
with the mouse; there is an option
to auto-indent, giving your <Tab>
button a rest; and even the shape

CONTACT: » 0525 718181

Building on the success of Dev
pac 2, HiSoft's latest develop
ment
kit
for
assembly
language
programmers
is,
quite simply, excellent. If there
ever was a package that simpli
fies assembly programming...
Devpac 3 is it.

The heart of Devpac 3 con
sists of the Editor - the program
mer's word processor, GEN, the
• Linking,

compiling, debugging, resourcing,
all from within the same program.

You may never see your Desktop
again.

assembler which translates the

assembly listing into machine
code, and MON (previously called
MONST), an easy to use debug
ger. The last two can be made
resident

• Devpac
is so up

to date, it can compile programs for
machines which Atari haven't even

started building yet!

Cold

MACHINE: ALL STs

within

the

Editor

so

that you can switch between
the three without ever quitting
back to the Desktop.
The Editor has up to seven
windows at its disposal, making
pasting between files a lot easier.
One window is reserved for compi
lation errors, enabling you to check

• Can't

remember when an ADDQ

should be a LEA? Devpac 3 will
remember for you.

of the cursor can be altered. The

cutable programs, DRI and GST

addition of up to nine bookmarks
makes jumping to different sec
tions of the listing a lot quicker.
One really helpful addition is
the Tools menu. This enables you
to install any program and run it
without quitting the Editor. Hey,
you're almost multi-tasking... well,
not quite, but you can access these
programs at the touch of a key or

linkable code, Lattice code for link

ing with Lattice C and HiSoft Basic,
as well as S-records. If this doesn't

tickle your fancy, you can simply
compile straight to memory. You
can instruct the assembler where to

look for
assembled

Include files
files.

and

pre-

Assembled

Unfortunately, you can't actu
ally make HiSoft Basic resident
without crashing your ST. Running

macros, for instance, can be
included, considerably speeding up
your assembly time.
MON.PRG, the debugger, has
had a face-lift and a name-change
since its last appearance in Devpac

it as a tool from a RAMdisk, how
ever, is fast enough.

are faced with three non-GEM win

mouse button.

The assembler is

controlled

from... the Control panel (no?) and
is just one of the pop-up menus
within dialogs that you can use in
the Editor. Using the assembler
you can produce normal exe-

2. When you first enter MON, you
dows - to avoid using up windows
the program you're working on
might need. These windows can be
expanded to full screen size, and
the bottom two can be split giving
you a total of five windows on-

DEVPAC

3

REVIEWp

•••••••••••li^HHK.

W? <

GUIDE TO ASSEMBLY
your ST are the data registers and
address registers. There are eight
data and eight address registers,
numbered from nought to seven.
One of the peculiarities of comput
ers is that they start counting at
zero. The first house in your street,
for example, is number one. A
computer, however, would think of

What goes where

and "routine"). When your pro

So what numbers does the move

gram is running, a label is used

Here are exa,„,

to refer to the memory address

instruction actually move, and
where are they moved to? This is

where that instruction is stored.

when the third field

You don't always have to have a
label, you'd soon run out of ideas
for names if you did. If you don't
use a label on any line, press

play, the parameters.

IS:NOte—' -e
«—'

|Command! Parameters

PWab.1 !add.w

L.„n

<Tab> instead.

routine

mand. This is the one field that

it as number zero. It is one of those

oddities that you

The

eventually get

used to-well, nearly.
Data register number zero is
called dO, number four, d4, and the
address registers are similarly
labelled, aO, a1 and so on. Like
memory addresses, these hold
numbers. Each can hold up to four
bytes and are more versatile than
memory addresses. Generally, data
registers are used to store actual

values and address registers to
store memory addresses.

#500,d7

"^•w

#3,d2

can tell when one field ends and

another starts, you need to insert
"white space" between them; most
people press <Tab> after each field.
For this reason, all the letters must

Labels, commands and
parameters

One big difference between assem
bly and BASIC or C is that each
assembly instruction has the same
format (see "What goes where"
boxout above) by being divided
into fields. So that the compiler
,

have a size added to them by typ

ing a period <.> followed by <b>,
<w> or <l>, for byte, word and long
respectively. See the ASM_EGS.S
file in the assembly folder on this
month's Cover Disk for examples.

The first field is a label, and it

must be up against the left margin
(see in boxout above "mylabel"

46524544 fmr
• The new
look MON.

Just how

'Mill:

Sitf""
0026
BB27

.Ot.a.fl.S

much informa

tion can you
•/WD..

nove.J
nove.w

jam 8880 ml "nA

get on one
screen?

code. This can
be

run

with

various

0ED584 4FEF mil
trap ni

of

types

set

break

points. A break
point stops the
program when it

' la''

'«« $CW),s7

reaches
screen.

You

can

also

widen

the

windows, making your own com
ments visible and easier to read.

You can configure the windows to
show the various 68K registers; a
disassembly of memory, a hexa
decimal and ASCII display of mem
ory, or a text file such as the source
code.

The best part is that you can
stack up to 26 new windows on top
of each exisiting window. These
can be toggled using the <.> or <,>
keys. This very versatile feature
enables you to have various source
codes to hand, or to have windows

locked on each address register.
Once you've played with the
windows and set up the screen to
your liking, you can set about your

time, or until a condition is

met. If you use a language

\

provided is excellent.

\

0

Devpac 3 is an excellent
package that is essential for
any assembly

a memory address or a register. In
fact the compiler assumes you are
referring to storage space unless
you tell it otherwise. This you do
by putting a # before the source.
The ASM_EGS.S file on this
month's Cover Disk contains exam

ples of some of the many different
ways of moving numbers, so
there's plenty for you to play
around

with

until

next

month.

Experiment with all the different
move combinations, and try out
some of the other instructions in

the table. Above all, don't panic if
you crash your ST, it happens a lot
when starting to program, stf

The assembler works for all

68K processors up to the 68040, the
68332, the maths co-processor and
the MMU chip.

If you like using HiSoft Basic,
or Lattice C, then get this package
for the linking facilities alone - they
are excellent. If you're new to
assembly programming, however,
Devpac 3 can give you the easiest
start

in

what

can

otherwise

be

quite an intimidating venture, stf

What else
is there?
Introduction

to

Atari

ST

Machine Code, £21.00 (inc P and
P), zz Soft " 02S4 672965.
CFA

available

for debugging AUTO programs and
Desk Accessories.

CLINK,

I The Con

giving you the ability to link with

trol panel. From here, you can pre

HiSoft Basic and

where a number is stored - such as

An

auto-resi

include

nation. They are typed in that order
and are separated by a comma.
Actually, the source doesn't have
to be a number, it can be a place

Two other Assembler packages
currently available:

breakpoints at those line numbers.
Debugging a high level language

Other tools

number, or source, and the desti

end result is much the same.

tion, such as HiSoft Basic, or Lat
tice C, you can easily set

dent version of MON is

as

The manual, rewritten for
Devpac 3, is easy to read and inter
spersed with odd snippets of trivia,
it needs to be stressed, however,
that it doesn't contain any tutorial.
Beginners, therefore, need to buy a
tutor on top of the package to make
the most of it. If you really get

that adds line number informa

couldn't be easier. An

such

language programmer worthy of
such a title. If you are thinking of
upgrading from an earlier version,
the new features make program
ming much easier, even though the

$r

gram one instruction at a O

commands,

rts, roughly equivalent to a BASIC
return, don't need parameters,
move needs two parameters, the

is finally going to bring linking into
the home of the more casual pro
grammer. LinkST provides support
for GST linking, and a collection of
VDI and AES libraries are supplied.

stuck, HiSoft offer 30 days free
technical support. After that, you
pay for it. It is, however, very rea
sonably priced and the service

the

instruction it is set on, enabling
you to check what your program
is doing to your ST. It is possi
<r
ble to step through the pro

com

thing is moving numbers. Some
instructions, including move, can

join up and you should have no
spaces or tabs inside a field. If you
do you will confuse your compiler,
and that's something you really
should avoid doing.

« • ooeof

% »88086
«f " 80808
11 "B8BBB
Jf =008081
Jl =BBBBOI

is the

must be present. There are around
90 of these, so don't try learning
them all as you will only be need
ing a handful and a lot of them are
variations of one type. Some com
pilers even choose the correct vari
ation for you to use. Smart, hey?
By far the most common
command you use is the move fam
ily. This simply moves one number
from one place to another. No big
deal you might think, but the one
thing your ST likes more than any

swap

routine move.l

next field

Some

comes into

Lattice C. This

define your input and output. No

tool, along with the power of MON,

more hunting for Include files.

Assembler,

ST

FORMAT

Cover
Disk
35
(if you
haven't got STF 35, turn to
page 66 to find out how
you can get your hands on a
copy), £50.00 (£25.00 for the
manual alone), CFA ?? 0734
794941.

Educational
m

NEW RELEASE

Programs

U

Tel K2S
77*95

FOUR GREAT GAMES

5 D

Written by experienced
kil

teachers.
FORMAT GOLD in

Tel: 0626 779695

Amiga Format Autumn '92
Day or evening
Trade enquiries welcome
Do you want to see your children use the computer for something

and all this Maths revision...

Times Tables
Addition
Subtraction

other than shoot-em-ups?
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick?
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out

Multiplication

which button does what?

Division
Fractions

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for
Send SAE for information or disk/50p for demos, state computer
To: C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9NH

Decimals

Using calculators
Shape & Space
Money problems

f t

SUPER FREE GIFTl

only for Kosmos mall order customers I

CASIO SOLAR\
Number patterns ICALCULA TOR\

BARBAR0SSA JUNE 1941

Measurements

Price £17.00 unboxed

MATHS ADVENTURE ttSSL

Available for ST 520 & 1040 by mail order only
A simulation of the German invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second World War.

Price £25.99 inc. VAT

The campaign is fought using a strategic map and a scrolling tactical map forty screens

Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos.

Designed for people who enjoy intelligent games, allowing players all the time they
need for thought, based on strategic and tactical manoeuvre not on mere mathematics.

rOf clg6S 0 " 14

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type)

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406
-:"»'.i. -;-

•;;;.„

in size.

You command the German army through intelligent army commanders against a
computer opponent, developed over ten years, that commands the Russian army as
competently as a human player.

Easy to use interface produces a fast paced game with the need to change army orders
only when the player deems necessary. Written by Ken Wright, the most prolific author
of strategy war games.

;:: •;.'. ;ss sit iff :Ht'.

\U \-S *KH!' iti'.H' !== =:= ::• ==: ==:= Ui}"'

Cheques made payable to K.W. Software, 155 Ringinglow Road, Sheffield S11 7PS

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DS/DD DISKS

RIBBONS-POSTFREE

Full Mark Brand

Zoff

4off

25

10.99

50

20.50

Citizen Swift24 Colour (Compat) 12.95'

100

36.99

250

34.99

Panasonic KJCP10&0/1123/1124 3.25
StarLC10/LC20
2.60
Star LC10-4 Colour
5.90

3.05
2.40
5.70

StarLC24-10

2.75

PRICE EACH

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24

500

2.75

295

Star LC24-10 Colour (Compat)

164.99

StarLC200

9.95*
3.00

Star LC200Colour (Compat)

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED

StarLC24-200

AND AK.E C0MFLETE WITH LABELS

2.55

2.&0

9.95*
Z95

2.75

Star LC24-200 Colour (Compat) 9.95*
3.5'SUPERIOR LOCKABLEDISK BOXES

Ribbon re-ink

7295

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those

100 Capacity
120 Capacity

marked with an asterisk "

ACCESSORIES-POSTFREE
3.5"PREMIUMDISKS WITHOURBOXES

100 Cap. box +50 3.5" DS/DD
120Cap. box+100 3.5" D5/DD
90 Cap. Dank box+50 3.5" DS/DD

24.49
42.99
29.49

3.5"BANK BOX-90CAPACITY
A 5UPEKB PRODUCT WHICH15 BOTH
L0CKA3LE AND STACKABLE
ONE
TWO
THREE

9.95
13£5
26J95

SUPPLIES LTD

0703 #
457111

Mc use Mat

2.9 9

Mc use Holder

2.9 9

2F iece Universal Printer Stand

6.9 9

3.5 Disk CleanK.it

2.99

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

3.99

Printer Cable (1.5 metre)

3.99

Atari ST dust cover

3.50

Phillipsmonitorcover

3.99

Star LC10, Star LC20 covers
Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 3.99

Allproductsare subjectto availability - All pricesinclude VAT.
Pleaseadd £3.50 p+p fordisksandboxes. E&OE.

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222
Unit 16, The Sidings,Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5QA
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There is still more.

ROLL UP! ROLL UP!
Hard drives

30MByte bare hard drive ST138N

VIP Professional, Fast Basic, Microsoft

Write, Superbase Professional, PD
and Cover Disks, games disks,
mags. Original box, only £150 ono.
n 0253 300287 (Blackpool).

for sale. High speed mass storage

could be linked to existing hard
drive or used with SCSI host adap

As if this month wasn't enough to
keep you going, you can be assured
that we're going to be doing it all
again next month (well, perhaps not
exactly the same, that would just be

1040 STFM 1MByte internal drive

remarkable value for only £425 or
with internal 120MByte Quantum
hard drive for only £700. Ring Dar
ren on w 0622 754001 anytime.
(Maidstone, Kent)

FOR SALE

silly). We'll be getting into program

ming - showing you how easy it is

STFM

tor to attach to ST. £95 ono. Chris
on *r 0366 728571.

Printers

Epson LX-800 9-pin printer, boxed.
Tractor or sheet feed with cable

and manual £95. Ring Keith on
**• 0494 762793 evenings or week

Atari 520 STFM; 1MByte doublesided disk drive; 100 plus games,
art packages, music, word proces
sors, databases, animation, pro
gramming, multi-media and lots
lots more! Only two years old and

Atari 520 STFM, games, ten busi
ness programs including 1st Word
Plus, Degas Elite and Timeworks DTP.
Star LC10 colour printer, all with

to create games and demos on your
ST - you too could be joining the

manuals. Two BASICs, First and ST,

in excellent condition, worth
£1,320+ sell for £320 ono. -a- 0744

£299.99 ?* 0273 857307

going to be investigating the add
ons you can buy to make your art
even better; then we're going to be
looking at multi-player games. As
well as the usual wide range of hints
and tips, we've also got some bril
liant packages lined up to review all in ail, you'll miss out if you miss
us, so order your copy now using
the coupon overleaf.

top games programmers. Following
this month's graphics feature we're

both with manuals. Price for lot

(Brighton).

812173

ends.

WANTED

520 STFM upgraded to 1MByte.
Second drive, mainly RPG stuff,
demos etc, ideal for beginners.
Sale as one pack, will not split.
•n- 0954 211765 after 3pm. Only

STE

4MByte STE, Atari Workshop
Tower case, TOS 2.06, twin flop
pies, new mouse, clock cartridge,
monitor switcher, cooling fan,

14 inch monitor required, mono or
colour with lead. ^ 0458 43785

(Somerset).
For details on how to advertise,
just turn the page...

£300.

ON SALE TUESDAY 9 MARCH

DIRECT SOFTWARE

SPACE
GUN
ONLY £599*

-FOR. THE CHEAPEST PRICES ANYWHERE.
ANY 4

LETHAL WEAPON

£1399

£5.99 GAMES FOR ONLY £15"

WWF 2 £1399

COMPILATIONS

SUPER

DUNGEON

FI&HTEP a 3.99

f^ASTEP £999

Addams Family.

£15.??

JimmyWhitesSnooker

£11.99

Plotting

£599

Archie Macleans Pool

£1199

Judge Vredd.
Jumping Jackson

£599
£599

Papulous 2

£11.99

Push Over

£1199

Audio Sculpture

£599

Slack Cauldron

£599

Kick Off Z

Bloodwych

£5.9?

Knights of the Sky

Carl Lewis Challenge

£1699

Chase HQ 2....

£599

ColonelsBequest

£599

Continental Circus

£5.99

£599

£2199

Kult

£599

I Ludicrous
Ui

£599
£1999

Light Corridor

£599

Shinobi

£1199

AM Tank Plataar.

£1999

Shuttle
Silent Service 2

Vouble Dragon

£599

Kicro Prose Ooll

£1199

Vrokkhen

£5.99

lAicroprose Grand Prix

£1199

Midnight -Resistance
Monty Python

£5.99
£599

£5.99
£1999

Espionage

£599

First Samurai

£5.99

Flames of Freedom

11999

Flirnbo's Quest

£599

Full Metal Planet

£5.99

Gemini Wing

£5.99
£5.99

Golden Are
Helmdahl
Hook

£1999
£15.99

Hoyles Bookof Games 1

£5.99

Robocop 2

Murders in Venice

£599

Narc

£599

Navy Seals

£599

Nightbreed
Ohno not more Lemmings

£599
£1199

Operation Thunderbolt
Pang

£599
£599

Parasol Stars

£1399

£159?

£599
£1699

Robocop 3
Sensible Soccer

£/59?

£5.99
£5.99

£599

£5.99

-Robocod (James Band 2)

Lotus 3

£1199

Crossbow
Varkman

England Champ Special
Epic

Ramboi

Renegade

Lure of the Temptress

Cool World

f'ySpy-

Winners

Tin. Fire* Forget. Teenage Queen. Hostages)

10Great Games (Ferrari F1. "Rick Dangerous.

£599

Quest* GloryCompilation (Cadaver. Midwinter,

Ultima 5
Universal Monsters

£999
£1999

£599
£1999

£599

Victory Road

£599

Viz

£599
£599

Iron Lord, Hloodv/ych)

"Dream Team £/3.99

High Energy, 10Great Games
&Quest andGlory for £1999

£1599

Welltris

Planetfall (Infocom)

£599

Wolf Pock

PlayerManager

£599

Zork Two (Infocom)

£599

£59?
FUN SCHOOL H UNDEP 5.
£5.99FUN SCHOOL H 5-1
£5.99
FUN SCHOOL 10VEP 7
LETS SPELL (OUT & ABOUT)
T££NA0£mmW

xenon 2

£599

HERO TURTLES

£599

€1.99

High Enerqy Compilation (North &South, Tin

"Pick h'"Pile. Great Courts, Satan. Chicago 90. Xenon
2.Night Hunter. Carrier Command SuperSki)

£1999

Voyager

Outrun. FW, Combat. Italy 1990, Double Dragon 2)

£1699
£599
£1999
£2199

Sports Collection
Spot....
TheGames Espano 92
Total Recall.'.

WWF

ActionMasters Compilation (Welltris. Turbo

£599
£599
£5.99

FULLY CERTIFIED

.111. 00

50_
]O0250.

EDUCATIONAL
SHAPES AND C0L0UPS
TELLING- THE TIKE
FIPST LETTEPS

first SfVWkftl

HIGHWAY
PATROLZ
£599

. £1599
±1599
..£1599

.130.00
..£ 10.00

inc labels (Please add £2.00

p&.p for Disk orders)
CONFLICT IN EUROPE.

£5.99

SrWlSHTV
£139

KICK OFF 2
£599

Flease send orders to:

DIRECT SOFTWARE LTD

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0908) 379550
FcMP is FTZ.EE. within the UK.

SHnp prices

Pi
pi
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
Ist Computer Centre

Advanced Computer Systems 71

PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE •

PD4U| for KIMLl §T Tel: 0232 672338

Analogic Computers

4 SINTONVILLE AVENUE BELFAST BT5 5DG

mwm &AB0.E3
D 057 - PGS FONTS
D 060 - CALAMUS FONTS
D 050 - PGS UTILITIES
A 051 - DEGAS CONVERT
A 034 - VIDEO TITLER
D051 -CLIP ART
M 030-BLITZ COPIER
M 019-POOLS EXPERT
M016- MENU MAKER
S 006-NOISETRACKER
G 087 - CYBERSNAKE
G 089 - MYSTIC WELL
K 005 - MASTER DOODLE
B 005 - FASTBASE
B 002 - ST SHEET

The MOJO

Having trouble finding a
specific type of lead?

mouse/joystick

We can help!

switcher

CALL FOR DETAILS

damage to ports

Save money!
We canre-ink yourprinter

AUTOMATIC £14.95

ribbon - a blacker,

MANUAL £11.50

longer lasting re-ink costs

1-5 disks £150ea
6+ disks £1 ,30ea

£3.00

FOR THE LATEST DISK CATALOG WITH DETAILS OF DISKS AND SERVICES

Do you have any outdated or
unwanted hardware that you
want to get rid of? Well, why
don't you advertise it in the pages
of ST FORMAT- or you can see if
anyone else has got what you
want by advertising in the
Wanted section. This service is

available to you for just a fiver just fill in the form below, (in
BLOCK CAPITALS please) in 40
words or fewer, then tick the rele

vant boxes. Only telephone num
bers can be printed - that is, not

New Age Public Domain

37 Ocean

101
116

Owl Associates

107

Cambridge Business Software.83

PD4U

114

Computer Mates Ltd

PD Warehouse

103

Phoenix Services

107

74

112

DatagemLtd

96 Power Computing Ltd

Domark Ltd

21

Eagle Software

62 Rubysoft

24

Evesham Micros

27

ST Direct

113

Gasteiner Technologies

51

Silica Systems

Hi-Soft

CLASSIFIEDS

101

Brighton Computer Supplies. 73

Coombe Valley Software

ABS Case
LED Path Indication

Reduce the risk of

12,13 MTSoftware

II5

Premier Mail Order

29
73

53,57,81,87

Snap Computer Supplies Ltd 112

Intermediates/Spec Reserve..2,3

Solent Software

103

Jewel PD

107

The ST Club

101

Kosmos Software

112

The Upgrade Shop

107

KW Software

112

We Serve

addresses. Put the coupon, with a
cheque or postal order for £5
made payable to Future Publish
ing Ltd into an envelope and send
it to: ST FORMAT Small Ads, ST

FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. We're sorry,
but we cannnot take your ads

over the telephone, so use this
form or a photocopy of it. This is
the last call - if more of you don't
use this service it'll be going the
way of STF'sprevious editors, and
you wouldn't want that.

48

Ladbroke Computing

30

Laser Distribution Ltd

103

WTS Electronics

83

Merlin PD

107

Yewtree Leisure

107

MJC Supplies

Wizard PD

101

65

YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE

USE THIS COUPON!
Note: You cannot include software, appointments and service
advertisements in this section

WHERE'S ST FORMAT?
Because ST FORMATis the best ST mag anywhere on the

planet, lots of sensible people rush down to the shops at
the beginning of each month to get themselves a copy.

For this reason you'll find that STFORMAT sells out
extremely quickly in many newsagents - we say why take the risk of
missing your copy? If you don't want to subscribe - but see page 66 for
some good reasons why you should - fill in the form below and hand it
to your newsagent, who'll only be too happy to reserve or deliver a
copy for you. ST FORMATgoes on sale on the second Tuesday of every

Please run the following insertion in your next available issue:
I would like it to appear in the following section (please tick):

FOR SALE

• STF
• TT

QSTFM
• STACY

•

• MISCELLANEOUS

MONITORS

QSTE
• MEGA STE
• HARD DRIVES • PRINTERS

WANTED •
i enclose a cheque or postal order for £5.00 made payable to

month. Don't miss it!

If you have problems getting hold of your favourite ST mag, call
Kate Elston on •» 0225 442244 and she'll do her best to help you out.

I RESERVE YOUR COPY OF 5T FORMAT

Future Publishing Ltd.

Method of payment (please tick)

• Cheque

Please reserve/deliver ST FORMAT magazine each month,

•

beginning with the April issue, on sale Tuesday 9 March.

• Postal Order

Name _
Address

I

Name:

•

I
Address:

I
Postcode

Daytime phone

I
I

To the Newsagent: ST FORMAT is published by

Please send this form, together with payment to ST FORMAT
Small Ads, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

'
Phone Number:

•

Future Publishing « 0225 442244

More fitari

The Serious Page
The HiSoft Promise

Diamond Edge
£49.95

While many other companies are abandoning the
Atari market, we are moving forward, acquiring

and writing new titles, many of which are detailed
on this page.
Rest assured that we will continue to offer you the

best software at truly competitive prices with a
range of customer support options to ensure that
you can use your Atari 680x0 computer, and our
software!, with confidence and ease.

Devpac 3

£79.95

HiSoft Devpac 3 is the latest version of the popular
assembler/ debugger package for all Atari 680x0
computers. Packed full of features, it is the ideal
programming environment for beginners and
professional programmers alike.
Improved and extended, the Devpac 3 macro

We are very encouraged by the Falcon030, believing
that it will breathe new life into the general-purpose
microcomputer market, which has often been
driven by the computer enthusiast, who will find
this new machine both fascinating and exciting.
We will sticker all Falcon030 product with Atariapproved labels for convenience and clarity; there

Tile

Medic

Optinize

Undelete

Archive

Utility

Help

Hunber of Folders:
Hunber of files:

Fragnented Files:
Hvg "Frags/Fragfilei
flvg HFrags/lDBK FFl

13
3.526

1,777

^k

File Size

... •„«,,.
., •..„,.,

QtXIGnCaElQLiJCa IffllirTMirprint »p |

and Compatible, watch out for them.

From the authors of Diamond Back, the popular
hard disk backup program, comes a new package
that is essential to any serious user of an Atari
680x0 computer.

TruePaint

Diamond Edge is a complete set of management,
optimisation, diagnostic, repair and data recovery
tools for use with floppy disks and hard disks.

are three such labels - Falcon030 Exclusive, Enhanced

assembler is now often 40% faster than its

predecessor (without using pre-assembly), has
many extra, switchable optimisations and, with the
ability to pre-assemble files for inclusion, can now

fl\

Provides lnfonMtiun about uotir disk fracnentatlon level

£39.95

Please note the new price of £49.95 for Diamond
Edge; thepoor Sterling/USDollarexchange rate
means thatwe can no longer hold thepricedown.

claim to be the fastest assembler on the Atari
Desk File Flags Extra Block

computers. It produces 68000 up to 68030 code (via
a user option) & supports the maths co-processors.
Devpac 3 is supplied with a professional 350-page,
wire-bound manual, all the necessary include files
for your system (ST/STe/TT/Falcon030), GST and
Lattice linkers, various utilities, example programs
and a complete 68000 Pocket Programmer's

XBoot 3

£34.95

We are pleased to have acquired the exclusive
rights to version 3 of this package, which
provides comprehensive management of your

Reference Guide. Call or write for more details.

AUTO folders.

ChemKit

New features include independence from any

£39.95

video hardware, selection of CPXs, definition
of links between related files, new batch

A new package that many chemists and students of
chemistry have been waiting for; ChemKit allows
the easy creation, amendment and printing of any

con030

chemical structure.
Desk

File

Edit

Tools

version of XBOOT.

TruePaint is the first art package to take advantage
of the true colour capabilities of the Falcon()30
computer. Some of the highlights of the product are:
5
\

Works in all screen resolutions including
768x480 True Colour

\

Easy-to-use multi-window environment with
menus, toolbox and keyboard shortcuts
Full range of drawing tools

\
o

editor, integrated parameters dialog, a
complete new function to change the running
order of your programs and more. Please
enquire about upgrades if you have an earlier

ChemKit from HiSoft

A large variety of effects including shear,
wrinkle, smooth, rainbow etc.

Using a wide variety of flexible drawing primitives
together with GDOS text, this package is a boon for
anybody involved in producing chemical drawings.
ChemKit runs on any ST/TT/Falcon030 and needs
1Mb of memory.

»

Zoom, full screen mode with edit, colour

picker, bezier curves

•

Animation, FSM/Speedo GDOS support, wide
variety of file formats including IFF, TIFF,
JPEG, Targa, IMG, Neochrome and more

We have re-scheduled the release of TruePaint to

Books from HiSoft

coincide with the general availability of the

We have a number of excellent books for the ST in

available on 18 February 1993. Please contact us to

stock at the moment. These include C-manship by
Clayton Walnum, ideal for the C enthusiast or the
beginner; Program Design Techniques by Paid Overaa,

be sent a TruePaint brochure when this is available.

an informative book on how to write well-

structured programs in most languages; Real-Time
3D Graphics by Andrew Tyler, shows you how to
create vivid solid 3D colour graphics while the
Motorola 680x0 Programmer's Reference is the bible
for 680x0 assembler programmers. Please call us or
write to us for pricing details on these titles.

Falcon030 computers - the package will now be

HiSoft BASIC 2. Harlekin 2. Lattice C 5.5, HiSoft C. Highspeed
Pascal, FTL Modula-2, KnifeST, WERCS. HiSoft Devpac, HiSoft
BASIC 2, TruePaint, Wordflair, Diamond Back, Superbase,
Diamond Edge, K-Spread, K-Data. FirST BASIC. HiSoft
FORTH. ProFlight, ChemKit. Tempos 2 ...

All prices include UK VAT and P&P within the UK. Please
call for export prices, educational discounts etc. E&OE.
Specifications and prices may change.

XBOOT is an efficient, easy-to-use program and
comes with a well-written and useful manual.

Superbase
Professional

£99.95

Following the sale of the ST and Amiga versions of
Superbase to Oxxi Inc with whom we are working
closely on a project for the Falcon030, we are
pleased to be able to offer the superlative Superbase
Professional (Version 3.02) at a substantial saving
over its previous recommended price.

All HiSoft's products should beavailable through
yourlocal computer dealer. If you have difficulty
in obtaining a title you can order directly from
HiSoft usingyourcredit ordebit card - just call
Julia, Sallieor Marlynne on 0525 718181.

HiSoft
High Quality Software
The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 (0) 525 718181
Fax:+44 (0)525 713716
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HOW YOU CAN GET ONTO THE
SLEEPWALKER SPONSORSHIP TRAIL:

into

brilliant

projects in Africa
and

^"

COMPUTER

games - and it's a

to

W***

HE

the

BUY SLEEPWALKER-A DECISION YOU
WILL NEVER REGRET • THE GAME IS

uk.

VOICED BY LENNY HENRY, AND
WORKED ON BY SOME OF BRITAIN'S

FINEST COMIC MINDS (and acouple of
gits who happened to be round that
evening). FOR EVERY GAME BOUGHT
£4.32 GOES TO COMIC RELIEF TAKE
PART IN THE GREAT SLEEPWALKER

CHALLENGE,

WHICH WILL BE

VADING ALL THE BIG RETAIL
CHAINS DURING THE WEEKS BEFORE
RED NOSE DAY-MARCH 12th 1993.
ORGANISE YOUR OWN
SPONSORSHIP CHALLENGES
LIKE: BEATING YOUR HIGHEST

SCORE - TAKE ON YOUR DAD,
OR YOUR TEACHER, OR EVEN YOUR

SCHOOL IN A SLEEPWALKER
CONTEST. DREAM UP YOUR OWN
HIDEOUS CHALLENGE TO

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED • 2 CASTLE STREET • CASTLEFIELD • MANCHESTER • M3 4LZ
TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633 • FAX: 061 834 0650

